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Introduction: Some Remarks on the Present Situation • 

Any critical survey propos~ng to analyse certain spe
cific features of Italian politics inevitably must begin 
with a short glance at the general state of the Italian · 

nation. 
Here vie should be careful not to give too much weight 

to those alarmist or defeatist reports currently abound
ing in the international press which tend to depict Italy 
as a doomed country, a fathomless swamp of corruption and 
mismanagement, fatally poisoned by communist machinations· 
and red guerilla terrorism, so irremediably sapped and 
demoralized that either economic collapse or a political 
catastrophe (or both) seem to be waiting for her just 
around the corner. This is, of course, a travesty of the 
real situation which appears to be considerably less de
crepit and much more complex. 

The picture we get by soberly assessing the available 
economic data as well as relevant political and socio-psy
chological factors can be described as surprisingly ba
lanced, although not devoid of many ambiguities. v!hile 
prospects for a new upswing are generally promising, it 
is equally true, however, that much still depends on the 
present minority cabinet's ability to solve some extremely 
serious, pressing problems, particularly in the fields of 
internal security, reorganization of the economy's large 
public sector, economic assistance programs for the 
southern regions, reduction of unemployment (with two mil
lion unemployed concentrated mainly in the South), anti
inflation measures, and reorganization of the entire 
public education system. Other urgent tasks include the 
modernization of the cumbersome, inefficient, partly cor
rupt administrative apparatus, and the general-enforcement 
of several important reform laws (on regional and local 
autonomies, on controlled abortion etc.) which have en
countered heavy obstruction within some of the sectors di-
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rectly concerned, not to mention the imperative retrench
ment of the country's permanent dependence on massive 
fuel, commodity and food imports. 

All things considered, Italy h~s nevertheless a fair 
chance finally to emerge from that profound crisis of her 

I 

entire institutional system which,originated in the late 
sixties - if not earlier -, and came to invest the whole 
range of her political as well aslsocial, economic and 

' ' cultural structures. Her pace of economic recovery is im-
pressive with growth rates sometimes doubling those of 
comparable industrialized countries in the West. Mor~er,. 
it should be remembered that for 1960-75 Italy's GNP in
creases amounted to a real per capita growth by roughly 
71% (lean years included), while phe Soviet Union's ana
logous achievements did not exceed 68% during the same 
period. Great efforts are being made to contain the rate 
of inflation which reached nearly 19~6 in 1976, below 
14,5% in 1978, while a further reduction to levels under 
11% is being contemplated for thel period 1979-81, in 
keeping with envisaged GNP increases averaging 4% yearly 
for the same span of time. 

As for the onslaught of 
ed by disaffected elements 

.I d organlze 
' 

belonging 
violence perpetrat
to very different 

social and political groups on a broad scale, it is.still 
rampant. As a matter of fact, within the 15 weeks between 
March 16, when Aldo Moro, president of the chr:istian-demo
crats1 National Council, was abducted by a Red Brigade 
killer squad, and June 30 the record of major terrorist 
misdeeds included: 3 assassinations (with Moro among the 
victims); 27 cases of heavy injuries inflicted to indi
vidual persons by armed attack; 1b3 additional cases of 
physical assaults on individual persons; more than 200 
incendiary and bomb-laying actions against various build
ings and other objects. Obviously the security ana police 
forces, challenged while undergo~ng a gruelling check-up 
and reorganization process, were unable to cope with the 
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sudden upsurge of terrorist operations which after a slow 

and fumbling start in 1969 had expanded to become a sus-· 

tained, large-scale offensive only in 1977. 

But whatever the guerilla leaders' objectives may have 

been, the main result turned out to be a very broad soli

darization embracing the vast majority of all components 

of Italy's socalled "political class" which, first of all, 

drove the communists much closer than ever before towards 

the christian-democrats in their joint condemnation of 

political violence in general and Red Brigade terrorism 

in particular. The climax of the Mor.o tragedy produced an 

almost comprehensive national consensus, unparalleled in 

Italy's post-war history. By this. gruesome experience most 

parties as well as trade unions, mass media as well as in

dividual citizens were induced to close ranks and rally 

to the defense of the established order of representative 

democracy. In the course of the discussion about possible. 

legislative or administrative counter-measures even com

munist spokesmen never hesitated to emphasize their prurllf~ 

unqualified commitment to the principles of the rule of 

law. 

As a matter of fact, it should be recognized that the 

Italian political establishment, in spite of all its evi
dent weaknesses, glaring defects, and striking incongru
ities proved to possess much more stamina and coherence 

.than expected. Faced with the challenge of the Moro ab

duction and the ensuing difficult choices, all of the ma
jor political parties and their leadership groups have 

shown a considerable measure of public-mindedness and a 
strong sense~ joint responsibility for the common cause. 

Upon closer examination this consociative spirit has 

become manifest even earlier, in response to a long se

quence of critical situations which started in .June 1976, 

after the general elections, with the elaboration. of a 
new government formula acceptable to the communists,went 

on with the breakdovm of premier Andreotti' s six-party 
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government platform in January 1978, and led up to presi
dent Leone's forced resignation, on charges of personal 
enrichment in office, last June. The fact that Leone was 
replaced, finally, as head of state by the old-guard so
cialist, Resistenza veteran and anti-clerical free-tmnker 
Sandro Pertini with an overwhelming -majority of roughly 
83 percent of the electors' assembly total vote, seems to 
indicate an increased availability, also among the Demo
crazia Cristiana, for solutions dictated primarily by the 
national interest, at the expense of narrower party pre
ferences. 

Thus, on the whole, there is evidence enough for a re-
nascent public-mindedness combined with democratic soli
darity and cooperativeness across ideological barriers and 
party distinctions. The Italian institutional system has 
resisted relatively well both to strong Uternal pressures 
and to disturbing, sometimes disrupting outside influen
ces. For the international environment cannot be left un
heeded altogether when it is easy enough to discover cer
tain external causes of domestic economic recession, to 
establish very close connexions between the Vietnam war 
and the rise of rabid students' and youth rebellions in 
Italy and many other West European countries, or else to 
perceive evident links existing between Italy's native 
terrorist groups and a variety of foreign or transnatiDruli 
terrorist activities. 

It should be noted, however, that; Italy's interdepend-· 
ence is working both ways. Her own vigorous efforts under
taken to open up a new period of economic prosperity have 
been efficaciously favoured by IMF support and corresond
ing European Community partnership assistance~ Much more 
could be done, though, to-secure a sustained, Community 
supported drive aimed at the economic reconstruction and 
readjustment of Italy~s southern regions. 

But there are also several other foreign connexions to 
be mentioned which constantly arouse considerable anxiety 
among Italian political leaders independently of party af
filiations. It often happens that these "scares" exert a 
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very marked influence on political attitudes and decisions 
particularly within the Italian left. Thus both the Com
munist and the Socialist Parties have always been eager to 
denounce the bad habit attributable to some of their coun
trymen to solicit American political interference or even 
stronger forms of superpower intervention whenever they 
become afraid of a possible communist bid for government 
participation. 

Another subject of much concern is the possibility of a 
major change in Belgrade's foreign policy after Tito's de
mise. In the case that Yugoslavia should accept some form 
of closer association with the Warsaw Pact, the PCI leader
ship certainly would feel obliged to reconsider the whole 
inventory of their own positions regarding NATO, Italy's 
security interests in the Mediterranean area, and her de
fense commitments in general. The most likely consequence 
for the PCI would be to retract its present qualified com
mitment to NATO loyalty in exchange for a new course pro
moting a policy of nonalignment for Italy, similar to that 
practiced by president Tito during the preceding period. 

The third incubus causing permanent apprehension is the 
prospect of yet another, but more serious oil crisis which 
could bring Italy's economy to a standstill within less 
than a month as other energy resources are almost entirely 
lacking. There is some speculation positing that such an 
oil blockade could, at the same time, create an extremely 
explosive revolutionary situation in the country at large. 
Some PCI spokesmen tend to suggest, in this context, that 
their own party's openly pro-Arab and anti-Israeli stance 
consistently kept up over the years is mainly motivated 
by Italy's natural and legitimate national (oil) interests, 
and not in the least subservient to any Soviet foreign po
licy objectives or commitments. 

Another rather disquieting pointer of the saine scenario 
indicates that one of the presumable consequences rESUlting 
from a future crippling crude oil shortage would be a very 
profound radicalization of the entire Italian left wing 
line-up together with large sections of the labour move
ment. Such developments would be no doubt accompanied by 
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rather sweeping personnel changes affecting the upper and 
intermediate levels of the various hierarchies, and it can 
be safely predicted that only a minority of contemporary 
PCI or PSI top representatives, eventually, would be consi
dered sufficiently radical for reconfirmation in their pre
sent party functions. 

Leftist Pluralism - Italian Style 

It was Aldo Moro, the late president of the Democrazia Cri
stiana's National Council, who ventured to predict that the 
heavy electoral defeats suffered by his party in May 1974 
(failure of the anti-divorce referendum) and in June 1975 
(regional and provincial elections) were bound to open up 
a "third phase" not only .of the DO's own destiny but of the 
entire nation's postwar history (P 21.7.75). As for the 
marked swing to the left which became manifest in all social 
strata after the severe oil shock experienced in winter · 
1973/74, he obviously did not deem it a purely accidental, 
transitory change of mood, but rather believed it to express 
a profound and enduring alteration of the overall climate. 
This judgment he felt confirmed by the outcome of the general 
elections held in June 1976 when the communists obtained 
their all-time record score of 34.4 percent of the vote thus 
reaching a figure only 4.4 points below the DO's result 
(38.8%). The global share polled by the entire left - social
democrats (PSDI) included - amounted to roughly 50 percent 
of the total vote; in 1975 the left had even achieved a 
corresponding aggregate share of 51.3 percent. 

The "first phase" mentioned by Moro covered the recon
struction years between 1944 and 1947. It was the period of 

"three-party cooperation" .during which the christian_democrats 
led by De Gasperi, the socialists (under the party label 
PSIUP = Partito Socialista di Unita Proletaria) led by Nenni, 
and the communists (PCI = Partito Comunista Italiano) had 
joined forces to solve a number of basic normalization 
problems, often in coalition with additional political 
parties or movements of minor importance. To abolish the 
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monarchy, to conclude a peace treaty, to work out and put 
into force a new republican constitution - these pressing 
priority tasks had been carried out in common when the year 
1948 opened. In spite of numerous clearly visible ideological 
and conceptional divergencies, often sharply disputed among 
the three parties, they performed the work to be done, on 
the whole, with much reasonableness and a high sense of 
responsability, equally to be attributed to the christian
democratic as well as to the communist and socialist top 
representatives. 

It was early during this period that Togliatti(in contra
diction to expectations harboured by many leftist elements) 
induced his party leadership to discard the "Greek perspective~ 
which meant in fact a decision not to mobilize the estimated 
170.000 left-wing "partigiani" available for social-revolu
tionary action in Italy. Extremely exportant was, moreover, 
the agreement to adopt a generous solution for the problem 
of regulating the relationship between the young Republic 
and the Vatican by simply including the Lateran Treaties·of 
1929 into paragraph 7 of the new constitution. Beyond that 
Italy had to face the fact that for the powers of the anti
axis alliance she still remained an occupied "enemy country" 
with no chance to get rid of that status but by accepting a 
peace diktat generally felt to be unfair and humiliating, 
particularly in view of the "resistenza" background of most 
of the component parties of Italy's constituent assembly. 
The peace treaty signed in Paris on February 10, 1947 
obtained a large majority in the assembly when presented 
for ratification on July, 31 (although this vote had been 
tied to a preceding protest resolution), and on December 15, 
1947 the withdrawal of all Anglo-Saxon occupation forces 
from Italian territory was officially completed. 

Although the last "three-party cabinet" foundered in May 
1947 the exclusion of communists and socialists from govern
ment responsibility did not mean the immediate termination 
of any kind of cooperation which continued, on the contrary, 
within the constituent assembly until January 31, 1948. 
Apparently De Gasperi personally made some attempts to defer. 
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the ousting of the left-wing parties as long as possible, 
but had to give way to strong pressures stemming partly from 
the ranks of his own party, and partly from representatives 
of the Vatican and the u.s.A. (P.Scoppola). The Cold War had 
already begun to dominate the international dimension of 
East-West relations, and meanwhile the Italian communists, 
too, had embarked upon obstruction tactics and a policy of 
minatory muscle-flexing. Thus it appears to be of utmost 
significance that the Italian constituent assembly, presided 
by u. Terracini, a communist, worked on without giving much 
attention to these developments up to the moment they had 
successfully finished their job. The new constitution was 
passed on December 22, 1947 with 453 affirmative against· 
62 negative votes. It was the only one in Western Europe 
approved with the solid block vote of all communist assembly 
members, before it came .into effect on January 1, 1948. 

There is some evidence that initially the principal 
leaders of the three major parties were not much inclined 
to apply the logic of the Cold War immediately and auto
matically also to domestic affairs in a more or less stereo
type manner; but circumstances soon proved to be overpowering. 
None of them could definitely free himself from their condi
tioning impact. Upon termination of "three-party cooperation" 
in May 1947 this decision was accepted by communists and 
socialists without any resistance, and possibly some of the 
party leaders involved may have believed it to impose only 
a transitory change of the government formula. If this was 
the case such illusions were qui6kly to be dispelled. 

With the founding of the Communist Information Bureau 
(Cominform) towards the end of September 1947 the Kremlin 
started a large-scale political offensive which soon led to 
the communist takeover in Prague in February 1948 while 
similar plans seem to have failed in Finland. A few days 
later, in f1arch, the Soviets wrecked the Interallied Control 
Council for Germany. As it was, these events contributed to 
provoke an extreme polarizati'on of Italy's public opinion, 
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and when parliamentary elections were held on April 18, 1948 
the Democrazia Cristiana reaped the greatest triumph of its 
history (48,48 %) gaining the absolute majority of seats in 
both houses. 

This sweeping victory in the 1948 electoral contest was 
to become the historic basis for the DO's hegemonial role 
which has been the main feature characterizing the "second 
phase'' of Italy's postwar politics. While the Democrazia 
Cristianahad demonstrated considerable power of aggregation 
with reference to communists and socialists in the preceding 
period, it now began to develop comparable capabilities 
fostering the concatenation, and even amalgamation, of the 
laizist parties of the upper and lower middle classes 
(PLI, PRI, PSDI) as well as substantial nonorganized groups 
of the population cultivating moderately conservative 
attitudes and convictions. Now the DC progressively expanded 
its power bastions within all the reaches of the state 
bureaucracy, of the government-controlled sectors of the· 
economy, of local and provincial administration, thus 
finally establishing a deeply rooted, far-flung, closely knit 
system of domination, patronage and clientelar interdepen-
dencies. That it proved to be a much less efficient than 
corruption-engendering system goes without saying. The 
alliance struck between the .ambitious party manager Amintore 
Fanfani who started a thorough drive for the DO's reorgani;.. 
zation in 1954, and empire-builder Enrico Mattei, .the pre-
sident of the gigantic state-owned ENI industrial complex, 
was of paradigmatic significance. 

In spite of all this the DO's availability for a "leftist" 
political course never completely evaporated. It continued to 
be a large popular party with a substantial, although not 
always politically strong wage-earner and trade-unionist 
wing. For a while a group of reformers led by G. Dossetti 
who tried to combine social activism and pacifist commit
ment with the utopian struggle for a truly "catholic society", 
succeded to gain considerable influence within the party 
leadership. This group of "integralist left-wingers" was 
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finally defeated by their more pragmatist and secularist 
rivals, but many elements of their general program have be
come integrated into the party's collective consciousness. 
Similar experiences had been made even earlier in the process 
of harnessing several catholic mass organizations (ACI, GIAC, 
GF, ACLI, FUCI etc.) which for some years had been instrumen
talized by clerical traditionalists in their endeavours to 
turn the Democrazia Cristiana into a crusading movement for 
the Vatican's battle against socialism, liberalism and mo
dernism. The permanent dialectic confrontation with these 
and similar challenges has contributed much to impede the 
DC's "embourgeoisement", which at least partially never 
materialized. 

As for the DC's ideology, it can be said to have perpe
tuated the three key maxims established simultaneously with 
the party's foundation: It stuck rather consistently to the 
De Gasperi concept of a party based as much on Christian 
values as it should be characterized by a secular and demo
cratic spirit. Likewise the DC defended its claim to be the 
only authorized unitarian party for all catholics in Italy. 
It was quite logic that while upholding this claim it could 
never renounce the principle of "interclassism" which re
cognizes the existance of diverging class interests but at 
the same time postulates the possibility as well as the 
active commitment to reconcile these divergencies or anta
gonisms both within the party and the Italian society. 

It is remarkable that the DC leadership which earned its 
greatest triumphs by stressing the anti-communist last-dike 
function of their party, has never really tried to get the 
revolutionary left-wing parties outlawed (which did not only 
include the PCI but also the PSI until the last fifties). 
Quite to the contrary, the call for an "opening-up to the 
left" addressed to the Democrazia Cristiana by the PSI since 
1953, was taken up immediately by the DC's trade-unionist 
wing and forthwith remained a constant subject for discussions 
among christian democrats about alternative coalition policies. 
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All flirtations with the right, all suggestions to con
sort with monarchists or neofascists (the MSI had been 
founded on Dec. 26, 1946) met with massive criticism within 
the DC's own ranks. In fact, the DC could not afford to 
justify its hegemonial function exclusively with its anti
communism, but had also to keep up its reputation of having 
been part of the resistance movement against fascism. This 
meant that any collusion with the extreme right-wing parties 

· would almost automatically bring up embarrassing disputes 
concerning the christian-democrats' democratic legitimation. 
With the downfall of premier Tambroni's cabinet in summer 
1960 all such experiments definitely ceased, and in spring 
1961 the first local governments relying on "center-leftn 
coalitions were inaugurated which prepared the ground for 
the subsequent transition from "centrism" to a new "center-. 
left"-course with socia:list participation. 

This turn to the left was greeted with great hopes for a 
decrease of tensions in domestic affairs also by parts of 
the DC membership. But there were many obstacles still to 
be removed in both camps, before in December 1963 the first 
genuine "center-left" cabinet could be sworn in - a cabinet 
headed by Moro as premier and Nenni as vice-premier, while 
Togliatti lent a hand to facilitate its take-off by dropping 
some favourable remarks. In reality, the new policy of re
form had to be started in a rather unfavourable climate, 
because it found itself immediately confronted with a twofold 
crisis of a very serious nature, made up in the first place 
of an economic recession which was soon to expand into a 
structural crisis encompassing the entire economic system, 
and secondly of a general crisis of transformation involving 
the whole system of traditional moral values as well as 
social standards and conventions. Both crises were retarded 
sequels of the vast processes of migration, structural re
arrangement, and modernization which had been permitted to 
develop in rather uncontrolled.fashion during the years of 
Italy's "economic miracle" (1951-63). Almost typically, 
they reached a stage of dangerous acuity only at the begin-
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ning of the following recession period when the pressure of 
increasing economic difficulties - partly exasperated by 
the impact of outside influences - pushed them to the point 
where they suddenly burst into the open with devastating 
explosiveness. 

Domestic developments in Italy were doubtlessly egged on 
and inspired by certain impulses imported from abroad 
(sparked e.g. by the Vietnam agitation since 1965; the stu
dent riots in West Berlin and Guevara's death in 1967; the 
Paris May revolt and the Czechoslovakian events in 1968). 
But the formidable dynamic of the Italian protest and con
testation movement was primarily an outgrowth of the endo
genous accumulation of social unrest and conflict potentials, 
of disaffection, dissatisfaction and psychotic anxieties 
aroused by frightening prospects of a dehumanized future. It 
should be kept in mind, moreover, that crucial processes of 
secularization and emancipation were yet to be accomplished 
in Italy with a vast time lag - in a country whose people. 
historically had remained substantially untouched by the 
great European experiences of the reformation and enlighten- . 
ment movements. The anger, indignation and polemics of the 
new "young" left were hitting with particular acrimony the 
PCI leadership, too, which obviously was unwilling to make 
use of the seemingly available revolutionary potential for 
the overthrow of the established system. In a way, it was 
the critical attack launched.by the ultra-leftist groups 
against the PCI which for the first time made larger sections 
of Italian public opinion realize that the communist leaders 
had no intention at all to destroy the existing constitutio
nal order, but were demonstrating, on the contrary, a definite 
interest to defend its existence. 

As for the practical response of the DC, PSI and PCI 
leadership groups to the youth, students' and rejectors' 
revolt there were no marked difference to be registered re
garding their reactions. Opinions diverged widely, however, 
concerning causes and motivations. The socialists, in par
ticular, were generally more inclined to selfcriticism and 
opener for sympathetic understanding towards the 
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"contestation movement", as.compared with communists and 
christian-democrats. At the same time the communists showed 
an increasingly pronounced availability for cooperation in 
both houses of parliament with particular emphasis on com
mission work, a trend incessantly and scathingly denounced 
by the five communist "Manifesto" rebels who kept their seats 
in the Chamber of Deputies until 1972. The communist deputies 
and senators very actively participated in the framing of 
many important reform measures subsequently passed by 
parliament. 

Finally in fall 1973 when Berlinguer published his design 
of a "historical compromise" - which in March 1975 was 
accepted as part of the official party line by the 14th PCI 
congress - he established a topical connexion between this 
offer for long-term cooperation with DC and PSI, and .the 
"Chilean experiences" of the Allende era; but on closer 
examination his proposal appears to be quite intimately re
lated to wellknown traditional preferences of the PCI's 
strategy of alliances and to rather ancient communist 
objectives applied to the actual Italian sitmation. Careful 
attention should be given to four particular aspects. 

1) The proposal openly pleads against the promotion of the 
"leftist alternative" line (viz against the formation of 
a new majority without DC participation); it clarified, 

. instead, the communists' unmistakable preference for a 

. pact of cooperation concluded by the three major parties 
(including the DC), as distinguished from a coalition of 
the parties of the "classical left" (excluding the DC) 
which would command only a small parliamentary majority 
for the backing of government action. 

2) The three-party combination envisaged by the proposal 
suggesting a "historical compromise" is rather obtrusively 
reminiscent of the period of "three-party cooperation" 
during the reconstruction and normalization phase in 

1944-47. 
3) The proposal also reminds of the long-term cooperation 

pact offered by Togliatti to the DC leadership as early 
as in July 1944, and of similar efforts undertaken by 
Togliatti later on (see,: address of April 12, 1954; 
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Bergamo address of March 20, 1963) to interest the ''or
ganized catholics'' - viz the DC - for a coordinated policy 
of peace ensurance; Togliatti had. become convinced some. 
time before that the "problem of relations between the 
catholic world and the communist world" constituted the 
"central problem" of Italy's Postwar development, and he 
repeatedly stated this quite clearly (as e.g. at Bergamo · 
in 1963). 

4-) The PCI's strategy of alliances as exemplified by the 
"historical compromise" proposal can be also interpreted 
as a modernized version of the old "national front strategy", 
or as a particular Italian version of the "popular front 
strategy", depending on the categorization of the DC as· a 
"bourgeois" conservative party in the first case or as a 
"petit-bourgeois" middle-of-the-road reform party in the 
second instance. 

From the standpoint of political strategy the PCI leader
ship could have numerous motivations for an attempt to 
resuscitate the "three-party" government coalition which had 
been so successful during the "first phase" As a junior partner 
within a DC led cabinet the PCI would find it relatively easy 
to win full "democratic legitimation" abroad, using their 
senior associates' prestige and credit to overcome still 
existing reservations on the side of Italy's Common Market 
and NATO partners. The psychological effect of an open DC-PCI 
alliance would also contribute to improve the PCI's image on 
the domestic scene and facilitate the removal of persistent 
ideological obstacles precluding so far the communists' 
access to certain more reticent sections of the working-class 
electorate (Italian communists sometimes like to point out 
parallels with the so-called "Wehner strategy".applied by the 
SPD in West Germany during the "grand-coalition" period of 
1966-69). A long-term cooperation pact offers, in addition, 
the inherent possibility of a gradual shifting of propor
tional shares in favour of the communist side: Prospects for 
the PCI would not be bad, if the "historical compromise" 
were agreed upon as an emergency pact for an extendend period, 
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finally to become the senior partner of the alliance, 
backed by a stable majority of electoral votes. 

It is wellknown that the main objective of the PCI's 
strategy of alliances consists, as officially stated, in the 
establishment of a new hegemony. What it should be is a 
hegemony of the lv'orking people (or the "working class"),. 
supposed to be jointly exercised by an ensemble of the 
various "popular forces" of communist, socialist and 
catholic inspiration. The obvious consequence, as indicated 
by communist spokesmen, would be a remarkably "open" ideolo
gical and cultural pluralism with a vaguely "leftist" orien-
tation, tied to a concerted government program proposing 
profound socio-economic structural reforms. That the PCI 
leadership, once this objective were realized on the basis 
of the indispensable prior achievement of a broad popular 
consensus, could be quite optimistic regarding any future 
risks of losing political control over this "new historical 
bloc" due to negative majority votes in parliament or in 

general elections, needs not to be stressed. 

In the final analysis, the outcome would amount to the 
replacement of the former DC hegemony by a new PCI hegemony. 
Taking this to be the crucial point, it is quite understand
able why the "historical compromise" concept is being re
jected by the PSI leadership even more emphatically than by 
all other parties concerned. The socialists explain this, 
asserting that in our days they conceive it to be their 
"historical task" to ensure that "democracy by alternation" 
must be realized in Italy for the first time through full 
enforcement of the principle that representative parliament-

" ary democracy requires a regular change of roles between 
the parties in government and those temporarily relegated to 
the duties incumbent upon the opposition (Signorile, 
Rep. 28.7.78). 

In fact, "democracy by alternation" has never formed a 
tradition in Italy. The bourgeois-liberal monarchy of the 
founding years knew only one relevant political force which 
used to remain always in power, namely the party of the 
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partly more conservative, partly more liberal Constitutional
ists. As for the Socialist Party (PSI) founded in '1892, the 
catholic appositional People's Party (PPI) established in 
'19'19, and the Communist Party of Italy (PCd'I) which had 
split off from the PSI in '192'1, they were all outsider 
parties rejecting the state monopolized by the liberal(as 
well as anti-clerical) upper-class, and struggled against it 
for different reasons. Mussolini seized power in '1922 by 
coup d'etat, and within four years he had set up the dictator
ship of a monopoly party. After the war it was the Democrazia 
Cristiana which installed a new type of hegemony, has been 
monopolizing the premiership ever since '1945 and is 
determined not to surrender as long as there is a chance t·o 
defend it. 

Within the DC left-wing, in particular, certain forces 
(which also included Aldo Moro) are not at all unreceptive 
for the idea of incorporating the communists once more as 
full-fledged partners in the government coalition for an ex
tended transitional period - which thus would inaugurate a 

.new "third phase" of Italian postwar politics. They recognize· 
in the communists' readiness to revive the experience of 
"three-party cooperation" or to participate in an emergency 
cabinet based on a larger coalition a real chance to secure 
the PCI's unvoluntary assistance for a large-scale salvaging 
operation. 

If they advocate some form of DC-PCI cooperation they do 
so for a number of specific purposes: By breaking the PCI's 
"opposition monopoly" they hope to stop the further growth 

·of communist polling results. Simultaneously they want to 
prevent what they fear most: the creation of a new parlia
mentary majority under communist leadership, based mainly on 
the parties of the "classical" left. Moreover, they want to 
win time in order to prepare the ground for the restoration 
of DC supremacy on new foundations (rifondazione della DC) 
und thus, in the long run, to prevent their own party's 
collapse. Basically their approach reflects the conviction 
that even the communists will have to pay tribute, sooner 
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or later, to the dictates of Italian realities and to the 
inevitability of adaptation forced upon them by the sharing 
of joint government responsibilities. In other words - they 
rely on "trasformismo" as a specific Italian historical 
experience. 

Within the limits of medium-range objectives, political 
cooperation between the Democrazia Oristiana and the POI 
would not encounter unsurmountable obstacles. On the contrary: 
Convergencies can be easily established, particularly in the 
fields of social reform, economic planning and investment 
controls. Here the DO's policy conceptions are based mainly 
on the catholic social doctrines and - secondly - on a 
general stance favouring an economic policy mainly bent to· 
accomplish necessary structural reforms, while it does not 
object against the application of dirigistic methods and 
shows a declared preference for mixed economy models. 
Obviously these features can easily be harmonized with the 
outlines of the POI's medium range reform program. 

Communists and socialists would, of course, enter such a 
cooperation agreement with the intention to initiate the 
step-by-step construction of socialism which is conceived 
as a process consisting of numerous stages and effecting a 

. . 
gradual but eventually quite radical transformation of the 
entire socio-economic system. The present DO leadership 
group, however, is guided by a completely different set of 
priorities. The line to be followed is still the course laid 
down by Moro during the first half of March ("marzismo ege
moniale"). It envisages a period of reform-oriented "leftist" 
policy (as carried out by the DO and "center-left" govern
ments in 1962-76), this time characterized by communist par
ticipation in the coalition and possibly rather soon also in 
the cabinet - a situation which should be used for system
atic efforts to restore the DO's power of aggregation in the 
direction of the "classical" left-wing parties to maximum 
strength while parallel endeavours should be concentrated on 
pushing ahead with the POI's further integration into both 
the state and the democratic-parliamentary systems. 
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That this line of cooperative competition ("confronto") 
which tries to avoid a frontal struggle ("scontro") could 
turn out to be quite successful in the Italian environment 
seems to be suggested by the results of the administrative 
elections held on May 1~, 1978. Not only could the Democra
zia Cristiana register considerable gains scoring 5 per~ 
centage points over the previous local polls and 3.6 points 
over the 1976 general election results. Similarly signifi
cant, at least, were the heavy PCI losses as compared with 
the figures for June 1976, amounting to contractions of 
roughly 9 percentage points, while at the same time the 
PSI (+ ~.1) and the smaller center parties scored increas~. 
(always in comparison with the parliamentary elections). 
Even a cautious interpretation of the voting data cover.mg 
nearly one tenth ot the total Italian electorate leads to 
the conclusion that the seemingly irresistable advance of 
the Italian Communist Party has come to a halt for the 
first time after many years of steady progress. 

Sources of Strength of the Communist Party 

The PCI, counting more than 1.8 million cardholders, is 
not only the largest but also by far the best organized 
of Italy's political parties. The DC claims to have al
most as many members (1.7-1.8 million), but its organiza
tional framework is much less developed, and also the in
tercommunication between the leaders.hip group and the ba-

J.n 
sis does not function as reliably asjthe communist system. 
The Socialist Party (PSI) with an organized strength of 
~3~.000 members (March 1978) must be relegated to forth 
place under this aspect, but as for its electoral stren~ 
it continues to hold third· place with a considerable mar
gin: In 1976 it polled 9 •. 6 percent of the vote for the 
Chamber of Deputies and 10.2 percent of the vote for the 
Senate. Meanwhile the Socialdemocratic Party (PSDI) countB 
a total of 618.000 cardholders (March 1976); in June 1976, 

.however, it obtained only 3•~ percent of the vote for the 
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Chamber of Deputies (Senate: 3.1%). The Liberal Party (PLI) 
has a following of nearly 138.500 adherents (April 1976), 
while the liberal-leftist Republican Party (PRI) registers 
roughly 120.000 members (June 1978). The PLI polled 1.3 
percent of the vote for the Chamber of Deputies in 1976 
(Senate: 1.4-?6); at the same time the PRI scored 3.1 percent 
of the vote for the Chamber of Deputies (Senate: 3.1%). 

Italy's Communist Party is a many-faced organization. As 
a party based on the active allegiance of. its cardholding 
members it is a mass party and a party of cadres at the 
same time. Considering, furthermore, its ideology and the 
social .origirsof the majority of its members and basis 
cadres, it has remained predominantly a workers' and wage~ 
earners' party (this group accounting for over 50% in both 
cases). On the other hand it has succeeded to attract vast 
countrywide voters' support, and from this viewpoint can be 
said to have become a real popular party appealing to voters 
belonging to all social strata. This applies in particular. 
to the region Emilia Romagna (capital city: Bologna) where 
it polled 4-8.52 percent of the vote in the 1976 general 
elections. In Siena province (Toscana) it scored a 57.5 
percent vote, and in seven more provinces (out of a total 
of 94-) its share exceeded the 50 percent mark. 

The degree of organizational penetration is also highest 
in the Emilia Romagna where roughly 25 percent of the 
party's total membership is concentrated. Another 26.3 per
cent reside in the Toscana (14-.3%) and in Lombardy (12%), 
while membership consistency is much weaker in most of the 
other regions, particularly in the southern and northwestern 
parts of the country. 

It proved to be advantageous for the PCI that public 
opinion does not associate it with the vicissitudes of the 
Comintern period, but tends to identify it mainly with the 
resistance fight against fascism in the 1922-4-5 period. It 
is common knowledge, moreover, that after 194-3 the communists 
were in fact the motor of the armed guerilla operations di
rected against Italian fascism and the German occupation 
forces, and that they incontestably paid the highest toll 
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of human lives, compared with the other component groups. 
Although some noncommunist Resistenza brigades participated 
in the activities, in Italy it was unquestionably the 
communists who (unlike their French comrades) clearly domi
nated the movement as organizers and fighters from the very 
beginning. 

For this reason the PCI's Resistenza merits have become 
a constituent part of the Italian postwar republic's official 
legend of formation. Indeed, all political parties supporting 
the constitution manifest unqualified agreement concerning 
the very important point that the incipience of the democratic 
republic must be conceived as the result of the joint 
endeavours contributed by all the Resistenza parties to the 
overcoming of fagism, attributable substantially to the 
sacrifices brought by the Resistenza movement. The alternative 
possibility to credit the victory over fascism and the 
foundation of the democratic republic, in the first place, 
to the military liberation of Italy and to subsequent politic
al decisions reached by the Anglo-Saxon powers, has been 
practically discarded. Even at the time of the PCI's undis
guised relapse into abject subservience to the CPSU during 
the period 1947-56 it never needed to be afraid of complete 
political isolation on the domestic scene. By permanent re
activation of the Resistenza myths and memories it obviously 
succeeded also to keep Resistenza solidarity always alive, 
and generally across party divisions. 

Resurrected as a mass party with a new national image 
and commitment some time before the end of the war, the PCI 

·reached its peak membership figure as early as 1947 with 
2.25 million cardholders. According to 'rogliatti 's directives 
the party had to be present within every stratum or group of 
the population, and in order to realize this objective it 
became customary, among other things, to keep the threshold 
of ideological minimum requirements relatively low. But also 
within the party's leadership group and among the party 
officials of the intermediate categories the attachment to 
the doctrines of Marxism-Leninism was generally much less 
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dogmatic than its normal application by contemporary French 
or Spanish functionaries. All these factors assisted the 
rapid expansion of the PCI after the war which in turn 
favoured its transformation from a class-concious mass party 
into a popular party with a large following of steady PCI 
voters. 

Due to the fact that the PCI, as for revolutionary theory, 
could rely on outstanding authorities of its own like A. 
Gramsci (1891-1937) and P. Togliatti (1893-1964), it was 
much easier for Italy's communists than for their French or 
Spanish comrades to claim for their organization a far
reaching ideological autonomy, and to present it as a social
revolutionary party primarily guided by the national reali
ties and requirements of its mother-country. The assertion 
of ideological and political autonomy in relation to the 
CPSU, initiated by Togliatti, has been continued by his 
successors with remarkable persistence. Thoughts and state
ments borrowed from Gramsci were often instrumentalized with 
a view to build up intellectuel fortifications for the pro
tection of subsequent advances towards political emancipation. 

When in 1944 Togliatti began to rebuild the PCI on the 
basis of his concept of the "new party"·(partito nuovo) as 
a nonsectarian mass party committed to a policy focused on 
national requirements, this concept was already closely 
connected with the notion of a special Italian way to so
cialism. After the end of the Cominform period (1947-56) 
Togliatti used an early opportunity in fall 1956 to define 
this "Italian way" of socialist construction as a constitu
tional way, the gradual character of which he took pains 
to emphasize later (1962). In his "Jalta Memorandum" (1964) 
he indicated that the PCI leadership intended to seize 
power in a step-by-step process without previous destruction 
of the ''bourgeois'' state.· 

The conceptional model of the "dictatorship of the prole
tariat" was replaced by the alternative model of the "hege
mony of the working class" (or of the working people), 
adapting for this purpose a specific notion of the hegemony 
concept, formulated by Gramsci with particular reference 
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to the industrially advanced western societies. Similarly 
the conception of the "historical compromise" was developed 
from Gramsci's theses on the necessity to form "a new 
historical block" for specific revolutionary purposes. The 
permanent grappling with concrete problems of the alliances 
strategy and the active interest to exert practical influence 
on domestic affairs led the PCI leadership to develop a new 
attitude regarding constitutionalism, parliame.ntarism, the 
liberal-"bourgeois" fundamental rights and the human liber
ties, which subsequently also .found expression in related 
party documents. 

As mentioned before, the Italian GP participated with 
major contributions in drafting the constitution which was 
put into effect on January 1, 1948 and is still in force. 
Later on the party incessantly professed its loyalty towards 
this fundamental law and the principle that constitutional 
continuity should never be interrupted. With frequent calls 
for the defense and the realization of the constitution it 
even showed a more pronounced concern than the other parties 
on many occasions. Quite intentionally the PCI concentrates 
its revolutionary propaganda essentially on the fight for 
a radical change of socio-economic structures while it never 
has openly questioned the principles and institutions 
vouchsafed by the constitution. Its position that the quest 
for a radical transformation of socio-economic structures 
is in principle quite compatible with the constitution it
self, is shared by several socialist and christian-democratic 
political leaders (e.g. by G. Andreotti). 

During the years when it was excluded from government 
responsibility in the Roman central administration, the PCI 
did not lack opportunities of a different kind to demonstrate 
its capabilities on the municipality, provincial and regional 
levels for government and coalition partnership, for adapta
bility as well as for administrative competence. Such 
occasions have been always considered to be very important 
tests, and those PCI representatives called upon to face the 
challenge normally did a good job. Although the communists 
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did not refrain from establishing a closely knit patronage 
and clientelar system of their own, communist administrators 
and public offices controlled by them generally have a good· 
reputation for a minimum rate of corruption, as well as for 
their particular concern for the citizens' worries. Not un
justly the Italian CP recommends itself as "the party with 
the clean hands", and over the years this formula has proved 
to be the most successful of all communist election slogans 
ever coined. 

The PCI was able, indeed, to build up an extremely wide
spread system of power bast'ions. At the beginning of 1978 
three out of 20 regions (Emilia Romagna, Umbria, Liguria) 
had a communist president. In three more regions (Piemont,· 
Toscana, Latium) the PCI was senior partner to a PSI led 
regional government. 49 out of 94 provinces were controlled. 
by left-wing provincial administrations which in 18 cases 
were headed by a communist president. Communist mayors were 

· in .charge not only in Rome, Naples, Turin, Florence and 
Bologna but also in many other major cities. In 21 of 94 re
gional or provincial capitals the mayor was a PCI nominee. 
In 18 additional capital cities the communists belonged to 
the majority coalition. Today more than 53 percent of Italy's 
total population live in municipalities ruled by communist 
mayors or by communist controlled administrative councils. 
From this viewpoint the PCI has long since achieved parti
cipation in the exercise of power of which it succeeded to 
acquire even a pretty large share. 

Until quite recently the PCI was in a position to play a 
double role when general elections were .upcoming: In those 
regions, ·provinces and municipalities administered by com
munists or left-wing coalitions they conducte4 a campaign 
calling for endorsement of the PCI representatives in 
office, while simultaneously operating country;_wide as the 
only serious opposition party, with a good chanc.e to collect 
many noncommunist votes of individual protest. A long 
series of scandals which disclosed corruption, mismanagement 
or incompetence in sectors under central government respon
sibility contributed much to drive large numbers of 
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voters in ever new waves into the communists' arms. On the 
other hand the PCI did its best to maximize such gains by 
ensuring that high levels of integrity, correctness and re~ 
liability were maintained within its own spheres of respon
sibility. 

As since 1963 the PSI was almost permanently a partner to 
the central government or the respective government coalition, 
"leftist" votes of protest were all but monopolized by the 
PCI. Only with the June 1976 general elections some competi
tion was offered by the newly admitted tickets of the 
"petit-bourgeois ... , antisocialist Radical Party (PR= Partite 
Radicale: 1.07%) and of the ultraleftist association Pro
letarian Democracy (DP = Democrazia Proletaria: 1.52%) which 
attracted minor portions of the "leftist" votes of protest. 
The PCI's total share of the returns amounted, however, to 

12.620.509 votes (34-.4-4-%). 
Another of the FCI's sorces of strength should also be 

mentioned here, which is rooted in its insistence to be 
different in comparison with the other parties, and in its 
determination to preserve this contrast. The Italian CP 
has emphasized over and again that it does not want to become 
"a party like the other ones". Basically it presents itself 
as the only party which could rightly claim to be serious, 
clean, untainted by corruption, secretive regarding official 
business, united, undivided by factionism (rivalita di 
correnti), and therefore the only party really qualified to 
bring about the encompassing moral renewal supposedly re
quired to banish the threatening catastrophe. Although many 

·.Italians seem to be impressed by this line of argumentation, 
it proved to be double-edged, however, insofar as a party 
distinguished by such tough discipline and strict moral 
principles (not unlike those of certain religious or mili
tary orders) tends also to produce the opposite effect; and 
many Italians, indeed, find the PCI's professional rigour 
rather abnormal (within the Italian "ambiente"), frightening 
and repulsive. 

It is nevertheless 1vorth mentioning that in all cases 
where the Italian CP favourably compared with the other 
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parties for the disciplined compactness of its leadership 
group and central apparatus, this was due, first of all, 
to its unswerving adherence to the principle of "democratic 
centralism". In fact, whenever a party spokesman came for
ward with an official justification for this organizational 
and functional principle, he regularly stressed that the PCI 
would stick to it also in view of the many warning examples 
supplied by the other faction-ridden parties whose bad 
habits the communists saw no reason to imitate. 

· Many Italians have become more inclined to vote PCI 
since it adopted a clearly autonomist attitude in relation 
to the USSR. This course which Togliatti initiated long be
fore the CP leaderships of France and Spain ventured to 
follow him, was not immediately recognized as such by Italy's 
interested public. General awareness of these changes began 
to spread, however, in 1968 in response to the outspoken pro
tests addressed by the PCI leadership to the USSR and other 
communist regimes in East Europe, condemning the suppressi·on 
of the Czechoslovakian communist reform movement. The state
ments published in those days by the Communist Parties of 
France and Spain, expressing solidarization with the critical 
reactions of the PCI leadership to the Czechoslovakian 
events laid some important foundation stones for what later 
became known under the label of "Eurocommunism". 

Also in objecting against the limitation or violation of 
human rights and civil liberties in the USSR and other East
European countries, particularly in Czechoslovakia, the PCI 

. leadership once more took the lead, showing their West-Euro
pean sister parties the way with diplomatic perseverance. 
Italy's CP was the first one, moreover, to authorize the 
publication of writings by authors proscribed in the USSR 
(e.g. Trotsky, Bukharin, Kautsky, Hajek, ~ik, Pelikan etc.) 
within the program of its own publishing house. All these 
initiatives contributed to strengthen the PCI's democratic 
credibility in the eyes of.many sceptics, and to restore 
its qualification as a potential coalition partner in the 
judgment of other parties,in particular of the Socialists. 
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Today large segments, and possibly the majority of the 
Italian population, consider the FCI to be a radical-demo
cratic, marxist-inspired, but undogmatic reform party 
primarily bent upon the strengthening and amelioration of 
the existing constitutional order. This appraisal appears 
to have consolidated further when in March 1972 Longo was 
replaced by Berlinguer as Secretary General of the party. 
According to data derived from opinion polls Berlinguer be
longs at present to the political leaders enjoying by far 
the greatest confidence among the Italian population. It is 
very significant, moreover, that in the course of an opinion 
poll carried out in 1970 roughly 45 percent of the respon~ 
dents judged the PCI to be "a serious threat" for the 
Italians' freedom, and stated their belief that agreement 
with the communists were ''impossible'', while in 1974-
answering identical questions - only 25 percent of the res
pondents expressed the same negative opinions. 

Problems and Prospects of POI Strategy 

The foremost function of political leadership can be da5ned 
normally as the task, to determine - on the basis of a bind-

1 

ing general program or a specific political directive - a 
clear-cut and practicable order of priorities. If the most 

I 

urgent:problems are identified it will be easier to reach 
I . 

the necessary basic choices, subordinated to the respective 
priorities. Out of these basic elements a ''strategic'' gene-

. ral conception will have to be composed which is needed as 
a frame of reference for the day-to-day "tactical" decisiom 
on questions of detail. Within the various compartments of 
the frame of reference as many options as possible must be 
left open for the decision-making bodies, in order to estab
lish an optimal relationship between the distinctness of 
the political perspectives and the necessary scope rese~ 
for operational flexibility. 

These rules apply in a particularly stringent manner to . . 

program-parties of the PCI type, commanded with general-
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staff-techniques by professional political leaders: In a 
cross-roads or dilemma situation the party's general stoor 
cannot avoid a clear basic choice forever. But every such 
choice will generate a multitude of secondary consequen
ces, as soon as the inevitable adjustment of the "strate
gic" general conception has been effected. 

Apparently such an extremely important basic choice 
was forced upon the PCI leadership by the Soviet invas:ion 
of Czechoslovakia in August 1968. For the PCI's top re
presentatives the military intervention was nothing else 
but a great-power move launched by the Kremlin for the 
sole purpose to replace the disliked, but legitimate and 
regularly established CP leadership of a socialist bro
ther-country. It was evident for the PCI leadership that 
in the case of a similar conflict of interests under an
alogous conditions the Soviet Union could not have been 
expected to treat the Italian party leaders more respect
fully than DubEek and other members of the Czechoslova
kian party's leadership group, some of whom were even man
handled. 

(Due to technical and personal complications the 
final part of the English language version of 
this paper could not be readied in time for this 
conference. Participants will get completed co
pies as soon as possible before the end of Sep-
tember. Wolfgang Berner) 
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Introduction: Defining the Sub.ject 

The general theme of this conference is the state of the West 
European "Left" and the problems posed by its evolution. However, 

t
. the West European Socialists and Socialdemocrats are themselves a 

conscious part of the Western community, except for such sections 
as may at different times and places come under Communist influence. 
There are therefore no problems of Western (foreign) policy towards 
the Socialist Left. Foreign policy problems only arise for those 
Western countries that have no significant Communist party at home 
- above all for the United States, Britain and \vest Germany - in 
dealing t<ith the influence of strong Communist parties in other Western 
countries. 

The most acute form such problems may take, and have taken in recent 
years, are Communist bids for power, or at least for government par
ticipation, in a West European country. A less acute but still sig
nificant type·of problem might arise if Communists outside the govern
ment succeeded, by effective cooperation with other neutralist or 
nationalist forces, in creating what amounted to a "veto group" against 
the participation of their country in West European or Atlantic co
·opera tion. 

The only serious Communist bid for power in a West European country 
in recent years occurrad in Portugal in 197 4/75, in the ~rake of. the 
overthrow of the rightwing dictatorship by a revolutionary military 
junta including strong pro-Communist influence. As this attempt has 
failed and the danger no longer exists, it will not be discussed in 
this paper. By contrast, serious efforts for government participation 
have been undertaken by the "Eurocommunist" parties of France and 
Italy, and the Italian attempt has achieved partial success and may 

~
yet be crowned with full success. The French attempt has failed for 
the time being, but the French Communists have the continued potential 

_ ~lL.!J._nti-A;tlanj;_ip~a.n_d anti-European y.e.t.o_grou:p_in cooperation with 
the. Gaullists. · · · 

~· 

It should also at least be mentioned that the official Greek 
Communist party led by Florakis, which is not Eurocommunist but un
conditionally loyal to Moscow, has at least some prospect of even
tually forming a similar ve.to grouP=~rLth~thec.'!:Panhe],J..end:c-Secc_ia;L·i~t 
Party" of A. _I'.I3.P£'~'Eto~ -·( ;liiCI1 is not affllia te<l.' to the Socialist 
fnternational) an·d smaller groups. 
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A. Assumptions Concerning the Nature and Policy of the 

"Eurocommunist" Parties 

Any discussion of Western policy towards those West European 

Communist parties that may acquire government influence in a 

foreseeable time must rest on an analysis of the roots and the 

degree of their "Eurocommunist" transformation. As that analysis 

has been assigned to other contributions, it cannot be undertaken 

in detail in the present paper. Instead, a summary of the results 

of such an analysis as the present writer would see them will be 

presented so as to clarify the assumptions underlying his views 

on Western policy. 

I believe that the "Eurocommunist" transformation of a number 

of Communist parties in a number of advanced industrial countries, 

including those of Italy, France,and Spain as well as Japan, is 

due to three main causes: 

1. The prolonged existence of Communist mass parties in 

a number of modern, increasingly prosperous countries, in per-
<-.:...:::=

sistentlY-l'!~_t;_t"G;.v:olutionary. si tua ti9D..!l.....@lnd - except until recently 

i'na S~n· ·-.in democratic conditions has produced a growing inte- · 

gration of the masses of Communist members and followers into 

non-Communist societies. This has presented.the Communist parties 

with the choice of either becoming an increasingly effective 

participant in the process of democratic decision of these 

countries by accepting its rules and overcoming their isolation, 

or losing their mass following and becoming sterile sects. 
' 

2. :J:e,< gradug.l~~ak.a.n4.-ng. .. o,f.,J_h!,!n_!;F.naJi.~. a~9XUY,> 
o?-e~~=-~ Un~n~ap.JL_~U,_first by the long-term effects 

of the crisis of de-Stalinization and then by the Sine-Soviet 

schism, has enabled Communist parties outside the Soviet bloc 

under able and ambitious leaders to· acquire increasing ideo

logical and strategic autonomy. The fruit of that autonomy 
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has been, in a number of cases, the rejection of the model 

of the Soviet and East European regimes for advanced countries 

with democratic traditions, .as well as a number of particular 

criticism of specific actions and policies of those regimes. 

3. _While~ !rowth of ~sj;_:.We.s:t__::~~tent~" 

the past deca e has enabled the Communists in 

in the course of 

some vlestern coun-

tries to overcome their traditional isolation as the "party of 

the enemy" in the Cold War and to find partners for tactical 

coopera:tion, the economic crisis of inflation plus recession 

has in the last few years strengthened the general attraction of 

the Left opposition in countries with conservative governments, 

enabling the Communist parties to benefit in different degrees 

from country to country. 

• The formal commitment of the "Eurocommunist" parties to 

.y;. V /the rejection of single-party rule and the acceptance of plura

·' ·/' ~!}/' listic democr.acy with all civil rights, notably the right of 

·~ .. J~r-«{~· ,,}J~~position to a government including Communists and to its 

c~ ~-·overthrow in free elections, must be seen in the light of 
' . ' ~~~-~ ,r JV those three causes: It has become acceptable or even desirable 

(~ / lP'./,. · to the majority of Communist followers and cadres due to their 

·· ,> ~" c1·Y . increasing integration in their existing social and poll. tical 

~~~ ~~ systems; it has become possible despite the resistance of 

~~ , pu Soviet ideological spokesmen due to the decline of Soviet 

r ·- ~);~.~ authority; it has become urgent as a precondition for winning 
~' . .r~~ allies for "progressive" government coalitions. 

~)~ 
On this basis, I make the following assumptions about the 

,..,.._-::_"--"·-~· . -· ~ 
pres.e.n.i.J;?.olicy goals of the \vest Eu=p.ean Comm~ P~J:'ties 

~their possible collision with Western interests: · 

1. Ho vi est European Communist party at present has either 

serious prospects or indeed, since the Portuguese Communist 

defeat of 1975, serious intentions of "taking power" by the 

"peaceful road" on the model of post-war Eastern Europe, let 

alone by a violent road. 

'" 
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2. Several West European Communist parties have seriously 

endeavoured for some years to join coalition governments by 

means of mass mobilization and electoral propaganda combined 

with inter-party diplomacy,' in the hope of occupying important 

positions in the state apparatus and influencing both domestic 

and foreign policy. 

3· In situations in which democratic institutions were 

only emerging, as in Spain, or appeared to be in increasing 

dange,r, as in Italy, the consistent ·attitude of the Italian 

and Spanish Communist parties has been a responsible concern 

for the creation and stability of democracy as the best con-
~--_,~~-"""- ·.~~·~-.,.""':~~~ - ~.-.,. 
dition for their activity. On the C>tfier hand, not only have 

the Moscow-oriented Portuguese Communists tried to prevent 

the establishment of parliamentary democracy, but the "Euro

communist" French CP has taken an attitude of irresponsible 

demagoguery, regardless of the consequences for democracy. 

4. While the "Eurocomrounist" · parties are no longer under 

effective Soviet control, they retain an important sense of 

~!!.~~h_the Soviet Union as "the country 

for th~ October revolution" or "the first socialist country". 

This does not make them accept Soviet leadership in their 

own affairs and does not prevent them from criticizing the 

Soviet and East European regimes on specific issues, including 

such vital and sensitive issues as the 1968 intervention of 

the Warsaw Pact in Czechoslovakia; individual "Eurocommunists" 

have even gone so far as to doubt the socialist character of 

the Soviet Union. But it remains important, in degrees 

varying from country to country, for the direction of 

.their influence on the foreign and defense policies of 

their governments if they should join them. 

5. All "Eurocommunist" parties, even those who have 

otherwise moved farthest from Leninist doctrine, still cling 

to Lenin's formula of "democratic centralism" in principle, 
~·-~-·-
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while practicing it with different degrees of rigidity or 

flexibility: the PCE has moved far.thest from the Leninist 

model, the PCF hardly at all., This continues to enable the 

leaders to impose sudden tactical changes-;-' again in different. - - ::..-, -· --~---- ~--' 

degrees. 

B. \>lestern Policy Options 

The key questions posed for Western policy by the approach of 

some West European Communist parties to government participa

tion are, first, whether the "outside" Western powers - those 

without a substantial internal Communist problem - should try 

to prevent Communist government entry in other Western countries, 

and if so, by what means; and second, how they should react if 

Communist government participation in one or more Western coun

tries actually comes about. A third relevant question is what 

the outside powers can do to prevent the rise of national "veto 

groups" opposed to a common Western policy, consisting of Com

munists >li th neutralist or nationalist allies, even outside the 

government. 

I. The Western Interest 

It is not a matter of course that Communist government parti

cipation in any Western country is, in present circumstances, 

necessarily more harmful to the common interest of the West 

than any realistically conceivable alternative. For two years 

after the end of the European war, Communists sat in the 

governments of all the liberated countries of Western Europe, 

including the provisional governments in the \>lestern states of 

oc·cupied Germany appointed by the Americans, British, and French; 

in every case, they left office when this was demanded by the 

elected parliamentary majority. In Italy, the Communists took 

an active part in drafting the democratic constitution that is 

still in force, and they keep reminding the other parties of 
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it to this day. More recently, a period of Communist government 

participation in Iceland caused some difficulties for the coun

try's role in the NATO organization·, but passed without serious 

harm- which any attempt at outside interference with the forming 

of that coalition might well have brought about. On the other 

hand, c'ommunist government participation in post-revolutionary 

Portugal plainly constituted for a time a serious danger both 

to the democratic evolution of that country and to its member

ship in the Western alliance, and common ~le stern interest 

clearly justified the effort of the West Europeans both to 

offer to Portugal a European alternative and to support the demo

cratic rivals of the Communists. 

Evidently, the Western attitide to a possible Communist entry 

into a West European coalition government should depend on its 

likely effect on both the country's democratic stability and 

its foreign and defense policies. 

In the case of France, the French Communists' strongly ' ·\ 
' V."'l . 

~~-~~ ~~~- anti-Atlantic, anti-European, anti-American,and anti-German 

- vJ')··. ~ ~ outlook augured ill for France Is foreign and defense policy, 
' "r 'if'~"' . I' ·iJ.i- 1, V..r _even on the - probable - assumption that the Communists would 

.,; Ctiv"" JC \. urr:_" ;.,~,; //not or could not insist on the direct control of either of 

()A. G:}v~ / the ministries involved. Though the French Communists had 

~1i~~- declared that they would not demand the abandonment of the 

~ Atlantic alliance, their opposition to any practical move 

of interallied cooperation that could be interpreted as a 

step back toward integration was certain, and their demand for 

a defense concept directed "tous azimuts", against the USA 

and the Federal Republic of Germany as well as against Russia, 

promised serious problems. Similarly, they had only reluctantly 

accepted the European Community as an accomplished fact, had 

opposed direct elections to the European parliament, and re

mained determined to oppose any further progress toward European 

integration. 
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But ~rench Communist government participation had, in the 

last six months before the 1978 elections, also become increa

singly problematic from the vie\vpoint of democratic stability -

not bec~use the PCF had any plans for the revolutionary over

throw of democracy, but because its sudden tactical switches 

and uninhibited demagoguery showed no sense of responsibility 

for the ,working of the democratic system. The attempt to 

raise the range of industries to be nationalized and of wage 

increases to be gtanted beyond ''hat had originally been agreed 

in the "Common Program" with their Socialist partners sho>Ted 

complete unconcern '"i th the risks ·of sharpening the economic 

crisis or with the danger of extreme political tension if such 

a progra~ was carried out by a narrow majority- the very danger 

that had caused the Italian Communists to advocate a "historic 

compromise" for ensuring a broad majority. Their repeated sudden 

transition from political cooperation with the Socialists to 

bitter attacks on them as "traitors" justified the worst fears 

for their behaviour in a government coalition with them. On 

. ·--

all those grounds, French Communist membership in such a coalition 

was clearly undesirable from a general 'vlestern - as indeed from 

a French - point of view. 

In the case of Italy, the negative impact of Communist govern

ment participation on Western foreign policy and defense interests 

>10uld be much more limited. Not only have the Italian Communists 

explicitly stated their willingness to leave the foreign and de

fense ministries to other parties; they have long been active 

supporters of the European community, and are committed to the 

view that the community's- and Italy's- foreign policy should 

be "neither anti-American nor anti~Soviet." Their statement that 

Italy should not leave NATO "as long as Europe remains devided 

between opposing military blocs" has not been explained as a 

tactical ·concession to their prospective coalition partners, 

but based on the argument that security and peace in Europe 

demand a .balance between the Eastern and vlestern forces as long 
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as their conflict continues; and that argument has been made more 

convincing by references to the Warsaw Pact intervention in 

Czechoslovakia, which the Italian Communists have never forgiven, 

and to the need for protecting the independence of Yugoslavia, 

with whose leaders the Italian Communists have long maintained 

a close understanding. However, while their European policy can 

in no way be described as anti-Western, but at worst as semi

neutralist, their sympathies in conflicts within the Third. Wo_::~~.'. 
~-~- .- -- . ···-· - . , . . . -· 

notably in the Middle East .and in Africa, are wholly on the 

Soviet side, except for minor reservations at the ~ti-me -oL_the_~· 

! S.oy_iet s-:itch from Somalia to Ethiopia, Moreover, they have taken 

:an active part in the Soviet-orchestrated campaign against the 
" /"neutron bomb". It may thus be argued that Communist government 

I' participation in Italy might create problems if Italian NATO 

f bases were to be used in an extra-European conflict, though in 

the absence of Communist control of the Defense Ministry those 

problems would not necessarily be larger than if a massive campaign 

against such use.of the bases were conducted by a non-governing 

Communist party. 

On the other hand, it may be argued with considerable plausibility 

that direct government participation by a Communist party genuinely 

committed to the stability of Italian democratic institutions would 

be healthier for those institutions than an indefinite prolongation 

of the agony of a succession of governments lacking a solid majority. 

The advantage of greater democratic stability might even outweigh 

the limited dangers in the foreign and defense field. 

Apart from France and Italy, there are no other cases in 

l<hich Communist government participation seems likely in the 

foreseeable future. 

II. The Tools for \vestern Influence from Outside 

The means open to the "outside" Western powers for influencing 

the decision on Communist government. participation in the "critical" 
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countries are economic cooperation, advice,ahd pressure, including 

the threat of various "destabilizing" measures. 

a) Economic support for the "critical" countries in their 

struggl'e against inflation and recession is clearly useful 

and necessary independent of any effect on the position of the 

Communists. Eut to the extent that it is successful, it may 

also, by diminishing the causesof mass discontent, diminish 

the pressure for including the Communists in the government. 

It is strongly to be recOI!1D1(ln!'led, within the limits of the 
-=-·--=--- .... -~~~ -""- "'~--=-~-.... ~·'""".-e-~ -- - -

"outside" countries' capacity to help, and on terms calculated 

to insure economic recovery without excessive social hardship. 

b) ~.ce-should be addressed to the potential coalition 

partners of the Communists, and should come rather from Western 
--~~~~~~--~--~~~~ 

public opinion in general and from the foreign ideological 
~- -- ~=..--·~~~--=-~--~~--,..--~..,._~-=--~""---~ 

friends __ o_£_tJ:10se potantial partners in particular (Socialists 
_...,.._.,,._,__,--.~--. -- -- ---= ~-~ _,.......,~-~- _-· -~ --_.- -- -,-_.... ---'="'- ---~-"'_,.-_--__ .,_,....,_~---~_,.-:-----,.,..._-~.-~ .. 

to Socialists, Christian Democrats to Christian Democrats)~a:1_1" 

from foreign governments: Advice on the internal affairs of a 
~ ~----~ - -----country'given pubiicry~by-Toreign governments is not received 

as advice but resented as pressure. Advice from the right 

sources should normally concentrate on the institutional 

safeguards to be ensured by the partners of the Communists, 

such as the need to keep .them from the control of such key· positions 

as the premiership, foreign affairs, defense,and the police. 

In cases of strikingly irresponsible Communist behaviour on the 

threshold of entry into the government, as recently in France, 

the advice should also stress the lessons of such behaviour for 

the Commlinists' would-be partners. 

c)'-Pressur~ could range from general government statements, 

describing the entry of Communists into Western governments 

as unacceptable, to explicit threats of withdrawing economic 

cooperation from such governments and to propagandist encourage

ment of a flight of capital; in theory it could even extend 
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to support for antidemocratic coups to prevent such a govern

ment or to the threat of direct military intervention from 

outside. Obviously, the last-named threats or measures would 

be incompatible with the democratic principles to which the 

members of the Hestern alliance are committed and would risk 

greatly weakening the external authority and credibility and 

even the internal cohesion of the states engaging in such a 

policy of direct or indirect intervention in the internal 

affairs of their allies. Jlut even purely economic pressure.· 

or demon'strative official statements opposing Communist govern

ment entzy regardless of its terms 1wuld tend to be counter

productive in the sense of promoting a nationalist solidari-

za tion ;ri th the Communists and an anti-Hestern radicalization 

of their prospective allies. It is characteristic that following 

a statement of the U.S. administration early in 1978 that 

warned against Communist government participation in Vlestern 

Europe, some of the very same Italian Christian Democratic 

spokesmen who had privately asked for such a warning protested 

against it publicly, under the counterpressure of Italian public 

opinion, in the name of national sovereignty. Generally speaking, 

the appearance of external pressure would thus tend to anti

cipate and promote the very effects of Communist government 

participation that it is supposed to prevent - a sharpening 

of conflicts between the "critical" and the "outside" coun

tries. It is our considered opinion that it should be st~i~!!Y 
-~ 

avoided; 

~-
III. The Practice of Some "Outside" Governments 

In general, the economically stronger Western governments, 

notably of the United States and West Germany, have been willing 

to support the economy of the "critical" countries, above all 

Italy, on non-discriminatory_terms and have tried to restrain 

the flight 'of·-capital\f~om th~~ as much as ;ras in their power. 

I~ 7 

• 
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The means of support have been either direct_!oan~or the 

approval of loans by the International Monetary Fund. It 

is true that while those loans were not tied to political 

conditions in the sense of a veto against Communist government 

participation, they had in the nature of the situation to be 

linked with economic conditions to ensure rational use of the 

funds involved; in particular, budgetary measures and a re

straint in wage increases had to be demanded as safeguards 

against an accelerating inflation. Inevitably, such economic 

conditions could be, and were, interpreted by important sections 

of public opinion in the receiving country as the pressure of 

foreign capital on the living conditions of the Italian workers. 

Nevertheless, the Italian Communists and the Communist-controlled 

trade unions have to some extent cooperated. in making their en

forcement possible, as they understood that the conditions were 

not directed against them but were needed to achieve the economic 

stabilization required for the survival of Italian democracy. 

Political advice opposed to Italian Communist government entry 

has been emphatically given to the Italian Christian Democrats 

by the German and to some extent by otl1er Christian··Democra tic 

parties.' The Italian party has pretended to accept the advice 

but has in fact agreed to several transitional steps incorporating 

the Communists in the government majority short of giving them 

seats in the cabinet. The episode seems to have contributed to 

the development of divergent trends among the Christian Democrats 

of Europe, where the German and some other parties are increasingly 

cooperating with the British Conservatives and the French Gaullists 

while the Italian and Belgian parties do not~ 

The German Socialdemocrats have carefully refrained from criti

cizing the French Socialists for their electoral alliance with the 

Communists - though they clearly viewed it with mixed feelings -
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or from advising them against Communist government participation. 

It may be presumed, however, that in personal contacts they have 

expressed their vie~/S about the safeguards to be taken in such a 

coalition. 

As for government statements, the Eritish government has been 
. ~· . ·. -

very reticent •-~.The British Foreign Secretary, David Owen, has in ,_ 
a carefully balanced speech on the phenomenon of Eurocommunism 

recognized important changes in the policy statements of the 

parties concerned, but expressed the view that the evidence 

of their durability is still insufficent for trusting them. 

But he has refrained from emphatic warnings in the name of his 

government. 

The United States administration, on the other hand.,_h&s 

been both outspoken and inconsistent. Under President Ford, 
'th~·;,ar~:i.ng;~T~~~~~;ta~·;-;f St~~e~~:nry Kissinger against 

Communist government entry anywhere in Western Europe were 

nothing short of alarmist, and he has repeated them no less 

emphatically when out of office. The Carter administration 

started with the publicly announced intention to regard the 

question of Communist government entry by democratic procedures 

as an internal affair of the countries concerned, but early in 

1978, the President issued a new public ~1arning against such 

entry. As far as 

of the merits of 

is known, this was not due to a rec_O_JClSiderati~on 

sue}} _a policy_ by th~ President and his principal 

advisers, but on one side to American domestic pressure by th~ 
~-----

"moderate" wing·of the Republican opposition, whose support 

Carter then urgently needed for the ratification of his Panama 

treaties, and .~n the other to the promptings of leading Italian 

Christian Democrats transmitted by the U.S. Ambassador in Rome, 

Richard Gardner. There has been no public follow-up to this 

warning after the Italian Communists became an official part 

of the government majority. 
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Finally, the Federal German Chancellor, Helmut Schmidt, 
-~;:..::.=;:.;.;.;;:.....;;;~=-.-.=-- ... -~ 

was quoted after the 1976 West,ern summit meeting ip. Pu!)_:S.t'h 

Rico as stating that the assembled Western statesmen had -----=------· 
agreed on their attitude to the danger of Communist govern-

ment participation in Western Europe. The report was officially 

denied by him, and it is likely that a discussion had taken 

place but no formal decision been reached. Since then, there 

have been no German government statements on the matter. There 

is reason to believe that the German government was greatly 

relieved when the imminence of French Communist government 

participation disappeared after the elections of' }larch 1978. 

On the other hand, the leief now appears to be widely shared 

in the Bonn Federal Government (though not in its Foreign Ministry) 

t~at the advantages of Italian Communist government~~ fo~ ~ 
I __.-
Italy's democratic stability might outweigh the risks of a limited 

Communist influence on Italian foreign policy. 
I ~ ,...__~-=-=--....~-~----=---_,.~ 

None of the "outside" governments have played with encouraging 

anti-democratic opposition in the event of legal Communist govern

ment entry in Italy or France, nor have any entertained the idea 

of military intervention in such a case. 

IV. Policy Towards Communists in Government 

So far, no Communists have entered the government of any 

major Western country, though the Italian Communists have recent

ly made important advances on the road to such an entry. If such 

an event takes place, the options open to the "outside" Western 

governments remain basically the same as before, and so would 

the main arguments. But there may be in that case a more continu

ous range of options from unconditional economic cooperation 

through various forms of conditional cooperation to destabili

zing pressure. 
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a) Willing and generous cooperation with a government in

cluding Communists might co~teract the risk or its "anti

¥/estern" radicaliza tion both by improving economic conditions, 

by strengthening the influence of the Communists' "moderate" 

partners and by promoting the further intergration of the re

sponsible Communist leaders and the majority of their followers 

into the \>lestern democratic system .• As this intergration proceeds 

and the government concerned is economically successful, an 

increase of tensions between the representatives of such a type 

of "Eurocommunism" and the Soviet leaders is also likely. 

However, unconditional cooperation regardless of the economic 

and other behaviour of the governments concerned is not realistically 

possible for democratic governments resposible to their own elec

torate: They must ensure that any economic support is used to 

reasonably good effect, and.that it does not benefit a government 

basically hostile to the common Western cause. 

b) Deliberate destabilizing pressure against a coalition 

government including Communists is likely to prove even more 

dangerous to \Vestern interests than threats and pressure before 

the Communist entry: It would be felt as expressing. hostility 

not only to the Communists but to their partners in government 

and drive them together into an explosive mixture of both 

nationalist and social radicalization. In the end, there 1vould 

be a serious likelihood ·of the Western country or countries 
• 

concerned being lost to the \>lestern cause and indeed turning 

against it and leaning increasingly to the Soviet side in world 

affairs. 

c) The real problem for the "outside" Western powers will 

therefore be to find the right methods of practicing conditional 

cooperation. They must urge rational economic behaviour by the 

countries to be supported, not in a spirit of doctrinal prejudice 
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and petty chicanery, but of ensuring a good chance for the 

people concerned to come to enjoy the fruits of willing and 

generous support. Any economic conditions should be obviously 

relevant to the chances of recovery and free from the stigma 

of ideological prejudice. 

Political conditions should not be explicit at all, but im
pl~i-c~i~t~in--7t~h-e~f-a-c7t~t~h-a7t~t~h-e __ c_o_o_p_e_r-a7t7i;~ offered to a friend-

ly, democrati.c country. In other words, the only political 

reasons for withdrawing it should be a drastic impairment of 

basic democratic liberties, which is unlikely in the conditions 

envisaged, or an unmistakable turn to an actively anti-Western 

course in foreign affairs. Support should not be suspended because 

of isolated differences over particular issues, but only because 

of a reasoned conviction that the country in question is already 

lost to the 1-/est. 

Summary 

A situation in which independent, "Eurocommunist" parties may 

come to enter Western governments is equally unprecedented and 

fraught with risk for the "outside" Western powers and for the 

Soviet bloc. The side t<hich shows greater caution and flexibility 

in reacting to the new situation is the one most likely ultimately 

to profit from it. 
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The parliamentary elections held in June '1977 marked the 

beginning of whAt promises to be a lone and difficult strum;le to 

build a stable democracy in Spain. Once before, in the third dccad<e 

of this century, that challence and opportunity 1.1ere 1)rcsent: .for 

a variety of reasons, not the least of which was the fact that rep¥e-

sentatives and supporters of the Ric;ht and Left saw each other as 

evil incarnate, the experiment did not Hark. The Civil Har ca,~tc;:~e•: 

the tracic inability of the two Gpains to coexist, much less · ... ·ork 

~ocether. In the nearly forty years of autocratic rule under 

:Fr;mcisco Franco that follOI'led, thinc;s have chanc;ed sir;nific;mtl:r. 

r<o one can overlook the impact profound social and economic chan:>Ofi 

have had on Spanish society in th;lt time, but it has been the poli-

tj.c;;l r•,aturi ty and der~ree of sta tesrncmship exhibited by the c]a:;r) 

~o, f~-1· ea 
: j_...., V ' encompassing both the EstablishrcJent ;md Opposi ti.on, 

1·1'::!ich has been of decisive import=ce in the all'lost historic;-,J.lJ' 

unioue peaceful transformation from dictatorship to (\enocracy. 

final ve:::·d:ct as to the success of efforts to consolidate ciel~.or.rc.~:· 

is hardly possible today but, it is fair to say, that a }:ey dc:·,r-:.~c 

iil' th.:--_;_t enterprise will be the degree to 1.'/hich the \40rJ\inc c1et.:_:;s 
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and those political parties which have made th~ clearest claim to 

represent it are incorporated into· the e11erc;int; political systei~. 

This paper will explore the prospects for the consolirlation 

of democracy in Spain from the perspective of the Left IUlrl parti

cularly of those two parties -- the Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol 

and the Partido Comunista de Esnana -- whose precminence \vas amply 

demonstrated in the June 19?7 election. This· essay will consist of··~ 

thre~arfs: ··The--first focusing on the reasons for the emergence of 

·the PSOE and PCE as the most important pr~rties on the Left, the 

second, on the strugc;le for hegemony on the Left since June 1977 and 

the third on the possible evolution of the situation ·on the J,eft and 

in the country more generally. 

The June 1977 elections were unkind to most of the r;roups 

stri vine; for political space on the .-I,eft. The only real Hinncr in 

the contest was the PSOE: its candidates received over 5.2 million 

votes and captured 118 seats in the newly elected Cortcs. The 

Communist party was the only other party not to he swanpcd by a 

re-invigorated PSOE but it still trailed the Socialists badly, 

winning somel'lhere in the.neie;hborhood of 1.7 million votes and 20 

deputy seats. Betl·leen them, the l>SOE and PCE captured nearly 88 

per cent of the deputy seats won by the Left in 1977,. For everyone 

else (except perhaps the Jordi Pujol led Pacte Democratica in 
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Cataluna which received 17.2 per cent of the tally in that region 

and the autonomist Euskadiko Eskerra coalition with '). 1• per cent 

of the vote in the province of Guip6zcoa and 5 per cent in the 

Basque provinces more generally) the resul~s were dismal. The 

PSP/US coalition led by rmrique Galv<fn nationally and various 

Socialist leaders in their respective regions captured less than 

5 per cent of the national vote and elected only 6 deputies, of 

which two were from ~ladrid. Various social.:d emocratic groups, some 

running separately and others in coalition, received less than 

200 000 votes or just slir;htly over 1 per cent of the total. The 

. ..... 

extreme Left did only slightly better: the four coalitions these 

e;roups put forward attained 1.5 per cent of the vote. Hot let:;alized 

and forced to run under fictitious names and forming part of unbrella 

coalitions, they r:m at a distinct disadv:mtar;e. 

Some observers may have been surprised at the magnitude.of the 

PSOE victory (with respect, that is to.others on the Left: nationally, 
(• " it was the Union de ventra Democratico coalition led by the incumbent 

premier Adolfo Suarez which came in first vti th 34.7 per cent of the 

vote and 165 deputies) but the results were Generally. within the range 

sue;csested by various polls released in the lA.:.;t 1.10nth or tHe pre-

ceding the election;. Of course, some in extreme I,eft r;roups held on 

to the hope that its voters r;imply did not want to reveal their in-

tentions before the bullotingi the Social Democrats cottld not imaGine 

how the moderate Spanish voter (one survey had indicated he vtas only 

slightly less conservative then his German counterpart) could vote 

,_(,_~.•- t. ~·-,-•- -. ,tt.S-'~··4 __ ,. wp;at :;_q_ec?,...- W..tf tH"{-.,t!'{!if4 -:..~ ... :.~~.~ .;;>- .J<+ c.~ .... •,-•- ~.~- . ,!t.t-: .. ~--· ;. -~--
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for a party like the PSOE 1.rhich claimed to be !1arxist; and the 

Communists c.ould only with great difficulty accept the notion that 

the PSOE was in a position to deprive them of the fruits of their 

long and patient work'during the years of clandestinity. 

Several factors help to explain the remarkable· perform;mce of 

the ?SCE and the failure of'the Coru1unist party to translate to 
~--~ 

electoral terms the influence it ~"'~~~'Gl as the best or~anized 

opr.osition force in the country. 

For one thing, the Socialists successfully presented them-

selves as revolutionary Harxists who nevertheless maintained a 

deep commitment to traditional He stern, deiJocratic valu·es. They 

received support not only from those who did not believe in the 

moderate and democratic intentions of the ·Communists Cmd trusted 

the FSOE in that respect) but of assorted lefti9ts elemcnts.who 

found the moderation of the FCE distar.teful and the radical rhetoric 

of the PSOE more to their liking. The l'SOE ~.r~:ts a party 11i th a hist

oric past but with a youthful leadership. Unlike the Cm;uannist 

party, the Sbcialists had no p;eviously embarrassinB ties to Jbscow 

which they had to explain m.ray. Their leaders ha<l not been, like 

Ibarruri and Carrillo, active durin~ the Civil Har and this was 

certainly an advantar~e in a si tu at ion where nearly everyone l'lho 

fought then·; . • had something to hide nm.r. 

And yet, the reason .for the failure of EurocOI:ununi sm to catch 

on 1·1itb the Spanish electorate did not lie simply in the ability of 

• 
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the Socialj.sts to preerJpt what wouJ.c1 have been its political r;pace. 

Also relevant was the fact that al thouc;h the l'CE had underc;one a 

dramatic transformation in m<my aspects of its domestic Md inter-

national policies in the years after 1956, becornine; in this decade 

perqaps the point party of what has come to be called the Eurocoi:l

munist movenent, this transformation had not been entirely unanbir;ous. 

The PCE simply could not convince larc;e sectors·of the electorate 

that its Eurocommunist outlook was more than a simple <md expedient 

tactical shift. Inoeed, one survey published in early 1978 by the 

newsmagazine CaJ~bio 16 indicated that 26 per cent of those 1·1ho voted 

Communist in the election did not believe somethine; called Eurocon-

munism existed and another 31 per cent did not knov1 what the terD 

meant. 

The results of the June 1977 reflected the inability of the 

Communists to resolve the contradictions between their clain to be 

a revolutionary force com.;-ni ttecl to the radical tr<mr;formation of 'the 
~ 

rec;ime and the reformist practice which characterized its policies 
A 

over the course of two decades~ Under the leaderGhip of S;mtiat;o 

,Carrillo, the FCE had broadened the broad front orientation it had 

developeo durinr; the Civil \iar, issuing a call ·for Irat~mwl Reconcil

iation and urging the country to put the divisiveness of that con

flict behind. The stratec;y was certainly successful in the sense that 

it softened the imae;e the party had amonc; the new e;cnerations :·:hich 

had not experit:mced the Civil \·lar but the analysis 1·1hich lay behinc1 

·-!1£ .. q; . -·, ---~ --~ 0 
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this strate3Y helped undercut the lon~ ter~ effectiveness of tne ini

tiative. Here 1·1e allude to the predictionr:; PCE leaders made in the 

late 'i950's :md early 1960's abo.ut the nature of chanc;e in Gpanish 

society. Predictinr; the imminence of the overthro1·1 of the re~ime, 

the Communists argued that profound social and economic chanrse which 

l·iould put Spain on the road to socialism would necessarily A.cco!.1pany 

tho.t transformation and that any effort reformers·from l'lithin the 

rer;ime made to OVerhaul the·· ·authoritarian political structures ~IHS 

destined to fail. Hhen predictions about the substm1ce ancl for1n of 

chq.n~:;~ did not ·materialize,.party leaders hardly shifted gears. They 
t .• . 0 

quietly dropped the idea about chane;es in the social and·economic 

structure beine; inevitable in the short run, but continued to say 

that the en cl of the regime was still near, would come i11 · relati ve'ly 

tJ peaceful fashion <md could not be f;.;;stratecl by a ;reformist faction 

.. ~ 

1·1i thin the f:50vernment. Clearly, the J,CE 1'/ilS tryinp; 

one and maintA.in ·. the ~lm1 of militants l·rorking 

Unfortunately, it came close to pleasinG very fe1v. 

to please every
a...-~ 

Hithin Spain. 
A 

Critics on the 

Left objected to the politics of National Reconciliation, seeing in 

its emphasis on peaceful change a capitulation to the bourGeoisie. 

More moderate elements did not alto~:;ether trust the Communists and 

never quite understood how the party coupled its insistence on mod

eration with the demand that the structures created by Fr:mco be 

torn do1.;n .. nnd replaced. It waG not until late 1976, much too lute 

to do anything about the rise of the PSOE :md their own isolation 

JJ..-. ' ..• --_,_ __ ' -- -,-_-__ , <' 

'. 
. •.. 
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, 
that party leaders admitted the succeGs of Suarez. E'vc:n thtmJ t!lC 

admission was grudc;inc; and in one npeech in the GpriHc of 1')78 

Carrillo even ilared to brush aside criticism of party predictions 

by saying that reality had not demonstrated the Comrlunist mwlysis 

to be incorrect. 

Cur emphasis on the Cor.rr:mnist failure to reco(91ize the capacity 

for maneuver open to some elements within or close to the re13irne 

should not lead us to overlook the important role the PCE pl<-wen 

in the opposition to Franco, and the sic;nificant strides the party 

made in the years after 1939 to break out of the Ghetto into which 

it had been cast after the Civil Vlar. Despite the relatively lo1·1 

proportion of votes it received in the June 1977 election, the PCE 

nust figure prominently in any discussion of Spanish politics. 

Employing a strategy premised on the utilization of all lef,al pos-

sibilities and the penetration of orGanizations l'lhich had the pos

sibility of beconing nass movements, the Sptmish Coiar:1unists built up 

a potent underground structure. The strategy was particularly ef-

fective ir. the labor movement and Comnunist activists, actinc; in 

generally uncoordinated ·fashion at first, souc;ht to penetrate ..... Lne 

Organizacion Sindical, the fascint-style substitute for a free trade 

movement. The first returnG for this investment and stratet;y came in 

1951 on the occasion of a now fanous public trrmsport boycott in 

Barcelona - the movement spread with suprising speed to Hadrid 

.. •. ~ 
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and the Basque country and only car~e to o.n end when the c;overnment 

o.nd employers ceded to m<my of the workers' demancls. The Commmists 

v1ere quick to seize credit for the movement al thouc;h, in fact, it was 

spontaneous and no or[ianization vms in control ·,vi th \'lorkers of all 

persuasions participating. The 1951 strike was sic;nificant because 

it marked the first tirae since the end of the Civil Uar (the r;eneral 

strike 1vhich paralyzed the Basque country in 1947 was really the last 

gasp of the dying pre-Ci vil 'dar labor raovement) that \•IOrkers had been 

bold enough to strike. In many ways. it signalled the birth of the 

new Spanish workin[; class - a Jlroduct of the industrialization 

.and development enbarked upon by Spain in the 1950's and 1960's. 

Labor had been monopolized in the pre-Civil Har period by the 

Anarchists ~cmd the Socialists. Both of theGe movenents, ore; ani zed 

into the Confederacicl'n Hacional clel Traba,jo (Cli'l') and UniO'n General 

cJ e Traba,jadores (UGT), suffered h:1rshly in the first decade aftf>r 

the .Civil \.Jar. Decir:~ated by the ret:;inc ancl umvillinc; as a matter of 

principle to participate in the vertical Or(!;<mizacion Sinclical -

the UGT Grr;uecJ those who participated 1wuld only be coopted anc1 

thus ultimately help to legitimize the rec;ine- both orc;anizations 

lost touch ~ith their constituencies and were unable to develop new 

CBJ.cres. ·The :impact this. had on the labor movenent was most clear 
I • 

in Catalufia, virtually a fiefdom of the Arwrchist raovernent in the 

pre-Ci vil Har period ;md an area where the CliT had an ir2portant in-

fluence in the early 1950's. By 1978, however, it was the I-artit 
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Socialista UnifiC<1t de Gatalunya (PSUC), the Catalan filial of the 

l'CE, and Comir;iones Obre;~s (CC.OO.) 1·1hich had t:w c;reatest influence 

amone; workers in the rer;ion. Connunists and Church-affilinted 

Cattoli~ Action c;roups filled the organizational vacuum and played ' . . 
quite a role in Dost of the .strikes 1·1hich shook Spain in the period 

1958-1963. One aspect of the e;rowth of workine; class dissent vms 

the el:iergence of the phenomenon knoi-m as the Comisiones Obrerns. 

This movement originated and expanded in the context of the chanr;es 

in the collective bargaining lm-1 in 1958: under new provisions, 

negotiations for contracts could be made at the individual factory 

level. One index of the popularity of the new provision r~ic;ht be 

seen in the fact that while in 1958 contracts negotiated in the 

new way affected less than 20 000 workers, by 1962 that number hR.d 

riGen to 2.3 million. This chanc;e virtually revolutionarized the 

system of industrial relations in Spa~n and enerGized the role of 

jurados de empresa and enlaces sindicales. 

The I'CE did not control the Conisiones at the outset - indeed, 

the movement has ahTD.;ys been quite heteroc;eneous and the Cornmunistu 

have had to struggle 1·1ith various groups- but the Cor:muuist!i dis-

tinguished themGelve!; in givinc; the nascent or[;ani~;ation the 

provincial, rec;ionai, Rnd. national infrRstructurc it needed <md there-

by c;air.ed cadres. The'y bcnefitted;at least early on,from the curious 

situation 1·1here the officinl OS souc;ht to coopt the movement <.Uld 

thus they benefitted from a period during 1·1hich their activities 

-- -,~- _H' _.f.( 
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' i 
were generally tolerated. 

I 

Participation! in the Cor:1isiones Obrer<1.s was also Gc1v<mt<1geous 

to the Comr:1uni sts because it encourar,ecl contact Hi th Catholic lahor 
I 

activists. This, 1·1~s import;mt from the }°CE' s point of vie1·1 because 

it would heln brea~ dovm the ideoloP-icai foundation of the Franco • I ~ . 
re"ime and also perhaps prevent the emergence of o. stronc; Christian 

~ . I . . 

Democratic party i.rl. the post lt'ranco era .. Such a. turn of eveuts 

mir;ht even lead to I the creation of a Catholic Left party Hhich v1ould 

incline toward un Alliance 1·1ith the Conmunists and Socialists. It 
' 

should be noted, tJe PCE was qui.cker th<m the PSOE in shecldinr; the 
I 

anti-clericRlism wBich had ahmys ·been so r:JUch a part of the 
' i 

Spanish Left. i 
Hi th resnect to Catholicism n·a with respect to the labor move-" I 

ment, the Cornnunist leadership misjudc;ed the efficacy of.their party's 
I 
I 

efforts. Certainl~ Comision.es activists could enter the OS but it 

vms not that easy ~o takeover the orr;<mization' s pyramiclrrl structure 
I 

particularly e;iven :the obstacles placed in the 1·my by ·the re[;ime. 

Similar things coullcl be said of the Catholic Church. Certainly, 

there was a c;reat d\eal of dissent and resentment towurd the rer;i;:-,e 

expressed ir! the lo:wer levels of the clergy - es~ecially those 

living in working cjlass ncic;hborhoods anc: rer;ions \;here nationalist 

sentiments rru1 hic;h! - but it 1·ms quite o.nother for this ferment to 

shift the b<1lance o!f forces in the enisconnl coun~ils •. \li th the 

appointm~nt of Cardlnal 'I'<'lr<mcon as ~rirJR~e of Spain in 1969 and 
I 
I 
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neve~ j_n the cards hc~;evcr, except on tllG cr~e or two occ~3ions 

~ .. .;her: the bovernr.:1ent vras cle-J.::r:ly too bolcl ill its viol::l-:ior.:..· 1of the 

ric;hts accorded the Church bJr the Conco.rc'.Lat sic;lled iL .Aut;ust '1953. 

troubled V!a:liEg ~rears of the l~ro..nco ·era, but the hierarchy per-

ccived (not unreasonably) Church interests r1ot to lie in too active 

an opposition to the regi~1e. Its interests, the govern~cnt subsidy 

to the clert;;y :J .. nC. it.:; virtu.:3.l L:~C?no:pol:r on education, h3.c1 ~o be 

rrotected as well. 

The effort the Co:t:rr:)unists D~:..dc to be in tune Hith c:.1anc;es in 

r ~, ,., . , , ·t;--
.:..p-.u.~.lStl SOCle ,J· 

zational center was Toulouse. The Socialist party ha~ tried to 

m.~1intain 
. ~ 
lvS orc;anizntion in Spain after 193S but hcav:r repression 

v.JeaJ:c:c.leC c::nd al110~3t destro:ted it: the leader of the ];>arty ins.icJ.e the 

country had been arrested in 1953 (he later died under nysterious 
. t· . ) . d··~··.. . ·l.,,t··.·. ; t . 

Clrcuns a11ces e.n. J..lVe years a Gr,I\.ll on1o 
' '.. '.. '·' .. ;, ........ · AD3 t a.c'1d. about one hundred 

companions also fell prey to the police. But repression uas only 

partly responsible for the v1i thering a Hay of the PSOE organization in 

Spain.. Oae factor l'r2ich also helps expl,·.:~.in the phenomenon. ~r1s thE.~ 

obsession the PSOE leadership in exile had that so.Ge sort of foreig;11 

intco:::·vention would be clecisivc in defeatin[; Franco. Such trust had 
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tvient~T yee.rs after the end cf the Civil Uar. £~::;_ la.te as 1956, t'Cle 

PSOE Sec:::>etar;:r 'General LlQpj_s predicted the rr~:._::id overthrow of tl1e 

Franco regi:.:r.e l{ecause, as he explained, the axis of t:1e J~tlB.ntic 

r Alliance had shifted from the ~cer-.ublican ;.;overnment in the United 

States to the !.abor go·vernment in Great Britain. Also \•iOrking against 

the revitalization of the l'SOE orc;anization was the almost obsessive 

anti-Communisn \·Jhich became the hallmark of the exile leadership. It 

should be understood that Socialist leaders Hho had lived throuGh the 

Civil '•Jar and experience first hand the virtual destruction of their 

party because one pr1rt of the PSOl~ passed into the Communist pa.rt:>r 

may ·:.-ell have had cause ·for prudence in their relations 11i th the 

Sp.::_::.nish Communists. But the Llopis leadership used the past as a 

bludgeon ':li th 1·1hich to ~1tt:1ck not onl:I the ~PCE but those Socialists 

Hithin Spain Hho advocated inGluding the Conmunists in discussions 

le01ding to the: creation of any anti-Franco front. Ever;y Socialist 

Coilgress since 1944 had adopted a resolution ruling out a..."ly sort of 

alliance with the Conmunists or other totalitarian force. It was not 

that SocialistS living in Spain Here ready: to leap into the arns of 

the Communist party- there was a ijOCd.cleal of resentnent a.Bong then 

of the perceived Coonunist tendency to claiw credit for initiatives 

Undertaken by all the O]J]JOSi tion and Cil SO for the effort Bac~e by the 

PCE in the late 1950's to infiltrate the Ar~remaciO:."l Socialista Univer~Jitari< 

- simply that the Cornnunists 1-1ere one of the most dedicated opponents of 

~~·~..,._,~.A '~-~t'*;'-:'::~~,~~'~-"·r:••_v4.(1.i>~~'!l"-*"='··~'-·,, .. _...,..,._,._~ ... -~~...-:rr-'""'~""""~-L~~~r:-~...,.."'l~~T-.,... 
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the regime ~J.n.r~. thiS ·T~s .u2H cenerations o.f 

simply could r:.ot .understa.Ild an.ti-Cor:ununism as vi:Jc:ei:'i~l and unflinc~:i..rlg 
I 

as that whici the' exiled PSOE leaders preached. 

One manifest.ation of the less of influence suffDred by the PSOE 

during this time 11as the emergence of a variety of national and 

regional groups within Spain, each seeking to lay clclil'l to the political 

space of democratic socialism. A fe1v 1·1ords about the nest ir::portant 

of these groups are in order. 

The Frente d~ Liberacibn PoTJular \vas one of the firr;t to challenr;e 
I 

the FSOE. Iluch impressed by the example of the Algerian FLJ>r and tl1e 

26-l.:;h o"f July l"Iove.bc?nt in Cuba, the FIJP presented itself as a radi.Gal 

c..ltcrnative to both the Cor:linunists and the PSOE. The first oi' :several 
' 

movements Hhose membership C011Sif5ted Of TI!C.Uly radicc::tlizec]. eatl1olics, the 

FI,P (lm01.m as ESBA in t;1e Baso.ue country and the FOC in Cataluna) 

participated C!;CtiVel:-l in the various stril-:e novenents of the late 1950's 

ai:td early 1960's. /md joined Hi th the FCE in the convocation of a jornada 

de reconciliacibn: nadonal in r1ay 1958. The c;roup hacl a very ambivalent 

attitude toward the FCE. On the one hand, the FLP criticized the Communist 

for not being rev~lutionary enough, proelaiming it .;-roulc1 shm; the PGE 

h0\·1 to make the revolution; on the other, rjany of its I'lembers could 

never quite overcome a marked inferiority complex \'li th respect to the 

Cor::muni sts and cofistantly looked over their shoulders at •dhat the 
' 

Co'Y~cmnsts 1·1ere up to. 
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Another sroup, this one with lcos~ ties to the· PGG~ but not 

t~~u::Jted by the e:;::j,lc.~ leadership becc.'J.se 
' I 

for:· joint actions 'Jit~ the PCE, 

Gn1versitaria. ~".·o··""1 ·'l~..:J. l·n 1057 '··'--·" ·'··=--u·· :c.-,:.+.--"l'ned .~ ~.,·--.c-._~, ..• ;n 'lU'·,::_,e,·tce ~ ,_:,,,,c;l_l / l "-'" '''' ~- v'" CA 'C c'l' .~C.- , C.. ... 

' I . 

1·1i thin the Spanish university t'-nd bec·;ne the spm-min::; [jrounci for 

several nen who ·hJuld after Llopis' ouster in 1972 becone ir:tportant 

' figures in the PSOE. 

A third groJp consisting prinarily of intellectuals, university 

professors and p:&ofes;3ionals coalesced around the fi[;ure of a prestigious 

catedratico who :iln 1965 had been denrived of his chair at the University 
I " 

of Salamanca, Enr,ique Tierno Galva'n. He and hic> GU]Jporters (ort_';anized 
...., 

in Hhat was call~d the Frente Socialista Unic~o Espanol in 1964 1 the 

I-\artido Soc.ialist:a del\ Interior- a fe1·-1 years later;und., finally, in 

197L~ in the Ps.rti,do Soeie_lista Popular) had on atjain, off again ::c"elations ----,-
~ .. ,ith the PSOE in ,exile. LookinG to rer·lace LlOl)iS ancl his orcanization 

\-Jithin the countr-y, the l)SI nevertheless a~_Jpcared to side with the 
' 
! 

exiled leader in 1972 11hen dissidents took over the leadership of the 
' I 

FSOE. Subsequent recognition by the Sociali'lt International of the 

dissid':lnt group (~ince an Octobe:::- 1971+ conc;rec;s in Suresnes led. by 

' / the Seville lauyer Felipe Gonzalez) left the ESP in something of. an 

' · · tl · n · f'f' t t · . , · th en;_oc:trrasslng posJ. 10n o_-rL ... , ln an e-L..Lor o r_;a1n some .Leverae;e Wl 

! 

respect to the PSOE, the Tierno group joined the Cormuni:;t-ins;;ired 

I J ,.. ~ coalition of CL.l'J.ti 1 F:ranco forc~es kn.o.:rr_. as the untn .._;e:r>•_Q(':raticG,. 

We should al~o note in this context the presence of various t_';roups 

associated with D~onision until his death in June 1975. A former 

Ti':ll c::.na-i c+-..... -...._,_~ ... .L a~ •.J v, Rl·..::..,....u,.Jo ··~s l·-n .,_.,.,.,.,...,_r ·r .... ~.,..- ,:-:1 ... 1P r-,··-:}~.,..,~.·-~:1-J D::"il·l.'="~::; ::->_.,1/l 1-.,os U-L ~J ';'!._:.. ~l ~.lC...L.i...J \.' ·::J..,J ~ ~ ~ ..... ._.o;...U_.J....._ ~._ V .J..~...- ~-->- ..._,. lJ...._ 
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inte~~ "Lec-tual evolutio~l !'.ccn fascism to 12.~)-~~::-alism o..nd therr.. to democratic 

~or-:-··~ i .-.,., earnec1 i,._-i-r:~ -;--",;::::. 
V '-'-'"-~-L-- -::.'J.J.l .c: ... I ~.L..)..J..l:. .._._.:.~ 

IT'''Yl'1'1 ""'" of J:l~nl:/" former COo-LJ.. :. ... _.:._,__-,.)<> Determined to s·~lift the axis of S)::t.~li sh 

.... f'' ., T ' ' t d'+-' :l soc:.-~:::t.:.·l:3n away .... Jto~~ l 1;~3 v -J.COOln ra lvlor_,_ a.lY to'i.·Jard- socie .. l dec.ocracy, 
I 

' 
R . ' . t d . th '" . / " . 1 D · /. · larucJo crea e . - e UlllOil oOCln ernocrat1ca 

Garcia Lopez in r)7Ll. It H3.S Ridruejo v;ho heldthe c;mupftogether and 

after his death it split into nume::;:oous parts, losinG Hhatever possibility 

I • 
it might have had for lnfluence on the Left. 

Regional Socialist croups also proliferated on the political scene 

during this peribc1. r·:any of ther.1 had an epheneral existence ancl consi:3ted 
' 

'6f little more th:m a nane and a group of friends. Nevertheless, ·sor:>e. of 
' 

tlwsc groups fouhcl a fertile soil in the lack of responsiveness by the 

exiled leadership to 

regio;c1s of Spai~ for 

risinc:; de:;-J.ands awong political activists in various 

se1f-det8rmination flilC autonomy. Historically, the 
j' 

PSOE had never been kno;m fOI' its syrrl<lthies in t:'lit3 regard:. Catalim 
I -

i 
nationalists, for example, never forc;ave the Socialists, ~or votinr; 

ae;ainSt a 

were made 

Statute of Autonomy :tor their region in 1')32 •. '· Sane efforts 
I 
' by th~se c;roups to set Up national coordination but th~se 

only achieved sane fruition in June 1 ?76 1·.1i th the creation of the 
I 

Federacibn de P~rticlos Sociuli stas. The latter never became a party .. 
but remained a loosely structured fecleril.tion of groups Nhose claim to 

I 
I 

political r2levance l·IOuld be sholm to be rather tenuous. 

DisenchantQ;;nt \'lith the sclerotic I,lopis leadership in Toulouse 

_·M;>,_'«*'">.--' .,...,----.._......._.....,-~~....-~"'.,..,.~~~--~~~~--"-,c•---'17·~·~r::''''!t--'""''"'''''"~~" .,. , :·*'·1t-f.·"~~"'"" .. , ;e:--:?_.......,...\-..,......... 
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the FSOE ~as losins t~e ~s~3i~ 1i~stiges of its infl,Js~ce in the pal-

{tics of t~e oppos~tion in ~rl~ A cor1certe~ chnllenze to his 

1 ':'! ... :-::. r::o' •• n ~~"" ~ . co ,-.. I t - __!_ o -~ -,--..·. r.--., b . -, . . .-. . d eo.O.t_,r ... >nl,_, .,·v -...... l . ...J.._,CDn enl_,v( __ .. ~.--:.:::-u.w r:::er:_ e:!:'s reslGl::;;; l:C:. ::Jpaln an sor:le 

exiles oc~u:::':ed at I the XI Cont;":·ess in Auc;ust 1971 e_t >-~hich tine, 

iLYJ.d over the objec ~ions of' Liopis, the cleler:;c~tes voiced sup:port for 
1 

the ere a tion of a \Jni ted opposition f:::'ont '.-I hi eh included the Con-

munists. The tria~ of Basque separatists in late '1970, by helpint; 

to draH the op;_)osi -~ion together against the comnon foe, served as a 
' 

catalyst fot t~i s ~hanr_:se ill f3ocialist policy. At previous Congres.ses_, 

LlOJ'is had been fo+cecl to nq_uicsce in :raising the nuraber of seats 

Fino_llly 

in '1972; dissideT:ts Hi thin c~)pain - nen like I'ablo CastellanorJ, J~nri(lUe 

'I/ . 
1".U[;:LC8. Feli 0s G-onzi'lez ---

" . I 

1,·Jere reac3.zT to join otherfJ in exile for 

an ,~]_l out push ac).inst his leader~3hir). Overcoming· VCl.rious procedural 

set ir1 t*e \'/8~' l>y Llopis (he cmd his four ~;upporters in the obstacles 
' 

Executive Coi!lr.:itteJ first c1emandec~- the convoc.ation of an extraorclir::.ary 
' ' Congress nnd then qpposec1 the celebration of the .orcJ_j_nary Conc;ress in 

Auc;u st 1972) , the majori t~/ of the Executive Ccr:u"J.i ttee convo1-~.ed a 
! 

~ ~ ' . r. ' . ' - 1 . tt . ' il vonr;re~""Js ;.Or Augus·1 \·H~lcn .L_Opls a· e1~ne~ ..• The Cong:!::'ess rcJ.;laced 
I 

Llopis as head of ~he naTtY ru1d an~oU!lced a series of decisions. The I , . " 
most import~t of these Here the abolition of the office of Secretary 

I 
I 

General, the establi~lhment of a colle~i2..l c:irectorate to run I'.~30E 

. ~)-. 

'- :·_,,- . ... 
. · .. ·' > , •• 
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affairs, the ~·Ti thd1"'a~·Jal of t::2 :-lu tomatic veto ttH; r:~~CE had put to 
of 

collaboratioo. ·,.rith the Comr~u::.ists o.nd t~e tro..nsfe"C"r<.!.l ..... control of 
' 

funds to t':!e i11terior. Llo;.i s denounced the Co:lc~ess and_ celcbr:1ted 

his o~·n ve::-si.0n of the :ZII · Co:2gress i11 Deccnber. 'l"'he Gocialist 

International responded by :c;uspend.ine; the participation of its 

Spanish filial until the legi tir:1acy of one of the [5roups hnd. been 

clarified. A coredssion appointed in early 1')71" by a. nearly unani-
1 

mous vote (onl:l the FS:iJI abstained), the cor~u£1ission voted to grant 

official recognition to the e;roup which had seized control fron 

Llopis. That decision fl01;ed Iron the l'eaJ.i:mtion thnt IJlopi.s ·l"fas 

opposed by the great najorit:r of Socialists rGs.iding in Gpain and a 

lart;~e proportion of t~e me1Jbe1:·s in exile. But it also reflected 

the juC.cer:1ent of the International tbat it HD.s in .f)pt!in and not in 

exile th3.t the fate of Spanish SocialiSI:! \·roulcl !Jc decj.d.ed. and that 

for this struggle •the younger, r:1ore d~rnaJ:JJ1ic. clei:Jents '1hicl1. ::1ade up 
' 
' the O~'·'osi tion to 'Llopis ITOUlcl be in n better position to <;T::J.t;e this 

struggle'sbccessfully. 
, ' I 

The decision of the-Socialist International to recoc;nize that 

group ~ .. .',S to have important conscc1uences for the P.GOE. It insured 
i 

\-lest Gerco.n BIJ.C. SHedish orc;anizational, finm1cial rmd noral support 

(the latter shoulcl not be underestimated: the ;;est GeriJan enbassy 

in h:1crid intervened forcefull:-' on behaJ.f of the PSOE \!hen FeJ.ipe 

GonzB:'Jtz' pa~Jsport had been ':ii thdraun pri~r to his attenda:r"1Ce nt the 

SfD Con[:;ress in H.:u'1n~1ei~1 in 1')75, and t!H~ ne:--:t ~rear, u:.1en the Spanish 

--~.,.,.,,.,._·~~-: "'" ~,...,.· ~'l'""' ___ .....,,.....,_~~~~.-~-...,,• '"'f>Cl<r~> .,_ ]1) ....... ~ •. .,. (,...._...,.. ...... .,.. __ t • .., __ ¥_14.....,,.,-.1_""~ """~. ·"""''-.,-, -. "'-.""'"'· _AA.,.., >:"¥ •• ~. ,., ~ ..... ~·]"<'"~ . 

. ~ -;. '". ~ ·t. ·. . -·~.. -~:.i ' -~. ;"··'.· •.. 
. 
:· .. ·.~~~ ... :o.._,< .. '.";····... ·, .. -~ ... · ...•.. ~ ... .' . (··'f3: • - ~ -.. - ;-;\' .:: ··->·· : .. ~"'· .... ;.'' ·,':;.. .... :<o-4-~ ~· -~_ ... __ .•. ~ "-.'.,.,.. . . !l ~ . ~,, . . ·.' ~· .. ..,. • ...... ,!· .. t.,. .. 
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:_::·.::'.rernment did .:!:'.Lot 
·. 

',.ia:c.t to e:;ive pe~ClSSlon for the col~~Jration of 
' 

~-;1~ P~OE Con~Te~~ i~ hac1rl"d "l·~~l;·~ ~~~a~au~es 1·1er.P. ~ .. 11~~p~q_Pully · _._o;:; ..... w --r~-~~- .. :; ... -..<.. c._ ,~.,,_,__, __ u..~ ... ·.J.v;:;o..._ ~- -~~-~ .............. 

I ' / ' ~- • 

':J~o1..1.ght to bear.·· oc .. f")uarez and tc1e L.ln;; - for the PE-~0:2 :Ul13- guaranteed. 
I 

thc.t, all Ot.·~.-?.·c--. -t-11-11'"'~"'"<.:· bRl'ncr ec,n-:'11 ..L' "o _ v: -'--1,.~·'-' ·' b j_•A0...L, ~.,.:...·~ 

I 

' 
t~J.e other groups conpeting for space in the Socialist part of the 

I 

poli·tical specttuQ. 
I 

l'Iany rival 1 Socialist groups subsequently attacked the PSOE for 

its "social-democratic" orientation and subservience to Bor~"l. \lhatever 
' 

juclgem.en~ one cb.res to mal~e about these cri tic is!:ls depends in large 
i 

mea.sure on one' 8 ideological and political persuasions. \!hat can 

hardly be overl6oked here, hm1ever, is that a good 
~ .x..t,_..._:__:tv._~ ,,_,_~..,_,~-:t:._.,___, &j' .t:/i_u r•:s:o E 

He.s illvolvec1. Some of the grouns Hhich criticizec'. 
~ . 

~~ 
bit of resentment 

A. 

the PBOE nost 

vociferousl;:y hat~_ b;-3en trying for years tc 0nter the International 

and, had the;;· s.u4ceecled in cioing so, uould gladly ha,re ·accepted vJhatever 

financial and m'[;aniza.tionl assistance the Social Denocratic parties 

in \·Jestern Euro:ne lvould have offered. I'1oreover, a party like the PSP, 
' .. :' 

~._-:.\ .... one of the nost Vociferous 

proponents of a :"f'1editerraneaJ.1 11 socialism, could hardly cast stones. 
I . 

On the one hand 'I the part:.r 'i·'ras 1villing to consider the Ba' ath pa:r:t~r 

in Iraq and Qaddafi in Libya to be r:wiJbers of the Socialist fraternity; 
. ' 

I 

o:1 t:he other, the PS? appeared ([:J.nd the June lS'?7 e2.ections confirwed 
I . 

t ' • \ t d • • t f "~ t +' . ; f L) l t • DlS 1 o er1ve ~os a· l_0s suppor Lrom sec;ors o -~~e popu a 1on 
. I 

irp~P~·e~sed- by the moderate figure and s:_tyle of it~ president J~nriq_ue 
.c . 

T . G l / 1erno a van. 

'l'he PSOE was ill0~3t vulnerable to criticim:J Hith reSjleCt to tlle 

. l ,_. I reg1ona quesulon. Al thoush pc1rso:1al anti}Jathy pluyed a role in the 

~' -'7-·"t.,-.'·_.R.·J; .~,....--. ....,_.._....~""""~~q.t_.W:.:F·-·i"...P:,'!"'!·t .-'~""""'>""""""~ ,.,.,,,,...,. ~~-""""'·-'·"'"•'~ ... ,.,, .,. ... , .. _.=·--~~'"'' ,.....=,_...,.,.,..,,..,. .. ~.'""""-~·- 14 .. ·.J?·""'· d<>.OO. 

' ~-· 

_ .. ::t)·-

··.· .·".· 
··~., 
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deci:;_~,Jn of soneone ·lil:e il..lejandro Rojas l~a.rcos in Andaluci:~ to 

C,.,.,l.., ~,.,,...~ the nat· i o"~l "'"':"l".l..Y r. ... ;.., _ _._,~ ...... t;,v J. "' _ .~ .. .::;~.. jJt ... _ L. ) the fact is U:•o PSOE had· traC.iti·.:.nally 

cases, .out:r:c;~!t unsyrapn.tl:et:i.c to 

resironul demands. A discussion of the :::-oasons for this is c~:::-tainly 
I 

beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to point to the strensth 
. I 

of the Anarcho-Syndicali st movel!lent in pre-Ci vil ii,lr Cataluna as one 

factor 11hich tiay: have inhibited Socialist adoption and defense o~~he 
cause of federalism. 

Conversations between the PSOE and various other e;roup aioing . 

at the unific'lti'on of the Socialist movenent in Spain began in 197'+ 
I 

soon after .the International Granted exclusive recoGnition to the 
I 

PGOE. The parties held talks for nearly a year Hith little pror;ress 
. I 

nade on substantive issues. !1any of the other groups charced the 

PSOE with negotiating in bad faith, arguint5 that the PSOE sa\/ in the 

conversations and in::. its participation in the Conforencia S:::cialista 

Iberica primarily a wq of di:ifusing an unconfortable probler.1. The 

others in the CSI der.1anded that the PSOE renounce its exclusive 

participation iri the Socialist International, dissolve its federations 
' 

in the various ree;ions >·rhere CSI members l·rere ac.tive and turn over 
I 

responsibility ~or the collection and distribution of funds to a 

collegial organ set up by the CSI. Um1illine; to comply l•ri th these 

conditions, the PSOE 1·1i thdre11 fror.1 the organization in April 1975. 

It subsequently entered into negotiations ·.-~ith the l)SOE faction 

headed by Llopis lmown as the hist6'ricos. Conversations :;ent on into 

the sun.rner of 1976 but eventually broke dmm 1-rhen the Llopis group 

' 
refused to attend a reunification ConGress for •:rhich delegates Hould 

,f,_,,.,.,., -~'-_..;-.·-?:'::·- .. -~'-,'-.: ... ~.· ,,_ 4 

"-. 
t* . .)., • -:< 
' ' ,, •.. · P F-""'" .. ......,......,..... 

•. • ·~ 'rf " . ~ ' 

,.7_,... ·: Iffl:; .. ~-::£·i:·:~~: ~::s.. ··" 
.• • . . -~ . 
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have been- c~wsen on the basis of r:lenbcrshi}). ;~ final flurry of 

negotiations with an eye to u:1i ty occurred in o-;rly 1977 11i th 

the PSP and groups in the F?S. FSP leaders j)::o::;osed to the PSOE 

that the two parties agree on a proposal for joint ~lectoral lists 

and that Ur!i ty could be discur;sed after the election. Enboldened 

by the success of its Congress in Deceuber to 1·1hich nest of the 

ranking figures of International Socialisu came, the PSOE refused 

and insisted on .havii;g· ~ i~a_;ne,:iork for or[5anic unity set up prior 
~~ •.... . ... ·. \ 

to the election. The party had more success.in its negotiations 

with two groups within the Fl,S. Hi th the Converr;encia Sociali sta 

de riadrid, it agreed to fusion after i·Jaiving the requirenent that 

all FSOE members join the UGT. The FSOE forned an electoral coalition 

wj th the Jean Raventos-led Parti t Sociali:;ta de Catalunva. This last 

alliance brol:e the shaky unity of the FPS and insured. that the P'JOE 

would do well in the inpo:c-tant Cntalan provinces. 

The shift in the leadership of the PSOE fron exile to the forces 

in the interior and the recognition accorded that party by the Inter-

national ~1ere important factors in brinr:;ing about the rebirth of 

the party and of a unified Socialist novemcmt in Snain. The nature 
'3 ' . ,I.. 

and the length of the transition to the post-F:::anco era help;;d .the 

·socialists as much as it hindered the Co,:nunists. Indeed, there >~as 

more tha.'l a crain of truth in the cor:rpliint: voiced by r:1any PCE leade:::-s 

in 1975 and 1976, that the regime sho':led the PSOE " ce::-taih toleration. 

Hhether this 1·1as because the governnent preferred the FSOE or becctuse 

i.t \·!as in som.e_\vay pressured by the FSOErs :poHerful international 

fri~nds is not alto~;ether clear. On the one; har!d, map;y in the c;overn-
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r:12nt did want tl:e r:rese:::lce of a relatively strong Scc:.>;.list party 

c~ble to roargine..li ~~e the CornnUlli st s; on the other, ;:;_ t;ocK1 nuL1ber of 

it:l:l J acobin tradi·tion l•rould never .fit the bill. Thi 13 <lnbivalence 

led to gover=ent. negotiationc; Hi th regional Socialist r;roups, 1·ri tl'l 

t he ' · t/ · · __ nls or1cos, 111i th the FSP <mcl with various Soci<ll Denocratic 

parties, but the government 1·ras ahrays careful not to burn all its 

bridges to the PSOE. The Suarez govern:7lent cane closest to challenging 

the FSOE outright for its political space in January/Fehruar;y 1977 

.,,J:wn, apparently breaking a tacit agreer~ent with Felipe Gonzalez :md 

his part:r, it iec;alizeC the hi~~t6ricos. S::he mancU'ter appeared to be 
Interior Minister 

part of a plan b:y~T·I;.-1rtin Villa cmd other officials to spar1: a c~a.lition 
ev-

bet!.~reen ftFalangists converted to certain socialiStic ideas and the raor:rt 

moderate Social-Democratic groups. Some feel that there 1ras no plan 

at all in this direction rti:ld t~tat the move Has rcc1lly a "~day of pressuring 

the PSOE to opt for r)articipa.tion in the upcominc; election. The reactiO:!.l 

of the FSOE, in an~r case, l'ras so virulent t~oat,if the plan existed., 

it '·'''"-" abandoned. 
By,late 1976 and 

~'.early 1977, the :PSOE bad noved once ~J.t;ain the clain the r.1antle 

of leadership on the Left. The party hud been succec;:-,ful in wre-sting 

the political initiative in the oppof3ition fron the Corm:J.u.nists and, 

if the latter l:nd viei-·red t 11e de-conposi tion of the Socialist p:1rty 

under Llopis with a certain self-satisfaction, they now could feel 

the shoe on the other fodt·; Communist ·1eac1ers no·..r had to live c1ovm 

predi(~tions r:1ade several_ years earlier- to .the effect t:-,nt the PCE 

t·-Jould ezert a hegemonic influence on the Left in tho post-Franco era. 

«: ·>",-.?:·-':'~~~¥:::~~·-·,-. ---•-:·~'f.'''-::-: .. 11-ff_?,~~:?-~~ -~~l-~ -~ .. 'rf __ ·'h,•'--; ~*l+._'ii.~St:»t'!'"';''- -•- ~:-.-_? !'~~~~:-w-.~c:., +"":5 Vi=.' '*~!.~~~T-"'"";"'~"!'~'~:--]"'""""' 

~ '1: ·' ,\,¥f£::i '"··' .. '._,... ,:, .. J\ 
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* *· 

In the afternath of the June 1977 election, the Spanish political 
/ 

panoraiila had been clarified significantly. lflhat started out as a 

sona de sir!ilas made up of some 200 parties had been narro1·1ed down 

to t1·1o large <h'ld two snall national parties and a fe1t1 regional ones 

of some inportance. 

It did not take long for the sparring bet1·1een the larGe and the 

snall party, the P.30E and PCE, to begin. The Communists Iilade their 

point of view clear in the analyses t:J.oy published. Throvling the 

gauntlet down to the PSOE in almost insulting fashion, PCE leaders 

described th8 Sccialist vote as "disposaUle", "trar.isitory" and·;· .i ·.·· ... 

••mili tant" .,and made cleilr their intention to battle thr. PSOE for 

~ ..... " .· ....• i . ... ·~-·.. . . 

I' . · ........ 

the sar.1e poli tica.l space on the Left. At a ~eiltral Conmi ttee session 

in late June, the party defined its objectives. The first \·Jas to 

consolidate the nascent democratic institutions and prevent the 

return to an authoritarian form of govern;;,ent. The second, to stop 

the FSOE from consolidating its position as the Left alternative to 

the Suarez government. 

In pursuit· of those objectives, r-cE leaders proposed the creation 

of a cobierno cle concentracion nacional •.;itc1 the participutior: of the 

UCD, FSOE, Gatalan and .i3<lsq_ue ninority grou:ps and the Conr:mr:ists. 

All ~;.;ould come to terms on a pacto consti tucional ••• 



2.3 

iud an economic recl.1.iJeration proz;::c'a:~:. to lust four or 

five ye(B:rs .. 1l:he · Co'r::rrmiriists :in~Jisted'. again aild . .sJ~::t.iE .-:-luring the su:~::t·_:c 
. . -

?J:ld fall of 19?7 that only such- a goverl1Gent could rally· the popu·lar 

support necesSa:ry to stymie tho::;e :::..nterested in c1e-stabilizing -Spar.:.i ~;h 

democrqcy, b~t behip.d their warni~g about the d(__lDge::·s of polarization 

- Camacho co.~:ttioned as to the ]Ossible rise of ~ I'i;_'lcchet nnd Carrillo 

railed agains~ those ''lvho clo not see 'llhat is ric;ht i.:1 front of their 

noses" - the PCE was also layin(j the rationale for collaboration Hith 

the UCD and ac;ainst the PSOE. 

The proposal for a gobierno de concentraciO:'l. nacional did not 

elicit overly enthusiastic reponses from the Socialists. Flush from 

their electoral triumph, Socialist leaders were staking out for their 

party a claim as iTIL1.ecliate Left alternative to the government a-'1.d had 

begun to envision a two-party system developing in Spain (PSOE-UCD or 

PSOE and i-Jhatever the Cent er-Right might come up Hi th) with the 

Communists and Alianza PoDular playin['; essentially 

'l'he PSOE exuected that after ne\·J (';eneral eleGtions 
'· ' 

marginal 

it vrould 

roles. 

be able 

to form a governnent on its 01m terns' and saw in the Comaunist call 

for a broad coalition gover-nment a rather transparent effoct to 

weaken the Socialists. 

As mi~ht ·be eA.lJeCted, the idea of a Socialist governnent did not 

sit vrell with either the Communists or the UCD. Srarrinc between the 

PCE and PSOE hoJ.d been Gonstant much before the June 1977 election but, 

in the aftermath of the contest, relations deterioratecl sharply with lead 

of the t~oio parties engaging in rat he::'. personal attad:s. Socialist 

relations with the UCD Here not r:mch better. Sua'rez and his as:3ociates 

had been bitterly attacked by the PSOE during the canpaign and, althou[';h 

after the election the virulen,:e of the attacks diminished. ;.rith UCD 

and FSOE "~toting together in the first sessions of the Cortes, the 

boneymonn \•Jas brief. 

By late summer 1977 and particularly after the Socialists forced 

through a motion of confidence vote (whicli they lost and on which~he 
·-' 

PCE abstained) in the Cartes in Septemb2r, the UCD and FCE Here ready 

to dra\v together in an attempt to trim the Socialists' sails. The 

Pacto de la l'1oncloa, an economic and political ac;reenent signed in 



late October and t.-1hose nane derives fron 1::-:e residence of t::1e 'Premier 

near the university in l"b.drid, 1·ras the uoz;t explicit nanifestation of 

this eonfluence of interests between the Cent er and the Cor:::n.:nists. 

\Ihile t!:te PSOE sign·ed the agreements only reluctantly and ·darned it 

1vould be up to the governnent to nake the l)acto work, the PCE hailed 

them as a vindication of its policies and as the first step tOi•rard 

shifting the axis of Spanish politics from the parliamentary sphere 

(where they 1·1ere so weak) to other terrain where their ability to 

maneuver was greater and their influence in the labor movement could 

be niore:~effectively employed. 
_A{th.~~gh~th~ ~{~ning of the Pacto Has ·a victory ~O);'}the PCE, the 

:., . • ,.. . ... , . :•:;• ' I . • ' - • •' ' •' 

party was':not able to e·xploi t tlie move fully. The Socialists would 

not agree to the Co=unist suggestion that a supra-parliamentary 

co~~ission be set up to oversee implementation of the accords and the 
/ 

PCE just did not the leverage necessary to compel the Suarez government 

to live up to its end of the bargain. Indeed, it became especially 

clear after a ministerial re-shuffle in Febr·uary 1978 that the governnent 
interpreted the accords quite differently than th~ PCE. · ····- -

The struggle for hegemony on the Left bet1veen the PCE a..'"l.d PSOE 

centered during this period (and still does) in the labor movement. 

The Communists, as we have noted earlier in this essay, had developed 

an iraportant presence in Spanish labor in the 1960's and early 1970's. 

through the influence they exerted in the Conisiones Obreras .. FCE 

leaders had confidently e:A--pectecl. their party Hould turn its loncstanding 

efforts at penetration of the official Orr;a.'1izacio'n Sindical to aclva..'1.ta2;e 

1md · ;,:ould one day simply assume control of the national labor structure. 

The success of the Suarez reforma politica and the lengthiness of the 

transition to the poSt-F.ranco era foiled. those pla..:."'ls. In the D.ont~s 

after :l!'ranco' s death, the· .Comisiones ObT'eras was sho;;n to be an organizat 

,,rhich despite its claims. to ·indeJ1endence and autonony vras firmly under 

the control of the Co:.J:Junist party (in oid-sumner 1976 it Cill:le out that 

24- out of 27 individuals on the CC.OO. national Secretariat ~rere members 

of the FCE) and the Socialist-inspired UGT had the opportunity to build 

a ouch-needed infrastructure. 

'i . 
; ·.~ .. 

. . ·r,"~. •'· 
..-: . ....... . 
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The sterli n;_; FSOE perforEn .. '1ce in June 1977 (renember the SocLJ.lic.t:; 

received tri:;Jle the number of COl::munist votes)· p:r::ovi·:':ec[ a further s!-tot 

in the arm to ~'-' LJG'l'. !"!any Soci::tlist labor activisT;s, arLv:ious to [.:;iv= 

their party <.G": :;.clvarltat;e in deu.lir..<; Hith the Cor.ounists 1·1hich no oth::r 

L:.J.tin Europe= S:Jcialist party lnu had since the er..d. cf \iorld \Jar II, 

looked for the iJGT to develop ·a hegeraony in the labo:- ~ove11ent &J.alot:ou:J 

to the one the :PSOE had begun to cJU:Llcl in the poli·~ic.'ll sphere. The 

Communists, fo.::- their part, Here keenly aware of the need to hold 

line in the <-Io:-~:ing class: a UGT triunph in the upco:Jing sind.ical 

elections ~~ould 'oe a serious blo;-1 to any hopes the l°CE had of reversini~ 

the correlation o.f forces on the Left • 
. ~- ,.~----~·- . . --:~. --·-- __ , 
Animosity betv1een Comnunists and Socialists, already evident in 

the Cartes and exacerbated by the .Moncloa agreements, becane even more 

acute in the context of competition for the s:i.ndical elections. Thus. ,. 
Nicoli:ts Redondo, a Socialist deputy a..J.d head of the UGT, kicked off 

the sindical canpaign in Barcelona by telling his auclience that CC.OO. 

was "a reformist union at the service of the UCD and of the bourgeoisie." 

!-!any issues separated the two unions. On the issue of the Pacto, 

for example, UGT and Comisiones 1vere sharply cli vided Hi th the former 

criticizing the agreements (more than the PSOE, in fact) and the latter 

expressing its 1r1holehearted approval of them from early on. Other 

issues on Hhich they were at odds related to the claims the UGT 11ade 

about the patrimonio sindical confiscated by the Franco regine in 1939 
and to the question. of whether the delegate lists fcir the sindical 

elections should be closed or open. 

The UGT favcred closed lists and argued that.such a procedure by 

encouraging the identification of the worker with a union instead of 

a..~ individual would not only render an accurate reading as to the 

implantation of individual unions but l·JOuld also encourage the creation 

of a stable industrial relations system in the country. Behind this 

argument, of course, lay the conviction not only that trade unions 1·1ere 

t::e best instru::er_t for tb.e clefense of the righ~s of the ~·1orking class 

but that closed lists l·JOuld make it easier for the UGT to attract that 

workers' vote which had gone to the PSOE in June 1977. Comisiones had 

a different point of vie\·1 on this issue. Drm1ing on a lengthy tradition 

of \-lark-place etsambleas and a disdain (tempered over time however by 

the necessity to consolidate control ofthe union) for trade union 

structures, the CC.OO. called instead for a system of open lists. 

The dispute over uhich system should be introduced intensified 

. . 
... ·. . : .· - .. 

~ .,, 
. .. .: .. ~ -~ .. }\1 . 

. .. _ ~ ·-~ 
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as tht.: T;G·T accused the go'.rernment of favo.ci_.:::1p; Conisiones ~1y sc::eking to 

adopt the system thc_t org~L1.ization desireCl.. ·rhat the go\re:-::r:l~:nt did· 

not ~·:a!lt a UG·r victory in the sindical elsctions is quite cl0a..r. That 

they i_nstead wanted CC .()0 .. to win, much les~3 so. Some indi 'Ticiuo..ls in 

the gor.rernr:1ent (p~{ma:r·il:r the f1inister of L:,:~~bor Jime"nez de Ps.:;.-ca \/'Those 

brother T,,,Jorked for the Cowi.3iones and was vice-president of th.~ Soviet

Hispanic Friendship Association) may have preferred such an outcor1e but 
/ 

those close to Suarez and \'lith real influence in the t;overnDent were less 

i:!:lterested in pr-'Jmoting the Cornr:'.unist-led union tl:_an in keepi:lf.:j' the UGT 

do;m and in confusing the lab or situation to the point Hhere the UCD 

could promote its own trade union alternative. That this Has the 

underlying objective of govern.ment labor policy became readily apparent 

when the Su:i"rez government issued its decree regulating the sindical 

elections. The law set up a syster.:t of closed lists in enterprises vd_ th 

more than 250 workers (approximately 30 per cent of the electorate) and 

open ones in factories ·~·Ji th fev1er than that nunber. In the latter, 

moreov(~r, t~e:c·e '"lD.S no requireuer..t that the prospective delegate's 

sindical affiliation appear on the ballot and this perLJitted the govern

ment subsequently to claira raany of the delegates in tho:3e factories 

were independents. 

After several months of delay, negotiation and proccdu::ral sque ... bQling 

the sindical el'ections bee;an :i.n early 1978. The votinr.; lasted well over 

three raonths. ancl at the time of this Hriting final results are not ;yet 

in. Available provisional results indicate that ConL3iones cane in 

first nationally with betvreen 38 and 44 per cent of the delegates 

elected compared to bet"reen 27 and 31 per cent for the UGT. Comisiorws 

1/fO:l most clea:rly in the regions of CatalUlla (pa::.-ticularly in Ba::-celona), 

Asturias and Hadrid and in parts of Andaluc:r'a. CC.OO. did best in 

factories vri th less than 50 vrorkers and its margin Hi th respect to UG'I' 

1vas least in those with more than 250. Compared to Ccmisi ones, the UGT 

just did not have the necessary cadres: its policy of non-participation 

in s:i.!ldical elections under Franco hurt the union nncl the ha:rm was onl~,,. 

parti.'illy obviated by the training progretr:: it ran 1·ri th so::~e of its 

\·:estern European counterparts. Althou[;h the UGT did not do badly 

(particularly if we keep in mind the Socialist-led union had.nuclei 

active p~rna:c-ily only in Asturias and the Basque country in the errrly 
' 
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balance c;~. cc .. tvas the victo2 .. CL'he Socialist~:; 

CoTJmunists to 'Jore than s10lcl t;Leir mm dealt a Sf_'.cious, although 

necessarily fatal, blo·,.,, to }"JSC:2 :·~oi:es of ceTientiEL: a bi-polar· syste:-:1 

Our conside:r\?.tion of the poli tic;s, of thG _Left_ in tile post

Ju::J.e 1977 period '.Iould not be complete Hi thout fill analysis of 'Jhat 

for want of a better term we might call the icleoloe;ical/propagandistic 

offer,sive •vhich the PCE undertook in order to ir.:tprove its popular 

standing. Because of space restrictions, v1e shall lini t our consideratio: 

of this, focusinG first on the polemics \•li th the Soviet Union sparked 

b;y publication of the book "Eurocomunis12o" y_ el Estado written by Sar,tiat;r 

Carrillo and his visits to the USSR and the United State'l in the fall of 

1977; and, then, turning to a discussion of the llinth Congress o{the 

PCE in April 1978 and the decision adopted there to abandon the te:r:-r: 

Leninism. Although all of these initiatives had a seriou-s 3..nd sUbstantiv1 
,(....--,. ,:/ ·1·--v· • .,r: ,...J.:.;J -}~- ........ ..-. ·~·.-'•- .{~.} 

, side, \ve should not overlook the· fact they v1ere also: pubiic relations 
. . . / . 

g=bi ts undertaken by Carrillo and others in the IJCE, in an effort ta 

make up the ground the Communists had lost to the PSOE in June 1977. 
"Euroconunismo'' Y. el Estado, published shortly after the tripartite 

PCE-PCF-PCI sunni t in i'Iadrid in Harch 1977, I·Jill not be remembered for 

the originality or depth of its analysis. The political importance of 

the document derives from the fact that for the first tine a Secretary 

General of a \iestern European Connunist party put his name to a book 

which so bluntly.assailed the Soviet Union, coming very close to denyinG 

the Socialist nature of the USSR and declaring that profound structural 

tran.sformations -hrere necessalJ there before the Soviet state could be 

considered a "democratic workers' state." The Eussia..l'l reaction to 

this polemical blast did not come right mray: for I·Jhatever reasons, 

only in late June, after the Spanish elections, did the Soviet journal 

_New Times publish a vitriolic personal attack on Carrillo (hacl it come 

before, he only half-jokingly sut;gested, the l"CE night have done better 

in the elections) accusing him of propounding ideas 1·1hich "accord(ed) 

solely vri th the inte·:,ests of i:nperialic;n, the fo:r~ces of ·aGc;ression ar1d 

reaction. n Some saT,,/ in the attack a.."l effort by the Soviets to force 

Carrillo' s ouster but '"hat is more probable is that the CPSU \-JaS more 

interested in trying to isolate Carrillo and his party from their \-Iestern 
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Europe:=tn ;..::ount(~rparts. In this effort, the Hu3~3lans 1.4ere at 18:J:3t; 

partiall7 3U 8cessful. Alth.ough the PCF and .·2Gl: exrJressed a g;e::-~e:'Ell 

solid.ari t:/ >..ri th the bele=.1 .. gus:c8d Secretary Ge:le.r:J.l of the FCE, tGey v1ere 

also at p~i~s to disassociate thenselves _fron ~1hat they percei~rerl to 
be his desire for conf:rolYf:;ation ·,.,Ti th the Sovi~t Union. 

In t_he ~:;u!:"l.mer of 1977, relations bet\·leen the PCE and CPSU :3tood 

at an all ti'J.e low 1 1,10rse even than Hhen the Soviets had encouraged 

Erl.rique Garc{a .fh'1d Enrique L{ster to split from the Spanish party. 

lr!i th many ob.servers wondering what the next step in the conflict might 

be, the Spanish Communists announced , in early Septenber 

tl,o..t' '· a V. Pert sov, attached to the CPSU Central Committee and 

in Spain ostensibly to attend the San Sebastian film festival, ho:td net 

vli th Carrillo and other Spanish Cormunist leaders in an effort to 

lessen existing tension. One formula the tlw sides cli(ocussed 1vas 

possible PCE attendance at the 60th anniversary celebrations of the 

October Re'Jolution in HoscoH. Both sides had an interest in tenpering 

the dispute at lec1st tenporarily. For ths Soviets, having as heterodox 

a party as the PCE come tO ITosco~r,r •...roulcl help to reinforce the ranch-worn 

idea th2.t r1osco\·l vras still the mecca of the interno_tional CoTmunist 

mover~:ent.. The Spanish also hacl c-m inte:::·est in attendinG; Carrillo 

planned to visit the United States in lo.te ITovember and a trip to 

!1o:-::5CCVJ would gi,:re hif3 ~oreign initiatives a ·sense of bal-ance and., perhaps 

help undercut c:rtticism \'rithin ·the PCE tJ..nd. among some 1riestern Euro}_;ea ... Yl 

Comnunist parties that he was too extreme in his criticism ,-Jith the CPSU. 

Negotiations between the PCE and CPSU continued into the fall 1'ri th 

both parties coming to agreement during the visit to !'Iadrid in nid-Octobe· 

of l?ravda editor and Central Co!T';..111i ttee nember V • .~;\fanaSyev; Carrillo 

and the Spanish delegation arrived in the capital of the USSR a fe\·1 

~'feeks later ili"ld, then, in a move v.rhich r:1ade the PCE leader an internation .. 

cause celebre, the Soviets did not perr~it him to spealc. 

Press accounts of the incident gf~ne:::-all;y placed respo:n.sibili ty 

vlith CPSU or Hi th son.e .faction in its le:-::.dership, but ther'2 is 

evidence which suggests that Carrillo '-:/as nrJt quite the innocent 

victim and that the affaiJ~ was quite likely '" public relations .nontac;e 
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uo::-:ced out in a_nticip:ttion of the Car::c-i2.lo visit to t:12 U~1i ted _States 

7-:C.·l designed to reinforce the impressie:!:, domestically .tnd i ntcrnational:!.~ 

t~a~ the Spanish le::I.C.er v1as the r:1ost o.:1ti-Soviet and thus the L'l0st .. 

Eurocommunist'persoEality in Heste:-n Eurape. 
\!hat leads us to such a conclusio:J.? 

For one thing, all .accounts of .t:J.-:; affair agree that during .. 

Afan3.syev' s .visit to. l1adr.id .in mid-October, both sides cane to term 
on the general guidelines -f()r the Carrillo speech and on the date of 
his arrival in I1oscow. Approximately one week before. his scheduled 
arrival, Carrillo notified the. organizers of the event. that he could. 

not arrive in time for Brezhnev's inaugural speech since he .had in 

the meantime promised to attend the closing session of the Fourth 
. Congress of the CataHm Communist party. There can be little doubt 
that with nearly twenty per celit'..of the vote in June 1977, eit;ht 
deputies in the Cartes and some 40 000 meiJ.bers, the PSUC, as the 
Catalan filial of the FCE is known, is the most import.:mt component 
of the Spanish Communist party but Carrillo could easil:r have chosen 
not to go to Barcelona and he undoubtedly expected the CFSU •.•1ould 

interpret his absence for the snub that it 1·1as. 
Aside from this provocation, there is the question of the Carrillo 

speech. According to the official FCE version, Carrillo turned it over 
for .translation upon arrival. Oddly enough, .the.re has been. no text 

of the spee.ch published anywhere. (an unusual .. circumstance by any 
standard) and this leads one to 1mnder lVhether there ever ':I as a speech 
(or just vague notes Carrillo jotted .dm·m as an outline and_,.;hich 

the Soviets would not accept) or whether the speech 1·1as so weak 
compared, for exaBple, to that of R~rico Berlinguer that Carrillo as 
the enfant terrible of the Cor:ununist movement might have opted not 
to dc;J.iver it. Indeed, v1hat better way to start a trip to the United 

States than to have been rejected so publicly by the Russians. This 
a.spect of the incident becomes particularly relevant if we remember 
the!t Carrillo and others in the PCE e::.:pected, incorrectly as it turned 
out, to have direct contacts with the Carter administration once he 
arrived in the United States. 

It was durine his trip to the United States (he spoke at several 

major universities and at the Council on Foreign Relations) that 
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he mentior..ed t[Je possibili. ty -:-;:,_at durint:; its Nir.tr.:. Congress scheclul:-~d 

for early 197·3 the PCE would (~l'OP the appellation Leninist and def:'.rie 

itself simply o.s a 11I'larxist, d:::DJcratic arid revGlvtionary 11 orGfu"'li:.ation. 

The p ropos9.l, like the foreie;n :;::olicy initiatives underta.l<eli by t~e PCE 

\·Ti th the :;::u'olication of "EurocoLJ.unisno" z el Esta::lo 9.nd the visits to 

the Soviet LT:-tion and the United States by Carrillo, had as its 

principal objective a quest for votes and "democratic credibility". 

In the weeks and months preceding the Congress, the first legal 

one held since 1932 \~hen the PCE ·had. sone 5 ·oo6'me6bers, party leaders 

sought to make sure .the debate on dropping Leninism did. not get out of 

hand and, particularly, that it did not catalyze too gr;eat a debate on 

the content of ComJnunist nolicies since 1956 1·1hen_9_~rrillo hBd assm:1ed. 

__ ~ .. c1()!'l~~ClJ)._t:__I?_<?.s~t-~on _ _:!i tl":~~l~~~~ . P~!tY/-Ca~;i.iio-;;_l'ld othe-r~ -in .the 

... i .... 

le-"J.dership unG.erestinated the emotive pov1er of the Leninisia issue ';Ti thin 

It 1·1as one thing to abandon Leninism in practice, as the party had 

~- ... -

increasingly done in the years after 1956. Quite another, to fo:::-r;ally 

recogni ~e that rejection and to develop a substi ttite doctrj.ne. Soi:Ie 

of these ',·Jho opposed The sir; 15 (the proposal to drop Leninism) Hanted 

the PCE to uphold as still valid such fundamental Leninist notions 

as the armed seizure of po1·1er a.'ld the dictatorship of the ]'lroletariat • 

. Others who \~ere less nostalsic and recognized hoH much the world haC'. 

changed since 1917 saw no necessary contradiction bet;·;een Euro- . 

comf'lunism and, Leni'nism properly understood·. They 1-1anted the party I 
to be clear ... hm~ever .. , about its objective of eventual ,,.,or. king class 

hegemony but wanted a full-fledt;ed debate on Leninism a.<'l.d its implica·~ion 

as a condition to the development of a coherent "Eurocormunist" alternati 

Those ''ho thought·. in this fashion (they Here to be found primarily in 

the PSUC and in Asturias, Andaluc{a a..."ld. Hadrid) feared that electoral 

. avarice would lead to· the quiet dropping of some fundamental notions. 

Yet others in the party would have liked to abandon Leninism entirely 

but voted Hith those 1·1ho opposed Thesis 15 (and Carrillo) ,b.ecG.use 

they felt only a thorough airinc; of this issue \·lould permit the J'C!E 

to rid itself of the lacre of forty years of Stalinism~-. .. 
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Irr ~he end, the t~a~~tior1 of democratic centralism carrie~ t~:e 

day ::tnd only in some of t0_e )l:'ovincial confe::-·.:nce~3 - those i~::.. .N:ld_:rid, 

il..sturia.s c-::..:;::cJ. C.:-:t tal una - C:._id Garrillo and hi ~J s~_n)norters fJ.ce :::t.::-l,:,/thing · 

resembling a real c;1alTene;e.. The Congress, it shoulc:~ be s~ressecl, , .. ,ras 

much less controversial thun mru1y inagined it \Iould be. Despite its 

predictability a.."1.d the inc2:dinate anount of atteiltion paid to i:;he 

Leninism issue, the ITinth PCE iJaS = important event because it 

signalled._t_~e ~~ginning of .~ renovation in the Spanish party. Of . 

the 160 members of the Central Connittee elected there, 56 are new 

to that body as are 14- of the 46 in the Executive Co=ittee.· One 

development, lvhose implications are not yet clear, was the 

rise. in the influence of those in the FCE active in labor affairs. 

Nearly a qua::-ter of the ne,,; Gentral Committee is coraposed of peO}>le 

·vvi th Com.i si ones baclq;rounds (the percentage of those \-,Ti th worl:ing 

class origins in the CC '.vas over fifty) :L."id seven CC.OO. leaders novr 

sit on the Executive Co~nittee. This influx of labor activists into 

the highest ran]:cS of the PCE is in no snall measure due to the fact that 

in most parts of the 
; ........ . ' , country \,Cataluna -~·!as an exceptlOD) tnose active 

ln the labor movement distinguished then~3elves as the most dependable 

suppor-ters Carrill6 had. out .side the a})parat c l:lany of them we c;Jn be 

suT·e ar_e less thEU~ enthusiastic about some "Eurocommunist" tenetS but 

they sideG. uith Ca:;:-rillo primarily because they felt that was the. best 

v1ay to con t_rol :'tlls; cie.bate .. \•rithin .to1e .party.---·-···- ... 
. ... -------------------- ------··-- -~·-·· 
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Socialists a..J.d Cor.Jinunists in Spai:>. enter the post-F.-ra..""lco era_ 

locxccd in a combat for heger.10ny on the :Weft. The FSOE has a decided 

advantage at this stae;e a...n.d ':.Jhat i~3 vrorrJt~, fror1 the CoLTIJ.unist IJoint 

of view, is that an ir:1provem.ent in the ni tuation of the FCE t.-.rill 

probably only come as a consequence of r2i~3takes com1i tted by the 

Socialists. 

Things are net all t;rim for the FCE, hmvever. It has a strong 

presence -in the labor nove2ent a..n.d tllere <·!.re. signs that the .Socialist 

elf:ctorate is not all that solidly entrenched. Take, <:iO~. exc:tr:nPle ~ the 

ser;'Jtorial by-elections helcl this !Iay in Asturias and Alicante. Both 

seats 1,vere ~,ron by the l;f-)GE candidates but, ~;~hile the 

Socialists lost 92 000 and 70 000 votes resl>ecti vely, the FCE inc:c'eased 

its votes by 26 000 and 7 000 in the tvro provinces. In real terns, 

the Cormnunist improvement \oiaS on the order of a modest 2 per cent in 

Alicante and a heftier 5 :per cent in Asturias, but the r;eneral results 

mew have betrayed a disenchantment anong the voters 1·1i th the UCD ar1cl 

FSOE. Although the si t1nti ;n renains fluid, the Cormunist could exploit 

such sentiment in the next election. 

No date has yet been set for the next general elections. The 

present Cortes term runs until 1981 and it vrill be up to Suarez to 

decide if he ;,rants to move the date up. Spec1;lation about anticipated 

elections have been rife in Spain for many nonths novr. There Hill be 

a referendum on the neH Constitution (aiJproved with only minor hassling 

arnonG the major parties) some tine this fall and one scenario has 

municipal elections late this year or early next and general elections 

convoked shortly thereafter. 

It is conceivable that in municipal elections the Left vlill ener[;e 

"'i th a higher national percentage tlvm the Center. r:c:ch Hill depend, or 

course, on what sort of electoral la•,- is approved by the Cortes; but, 

i:c1 any case, the parties of the Left Hill be 11articularly Hell-placed to 

challenge the UCD there. Hot only is the Center still an embryonic 

political party but neighborhood a..'ld houseHife associations - there 
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are more t~:ul 1()0 . of the fc:-ner in l·iadrid alone :1ave long been 

strongholds o:' the Left and highly politicized. •.i::~h the turnout in . 
these elec~iv>:>.:; likely to fall belov/ the 78 per cer_t nark registered 
for the parli:..tmentary ones, a ~lii7,!:lly disciplined vo·ce \/ill have a nuch 
greater impac~. Indeed,. a p:-elir:!i::J.ary assessnent •;ould lead one to 
expect municipal takeovers by the Left in some of tr.e largest Spanish 
cities. 

The economy •,rill also affect the outcome of a ne1·1 election. The 
Spanish econony is today in worse shape than at any time in the last 
18 years. Particularly disturbing are the official figures which place 
unemployment at 800 000 but the total rises to·nearly 1.3 million 
people if he include those willing to work who cannot find jobs. The 
situation is most delicate in Andaluc{a where unemployment hovers around 
the 15 per cent mark. The Pacto has apparently helped hold dmvn 
inflation in 1978 but the 19-20 per cent rate expected for this year 
is still considerably higher than the 8 per cent Clveraged by the other ---.. -- _____ .,.__._,.,...,...., _____ """"'-~-
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OECD countriers. 

T~1e:-e has been some SJ.>2c.:u-lation that ~Hith t;l1e unification o::· the 

various Soc:ialist currents O;aking place under -~he PSOE banner - the 

one with the PSP is early (!•c_;y 1978 is the best lr . .nmm but not t:1·c: ~mly 
. . c <V_ ~ / exampJ.e and. Slrnllar proces.sec; have been under •.-rcJ.:r in ataluna, F.r·agon, 

Valencia S.!j_d to sone degree in Andalucia -.and recent"'_statene"!.lts by 

Felipe Gonz(lez to the effect that at the·forthc:ocing 28th PSOE 

Congress he would propose that the 

party program the PSOE may be able 

term f1arxist be \'[ro}lped from the 

to 

sufficiently so as to gain a majority 
~ 

broaden its electoral appeal 

(or close to it) of the seats in 

a new Cortes. This vrill be easily accomplL3hed. There has been some "' . 

re.sentrnent within the PSOE clS a result of his declarations and a close 

analysis of the senatorial by-election returns in Asturias indicates 

that. at least a part of the PSP. electorate· voted Co~mm1i st. The PSOE 

has been weakened,. moreover, by the inability of the UGT to Hin the 

sindical elections. 

The latest poll published by the independent d<1ily El Fa{s shaHs 

the PEOE lec"ding in a hypothetical election l·rith 33.6 per cent of the 

vote (compared to 29.3 in June 1977), folloVJed by the UCD with 28.5 
~ - b . t' ne~ . ~- 9 7 per cen~... ana Jy o._e -'- .t... 1-'ll"t..n . • • Some 13.6 per cent of the vote-rs 

·.vere undecid.ed according to the survey. Ilore generally, the poll 

sho~ored a trend to. the Left in t)1e country vri th L:O per cent of the. 

electorate identifyine; itself as Left or Genter-Left compared to 21.7 

per cent Center and 10.9 per cent Right. 

In the event of new elections, however, it is unlikely that either 

the PSOE or UCD c·Jill drop or rise sharpl~' Hi th :c•espect to June 1977. 
~ / 

And we shou1d not underestinate the political ability of .-::.uarez who 

has up to no~·" demonstrated hinself to be a consummate politician. As 

far as the Co~munists are concerned, a rise of three or four percentage 

points nationally should be expected. In calle.;.the PSOE or UCD achieve 

a rela.ti•.re majority, the rcost probable outco21e '-rill be a r:;overrwent 

fo:r:med by either of these l'""~ties in coalition \'ri th Catalan rmc/o~ . . _ 
or One- •n :,::o_.,-h.::if?o-ho-r. \Nd-h t-h{J UC.I. 

Basqpe r:inority groups.. .A PSOE-led minority sovernment~'might ~-...lso have 

Coomunist participation e."Z; the middle levels of various mini:::.;t_ries in 

excha:J.~;e for a corn.'lli tment of parliamentary rsur·port b~r the I'CE. !'Iuch 

le_ss likely c;overnr:1ents Hould be a UCD-PSOE cO'~ilition (t·rhere the 

Communists might particiJnte in one form or another), UCD or PSOE 

one p::trty minority governments. 
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~~'')!:18 observers stn-.,; ·t.:;~lc l)acto (vrhich :_?~·~:>i:-:..--cs at the et-:.C_ of this 

year az1d will probably be re-negotiated) a3 the first step on the 

ronci ;::c a Spanish versi.c:r:::. of the ·corilnr·oc:'I.S~J:.:;o storico-. Such ar: inter-

co:;.f.'lu en.ce of interests be tv.reen the UCD w.'1d the PCE seer1s tc be more 

t2.cticc.l than strategic. Granted that Ca.rri:tlo in his repo:ct to the 

rTint:h PCE Congress mentioned that alliance Hith the UCD 1.1as not 

simply a "conjunctural 11 -objective but the UCD has alv·ra;:rs looked on 

the Co=unists more as an instrunent vrith Hhicll to incre'lse its leverage 

on the FSOE than as long term allies. \Tnatever the attractions a 

closer collaboration with the FCE mic;ht have for the UCu (and it 

not clear there are many), E4"lY move in that direction would have to 

be carefully considered. T:"le UCD has a potentially strong rival to 

its Right in Alian~a Foc;ular and AF has been lookinG for a...11 issue 

"ith \•Ihich to attack the UCD. 'l'ilere is, moreover, the reality of 

Socialist strength in Spain: so lon§_~ as the P.SOE maint:--1ins a...."'ld 

consc,lidates its influence on the Left, it T:Jill be in a .stronG 

position to frustrate or~ v,rhat is more likely c:iven the PGOE i.3 not 

inalterably opposed to a broadly inclusive coalition covern."lent, to 

condition :the.: co::aposition and }JOlicies of an~r covernr.1ent. The 

Socio.li:-)ts~ it should be rer.1em.berecl, objected. to the I-loncloa a~;r.eer::ents 

priuarily because of the preeninent role played b;_;r the ·ComiJunists 

in. their. conception. ancl elaboration· •. 

Certainly, it is too early yet to tell wh~t the propsects for a 

shift in the "correlation of forces" 11i thin the Left are in the short 

to mediun term. l'Iucb \/ill depend on the eventual shape of the party 

and. on Hhether or not a...'l"'l essentially bi-polar system enerses. Several 

factors Hill play an importa..YJ.t role in this evolution. 

One variable will . be the UCD. '··'ill this loose .electoral coalition 

Banace to consolidate it~3 structures and, if it does, tO\vard v;hat 

par~~ ~f the spect~un -...,fill its leaders see le to incline the p:~rty·? Uill 

it eventually move to,,•rard alliance Hi th t'o.e less conservati7e sectors 

o.f :'.lianza Fonular (thus, creating a lar;c;e oass party o,;_ the Rit;ht) -- . . ·' •, -. ' 

or ';.rill it incline J.efti-Iard and try to occupy the Center-Left? 

..... <"·"''"'~"'·-''""·"'·"'; -""· ~,..--~~,~,~-~-~~~~~~~~-;:,..,...,., ,..,,.s:J,'""".-""''. "'""'·~'"'·":'·"'-·~""">;"'"""' ~~~~~~-"<ll!!";:y~ ., 
'!'' 

.... -. 



Another is, of ccur2e, the rSOE. ~.:.0;\·i ;.:;uccessful Hi2_l tf~is par~J 

be in trying to underc~:t the electo:rc-tl ~-:::..:.~;e of .the UCD? Cne Slli."'Vey 

pu)li~lhed in Spain b:.' La Calle· indi•:>J..t·::3 there is a gooC .. deal of overlap 

bet";,·,:een. the electo.::-ate of the PSO:C !:3..C:.d :...rc0.. As the Socio..lists t~J 

to ~:ttract those vcte.:cs, will they bs Eco:~e to hold on to tho~;e farther 

to the Left? Or 1,1ill t':lese turn to the l'C:S? To all ':lho follcM 

conteraporary European l)-Q_l.i tics the que:.>t:ion that arisAs is: Hill tbe 

PSOE be able to avoid the fate of the FSI. There is no doubt that 

Felipe Gonzalez and others in the Socialist leadership are very 

conscious of the Italian pattern. They believe that the failure of 

the F'SI resulted from an insufficient articulation on the part of 

the Italian Socialists of its alternative to the Christian Denocrats 

'llid the splintering and factionalism which has· bedeviled the PSI. In 

order to avoid. a similar fate, SJ)a"Q.ish Socialisn. nust challenge the 

UCD forcefully. This may explain the occasionally ac;gressive behavior 

of the FSOE toward the r;overrment. As to the threat of factionalisn, 

there appears to be er eat collegiali ty at the hiche st l\~vels of the 

Socio..li st party Hi th Gonzalez, as one nsi.l:)cr of the :::::xecu ti ve put it, 

in the position of beinG uthe synthesis of the postures ~-rhich nay be 

found in the E~-::::ecu ti \J"e and in the po.rty .. " 

Finally, ':le cone to the PCE. The Conr:runists ha-ve little tine 

Co reduce the nargin SC})arating them frou the PGOE. Failure to do 

so \·:ould inevitably b:Cj_nc; vd. th ·it a freezing of the poli tica~/electo:::-al 

boundaries on the Left for at leant a generation.·' 'T;y~ng to: further· 

this objective,. the ?CE \-rill pursue a dual pronged policy of, on the 

one hand, ::mpporting Suarez (this :1elps consolidate denocro.cy and 

underscores the moderation of t!oe FC:S) and, on the other, keepinr; 

the door open to the Sociali.sts. At smc.e point, the Communists will 

have tq make a choice bet;,,reen alliance _partners (at this stage, ~owever, 

t£1e discussion of medium a.nd lone; term stratecy is more notA.ble for 

a.bsence in the FCE), but there is no reason why the Communist party 

srlOuld not be able to er:rploy both levorc3 simultaneously fo.r some til:~e 

cone. ':-_It· will ·ne interestinG to see Hhat inpci.ct the struggle for 

·""'?-"',..~~""'!<C""'"''"'::'~~-,......,....,"'!'""~~~~f:r;f>': 

-' . · l,L,, . ...•. , 
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s:1ould .. not lose 

side 
sii)r': of the 

y;e:cc.ei ve~3 the 

othe:c to b8 a natura .. l ally on the roa .. d to socin.lism. The 3ociaJ.i;Jts 

'IOLl]_d like to reach po~J~r alone but, if they fail in this 

l;iill probabl~t ' oe only a matter of tine before t~vo ·parties ttor le 

out sor:-le sort of cannon platforn or proc;ra.n. The principal obc;~~acles 

Hlli.ch have im}Jeded such a developnent up to now 

- the fact that an entente, by conjuring up visions of a "Popular 

Front", >vould encourage the extreme Right and the Socialist desire 

to reach power '···li thout the Gonnuni sts and, othenvi:Je, to cleli!1eate 

wi tb some precision the al"eas aild. lini ts of Gm:u::zunist influence .. -

ar8 la~cgely corijunctural in nature and •...rill. probabl;y .(8._-lthol~tgh not-. 

--~,8-rtairfl;y:) d.ir:1ini sh o>.rer tine. 

Any asse~~sment of Comnunist prospects for ~he lon(;er teri:: must 

emphasize the inprobabiJ.ity of the PCE acquiring a role on the Spanish 

Left cor2parable, for ezcmple, to that of the PGI in Italiail (JoJ.itics. 

J-... t the s::~_m.e tise, and rn--.ecisely because of Communist efforts to re:1ch 

parity with tf.le PSOE, we earl })robabl3r expect a deepening of the 

evolutio::Jary procesG ( ~dhich, it shoulcf be stres::Jed) is not n8ces~:;arily 

·equivalent to. "social-de,"Jocra-tization") already under 11ay in Spa!Lish 

Conm1unisn. He should be 1mry of mininizing the obstacles in thei.r 

1-rey, but v1e must not forget that the peculiar constellation of the 

Spanish Left in lS78 does favor such ilil evolution. 

"_ ~\-/~~~·-:c: 
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Views from the left (in Italy and France) of the 

post-1973 international economic context 

by Giuseppe Sacco 

University of Florence 

1) Among the many ways in which the complex of present 1vorld economic 

questions can be broken down into a list of main issues, the following has 
been deemed most suitable to the aim of casting some light on the attitude 
and views of the forces of the left in France and Italy : 

a) the oil price increase and the t~end to cartelisation on other 
rav1 materials markets ; 

b) new trends in the international division of industrial labour ; 

c) free trade, protectionism and the politisatjon of international 
economic relations. ! 

On these three issues, 
examined, namely the French 

the Italian Socialist·Party 

the attitude of four political forces have been 
Socialist Party (PS), the French Communist Party 

(PSI) and the Italian Communist Party (PCI). 
(PCF) I 

! 
A - The oil price increase and the trend to cartelisation on other raw 
materials markets. 

2) The change in the price of crude oil, that the OPEC cartel managed to impose 
in 1973-74, put into clear daylight a problem the forces of the West European 
left had been (and have aften1ards been) unable to solve : the problem of the 
conflict of interests among the working class of 

the so called "nations proletaires"of the Third 

doubt of the fact that the increase in the price 
standard of life of the working class in Europe. 

the developed countries and 

World. There was indeed little 

of oil was going 

But - at the same 

to affect 

time -
it caused a dra"1atic interruption of the systematic ctownv:ard trend of the 

price of oil relative to the price of the main imports of the oil-produting 

countries. And the downward trend of the terms of trade of raw materials -

l 
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although its existence is not universally considered as being proved - has 

1 ong been one of the main elements on v1hi eh the left - both mar xis t and non

mat·xist - has based his critic of capitalist "imperialism". 

The highly dramatic nature of the events related to the increase of the 

oil price in the winter of 1973-74 and the discriminatory embargoes decided on 

political grounds by most Arab producers, have made the oil issue appear to 

world public opinion as a special one, with features quite different from the 

general issue of raw materials supply to the industrialised countries. On the 

contrary, on a logical ground the two issues are quite similar and, at least 

theoretically, there is a possibility that producers' cartels for other raw 

materials might repeat the OPEC coup in order to change durably the terms of 

trade with manufactured goods. Indeed, the political problems that are posed 

by these two issues to the forces of the left in the industrialised countries 

are quite similar, since it is difficult to dispute that low and generally 

declining prices, as well as safe and easy supply, of any othe~ raw materials 

had helped not less th.en the low cost and easy availability of oil the great 

improvements in the standard of life that the \'/Orking classes have enjoyed -

in the post-war period - in the nee-capitalist countries of the industrialised 

\-.'est. At the very end- writes an Italian socialht economist (1)·- "the probie;r. 

that nee-capitalism has failed to solve, and that represents one of its main 

contradictions, the problem of disequilibria between developed and underdeveloped 

countries, has to find a solution, sooner or later. Either this solution is found 

in a positive way with a gradual diffusion of economic development, or it might 

be found in a negative manner, with a redistribution that will reduce the wealth 

of the industrial countries''. 

It is quite obvious that the political forces that represent, or pretend 

to represent, the working classes of the industrial countries look 1·1ith some 

disconfort at this second possibility which would strongly af{ect the standard 

of life in the "nee-capitalistic" countries. These forces cannot therefore help 

(l)See Giorgio Ruffolo et al., Cri si energetica e modello di Svilupf?J ,in 

''Mondo Operaio , N" l, 1974, p.lO- Although they cannot be considered on 

representing the official stand of the PSI, Mr. Ruffolo's vie1·1s havE: a 1·1ide 

and acknowledged influence. 
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being VJorried in front of the crisis triggered by the first successful drive to 

substantially increase the price of an essential primary commodity. According· 

to the same socialist economist, the meaning of the present crisis "is that -at 

a moment that coincided 1·1.ith the Arab-Israeli VJar, but in circumstances that 

could have been triggered by any other occas·ion - this redistribution of 1·1ea1th 

has been demanded with irresistable force by a group of underdeveloped countries'( 

Notwithstanding these concerns, the political parties of the left recognise 

on a purely political ground that Third World aspirations are well founded. 

They generally also recognise the v1ell founded of OPEC countries in deciding tc 

increase the price of oil and look with a benevolent eye to the possibility of 

a general increase of raVI materials prices. This second attitude is of course 

that much easier and less costly in popularity, as the possibility of an actual 

repetition of the OPEC strategy on other commodities markets appears difficult 

and unlikely, and as the impact cm the everyday life of European workers wou-ld bee 

less direct and immediately visible than in the case of oil. 

3) The Fre
1
nch Sbc\al\sd''are~ among' the fbr'ces of the left, the ones thot a.'H·rc 

to put the iss~~'in 'quit~' dear term. In i:hii'vievl of the Ps; in December 1973, 

vlith the OPEC deciiion or'i{quadrupling 'b'f'the'oil price,' '1the ·arici~r,t economic 

order, based on tHe 'postulate 
1&f ~n unlimit~d supply of cheap· natural· resources 

from the Th\rd''\-iMiC!}'is shakeh~ A' n~1/)b~lar\ce of pOiver is app~ariiig.' Dependence 

\ ~ nbt one-wa!/'aNyh\Me and''tr\~ ·{ff] uJXi:e' o'f''t.Jestern econonii es · is directly 

endangered by the ,OPEC's action" (2). The point therefore "is not to state that 
• .. :l,I·,L .. Ih.l ... J'-. l.lJill .. , Llo<. ;•l.ll. ,, '' 

1-1hate~e.; H ~899Jor,theJrY? vlorld;j~,·:S-!' 1 ~ts own nature, also good for the 

French, ~:?:~~~ji ·,)le th~ 11~Q,Si a lists - ~Em~,,~ha t to-day's g~nera l economic trends, 

-----ri----;-H-+-----1 I ~j i Id '\; 

(.1).· See Giongio.tRuffolo,,'.:ibi·cdern. I ( __ ~:.' . 

(2) I Parti sodaliste, Les· SoCialistes 'et 1 1'~ 'Tiers-~1onde,' Flammarion (coll. 

" La Rose '~ucpoing), PaH~'l977, p."t~2~ulhis book, after a fore1vord by 

. ' '· " 

. u ... 

L i one 1 d6sp\'~, "Secret~'~ re f'la ti o~~l'du I rs charge des l q'ues ti ons du Ti ers-i·londe' 

bears th~"i1 ndica~i on "Uat I "the co~t~1nt 11
has been exami ~~d by the Executive 

Bureau of the Socialist Party and approved for diffusion". 
i'<:tl(i ,:,L:... 1'. ,,;:iuil'.) liil: 1~) J,· 

; :·) ~. u, : { ,,,,' I 

' ''- \_,, (_: ;J .._; ' I, i' .: 

i lJ il . I! j ~I l. ' I : '" 
':'..! \' :. f I .. • ;,,,, 1 ,_ .. ,1 . .;,:, I 

' ' 1 .U L: ' i .... 
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steered by the ~1NCs , that try to perpetuate the crisis and to manage it accordi r: · 
to their own interests- put the workers of the world one against the other'' (1). 

Even if the traditional scapegoat - the ~1NCs - is in an unclear manner 
accused of being responsible for the present economic trends, the unspeakable 
truth is said : the interests of the workers of the world are at conflict, and 

a choice has to be done among them by the forces of the left. The awakening 
' . 

of the Third \~orl d, and its economic re vi ndi cations therefore become a centra 1 

issue in the position of the European lefts ; an issue very difficult to deal 

with and almost impossible to avoid, especially in front of an episode such as 

the increase of oil prices of 1973-74. 

In front of those trends that put the workers of the developed and of the 
developing countries "one against the other", the PS makes a remarkable effort 

to identify a clear and politically acceptable position. The attitude of the 
socialists in front of the Third World, writes the .. official responsible for Thir~ 

\·Jorld questions, "is based essentially on two refusals" (2). They concern "two 

illusions : an old one, eurocentrism, and a new one, Third-worldism. 

Eurocentrism is a well known temptation of the worker's movement in the 
• 

developed countries. It consists in believing that the destiny of human civil
isation depends only on the evolution of European countries (which nowadays means 
all the advanced countries) and that only the things that happen in this area 

are real.ly important. 

Third-vJorldism has made its first victims in the 60's. Inspired by'the 

analysis of LDC's economists, that has been appropriated by an extremist fractior. 
in France, this theory says that the main changes from now on 1<1ill come from the 

Third 1-!orld. In this 'area of hurricanes', far away from the middle-class-like 
working class of the affluent countries, the 'proletarian nations' prepare the 

(1) Lucien Praire, Requiem pour Nord-Sud, in ''L'Unit~'' 16-24/11/77. 

t1r. Praire v10rks with Mr. Jospin in the "Third t~orld Secretariat" of the 

French Socialist Party. 

(2) Lionel Jospin, Les socialistes et le Tiers-Monde in ''Nouvelle Revue 
Socialiste", April 1976. 
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revolutions necessary to our times. The duty of to-day's militant socialists v1oui 

therefore be a systematic support of the revendications of Third \·lorld. 

countries ... A socialist has to refuse both these temptations for one and only 

reason, that they tend to replace the analysis of reality based on class struggle 

(that is the.approach of socialist theory) with an analysis in terms of nation's 

struggle". 

The socialistssympathise v1ith the global revendications presented by the 

countries of the Third World : improvement in their terms of trade, more transfer 

of ea pi tal and technology, etc. "but, of course, as the PS is the party that 

represents the inte1·ests of the popular masses of a developed country, vie should 

certainly insist - if we were in power - on the delays that have to be foreseen 

for certain changes (in the industrial structure, for instance), and on a carefui 

management of the transition process" (1). 

Supporting (although with some precautions) the positions of the "Group o 

77", the French socialists stress the "iniquity" of the existing order but also 

the drawbacks of the tendency of producers to create commodity cartels. "The 

reaction to the present· system has brought about a trend to cartelisation ... Thi:' 

policy has obtained non negligible results ... but still has some limits : it 

cannot be applied to all products , and not all raw materials producers are in 

the Tbird \·lorld. ~1oreover, this policy is not without danger : itcan replace 

to a relationship based_on force another similar relationship, with no improvemen 

in justice. The poorest LOG's had the opportunity to learn it during. the oil 

crisis .•. 

If producers cooperation.has been a positive step, because it has disturbed 

the liberal organisation of the petroleum market, the objective to seek is the 

founding of trade on really equitable cooperation rules. This implies a reductio;~ 

of price fluctuations, the maintenance of prices at levels both equitable to the 

consumers and remunerative to the producers, and the establishment of mechanisms 

for long-term adjustment of supply and demand". These objectives have to be pur

sued" v1ith a global approach, involving a number of con:modities large enough to 

really influence the whole raw materials market,and aiming at a form of internati' 

nal planning, as the market mechanism is clearly unable to stabilise the prices c~ 

(1) Lionel.Jospin, Ibidem. 

l 
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a satisfactory level ... Only the creation of international buffer stocks for · 

an adequate number of commodities v:ill make this possible (1). 

The French socialist's program (2) therefore proposes ''l-10rl d agreement 

for basic rav1 materials, long term purchasing agreement, the organisation and 
financing of buffer stocks''. But neither the program, nor the official 

oublication of the French socialist Party (3) that states in more details 

this support to the creation of a pool of buffer stocks for raw materials, 
mention the request of the ''Group of 77'' for a ''second window'' aimed at 
introducing structural changes in the world markets and iri the economy of the 

producing countries. 

specific points that 
This request is indeed a major one among 

make th~ difference between the positions 

the very 

of the 
developed and developing countries in the international fora where the 

reorganisation of world commodity markets is being negotiated. "It v10uld be 
desirable- state thi? French Socialists-· to create a unique financing of these 
multi-products stocks, in order to escape the logic of individual commodity 

agreements. This would make possible a certain compensation of price changes amen:: 

different products and, in case, the enalergment of the operation of the co~"on 

financing fund to other goods'' (4). In other terms, the position of the French 
Socialists on this specific issue coincides, in spite of their assertions of 

support to the Third World, with the attitude of the OECD countries, that is 

fiercely under attack by the "Group of 77". But one could assume that this is 
probilbly more due to lack of knowledge of the technicalities under discussion 

in the international fora, that to a deliberate choice. 

Moreover, the French Socialists seem to believe that ''apart from market 
s tabi l i sa ti on, the creation of a network of buffer stacks v:ou l d create the 

conditions necessary to· support the price level" of ra\<J materials exported from 

the LDCs (5). No explanation is given of the connection among these two things, 
apart from a reference to "medium term purchasing and selling agreements attache:: 

to th~ functioning of the stocking system'', that would be the ''normal prolonge
.ment'' of the negociations in which the price level would be decided. For any 

(1) Les Socialistes et le Tiers-Monde, op.cit. p. 156. 

(2) P.S. Progri!mme Socialiste, cit. p. 196. 

(3) Les Socialistes et le Tiers-Monde, cit. Paris 1977. 
(4) Ibidem, p. 158. 
(5) Ibidem, p. 158. 
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reader av:are of the pov1erlessness of buffer stocks in front of long-term price 

trends, the meaning of this proposal is obscure. 

4) The French Communist Party has a clear-cut position in support of terms 

of trade more favourable to the producers of all raVI materials. Already in the 

Tv1entieth Congress (1973) of the PCF, tt,archais stated that "the national 

liberation movement has entered in a new phase, a phase of struggle against 

nee-colonialism, for economic independence and for real sovereignity ... , in a 

difficult struggle for the deve 1 opment of a nation a 1 economic system, v1hose 

first condition is free control of their national riches" by the governments 

of the developing countries. 

At the follovling XXI Congress of French Communist Party, .that met at 

the end of October 1974, ~1archais kept the continuity of this line and said 

in his main report:"By taking legitimate measures to compensate for the 

deteriorution of the terms of trade, and to recuperate their national.riches, 

the oil producing countries do not affect the interests of the VIOrking class 

and the people of the advanced countries''. Indeed, ''it is perfectly possible 

to make to great oil trusts bear the new costs, v1ith no impact for the people". 

The French Communiststherefore try to escape the dilemma in which the conflict 

of interest among the Third florld and the vlorkin.g classes of the advanced 

countries poses the European left, by flatly denying that this conflict of 

interests exists. As far as the oi 1 price is concerned, the PCF affirms that 

it is only the fault of the great oil companies if the common frenchman is 

affected by the change in the terms of trade between oi 1 producers and oil 

consumers. To keep this point; r~archais is going to be obliged, a few months 

after the oil crisis, to engage in a campaign- to which he tries to give the 

appearance of an all- out war - against the oil companies. The pretext will be 

the so-called ''Schwartz report'',from the name of the non-Communist member of 

the National Assembly that chai.red the parlamentary cor.1mission of enquiry o:·, 

the behaviour of the French oil companies during and after the crisis. The 

entire party machinery v1ill be engaged, in this occasion, in a colossal propa

ganda effort- called ''op§ration v§rit§'' -where the proofs of the obvious fact 

that oi 1 importers had profited from the price increase v1i 11 be forced and 

distorteu in order to convince PCF foll01·1ers that the energy crisis itself v1as 

a result of.the specul.~tive activities of the oil companies. 
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Some further light on the attitude of the PCF on these problems has been 

cast by Paul Boccara, a member of the-Central Committee and a specialist in 

internitional economic problems. According to this authorised representative 

of the PCF ''one would fail to perceive the real problem l~f the prices of raw 

material~/., if only the stabilisation of export earnings, or the price of 
exports, were taken into account. What has to be considered is the relationship 

between export earnings and the cost of imports irito these (commodity exportin_;:V 

countries (imports whose quantities and prices are both growing), the relationshii 

between export earnings and the conditions of their real, non dependent 

development" {1). In order to establish a fair price, "based on productivity 

conditions as v1ell as on the long term decline of ravl materials prices", a 

radical departure from the present organisation of \vorld markets is envisaged, ""' 

more radical than the one the LOCs themselves are advocating for. For the PCF, 

"Government to Government agreements are necessary, and a France ruled by the 

Union de la Ga0che could start operating in this direction with our partners of 

the underdeveloped countries and may be with certain. developed countries as 1·1ell" 

In other words, while the French Socialists propose a reorganisation of the 

v/Or 1 d market for rav1 materia 1 s in order to improve its functioning, very much 

on the line of the OECD governements, the PCF proposes a total politisation 

and bilateralisation of raw materials trade, on the model of the trading syste;:·,s 

presently existing in the communist countries of Eastern Europe. But it is 

worth pointing out that, while ''state trade'' countries allow-up to a certain 

point - bilateral disequilibria {that are indispensable in order to ensure a 

rational specialisation of the different countries), the French Communists do 

not miss any opportunity to point out the benefits that the French economy lvou1c 

receive from government agreements for bi 1 a tera lly ba 1 anced trade 1·1i th the 

Eastern block or some pro-Russian Third World countries. 

According to the scheme proposed by the French Communists, increases in 

the earnings of exporting countries would not affect production costs in Fr~nce, 

(1) Paul Boccara : De nouvelles relations economiques internationales in 

L. Glanquart {Ed.) Changer 1 'Economie, Paris, Editions Sociales, 1977, p. 

(2) Ibidem, p. 106-107. 
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since governement-to-government agreements would eliminate the monopolistic 

rent presently perceived by the MNCs, guaranteeing at the same time ''stable and 

remunerative prices ;fhat7 would increase the earnings of the concerned LOCs, 
- - -

and v10uld therefore enlarge the market they provide Lfor French export:;/, 1·Jith 

no negative impact on our costs''. 

The best example of this substitution of the world market for raw 

materia 1 s v1i th a network of bilateral government-to-government agreements is 

provided by oi 1 itself, and by the setting the PCF proposes in order to guarantee 

the French economy v1ith the necessary oil supplies, and to heal France's bad 

oil deficit. ''The deficit with Saudi Arabia is more than half, almost two thirds 
of total oil deficit in 1976 On the contrary, our trade balance 1·1ith another 
oil producer, Algeria, is in surplus. We could buy much more gas and oil from 

Algeria .. ·. and sell her more, so that our relations would be· stronger and more 
balanced. Instead, we have scaled do~n our imports from Algeria pushing her into 

deficit, and this does not favour our exports" (1). 

The general problem of ensuring ·adequ~te and cheap raw materials supply 

to the French economy is approached in the same way : government-to-government 

agreements v1ith Communist countries and "progressive" LDCs, coupled with a strons 
self-sufficiency effort. Indeed, a leftist government v10uld "enlarge inter

national trade" mainly through "agreements with the Socialist countries, that 

can provide a number of mineral raw materials and take French exports in char.ge"(t: 
But strong criticism has also to be addressed - in the co~;r:1unist view - to both 

national ·and multinational mining corporations for not devoting enough exploration 
efforts to the french territory, v1here a number of minerary (mostly coal) basins 

that have been closed in the recent past should be re-opened. At the 

(1) This approach is strictly related with the central issue of the communist 
program for the 1978 general election nationalisations. As Boccara writes : 
'such a change is, of cour~e, possible only unc!er the condition of a nationa1 
control of the petroleum industry in France ; that is 1·1hy 1·1e have proposed the 
nationalisation of the Compagnie Fran<;aise des Petroles-Total". See in 
Changer 1 'economie, cit. p. 96. 

(2) Yves Fuchs, in "Cahiers du Comrnunisme". 
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21st Party Congress, Auoustin Lcurent, a prominent PCF me;;1bc:r, pointed ou: 
that 11 if national coal production had been kept ut its normu.l mevcl, 20 mill~c.--: 

tons of oil imports could have been saved ... Life is indeed proving that ~c hav~ 
been right in the 1gsos whon we fought the Schum~n pl~n, in 1960, when we 
fought the Janneney plan, and in 1968 when we fought againsi the closing down of 

coal basins'' (1). 

The attitude of the PCF on these issues is quite coherent in itself, so 
that it can be criticised and refused in toto,' but - unlike the PS position -

offers little ground for criticism of a technical nature. 

In comparing the·position of the French PS and PC on the issue of raw 
materials price, it is fair, anyhov1, the emphasise the fact that, if the 

communist position appears less easily exposed to criticism - on a logical 

and technical ground - this is due in the first place to the fact that no really 

comprehensive and detailed explanation has been attempted - on the line of wh~t 
the PS has done- of the PC's position on North/South relations (2). 

5) Quite anomalous is, in this respect, the attitude of the Italian 
socialists. The issue of the conflict of'interests among th.: v1orking classes 

of the advanced countries and the Third World does not appear to deserve much 

attention (3),beyond a generical sympaty for the 11exploited countries 11
• In t~:c 

socialists' vie\·l,a\he -origin of the present crisis "there are tv/0 r:lain factors 

(1) See, Proceedings of the XXI Congress of the ?CF, in ''Cahiers du Communisme". 

(2) The opposite is true, as we will see further on, in the case the Italian 
communist and socialist parties. 

(3) Indeed, the PSI vary seldom has felt that these questions deserved any 

attention at all. Quite paradoxically, if one goes through the ''theoretical'' 
journal of the PSI, "Mondo Operaio'', from 1973 on, the.only two systematic 

treatments of these questions one can find are by such authors as Harold 

Wilson and John Pinder) that are certainly socialist~, but whose opinions 

can hardly be considered as representing the views of the Italian Socialist 
Party .. 

' ' i 
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the first one consists in "the efforts of exploited countries that try to put 

and end to their total submission to the 1·1ealthy countries", so that "interna

tional tension, today totally located in the Third llorld, represents a class 

struggle phenomenon that is bound to become more relev~nt in the future, 

togetl1er with an increased awareness of the present exploitation''. The second 

main factor, according to the Italian Socialists,consiSts in "short term 

speculative activities of capitalistic multinational c9rporations - one could 

just say of American multinationals - that take advantage of the revendication 

of raw materials producers and especially of the oil producers, in order to 

ere ate artifi cal bottlenecks on the market, and therefore i ne rea se their profit 

margins" (1). 

According to an important socialist personality (2), there is no 

conflict of interests among the oil producers ahd the European countries, 

Ls-ince) both are the victims of the same manipulations of the multinational 

corporations". In the OECD group, 

at all, because the dependency of 

very different from the 

of their supply'' (3). 

condition 

instead, ''there i.s no coincidence of interests 

Europe (great importer of ra11 materials) is 

of the US, that import only a minimal fraction 

I 

6) Somev1hat different from \'/hat vie have seen until jnov1 are the positions of 

the Italian Communists on the question of the prices ~foil and raw materials. 

The PC I does not try to con vi nee his fo 11 owers of the (act that the v:orkers of 

Italy, and of the developed countries in general, had nothing to fear, or to 
I 

lose, because of the 1973-74 tremendous increases in t~e oil prices. On this 
' 

line, that stands in contrast with the position of the French PC, the Italian 

communists seem to be more in line 11ith the French socialists. Indeed, Politica 

ed Economia, the monthly journal of the Italian Communist Party's Centre for 

Economic Studies (CESPE) approaches the problem in a slightly different and 

more sophisticated way than. the French Communists, but still keeps the allegiance 

'(1) Cesare Bensi, Dalla guerra dei prezzi alla cooperazione economica in 

"l·londo Operaio", Feb. 74, p. 11. ~ir. Bensi 1·1as at the time Undersecretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs in the Italian government. 

(2) Although it is impossible to identify an official position of the PSI on 

these matters, I'Jr. Bensi seems to represent in foreign relations the most 

autl1orised voice for the Party in 1974. 

(3) C. Eensi, ibidem. 
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of the Italian Communists to the cause of the Third Horld. "Some observers see 

the recent increase in the prices of raw materials (1) as a part of a process 

leading to a change in the terms of trade between developed and developing 

countries. The 'un~qual exchange' ... would then be in the process rif becoming 

less unjust ... Anyhow, simplistic generalisation should be avoided ... The raw 

materials whose prices have most noticeably increase in the last year are the 

ones whose market is controlled by the multinational corporations ; or the ones 

on which there has been a strong concentration of international speculation 

aimed at making supply more difficult and more costly to competing enterprises. 

A typical example is the Japanese hoarding of Australian wool". Oil is not 

mentioned, but it is implied that the price increase has nothing to do with a 

reversal of the "unequal exchange". 

The 1 ong-term evo 1 uti on of the oil prices is explained by the PCI ~1ith 

the interplay of a variety of forces . the oil producing companies, the oi ]

consuming manufacturing companies, the American wildcatters, the nationalised 

enterprises (s.uch as ENI and E1f-Erap), the USSR as an oil exporter. "Vie<IS differ 

on the question of which forces brought about the decline in oil prices Lbetv1een 

1955 and 197Q7, but authors such as Peter Odell attribute it to the pressure of 

manufacturing industry in a phase of trade 1 iberalisation", but "it has to be 

added" that 1955 is also the year when "optimistic forecast for the nuclear secto1· 

vtere announced" (2). 

As far as the causes of the "changes - that could have been, byt 1-1ere not 

foreseen - of the 1971-73 period ... it v10uld be too simplistic ... to explain 

everything vtith a de 1 i berate action, fully autonomously decided by the producing 

countl"ies", reacting against' the so-called "unequal exchange". Indeed, "the slow 

decline of the oil prices in the preceding 15 years had been much smaller than the 

decline 

(1) Eugenic Peggio, Crisi energetica, inflazione e crisi economica, in "Politica 

e Economia", October 1973. ~1r. Peggio v1as at the time Secretary General of 

CESPE, Member of PM·liament, and Economy riinister in the PCI 's "shadm~ cabinet 

(2) Francesco Pistolese, La cooperazione intcrnazionale in campo energetico, 

"Crisi economica e Condizionamenti internazionali dell' Italia", pp. 97-98. 

~1r. Pistolese was at the time the PCI's expert on energy questions. 
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in other raw materials pr1ces, so that it was not even mentioned'' (1) by the 

"Group of 77" in their complaints about declining terms of trade. "The majority 

of oil producing countries never had a militant attitude on prices, and the 

ones that had something to revendicate, normally demanded an increase in their 
market share, a typical case being Irak" (2). 

This rather cool attitude towards the OPEC countries and their successful 
action does not fi1ean that the PCI has no sympathy or does not support the 

request of raw materials producers for a change in the terms of trade, even 

at the expenses of living standards in the advanced countries. The PCI is no 

doubt aware of the fact that "easy access to petroleum and other raw materials 

under declining prices, has permitted to enlarge the domestic market through 

an increase in wages with no impact on costs" (3), but considers as' morally and 

politically inacceptable that the relative prices of raw materials and manufac

tur·ed goods have no connection with their labour content. "The developed countrie' 
are certinaly bound to have in the future an inflation of prices due to a long 

overdue world redistribution of revenue, based on the recognition of the labour 

values produced in the LDCs. FAO experts believe, for instance, that- if the 

~1ork of a peasant in Ceyl on has to be paid as much as it is in Europe - the 

price of the tea he produces should be 10 to 15 times higher than it is now. 

At the present moment, instead, the main causes of the, raw materials price 
increases are quite different" (4). 

The obvious conclusion, for the PCI, is that a negotiated solution has 
to be found, where the interests of both parties should be taken into account, 

'and common sense prevail. Such a negotiation should ''take into account all 

the aspects of the crisis, globally''. The negotiating parties, on their side, 
should avoid ''the risks that are inevitable in such case" :i .e.''that the producers 

try to pull too much the rope on their side, giving too hard a blm·1 to the 

advanced countries, 11ith the ensuing recession, ·that would affect - because 

of the strong lies existing - both,these countries and the Third World" ; and 
that the developed countries refuse to acknov1ledge that for too fi1any years they 

have reduced or prevented the growth of the LDCs , that have to have a different 

r61~ and 1·1eight in the international community" (5). 

(1) F. Pistolese, ciL, p. 100. 

(2) Ibidem. 
(3) Pistolese, cit., p. 99. 
(4) E. Peggio, Crisi energetica, etc, cit. 
(5) Gianci!rlo Olmeda, in Politica ed Economia, vol.V, n.4, p.69. 
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B - New trends in the international divisirin of irdustrial labour 

7) A great number of inter-related issues have to be touched upon in 

examining the attitudes of the parties of the left towards international industria 

problems, the main ones being : (1) the obstacles encountered by some European 
' 

countries to stay (or to enter) in the market for some advanced industrial 

products (such as aircrafts and space, atomic energy, armaments, etc.) ; (2) the · 

internationalisation of production processes due to the multinationalisation 

of firms, to foreign investments and to national investments abroad ; (3) the 

decline of certain traditional industries in Europe because of intra-OECD 

competition (such as in the case of steel and ship-building, where the main 

problem has been until now mostly japanese competition), or of the competition. 

of cheap-labour LDCs (such as in the case of clothing and mass electronics). 

The political forces under study in this paper don't approach these issues 

all in the same way. Indeed, some of them concentrate their attention on some 

.issues, and sometimes on one issue only. In all cases, the main emphasis is 

put in such a ~!ay as to make their pas iti ons not perfectly comparab 1 e . 

8) The position of the French Communists on this question appears indeed 

to be quite cl ear and to cover a 11 its aspects. 1·1oreover, the. PCF has contributed 

to make industrial pal icy, that used to be a subject restricted only to a small· 

circle of specialists, an element of everyday's discussion. 

"Our factories close do~m ; our capital is invested abroad. Let's produce 

French !"proclaimed PCF posters from the walls of Paris at the end of 1977. 
A fe~t weeks later, the ortodox gaullist opened their campaign with enormous 

pictures of the Concorde ,coupled 11ith the slogan "yes, to an innovation oriented 

Fl·ance". Industrial policy -comments an intelligent observer (1) -has entered 

rot only the political debate, 1-1here it has been for a long time, but the 

election's debate, and this is quite new". 

(1) CilristiJn Stoffaes, La grande menace industriel1e, Calmann-Levy, Paris 1977. 
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Criticism to French industrialists, and to Giscard's government, for 

"preferring foreign beauties" {l) - ·j .e. for investing abr-oad, for accepting 

the presence of 1-1NCs in France, far entering joint ventures with foreign 

partners, for the purchase of foreign technologies - is a permanent element 

of the PCF's arguments and propaganda. At the T~ientieth Congress of the PCF 

a strong condamnation was expressed for the abandonment of the "filiere fran<;aise" 

the French technology for natural uranium atomic power plants, for the "sellout" 

of Citroen to Fiat (2), for the merging of Creusot-Loire (a steam generator maker) 

"into the Hes ti nghouse orbit", for the a 11 owing of a joint venture betv1een 

Creusot-Pechiney and Hestinghouse (production of nuclear fuel). "In an industry 

of the outmost importance for the future, the government has chosen to abandon 

na tiona 1 independence, and to offer to US trusts the possibility of doing what 

they 1 ike of our national riches" (3). 

This line is confirmed at the XXIst Congress, v1here the government is 

accused by Gilles Cohen - 11ember of Parliament for the Essonne Constituency 

where many atomic research laboratories are concentrated - of betraying national 

interests for having shifted to the enriched uranium technology. Significantly, 

the date of the "treason" is set at 1969, i.e. the very year General de Gaulle 

retired from the Presidency (4). 

Among the possible objectives of industrial policy, national independence 

is the one that the French Communist always declare to be at the top of their 

·priority_ 1 ist. They are normally very critical_ of other countries' protectionism, 

and of US protectionist tendencies in particular. It is qu.ite significant, 

though, that in order to prove the existence of American protectionism, they 

always quote the difficulties created to the utilisation of the "Concorde" on 

the Atlantic route. But the reason that the PCF gives to explain v1hy it is 

favourable to the Concorde are typical of the most classical economic nationalism. 

(1) See Mich~le Dominique, Ils oref~rent les belles ~trang~res, in ''Economie et 

Politique, Janvier 1978, p. 24. 

(2) The cooperation agreement a~ong the t~10 firms, announced in Oct. 1968, •.-~as 
terminated in June 1973. 

(3) Rene Guyard, in Proceedings of the XX Congress of the PCF, in Cahiers du 

Communisme, cita 

(4) The passage from de Gaul_le to Pompidou is also indicated by the PCF as the 

moment 1·1hen all serious effort for economfc cooperation ~1ith the Eastern bloc 

was practically abandoned. 
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In the official summary of the debates of the XXIst Party Congress (1), 11ide 

criticism is reported for "the considerable waste due to non-utilisation of the 

human and technical potential" of the French aerospace industry. "In a moment 

v1hen our country owns - thanks to the quality of our workers - an· indisputable 

leadership, inside the so-called ~1estern v1orld, in supersonic transportation, and 

~1hen it appears clearly that the future of long range transport is in the super-

. sonic plane, the government decides to stop both production and the development 

of improved models. Will in the future our airline, Air France, be obliged to 

buy American supersonic aircrafts ?" (2) 

In a fe\v occasions, however, the PCF goes beyond this petty 

istic attitude and shows a deeper and more sophist'icated approach 

nationa 1- · 

to the problems 

of the so-called process of capital internationalisation. In front of this 

phenomenon, the main problem for the communists is how to adapt their main tool 

in industrial policy (nationalisations) to the transnationality of today's 

industrial phenomena, and to the multinational nature of the modern industrial 

enterprise. According to the PCF (3), lvhen "the ~t,NC is a conglomerate of 

different activities" there are "no problems". Things are different ~1hen the 

production process of individual goods have themselves become multinational ; 

in this case one-way dependence can be avoided "not v1i th autarky and i so 1 a ti on, 

but with a diversified sys tern of trade and cooperation agreements ·'Stab l i shed 

with the maxi mum number of other actors operating in the same fie 1 d, i ndependentl} 

from their nation a 1 i ty or the soci a 1 regime in whi eh they 1 i ve". However, the 

"most advanced" examp 1 e of such co-producti on agreements still is "the Concorde 

experience". Totally ignored are the radical differencies among the nature of 

the French-British division of labour in the Concorde endeavour and the type 

of di vi si on of 1 abour that, thanks to the ~1NCs, is spreading between some 

deve 1 oped and some de vel opi ng countries. Indeed, the same communist author 

recognises the existence of these differencies when he writes that "eo-production 

has to be based on comp 1 ex, 1 ong term contracts, while in the ~1NC 's everything 

is speculation and instability" (4). 

(1) This manipulated version of the proceedings is the only one that.has been 
published in "Cahiers du Communisme". It can be considered very "official", 
s ·j nee the authors of the "summary" are four prominent members of the Centra 1 
Committee. 

(2) I 11 11 "t n summry , ~ 

(3) See J.P. Delilez,. in "Cahiers du Communisme", vol. 50, n.lO oct.74. 

(4) Ibidem. 
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It cannot be surprising that, in such a vision of world. economic 

relations, ther·e is little sympathy for the export-oriented development efforts 

to a gro~1ing number of LDCs. Even though the French communists systematically try 

to avoid discussing this question, there is little doubt that these countries 

appear to them as having a completely different view of international economic 

relations - much less rigid and clearly oriented towards market economy. In 

short, these countries create for the PCF the problem of either admitting that 
the existing ''world order'' still leaves a path open to a change in the status 

of at least some LDC's, or abandoning the general stand that Third Horld 

countries have a permanent and natural coincidence of interests with the inter

national communist movement. Hhen avoiding the subject is altogether impossible, 

the PCF tends to point out that "the so-ea ll ed i ndus tri a 1 redeployment has 

brought about in recent years a wild competition to the manufactured products 

of developed countr·i es, through making use of cheap 1 abour of South East Asian 

and Latin American countries, but with capital provided by the great capitalist 

groups ... This monopolistic redeployment has already led to overproduction and 

unemployment. It is based on ... a contradictory and intolerable association 

of material wastes and low wages ... It goes without saying that we cannot accept 
- under the pretext that this allows more industrial transformation in the LDCs -
this savage competition, organised to the advantage of the big industrial 

multinationals" (1). Sometimes, anyhow, the multinationals disappear from the 

picture, and the French comunists' reasoning to explain \'Jhy they are opposed 
to imports of manufactures from the Third World takes almost racist undertones. 
"Ne1·1 factories have been opened in South East Asia, where transi star radios are 
produced v1ith an underpaid and underqua 1 ifi ed manpower, that competes with v10rkers 

in industrialised countries, so creating unemployment and downv1ard .Pressure on 

wages. It is sometimes observed that, when a nev1 factory is opened (fn a LD~7 
it creates jobs and purchasing pm;er. In such a way, v1e are told, a country 
can take off. This is false, because, vihen 2000 workers are necessary, 5000 

starving peasants gather in shantytowns around the cities. What is first needed 

is not transistor radios, but·other goods suitable to national needs. What these 
countries need is a developing agriculture, adapted to soil and climate, in 

order to reduce hunger (2)''. 

(1) Paul Boccara. Changer 1 'economie, cit. pp. 108-109. 

(2) Andre Lajoinie, member of the Burea~ Politique cf the PCF, in "France Nouvell~ 
(weekly for PCF Party officials), Jan.2, 78, p. 45. 
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9) Industrial policy has been the very point of open disagreement-that has 

brought about the PS-PCF ri-ft on the common programme before the 1 ast French 

. general elections. But it has also been the main area in ~1hich the relations 

bet\·een the COfi!mun-~sts and the. ~~rene\~Jed' 1 PS (1) have been more diffic~lt a11 

along the seventies. As early as 1972, G. Marchais declared to the Central 

Committee that "the nationalisation of the steel industry had been the toughest 

point in the negotiation'' with the PS (2). 

Apparently, at the moment of the final PS-PCF conflict - just before the 

general election of 1978 - the disagreement ~1as almost exclusively on the number 

of private companies to be nationalised ; in reality, there was a more substantial 

disagreement - at least with some of the socialists, the ones nearer to f1itterand' 

position - on the very purpose of the nationalisations. In some instances, such as 

in· the very case of the .steel industry, the confl i et of vi e1vs was almost paradoxi

cal. The PCF insisted for total nationalisation, l'ihile the socialists opposed 

it, because - as J. Attali wrote - "this would add up to compensate the great 

capitalist groups for their poor past management" (3), and would help private 

capitalists get rid of a sector with no future. And, in general, while the PCF 

seeks public ownership as a tool to preserve the endangered industries and fight 

against the ''lvaste" of the capitalists that tend to reduce capacity, the 

socialists consider it a pre-condition for structural change in "the many 

sectors (steel making, aviation, shipbuilding, etc.), v1here reductions in employment 

appear inevitable" (4). 

It has to be noticed, though, that the differences among the French 

socialists and communists are not always so wide and so clear-cut. Indeed, of all 

the different groups that form the PS the one that has the most detailed and 

(1) The ''renewed PS'' can be defined as the result of a process started around 1970 

with the abandonment of the "soci a 1-democra tic compror.Ji ses" of Guy i·1o ll et's 

times, and the adoption of a new political line 1·1hose most qualifying point is 

the fact that a break 1·1ith capitalism is considered inevitable. 

(2) Reported in "Economi e et Pal itique", February 1973. 

(3) In "Nouvel Observateur", August 28th, 1971. 

( 4) Report to the Comi te Di recteur of the PS at its meeting of t,lan. 22, 1977. 
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coherent i ndus tri a 1 po 1 icy program is a 1 so the one that is nearest to the 

communists - the CERES. In the view of J. P. Chevenement, the 1 eader of CERES, 

the necessity of restructuring the French industrial sector goes withoutsaying, 

but ''a long-term socialist £fndustrial polic~7 program cannot exist·without a 

program for independence from the world capitalist market" (1). The French 

industrial sector should therefore be divided into four main subsectors, three 

of 1~hich almost completely government-owned or controlled : a first one should 

be "totally isolated from the world market" in order to preserve national 

independence and would include armaments, energy (including nuclear industry), 

basic research and possibly agriculture ; a second one (''an area of encouraged 

economy") would include the industries to be subsidised because they are deemed 

. to form the desirable international specialisation of France for reasons related 

to value added, jobs provided, balance of payments effects (steel, aircraft, etc.; 

a third one would be formed by industries that produce for French public 

consumption ( bui 1 di ng, mass transportation, health, social services, etc.) ; a 

fourth and last one vwuld be a "market sector, open to international competition" 

\"lhere "many firms, but not all, will stay private" (2). 

l•loreover, some socialist personalities that are normally considered to be 

"moderates" or even "social democrats", seem to find this way of putting things 

quite appea 1 i ng. "The socialists wish to keep the French economy open", affirms 

Jacques Delors (3} - the Delegue National of the PS for International Economic 

Relations - but he immediately elaborates on his assertion by adding that this 

pledge to keep the French economy open does not mean "making exports a dogma, 

and not even the main engine for expansion" .r~oreover, since "competition exists 

on the French market as 1~ell as on 1vorld market, we should reduce the imports 

that our industry can substitute in normal competitive conditions" (4). 

In this framework, it is understandable that the socialists tend to skip 

the question of their policy t01vards foreign investments. The official documents 

of the PS are quite synthetic on this issue : "The attitude of the PS on foreign 

(1} J.P. Chevenement (member of the Bureau Politique of the PS). Report to the 

Seminar on Socialist Industrial Policy, Paris, 12_:_13 Jan.l977. Proceedings in 

Cahiers du Nouvel Observateur'', n"lO, April 1977. 

(2) J.P. Chevenement, Ibidem, p.lO. 

(3) At the same seminar, Ibidem, p.20. 

(4) Ibidem, p. 
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investments should not be dogmatic ... ~1ovements of investment capital among 

France and the fore·ign. countries have to tuke place in a conttoiled frame~1ork, 

and reflect an equitable recip1·ocity". To avoid what has happened in the past, 

when too often the internationalisation of investments had brought about a 

limitation of French sovereignity, the left will manage to make foreign 1nvestment 

part of cooperation and co-deve 1 opment agreements that France 1·1ill conclude with 

other partners" (1). 

As far as the new competition in manufactures from LDCs is concerned, a 

socialist France should- again in Delors' view -accept to import, and restructur 

the challenged French industry to produce the goods for which it is sti11 

competitive and the capital goods necessary for the industrialising countries. But 

not everybody, in the PS, not even among the socialist "moderates", shares this 

view. It is indeed Mitterand's most influencial advisor, Jacques Attali, that 

has invented the concept of "implosive non-growth" (2) (changes in production 

that coincide 1·1i th po l i ti ea lly determined changes in the structure of the demand) 

''Implosive non-growth naturally· implies a smaller degree of external openess, 

because the gains from trade ... become negative after a certain threshold", 

that "has been passed at the moment of the ·increase in the price of energy" ( 3). 

The successes of the "export led" development model (that is the reverse 

of Attali 's implosive growth") in a number of developing countries, appears to 

these ''friends of Mitterand's'' as the "reproduction one and a half centuries 

1 a ter of. the excesses of the early capitalism". This reproduction of history 

is taking place "in some totalitarian Third Horl d countries", ~1here the Governments 

"exerces a merciless repression of any efforts for social progress". The competi

tion .of these countries is therefore "i 11 ega l and unfair, si nee it is based on 

exploitation" (4). 

(1) Parti SoCiallste, 89 reponses aux problemes economiques, Flammarion Paris, 

1977, p. 69-70. 

(2)See in J. 1\ttali, La parole et l 'outil, PUF, 1975. 

(3) 

(4) 

Alain Boubil, Le 

Ibidem, p. 68. 

social isme indust:·iel, introduction by J .. ~ttali, PUF, 1977, 
p. 6{, 
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10) By comparison 11i th the views of the French 1 eft on industria 1 po 1 icy 

problems, the Italian communist and socialist parties seem to 1live in a different 

world. Indeed, of all the areas of international economic relations, this one · 

appears the very one in which the identification of differencies and similarities 
I 

among French and Ita 1 i an po 1 i ti ea l forces is most difficult and; on the a 11, 

practically useless. Indeed, not only the main themes of the political debate 

in the tv;o countries are radically different, because the order of priority and 

importance attributed to problems is not the same, but also the two Italian partie~ 

the PC! and PSI -seem to have different audiences, divergent strategies, 

incompatible and actually opposed aims. 

The nationalisation issue that agitates the French left, and that is 
I 

normally considered a qualifying banner for any European labour or socialist, 

has disappeared long ago from the programs of the Italian socialists and 

communists. Historically, it is indeed the right that, in Italy, has created and 
. I 

inflated the government-owned industrial sector ; apart from the nationalisation 

of electricity (that had mostly political aims, since the so-called "electric 

barons" ~tere very active and influencial in the political areha), no major 

enlargement of the public sector has been demanded by the left. Even the PC! 

declares, and has been declaring for years, that "no expansion of the public 

sector is desirable"-{!-). In rea::i-ty,- the difficulties in which many enterprises 

have been running in recent years have obliged the Government to intervene 

repeatidly VJith large subsidies. But even in these cases, the political forces 
I 

of the left- including the communists - have managed to save a fictio of private 

majority in the controlling stocks, as \·tell as a real concentration of managerial 

povter in the hands of the private partners. 

11) In the view of the Italian communists, industrial policy has to pursue 

"the aim of a substantial improvement of the position of Ital'Y in the internationa 

division of labour, and to make this position more coherent vlith the potentialitie: 

and the needs_of Italy (2). 

(1) See the main report by Giorgio Amendola at the Seminar on ''Impresa pubblica e 

participazione democratica", Proceedings in "Quaderni di .Politica ed Economia" 
! 

n.7, 1973. 
(2) See Eugenic Peggio, i-1ain report to the PCI's Seminar on "Crisi economica e 

condizionamenti internazionali dell' Italia'' (15-17 Marcb, 1975), in 

"PrQceedings", Editori Riuniti, Roma, 1977. 
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Technologically and/or economically obsolete plants hav to be "radically 

transformed", but at the same time government purchases "gear d to the satisfac

tion of public needs in housing, mass transportation, schooli g, health, etc ..• 

have to be rationally planned to help ''the Italian industrial system cover the· 

gaps existing in its structure". A policy geared to push th. Italian industry 

in the technologically advanced or avant-garde sectors (such as aircrafts, 

computers, nuclear power plants) "would be an illusion". Hha is to be obtained 

are quality improvements "in intermediate technology sectors where possible 

increases in employment are the biggest" (l). 

In other words, the PC! is suggesting that the positio of Italy in the 

international division of industrial labour has to evolve al 

that was followed after the liberalisation of trade in 1952. 

ng the same path 

In the decade-52-62, 

indeed, Italy disappeared from the world markets as an expolter of certain . 

"typical" agricultural products and became instead an impor er of food, fuels 

and ra1~ materials on our si de, and of techno 1 ogy on the oth r, that were paid 

for by. exports of footwear, c 1 othi ng, stee 1 and petro 1 eum p oducts, automobi 1 es, 

household appliances, machine tools, off)ce equipment, comp ter peripherals, 

helicopters, armaments and- on a subcontracting basis-pats of planes. 

But these are the very sectors in which competition i stiffening, inside 

the OECD and even more dangerously with industrialising che p-labour countries. 

The PC I seems perfectly a1vare of that, and of the consequences this implies for 

the Italian working class, should the "illusion" of a subs antial change in the 

international specialisation be rejected. Italy, say the dommunists, "is 

constrained by the divergent ways in v1hich Trade Unions stlJuggle develops in 

the different countries. . . . In a 11 capitalist countries, the crisis has brought 

about a serious attack to the popular masses. Unemploymen has grown Every-

where, the dominant economic and political forces try to m ke the ~>IOrkers pay 

the cost of the decision taken by firms and by government n order to find an i ssu 

to the crisis . 

In It~ly, ~well, the situation, from this point of view, cannot be substant 

·ially different ( 2) from the other industrialised capitalist countries. But it· 

is v1ell known that, since the late '60s, the Italian Unio s have become very 

(1,) Ibidem. 

(2) Our italics. 
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strong, and have been able to reach great successes". In the other capita 1 is t 

countries, therefore, the struggle of the Unions "has had il smaller impact thdn 

in Italy", they have shol'm "inferior capacity to defend and affirm workers' 
rights". They have presented "very moderate revendications" and "have proved 

open to accept large reorganisations of production activities'', while "this 

openess is almost non-existent in Italy" ... And this "for a country like ours, 

open to the international market, that has to face the exasperation of inter

national competition, creates problems that should not be underestimated" (1). 
Through the smokescreen of cautious wording, the meaning is nonetheless very 

clear : one of the reasons that prevent Italian industry from confirming and 

improving her position in the international division of labour is the 

excessively high cost of labour, that an automatic adjustment clause protects 

from inflation. This does not mean, of course, that the PCI favour a more 

"reasonable" Unions behaviour ; they only suggest that Unions should not 

concentrate their combativity on wages but on other objectives, more important 

in the long-term to the 1'/0rkers themselves. "The line that the Unions have 

chosen many years ago gives first priority to full-employment and to investment, 

and subordinates to these aims their behaviour on matter such as wages. 

On this line, the Unions fight with all the working class strength that can 
be mobilised'' (2). 

In the present situation of Italy, the PCI can have ·no illusion about a 
"preferential treatment" by the Unions to a coalition government with communist 

participation, such us it can be found in Britain with labour governments. 
The Secretary General of the CGIL, Luciano Lama, himself a member of the PCI, 
makes it very clear : "Trade Unions autonomy is a condition that cannot be 
forfaited, no matter the type of government, or the type of parlamentary arrange-

(1) All quotations from Peggio, ibidem, p.20-21. 

(2) Luciano Lama, in ''Crisi economica e condizionamenti cit., vol.l, p .. 239. 

¥~----· .... ---,....-~--·~-...,--.,.-....,.,~ ... ~~----~-···~~,.~-"'!->j;,.,._;;-,...,~r....->",'"':~-~.o:"'"''"'-.:jf"""·~n:t'~-~~.....,,~.~-·~ 
,/ 
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ments" (1). It is therefore as a communist that ~1r. Lama stands in favour of 

Tt-ade Unions moderation. "A line of moderution is not a self-defeating line, 

if the Unions set qualitatively more important objectives, objectives v1orth more 

of a nominal increase in wages ; objectives such a development policy for the 

South, a policy to restructure our industrial system into a more modern and more 

complete one, a policy for the full employment of the resources of our agriculture 

sector" (2). 

If \ve now move to examine the r61 e the PC I sees for thr f.iNCs in the future 

of Italian industry, we have again to quote r~r. Peggio (3) : "in the framev10rk 

of the policy for industrial restructuring and for an enlargement /-to sectors 

and productions presently missing) of Italian industry that v1e are proposing, 

MNCs can certainly find a space. We do not think indeed that MNCs should be 

banned from Italy ... , but these companies cannot be left without any control". 

On this purpose, "a good example for Italy" can be provided by "the countries 

that most seriously have studied the problem ... such as Canada, France or Japan". 

Apart from the reference to a country such as Canada, as a model for the policy 

of a hypothetical leftist government towards the ~1NCs, it is 1-10rth pointing out 

that the Italian communists look "as an example" at the behaviour of that very 

French .. government. that the French communists conti.nuous ly accuse of "se 11 i ng. out_ 

France'' and of ''giving up national independence'', because of its tolerance for 

foreign investments. 

The attitude of the PCI t01vards the ~1NCs is in fact rather camp 1 ex. As it 

has been pointed out by an Italian economist (4) "in the party press, among party 

members and among trade unionists, a strongly negative attitude is widespread 

rbut_7 the attitude of the party leadership is quite different, and there is an 

evident effort to find a pragmatic line". 

(1) Ibidem, p. 244. 

(2) Ibidem, p. 243. 

(3) E. Peggio, Main report to the Seminar on Crisi economica e condizionamenti 
etc, ci t., p. 35. 

(4) Giacomo Luciuni, Il PCI e il capitalismo occidentale, Longanesi, 1·1ilano, 1977, 
p. 59-60. 
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In an interview to Business Week (1), Giorgio Napolitano, member of the 

PCI Direction, summarised the PCI attitude in the fol101·1ing way : "He are not 

against the presence of MNCs in Italy. We only oppose certain habits-of the MNCs, 

such as moving rapidly from one country to another. But this is not a problem 

of Italy alone,. that is v1hy a code of conduct is being discussed in the EEC". 

And if Napolitano is worried because the ~1NCs might leave Italy, Peggio expresses . 
hos 1·10rry because the l•ltKs do not invest enough in Italy. "It cannot be accepted 

that foreign enterprises come to Italy only to take a share of the market" (2) 

from production p 1 ants located in other Common ~1arket countries. 

This pragmatic attitude can sometimes create pcradoxical situations, such 

as the one related by Peggio : in ~1ilan, at the general Assembly of the v1orkers 

of the pharmaceutical firm Lepetit (owned by Dow Chemicals), "the official spokema' 

for the socialist party said that the Lepetit case shov;ed how necessary it v1as 

to expell the multinationals from Italy. On my side, I .said clearly that the 

PCI does not believe that the multinationals have to leave Italy : on the contrary, 

we have to encourage them to stay" (3). 

The judgement of the PC I leaders on radi ea llj anti -l~NCs positions is 

extremely severe ; "In the ritual condamnations of the multinationals, moralism 

had.repl~~e-d the·a~~lysis ofthe.hard·l·a;~$· of'th~·economy ; these "condamnations 

lvere therefore of no use neither to correct the negative elements in the gror~th 

Cof the l~NCs_7, nor to identify the positive ones (growing world interdependence, 

diffusion of technology and management skills, etc.) ... An interpretation Cof 

world problems] v1here a satanic role is attributed to the multinationals 

(considered the cause of all plights, from pollution to Chile) might be satisfac

tory for moralistic populism, but explains nothing, and proposes even less" (4). 

(1) t1ay 3rd, 1976, p. 121-122. 

(2) E. Peggio, Report to the Seminar on "Condizionamenti ... , cit. p. 36. 

(3) In an interview vlith the international consulting fii'El Hill and Knov11ton 

see "Lettera Fi nanzi aria dell ' Espresso", Hi 1 a no, n°25, June 14th, 1976; 

p. 11-12. 

(4) Renato Sandri, La sfida deT Terzo t·1ondo, Editori Riuniti, 1978, p. 96. 

Mr. Sandri is Member of the Italian and European Parliaments, Vice-President 

of the Development and Cooperation Commission of the European Parliament, 
Vice President of IPAL~10 (Institute for t·1atin America, Africa and the Hic!dle 
~ast)._In th1s.Institt.Jt~, Christi'!n Democrats and Communists and Socialists, 
1n tne1r off1c1al pol1t1cal capac1ty, work together. 
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Given this pragmatic position on the issue of the t1NCs, one could 110nder 

what the PCI's attitude would be on the question -much more serious for Italy 

than for any other OECD countries, given the special i sa ti on of the Italian 

industry- of the nev1 competition from Third Horld manufactured exports. Indeed, 

it is through the scapegoat of the ~1NCs that the European 1 eft normally finds 

the pretext for a protectionist attitude against the exports of industrialising 

cheap-labour countries. 

According to the Pct~lthe "maturity of the Italian working class" can be 

seen from his attitude in front of the competition from the newly industrialising 

countries on both the domestic and the world markets. Indeed, "from the rank 

and file of the Italian working class, neither a mood of intolerance has risen 

against the LDCs, nor have come the protectionistic revendications that can be 

noticed in the present attitude of large sections of the working class of 

the Hest" (2). 

But such a moderation is not sufficient ; "just because of the very difficul 

times ahead, this maturity has to be coupled with a serious effort to understand 

the global nature of the present crisis". The analysis of the left on interna

tional realities has been- according to some communist leaders- terribly poor. 

Its support" to the struggle of the Third World 1vas "large--and passionate" : but 

it has been forgotten that the people of these countries 'caul d die for 

independence, but not live of independence' ; that, after political freedom, 

these countries were bound to revendi ea te a different pas iti on in the internationa · 

division of labour. The support for their struggle "has not been accompanied 

by a theoretical effort and by a political initiative common to the LOCs and 

the \'IOrking class of the Hest, to stage a battle for new economic structures, new 

economic relations, for global development" (3). 

The problem created by the emergence of a number of new competitors in 

the LDCs has been underestimated by the left : "Vie V/ere looking at Vietnam, but 

1·1e could not see1·1hat was going on at the same time in Hong-Kong and in Seul" (4). 

NoVI, the only way out appears "a consultation among the social partners in Europe· 

and in the LDC, as a step to the opening of the European market to Third Horld 

(1) See G. Napolitano, in Proceeding of the r:eeting of the Central Committee of 
the PC!, Oct. 27th, 1977. 

(2) R. Saudri, La Sfida, etc., cit., p. 101. 

(3} Ibidem, p. 99. 

(4) Ibidem, p. 98. 
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products and to the contempot·ary restructuring of the industrial and agricultural 

systems in the EEC countries". A new division of labour has to be the ultimate 

target of this transformation, but not a new distribution conceived only as the 

"delocation" to the LDC of so;;,e of Europe's activities assumed to be "an 

abstractly fixed amount'' : the real "challenge is an international division of 

labour that v10uld increase employment, useful productions and 1vorld development"(! 

C - Free Trade, protection and the politisation of international economic 

relation 

12) As we have been able to. see quite frequently in the previous pages of 

this paper, tendencies to protection against imports from the LDC's and to the 

bilateralisation and politisation of trade are a recurrent temptation in the 

position of the left in both France and Italy. 

The French communist lead to the way in this direction, as they openly 

propose a complete reorganisation of the foreign economic relations of France. 

Indeed, at the Tv1entieth Congress of the PCF, Paul Boccara pleaded for a 

''complete control (2) of external economic relations (including capital transfers) 

by the public industrial sector, the Cnationalised) banking system and, most 

important, by democratic planning" (3). This "encadrement" has a t1vofold aspect 

on the organi sa ti on of foreign trade in order to contra 1 its directions, and 

· - as v:e have seen in the previous chapter - on the speci a 1 i sati on of France in 

the international division of labour, in order to control its content. 

As far as the control of the direction .and the choice of trade partners 

is concerned, the same Boccara, .in an interview to the official communist journal 

France f·!ouvelle, repeats that France has to buy "less oil from Saudi Arabia which 

does not buy enough from us and 1 ets us go into deficit with her, and more oil 

from Algeria, Lybia and Irak; to which we can sell much more, and with which we 

(l) Ibidem, p.99. 

(2) The very French \•/Orld "encadrement" (lit!?rally "framing") has absolutely no 
corresponding concept in any other language knol'm to the author ; it is used 
in the meaning of the English expression "officering" not only for an army, 
but also for the civilian population and activities, in the sense of subjecti11 
it to the control of non elected government officials. 

(3) Proceedings of the XX Congress of the French CP, cit. 
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can increase our cooperation". Similarly, he adds, France has to buy "less 

capita 1 ey tri pment from the US and the Federal Republic of Germany, through a 

stimulation of national production, but also through the establishment of new 

trade relationship in the field of plants and equipments, a development of 

technological relations and eo-production in Europe, vlith Italy - for instance -

as well as with the socialist countries'' (1). 

This view can be easily considered as representing the official position 

of the PCF. The theoretical and political journal of the Central Co~mittee of 

the French Commun·ist Party, indeed, elaborates on it, and even tries to define 

an ideo l ogi ea 1 point. A new concept is created : the concept of "economic 

exchanges". as something different from "commercial exchanges", the former being 

the exchanges based on Government-to-Government agreements with State-trade 

countries, the USSR in the first place. According to the French communist 

journal, the present crisis has made indispensable for the West to move from 

commercial to economic exchanges. "The reality that appears more and more 

clearly" is therefore that governments of the western countries and the US in 

the first place have "to reconsider their economic policy" and take "the road 

to ~10SC0~/ 11 (2). 

To understand the historical and ideological dimension in which the French 

communist leadership is living, the follov1ing quotation will be enlightening. 

"The internationalisation of economic life is represented mainly by a fast 

development, on a new basis, of international trade. No doubt, trade among peoples 

and among countries goes far back in the history of mankind, but it has taken 

in the last few decades a completely new form. The existence, first of all, 

of the USSR, and later of a world system of socialist countries, has changed 

the basis itself of international trade" (3). 

In this perspective, the trade policy of the French government is judged 

severelyc The French government has tried, after 1969 (i.e. after the departure 

of de Gaulle from power), to reduce Franco-Russian trade, with the "pretext" 

(1) P. Boccara, interview by J.L. Gombeaud in France Nouvelle, Jan.9, 1978, p.47. 

(2) L. Baillot, Relations economiques internationales : necessites et possibilites 

1n "Cahiers du Communisme", Vo1.50, n° 7-8, 1974. 

(3) Ibidem. 



of the mediocre quality of soviet-made goods. But, on the contrary "for long 

time now American and other capitalist businessmen have sho•.-1n their interest 

for the very advanced technology [the USSR can· provide_/ in fields such as 

metals transformation, machine tools making, electronics, optics, aluminium 

production, the mining of useful minerals" (1). The main responsibility for 

the failure, on the side of the French government, to grasp the opportunities 

of trading 1·1ith the USSR goes to Common r~arket engagements (that represent "a 

serious abdication from national sovereignity" (2). "To escape the limitations 

cr·eated by EEC rules, the agreement signed by France and USSR in July 1973, 

presents absolutely innovative terms, called by the economists 'compensation 

dea·is 1
, on the basis of ',·;hi eh France ship~ to the USSR cJpi tal .equipment that. 

I'd 11 be paid for with the goods produced with their equi pments" ( 3). Despite 

.the risks that this type of agreements creates for the capital equipment supplier, 

and the widespread damage that this dangerous form of new competition from the 

East has done - and is doing - to the Western working class, the PCF deems. that 

such a new conception of international trade is ''absolutely desirable'', since 

it is "based on the principle of mutual advantage". Indeed, "bilateral commercial 

agreements are absolutely in the interest of our country" (4). 

Of course, the generalisation of such practices would create a drastic 

shift in the geographic pattern of French trade, with a reduction of com~ercial 

relations 1·1ith the. Western.countries - wher.e .these trading practices are uncommon 

and a development of "economic exchanges" l'li th the Eastern b 1 oc. Bu the PCF 

thinks that it is also "in the interest of the great foreign capitalist corpo

rations to expand international relations, even if the partner refuses to be 

dominated, under the condition that a stable and reciprocally profitable relation

ship is guaranteed'' (5). This would mean nothing less than establishing with the 

(1) Ibidem. The reader should not be surprised for these assertions. The PCF 

has indeed an extraordinary capacity to present very seriously the most be
wildering assertions : at a meeting of the Communist Parties of Western 
Europe, for instance, the PCF has presented a document in which it w~s said 
that "the successes obtained by the agriculture of the Socialist countries 
shov1 the incapacity of capitalism to solve its problems". On that occasion, 
the Italian communist daily "L'Unita" reported that "there 1·1as no consensus" 
among the PCs. See ''L'Humanit§'' and ''L'Uniti" of 24/5/75. 

(2) See G. Marchais, Report to the XX Congress of the PCF, 1972. 

(3) L. Baillot, cit. 

(4) Ibidem. 

(5) P. Boccara, in Proceedings of the XX Cong1·ess of the PCF. 
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t·lultinational Corporations the same type of relationship they presently have 

with Eastern bloc countries. The fact thet this _type of relationship is in the 

interest of both parties "is shown by the recent developments - that are bound 

to continue in the future, because of the crisis of (vlestern i t1onopolistic 

State Capitalism - of the economic relationship among the advanced capitalist 

economies and the socialist countries'' (1). 

· France should therefore not only become a State trading country, ~1here 

trade would be bureaucratically regulated on the basis of government-to

government or government-to-foreign company agreements, not only shou 1 d she 

res tri et the number of her trading partners to those countries or MNCs_ that 

accept this type of "economic exchange" ( i .e. the Eastern bloc countries), not. 

only should she have a bilaterally balanced trade, but should have the content 

of trade regulated by long-term "compensation agreement". And apart from the 

fact that the very nature of these agreements shows the technological backwardness 

of the Eastern economies, one could ~10nder in which way it could be in the 

interest of the French working class the generalisation of the job-destroying 

practice of creating in Eastern bloc countries (i.e. in cheap-labour countries)· 

latest technology plants to be paid for with the products of these same plants. 

13) -The- tendency- -to· politici-se trade re 1 ati ons does not affect only- the PCF, 

even though it is only in the communist position that it brings about a coherent 

and detailed program for the conversion of France is a semi-autarchic State

trading country, similar to a Cofilecon member. In a way, one has to pay hommage 

to the coherence of the PCF attitude, ~1hen compared with the cahoti c mixture of 

un-realistic temptations that converge in the socialist position. Should a 

Communist government implement its program, the cost of the transformations of 

the French economy and society would certainly be terribly high in terms of the 

~1elfare the French have acquired in the half-century after World Har I ; but 

on a purely logical ground, this policy appears technically feasible. The 

socialist attitude, instead, is more difficult to evaluate, and even to summarise. 

One caul d indeed identify a wide array of soci a 1 is t pas iti ons on these matters, 

ranging from viev1s very similar to the PCF proposals (e.g. Jean~P. Chevenement) -

(1) Ibidem. 
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to the views of the official economic advisor of tile PS Genera 1 SecretM·y 

Jacques Attali, to whom the main problem of France - in the very end- is its 

insufficiently capitalistic nature (1), and its insufficient participation in. 

today's phenomena because there are not enough French based f1NCs comparab 1 e in 

size and strength to the US multinationals. B~the picture of the variety of 

approaches to world economic problems inside the French PS is furtherly 

complicated by the fact that it is impossible to identify clearly "radical" and 

"moderate" positions that v1oul d respectively coincide with a government contra 1 , 

self-reliant economy and an open decentralised one. Even if differencies in· 

the attitude toVJards international economic affairs are sometimes recognisable, 

certain ideas appear often to be rooted where one v1ould not expect them to be. 

"Soci a 1 democrats" with a catho 1 i c background, such as Jacques De 1 ors, sometimes. 

show autarkic attitudes : "The anarchy of world trade enables the strong to 

become stronger and makes the weak weaker ... He cannot found growth on a continuou 

increase of exports : there are more disadvantages than advantages in being 

dependent from the world economy" ( 2) . On the other si de, f1i che 1 Rocard, formerly 

one of the leaders of the extremist party PSU, v1ho is normally considered a 

"planning technocrat" said, at the 1977 Congress of the PS, that "without an 

aggressive political and economic design we will slide into protectionism. France 

has to export in order.to be independent'' (3). 

This complex variety of views explains why the official stand of the PS 

very seldom appears as a clear cut position, sometimes as the result of a 

compromise among, and quite often as the simple adding up of the ecor.omic 

proposals related to, conflicting political lines. 

In general, ·anyhow, a "strategy to reduce dependence" and to give a "higher 

degree of autonomy to national economy policy" is considered by the socialists 

as the natural aim of the action of the left in international economic relations. 

This autonomy is limited to-day by physical scarcities (in energy and rav1 material 

as 1·1e1l as by "a past development based on the opening of borders and on 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

( 3) 

See, for instance, in J. Attali, La nouvelle economie franc;:aise, Paris. 

Intervie1·1 11ith the Quotidien de Paris, 25/ll/77, quoted in Chl"istian Stoffaes, 
La grande menace industrielle, Calmann-Levy, Paris, 1978, p.ll/ 

Quoted in Christian Stoffaes, cit., p.l2. 
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inte~national trade'' (1). This is therefore considered as a drawback as bad as 

the insufficiency of mineral resources. 

This "strategy to reduce dependence" includes steps such as. "a larger 

autonomy in the field of energy, a diversification of supplies" as well as 

"long term agreements with raw materials producers" and "an appropriate exchange

rates policy". This v10uld anyhow be "not a strategy of isolation, but a dynamic 

strategy in the international framework". For the French socialist, the EEC 

re::1ains lla reFerence framework and a preferr·ed field for cooperati.on 11
, since 

it has contributed - together with "the development of i nterna ti on a l trade" to 

"the growth of the life standard". But today the stiffening of competit·ion can 

sometimes endanger the very survival of some industries "because of "underpaid 

manpov1er" or because of "more efficient technology" (2). In these cases, the 

resort to "over-tariffing the products or to restricting the imports by decree 

is very appealing, "but such a policy can be endeavoured only if the outmost 

attention is given to the international balance of forces. Indeed, protectionist 

measures taken by France could bring about similar measures in foreign countries 

against French products. And such an escalation could be extremely dangerous 

for our country". Pro~ectionism, therefore,· is not bad in. itself, but only 

in the cases in which France is not strong enough to resort to it with no risk of 

retaliation. According to the PS, French "economic policy has to act in favour of 

endangered industries in order to protect the v1orkers", but "cannot take measures 

that could trigger a reaction capable of endangering the exporting sectors" (3). 

In any case, "as stop-gap measures, an efficient protection of French production 

vli 11 be necessary. But the resort to quantitative res tri cti ons and to s trengthene• 

tariff protection will be reserved to the situations that require urgent measures 

to defend employment and protect production plants" (4). 

(l)Parti Socialiste. 89 r§ponses aux probl~mes §conomiques, Flammarion, Paris, 

1977, p. 101. 

(2) Ibidem, p. 103. The idea of protecting an economic system against "more. 

efficient technology" v10uld deserve some comments of its own. 

(3) 

(4) 

Ibidem, p. 

PS - Programme Commun de Gouvernement de la Gauche 

pour l'Actualisation, Flammarion, Paris 1977. 

propositions socialistes 
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A government of the left, according to the socialists, should on one side 

correct the present po 1 icy, that "does not pay enough attention to the possibility 

of substituting national products to foreign goods, and on the other side 

improve the situation on the export side. "A too large fraction of our exports 

is formed by raw agricultural products, low value added intermediate products, 

. manufactured goods exposed to i ne rea sed competition and to the cycles of foreign 

countries (such as the automobile). Moreover, our sales abroad are made by a small 

number of firms, while it should be possible to increase the exports of many 

small and medium-size enterprises (1). What is necessary, together with protection 

of the domestic mar~et, bilateral agreements with raw materials producers (ZJ, 

import substitution, exchange control (3), purchase of regulation of foreign 

firms operating in France ( 4), is "the deve 1 opment of the activity of French 

firms abroad : creation of new enterpr1 ses, improvement of their operating 

environment (i.e. the action of the diplomatic and commercial services abroad)"(S) 

In other words, the French socialists ~tant the best of both worlds, the rtorld 

of economic nationalism and the world of free trade and competition. 

14) Quite similar - although much less detailed, and 

presented in a comprehensive text - is the position of 

never officially 

the Italian socialists. 

As far as protectionism is concerned, in several occasions the belief that it 

Ytas indispensable to the Italian economy has been expressed by Antonio Giolitti, 

i . e. the man to vthom .the PS I - when it has been in government - has entrusted 

the maximum responsibility for economic policy (the ~1inistry for Budget and 

Economic. planning); that represented Italy at the VI Special Assembly of the UN 

(v1here North-South economic relations were being discussed), and that ~1as the 

socialist candidate for the Presidency of the Republic as recently as in 1978. 

In 1975, Giolitti has indeed declared "it seems very difficult to me to avoid 

L1n order to find an issue for Italy in the present crisi~7 the resort to protec

tionist measures. Independently from the techni ea l means through whi eh the protec

tionist effect is obtained ... I believe that such a line of action cannot be 

ruled out" (6). 

(1) l_bidem, p. 107. 

(2) Ibidem, p. 108. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

See also in Programme Commun ... cit., pp. 88-89. 

Ibidem, p. 102. 

Ibidem, p. 108. 

Antonio Giolitti et al. Uscire dalla cri si, in "Politica ed Economia", 1975, 
n. 1-2, p. 54. 

,, ..... ,,..,....,..,. _ _,..,....,...._ ............. ..,....---·--. ----...__,....._.,,...,._.,,,,,_,_, ... ,,;,.~~-"'··"'·· ., __ ,-·...,.-..-.-~-----~~~~~...,,.,, __...,,.,.,.,.,.,~-:-~-·!f,...7''"'"'~'"''""""~--·-:-· 
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One year later, invited at a seminar organised by the Italian Communist 

Party to discuss on "Economic crisis and international constraints on Italy", 

Antonio Giolitti seized the opportunity to plead in favour of import controls.· 

"I understand the ir.:portance of the profession of faith made by the leaders of 

the Communist Party in favour of the liberalisation of international trade. 

But let me add a plead against the full application of this principle, because I 

am convinced. that the situations ~1e have to face does not allow ruling out the· 

possibility of resorting to import controls" (1). 

An explanation of the political line that lies behind these statements 

can be found in an article on "Economic policy and international choices" 

published in the theoretical journal of .the PSI by a prominent socialist economist 

"On the backstage of our present economic and political difficulties - he wrote 

in 1974 - a great opportunity is appearing in the field of international 

economic policy. ·The oil crisis (and the ensuing balance of payments problems) 

could be faced through ... an agreement with France (2), that would have led 

to bilateral agreements v1ith the oil producing countries, ... (to) a different 

equilibrium inside the EEC, less tied to American policy. "With such a choice",· 

oil policy, isolating at least partially Italy from the cartel, v10uld re-acquire. 

the elasticity it had lost after t~attei 's death ... Shortly, this ~10uld be a 

policy founded on a higher degree of isolation (3) -or a lesser degree of 

openess- to international trade ... a L-commercial_7 policy open only to a few 

of our partners in international trade "(4). 

The limits to such a policy in the socialists' views, are similar to the 

ones that are also indicated by the French socialists : the danger of accelera-

ting the protectionist trends in the USA''. But the advantages -more similarly 

( 1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

Antonio Giolitti, in "Cri si economica e condizionamenti, etc ... " cit., p. 

This socialist author does not explain v1hy France assumed to follov1 a policy 
of bilatera1 agreements with the oil producers, shou1d be interested in 
finding "allies" on this line, since any "ally" v10uld be a competitor. 

Literally : ''una politica di maggior chiusura (o di minor apertura) al 
commercia internazionale". · 

Paolo Leon, Politica economica e scelte internazionali, in "i·1ondo Operaio", 
n. 3, 1974, p, 3. 
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to 11hat expected by the French communists from their proposals -would be that, 

1~hile in pro-.~me1~ican and a pro-Ger·man strategy "deflation is one of the 

objectives, in the pro-French case the ba la nee of payments is t~e-equil i brated 

through purely political measures (increase in the gold price, bilateral agreement 

for petroleum ) ... On the other side, this policy is the only one compatible 

~1ith an economic policy directed by the public sector, instead of one directed 

by the privates" (1). 

The establishment of bilateral relationships with "a few" of Italy's 

partners was actually attempted by the socialist Under-Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs, Bensi, that, during a journey to Syria and Irak, found the 

"proof'' of the belief that''a direct approach to the Arab ~orld is the best 

therapy to 'heal' the relations of our country with the countries of that region 

We should pursue a form of partnership with the oil producing countries that 

have a substantial development potential, such as Irak ... L-through_7 general 

agreements involving not only £-the creation in Ir~k of_/ the oil-related 

industries, such as refining, petrochemicals and marketing, but also the construct· 

ion of fleet specialised in oil transportation'' (2). 

In the opinion of the Italian socialists the argument for and against 

bilateralism ''has not to be encouraged'' because it is"nominalistic" (3). The 

only prob 1 em the PSI seems to have with bi 1 atera 1 ism is the po 1 i ti ea 1 "decency" 

of the partner. The argument on bilateralism, said Pietro Nenni, the founding 
father of the PSI - and at the time still President of the Party - in an interview 
to "Nondo Operaio", "is artificial and byzantine, ... because the Europeans 
eventually deal, in these bilateral negotiations, with US-owned multinationals''.(4 

To the socialists, the main problem appears to be the question if it is "a scandal· 

(1) Ibidem. 
(2) Cesare 3ensi et ~. ''Dalla guerra dei prezzi alla cooperazione economica'', 

in "i··:ondo Operai~no 2, 1974, p. 13. 

(3) Ibidem, p. 11. 

( 4) -FL-:::' 10-Eu=-r'-onp~anr"e--:::-i .:...1 ,T;..:e:.:.r.;;:zc:.o---'M'-o'-'n'-'d...:..o" ,. i nterv i e•.-1 with Pie tro Ne nn i , in "Mondo Opera i o", 
Feb. 19!4, p. 5. 
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or not to enter into bilateral negotiations •,;ith "reactionary" oil producing 

countries. ''I believe - says Nenni - that £-these· agreements_7 can be useful from 

a commercial point of view, if they are intended to solve supply problems for a 

few months or a few years. There is no reason of scandal for a commercial 

agreenEnt witl1 Saudi Arabia, or with Iran, a Persian Gulf Sheickdom or Emirate, 

if it is· a good deal, ... but l do not think that one can give a "political" 

"Third-Worldist" (1) interpretation to such commercial operations, especially 

1~hen they involve, as one of the partners, corporations ~1ith mostly American 

capital, such as the Aramco ... In conclusion, no objections from our side to 

commercial agreements, but all political theorizations should be avoided" (2). 

15) l~uch more cautious, and remarkably different from the position of both 

the French communists and the Italian and French socialists, is the position 

of the Italian communists. He believe -writes Eugenio Peggio in his official 

capacity. of secretary of the PCI 's Center for Economic Studies - "that Italy -
because of the trading system to which she belongs, ... because of the ideals 

of peace and cooperation she nortures - cannot look for a solution to her 
problems through choices inspired by narro~1-minded conceptions, that V/Ould lead 

to nationalistic and isolationistic trends. 

The pressures - that come from many sides - to revert to protectionist 

or even autarkic, economic po 1 i ci es cannot and must not be encouraged, and not 

even accept<~d. The very history if Italy sho~1s that the periods marked by 
protectionist and nationalistic policies are the ones during which national 

economic development has been extremely weak, or even non-existent. On the 
contrary, the peri ads in 1-1hi eh our country, thanks to a po 1 icy of openess to 
world markets has strongly developed its foreign trade, are also the periods 
marked by the most significant progress of the Italian economy and society. 

Protectionistic trends do not exist in Italy alone. Indeed, it is mostly 
1n other countries - such as the US, France arid other EEC and non EEC industrial-

(1} In Italian "terzomondista". 
(2) Pietro Nenni, L'Eui·opa etc., cit., p.6. 

~~·~-~-···--·-~--~,..-,-~~~~":;~ .... '!?:.'i"'";,·i:.,.,-(--, ""~~"'~1""\":"'-~··-·<~,'.·~-;----~~r~.,._,.,.,.,~~~"""'"Y~~~..,.., ..... ,.~-
~. ... ·~· 
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ised countries - that strong pressure is building up for the adoption of protect

ionistic measures, that v10uld have,_ and are already having, badly negative 

consequences on the Italian economy, as v1ell as on international trade" (1). 

The PCI's position on these issues is clearly stated : "Italy has no 

interest at all in a further degradation of international economic relations, a 

degradation that might lead to an undoing of one of the main factors of the 

great post-v1ar expansion of the world economy - the liberalisation of trade. 

From this very point of vi ev1, the undoing of the Bretton ~loads system has already 

had extremely bad consequences ... Presently, a few protectionist i ni ti ati ves 

may trigger a trade-war escalation, that would be rouinous to everybody" (2). 

Elaborating on the same line, Luciano Barca (3) goes even further : " 

"I think it is useful- to repeat -.but neither as an act of faith nor for the 

extremism of the recently converted - that vie are against protecti ani sm. I think 

it is useful because (In Ital~7 vie have a system that has survived for too long 

just because of protection (the protection of low wages, of low raw materials 

prices and Third iiorld exploitation), and after that is n01~ looking for ne1~ 

protection through devaluation and inflation" (4). According to Barca, the 

discussion on external constraints is largely useless : ''The problem is not to 

be for· ir against international constraints, especially for a country to 1·1hich the 

choice to stay in open international markets is a compulsory one, to-day as v1ell 

as in the future International constraints, indeed, are just the other face 

of international cooperation and of the international division of labour, without 

1-1hich there would be no progress". The only problem is therefore "to find out 

in which position Italy may stay - as she has to stay - in the. network of 

reci proca 1 constraints" - and in whi eh \~ay she might "have more weight in the 

decision-making process in the various systems to vlhich Italy belongs : the 

monetary system, the NATO and the EEC" (5). 

(1) Eugenic Peggio, r~ain report to the Seminar on "Cri si econor.~ica e condiziona
menti internazionali dell' Italia", cit.,.p. 24. 

(2) Ibidem, p. 24-25. 

( 3) !~ember of Parliament, Member of the Direction and Head of the Section for 
Economic Planning and Reforms of the PCI. 

(4) In "Crisi ecor.omica e condizionamenti, etc., cit., p. 167. 

(5) L. Barca, ibidem. 

.. . ' . '"'-~- ' -. ·.- . 
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In conclusion, the PCI's view of the position Italy should have in the 

international economic system can be summar·i:;ed in the following v1ay: "the 

present structure of Italy's foreign trade has formed, in the last 30 years, 

in the framev!Ork of the Bretton Woods system, i.e. in a climate of certainty 

and strong committment to free-trade, on the basis of spontaneous international 

market mechanisms. 

This has had positive results among which is the rather high degree of 

competitivity of the Italian industrial system, but has also brought about 

ct:sequilibria, inequalities, distortions and limits to growth" (l). A policy 

of i ndus tri a 1 restructuring is therefore necessary, and "for a country 1 i ke 

Italy ... there should be no doubts on the type of changes to be introduced. 

They should tend ... to increase the number of domestically produced goods, 

mostly in the agricultural sector, to expand and drastically strenghten the 

industrial sector, especially in the South : and all this adds up to a policy 

that implies ... an higher degree of international openess of our country, and 

a larger and more conscious participation to the trends towards increased inter

dependence in Europe and in the world" (2). 

If the viev1s of the PC! are compared with the approach of the PCF on 

one side, and of the socialists of both countries on the other, the minimum 

one can say is that the stand of the t\·10 communist parties has the merit of 

being clear. But this is almost all they have in common, at least on the 

specific· issue of free trade versus politisation of commercial relations. The 

PCI's position is miles apart from the views of the PCF, and could indeed 

be accepted by any American liberal. This 1'1as confirmed when t-llT Professor Franco 

t•lodi gl i ani expressed his "agreement 1vi th the point of view - put for·ward by 

~lr. Peggio in his very interesting report - that self-reliance and autarky 

(a v:ord that makes me remember the times of the fascist dictatorship), offer 

no solutions to present problems" (3). On the other hand, the PCI's stand comes 

(1) Umberto Cardia, La nuova politica italiana degli scambi, in "Cooperazione", 

n.l, 1977, p.40. Mr. Cardia, Member of the Foreign Affairs Commission of the 

House of Deputies, is the Head of the Commission for International Cooperation 

of the Italian Communist Party. 

( 2) 

(3) Franco f·iodigliani, Proceedings of the CESPE Seminar, cit. p. 244. 
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as a shock to many ~>Jell-established ideas of the Hest-European 'left. So that o'ne 

cannot be surprised if it has been sharply criticised for being too favourable 

to free trade by the v1ell-knovm - they all are - Cambridge (UK) economist 

Bob Rowthorn : "Free trade is a luxury Italy cannot afford - he harshly declared 

in response to Peggio - because the free trade system presently existing means 

freedom only for the capitalists (1). 

( 1) Bob Rawthorn, in Proceedings of the Seminar on "Condi z i onamenti ..• ci t.p. 248 

~~~--.-........ --..........--. ·-.'~~~~~-~~~,.~~~~"':· •"''""· ~--.,..,.,_~~~~ :-: ·"' -"!--.~-...,.,~"""'"~::"""-: "".:l .,.,, .4 .. 4 • ...,. ~-""::r-"'f~'~""--'-:~_,.. 
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trans 1 R±i-#QifeJ;~o s· 

Italy, France and Spain make up ~he hinterland of the At

lantic ALliance, The biggest American and/or N.A.T.O. bases in 

Southern Europe are in Italy and Spain
1
and France provides t~ 

vital.depth which is ne~ssary for the defence of Central Eu-

rope. 

However, by now, none of these .. three countries is fully 

integrated in the Atlantic Alliance. Spain is not part of it 

(even though it has bilateral treaties with the U.S.A., Fran-

ce and Portugal, all three ·of which are members of the Alli-

ance), France is not within N.A.T.O. although it has stayed 

in the Alliance and although.it has sr:trru clear signs of once.again 

gradually closing the gap between t ts strategic and operative 

choices and N.A.T.O.'s. Italy is formally speaking, fully in-

tegrated into N.A.T.O., but it is geographically separated 

and traditionally it has restricted itself to the role of de

fendinE its national territory from a dir1ct attack (which if 

_it were by land would cross a 1Jan,c1 of neutral countries) and 

of playing host to the American Air Force and Navy strike forces. 

4 
( ,. 

The choice of whether to take part in the Alliance, N.A.T.o., 

or to sign important bilateral defence treaties with Western 

countries has been and is the subject of heated debate in all 

three .of these countries. However, none of the three countries 

(with the possible exception of Italy to a certain extent im-

mediately after the var) has ever felt itse.lf to be. on "the 

front line• in the East-West confrontation. 

The only ~ountry of the three which has had the am-

bition and the potential of a·great power in recent times 

(France) has played its cards in the Third World and within 

the Western Alliance; the change in de Gaue:;•s attitude tO-
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wards the Soviet Union was more a function of France's dif-

ferent position in the West than an attempt to develop an 

alternative to the American policy. France is not China 

(and unlike China, does not have a frontier with the u.s,s.R.); 

The first problem which we must therefore deal with is 

that of the perception of threat, It is not by chance that 

all three of the countries each have a powerful lobby which 
~"----------·~t--w" 
:!:_s indiscriminately __named · 5 ·'. · · .'" 1_or~Third World"or"Medi

p.o.flra&. 
terranean" or "African" or "~:i:-le" etc. (the label de-

pends on the particular moment in time and the different cul-

tures and traditions). This lobby has always attempted to 

provide an alternative to the East-West optic. Such an al-

ternative would give the country a par,ticular and eccentric 

position which would not necessarily be neutral or anti-

European (anti-West or anti-East) but which usually takes 

~-of __ the_limits and obligations which spring from 

the division Of Europe into two blo_cks. 

Partly, of course, •re are dealing with a nationalist 

tradition. In the countries where nationalism is strongest 

(France and Spain) this tradition takes on a revanchist or 

"s.trike .. force" colouring. In Italy, where the nationalist 

tradition has never been as strong, it every now and again 

assumes the character of a catholic/humanitarian nature or 

sometimes even that of a pauper (the disinherited), or other-

wise it has socio-economic justifications. In whatever form 

it takes, the tradition of the "third route" is present in 

a wide spectrum of socio-political forces which go from left 

to right. Thus it is useful to bear in mind that in Italy in 

1948-49 the opposition to the Atlantic·Alliance did not only 

come from the left but that an important section of Christian 

Democrat politicians (Dossetti, La Pira, Fanfani) was agai(lst 

it. In France it wa·s a conservative goverrunent which took the 
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decision to leave N.A.T.O. And Franco's Spain for a long 

time kept up an independent stand (which was pro-Arab) 

and which was only reduced by the progressive internal 

weakening of the regime. While it may perhaps seem some-

what. paradoxical, we are being strictly accurate with re-

gard to the historical experiences when we point out that 

all the serious problems and the internal dissent which 

in these years has weakened N.A,T,o. have been officially 

started by conservative (or at most,centre) governments 

and certainly riot left-wing ones, 

Naturally, though, the left in these three countries 

suffers from the same problems. In this way, •,re have a . 

left which is populist, Third Worldish, Mediterranean etc. 
~11.)-

in the same way that we have (or we can only say ~that we 

had) the more traditional pro-Soviet left. And once again, 

it is ·not b~ chance that the parties which were the most 

orthodox in their pro-Soviet attitude were those which were 

the most jealous of the prerogative of having their "nation-

al church". Despite the fact that the P.C.I., the p,c,F,.-illliL-

the P.C,E. >rere in general quite happy to acritically follow 

the strategic convolutii:ons of the Soviet Communist Party, 

they have always made a point of emphasising the "origina

'' lity of their line of thought. They were of course limited 

in this by their "tactical" situations; thus, for example, 

the least independent of the three was the Spanish Commun-

ist 

had 

Party in exile. Though in any case it exploded once it 
!.!he 

freedom of action (which showedlstrong hidden pressures), 

The P ,C .F. prefered t·o emphasise the themes inherent in the 

French nationalist tradition rather than ideological charac-
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teristics. On the other hand the P~C-.J:· has used Gramsci Is 

writings with a careful ideological scales in order to re

state each time its "fraction" (greater, lesser or minimal) 

by whfch it differed from the Soviet Communist Party~ 

.;± }?el:fl te bo @91 itie et ar.t';Y gi'~B mGm9liatv It. would not be 

an exaggeration to think that if any one of these parties 

had found themselves in their country's gover=mt and al.
perhaps 

lied to the u.s.s.R., they would have given the Communist 
even 

bloc more anxiety than Hungary and Chechoslovalda did. 

In my opinion, the problem lies .in the different "per" 

ception of threat" which is not 

ception which the bigger allies 

clearly matched by the per
~rent 

have. This-produces1conc-

lusions '!ffliela ar_e Eliff9lf"~ as to what is the best model 

for international stability and security. 

However, in spite of these reserves (which, by the 

way, are only present in part of public op.inion) it is 
I 

still true that these countries are allied to a power 
c:;,- ----------. . 

bloc (the Western one) and_ that the Marxist left· has for 
--~--·- •"" r-- ~· ··• 

a number of years and in a number of ways supported the 

rationale and the policies of the opposite power. This 
-· 

choice of sides has conditioned political life in the 

three countries by bringing together into a single dis-

cussion the big strategic cnoices and the attitude which 

has to be taken with respect to the everyday decisions of 

military policy decided by Parliament anci. Governmemt. It 

is just becaus_e the choice of sides was "a priori" and did 

not come from a general consensus of opinion oh the nature 

of the threat that the discussion oi?. (.d'er:JCe ·questions· has 
·-;· 

. tnk.:u un an ideological tone. In this way, every single 

"technical" decision has become firstly something to be 
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evaluated ideologically which in turn prevented a factual 

analysis (cost-efficiency, technical needs, etc.) of the 
. . ~s 

various initiatives; an ideological choice whicl;\ very of-

ten made with internal policy in mind before considering 

international policy or defence. 

At this moment in time, the French, Italian and Span-

ish left is close to Government. Moreover, it ·has made sub-

stan~ial modifications in its analysis of the international 

system as far as the part which concerns the Communist bloc 

and the relationship between the Soviet Communist Party and 

the three Communist Parties which we are considering here is 

concerned, The relationships between the Socialist and Corn-

munist Partmes have also changed; this has forced the left 

to make some important ideological revisions on the basic 

problem of the "choice of sides". This has also brought a-

bout a deep change as far as the security policy is concern-

ed and it is this change which we are going to analise in the 

following pages. 

However, the basis of any change is still the perception_ 

that the division of the world into t·,ro blocs and the security 

policy which derives from that fact does not fully correspond 

to the requirements of the countr.y. Moreover, the evolution 
~-- ----

of "Eurocommunism" ~ has weakened the links of the three 
~--

Communist Parties with Moscow and at the same time has in-.---------------- -- . -------~ 

creased the importance of internal policy over internationS!~ 

policy. This has produced a tendency for the further isola-

tion of national political discussion_ -,<ithin the three coun-

tries from the "perceptions" of the political classes in the 

other allied countries. However, since an alliance can only 
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function if there is a sufficient number of common de" 

nominators and common perception (of the threat and of 

the ways in which it is necessary to face it and of the 

priorities) our line of argument must continually seek 

to evaluate not so inuch the actual desisions which have 

described a security policy but rather the motivations 

and reservations with which the political classes have 

taken these decisions. We must E;_lso _:try and work out. 
~-~-- =-=-=-0.-=-..~" ·-~-~~~ 

whether these motivations and reservations (more than 

the actual decisions) are perhaps not evolving., in a 

number of cas~ towar~ a p_q_:hnt_of~v:iew _w)lich .is cmoi'e

favourable to maintaining the· Western sell'Uri ty policy. 
·---- ___,.., 

ITALY 

Tbe Italian discussion on defence themes has corn-

pletely followed, right from the start, the track which 

involves the "choice of sides" between East. and West, 

The necessity to reinforce the government coalition 

tilted the scales in favour of this choice. This nee-

essity also broke the false unanimity of the.govern- · 

ments of national unity (in which all the parties par-

ticipated from the Communists to the Christian Demo~ 

crats to the Liberals with the single ·exception of the 

extreme right) which followed the war and the struggle 

of the resistence against Fascism and Nazism. 

The "natloaal unity" period did not tnke big de-

cisions concerning the security policy but it did sta-

8iliee establish the institutional orcter ( a Republic 

rather than a Monarchy) and the constitutional order 

(the proclamation of the new constitution) of the coun-

1 
I 
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try. This period.gave rise to what was subsequently call-

ed the "constitutional pact" or "the forces within·the 
~lso 

constitutional span" (whiclil included the parties of the 

left, including the P.C.I.). These phrases are under-

stood as delineating t"ose· forces who could legitimately 

claim the title of "founders" of the republic, Despite 

all the subsequent polemics and decisions which have been 

taken, the idea of the. "constitutional span" is one which 

has become deeply rooted in the Italian political system; 

it is ·the political reflex which avoided a civil war be-

tween the pro-West and the pro-East factions (as happen-

ed in Greece). On the contrary, it allowed the rt:les of 

the Psrliamentary game to be freely established. It was 

also as a result of this reflex action that the P.C.I. 

initially ~uced and then eliminated completely its 

"secret" or revolutionary structures. At the beginning 

of the fifties, this apparatus had ceasea to exist. In 

these years the party was reorganised and at the end the 

secretary of the P.C.I. who was responsible for organ-

isation (Secchia) was pushed out; he was the most hftlt-

,... ideologically linkea to the idea of a "tough" party, 

The only initiative taken by the governments of 

natioaal unity which is relevant to our aiscussion of 

the security policy of the country was the debate and 

ratification of the Peace Treaty. The only question which 

produced heated ·d~!te (apart from a short-lived polemic 

on the colonies)· was that. which concerned Trieste. In 
r-==-==-·--

' that case both Nenni (a Socialist and for a period F.or-

eign Secretary) and Togliatti himself did not shift sub

stantially from the position taken by the other political 
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groups. On the contrary, there was an attempt at media

tion by Togliatti when he made a journey.to Belgrade, In 

in the Secretary of the P.C.I. triea to get rouna the neg

otiations which were being carried on between the govern

.ments in order to reach a political solution. But as a mat

ter of fact the agreement he concluded with the Yugoslavs 

was too imprecise and had no influence on the final results (1). 

The principal and decisive choice, for or against the 

Atlantic Alliance comes after the 1948 elections. These elec

tions confirmed the existence of a majority government (as 

opposed to the socialist-connnunist minority) and the aecision 

was seen by the majority as a useful means of bolstering .its 

ia.enti ty and confirming its separation from the opposition 

parties. 

In this way it is possible to maintaim that there were 

not only international reasons which formed the foundations 

of the decision to join the Atlantic Alliance but also rea

sons· o£ internal policy bound up in the choice. 

Twenty years later, Giulio Anareotti,. (the present Prime· 

Minis.ter of Italy) wrote about the De Gasperi governments, in 

which he was closely involved, that foreign· policy was also 

considerea first and foremost before the internal Italian 

.fl I choices (2). The Atlantic Treaty, ~ 1£ J) C. 
1 

and European 

Unity, accoruing to Andreotti were the everpresent formulae 

which allowed. De Gasperi to overcome aJ.l the internal aif

(1) See P.QUJ\RONI "Le trattative per la pace" in La Ccis-

tituzione e la Democrazia ita'liana Florence, 1969 

vol. 1, pp. T33-734. 

(2) in La Discussione nQ, 11, 1967, 
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ferences and each time to bring the coalition back into line 

using the agreement on international policy as a binning fo~ce. 

In other Yords, Anareotti considers the international picture 

as a positive element which allows the "Parliamentary line-ups" 

to be kept under control. Luckily, he says: "at the crucial 

moments, the principles of international coexistence always 

end up being the aetermining factor of the final aecision" • 

_More recently, he has ·useu just 'this thesis when iinking the 

possible inclusion of the P.C.I, in the Italian government 

with a aevelopment of an integrated European system. 

Within this framework, the pc.licy of the Left lackea 

any genuine counter-proposals. We can see an example of this 

in t!le polemic against the SD(. launched by a well-known P~C.I. 

"intellectual". He wrote against the artificial "aivision" of 

Europe ana Germany which. the American warmongers wanted to"put 

into action". In this way he reachea a nulnber of points which 

are rather curious to rereaa toaay; for example the u,s,A, is 

apparently committea"to propping up the Fascist anu totalita-

rian regimes in Spain, Greece ·ana Yugoslavia", in that way 

putting Tito and Franco into the same boat together (3). 

It is however true to say that Anareotti's interpretation 

of foreign policy as a type of 

gulate a coalitiQn on internal 

"norm" which can be usea to re
@lso 

90licy wa81in practice acceptea 

by the Left. For the most part, this explains the progressive 

pro-West evolution first of the P,s.r, ana then of the p,c.I. 

Starting in 1956, the relationship between the P.s.I. 

and the P.C.I, began ·to deteriorate at the time of the events 

{3) Emillo SERENI "Argomenti per l'Europa" ed. by the Camitato 
Nazionale aei Partigiani aella Pace, Rome 1954. 
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in Hungary. The tlw parties took the opposite position but the 

pro-Western a.evelopment of the p,s,r. only became clear in the 

following years and in particular after the two leaaers Nenni 

(who was secretary of the P,S,I. and had been allieu to the 

P,C,I,) and Saragat (secretary of the Social Democratic Par

ty, P.S.D.I., which was declaredly anti-communist) ge~ to 

gethel" brought their parties together aglj@n. 

This alliance reachea its peak between 1958 ana. 1962 when 

the two parties agreea on a re-unification policy and proposea 

the new formula of goverllljlent to the Christian.Democrats - the 

centre -left. 

AS the P.S.I. came closer to being in the government, ~

affit~eall~ (and closer to the policy of Western security) 

parauoxically, the "pacifist" or "'l'hira. Worla." line met with 

some aifficulties. This line haa been supportea. in those years 

by for example __ the Christian Democrat Fanfani who as Foreign 

Secretary auring the Arab-Israeli war of 1956 had tried to 

work out a~ "thira '1ay" for Italy which would have been pro-

Arab and removeu from the Western line which was pro-Israeli. 

On the contrary, the P.S.I. founa. itself faceu with the prob~ 

lem of how to integrate itself further in the West and as it 

found it difficult to base itself. a.irectly on N.A.T,O., it 

prefered to publicise the merits of European integration 

(the E.E.C. and in the final analysis also European uefence ). 

AS for N.A.T.O. the Socialist Party stated that it accepted 

the organisation only inasmuch ·as it was "a aefensive Alliance 

which is geogra:(Jhically limited" ana. .it insistea. on the neces

secity of positively activating article 2 of the North Atlantic 

Treaty with regar.il to European totalitarian regimes (primarily 

Portugal). However, the two "spirits" stayeu together in the 
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reunifiea Socialist Party; these were the pro-Atlantic wing 

and the more neutral one (which hau been pro-Communist be-· 

fore)~ Thus for example, there is Lombardi who states (4) 

·that the "purpose of the Atlantic ~rceaty ought to be dis-

cussed" and that it ought to be useu for the solution of 

serious problems like the Portuguese one, the Viet Nam one 

or what folloen the coup n 'etat by the colonels in Greece. 

Even if he then finishea up by saying that "to ask for the 
. ' 

giving up of the Treaty is also a political mistake because 

it is necessary to let time .pass so that the prospects which 

appear after the nissolution of tte blocs can be seen". Rt 

the same time the Social Democratic wing insisted on stick-

ing '~o the Rtlantic Treaty because it was a "choice of civi-

lisation" which "is a secure link betW<ren Italy and the ;;mer-

ican aemocracy ~- (5). 

The meeti.ng point of these opposing views was after all. 

only containea in the common pro European outlook which they 

held. They favoured the integration into the community ann it 

is this point wnich is coherently uevelopen. 

The roan which the P.C.I. took tells a remarkably similar 

story. Jlt the founuation it also han internal ann internation-

al motivations. The starting point can be taken as 1967 - 1969, 

when the "Prague Spring" and the stuuent movements in Italy 

c(Lf) L'Rstrolabio, no. 38, 1967. 

(5) 1\ldo GAROSCI,'L'Italia e il Patto Atlantico,' in La Po
litica estera uella Repubblica Italiana, 
Milan 1967, eu. Bonomi, 
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(with their criticism of the P.C.I."from the left") together 

with the obvious crisfi:s in the centre-left government coal-

ition formula (ana the new split between the Socialist into 

the old grouping~ of P.S.I. anu P,S,JJ.I.) forced the P.c·,-r. 

to rethink out its strategy. This tenuency coulo alreauy be 

see in 1968 from a number of articles which bad appeared in 

Rinascita, These articles· pointed out that "the cictatorship 

of the proletariat• was an outmoded concept and that the 

P.C.I. was committee to the cemocratic and Parliamentary 

system (and this include.d the possibility of a "Parliament-.,.., __ _ 
ary alterna{%je of power) ( 6), It coulc even be seen in 1967 

when the P.C.I. took the political uecision not to fight a 

campaign ag~inst the renewal ·of the ~tlantic Treaty, twenty 

years after it had been signed (in 1969). This uecision \ias 

taken with articles which talkeu about the "process of revis-

ion of ~tlanticism" (7) and proclaimed the necessity of 

facing "the uelicate problem of Italy's inten1ational re-

lations \iith a ne<r spirit" (8). From these small beginnings 

we have arrived at the aeclarations of JJecember 1974, when 

Enrico Berlinguer, the se~retary of the Communist P11rty maae 

"'t 
clear that in the opinio~of the P.C.r.,. Italy should[ st~rt 

(6) G,PAJE'IT~ in Rinascita, 30th, August 1968, 

h. P.INGMO in R'Lnascita, 13th, September 1968, 

(7) G.NATT~ in Rinascita, lst. Septem?er 1967. 

(8) J\,OCC:HETTO in Rinascita, 25th. August 1967, 
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by taking unilateral action which might·alter the military 

anu strategic equilibrium which exists between N.R,T,O, anu 

the Warsaw Pact and.so therefore she should stay in N,A,T,O, 

It was in this periou that the ~.C.I. hau consi~ereu the 

Chilean episode (19r3) very carefully anu hau come to the 

conclusion that it was necessary to go into government in 

.some· sort of wide coalition formula which >roulu not uis-

"""" turb ~ international equilibri4. It is from this point 

that its conversion gathers momentum, 

But "s~ in the case of the P,ti,L, ~ i "Euro

pean"outlook shows itself-unaer elosc± h4s:peel::ion to be 

stone of the international policy of the Left, And it is in 

this ~irection anu towarus contacts with the European Social 

Democrats, to>rar~s the E,E,C. etc. that the efforts of the 

P,C,I. have been ~irecteo, much more than to>rarus a real se-

curity policy. 

This has isolateo the "pacifist" anu "Thir~ Worl~" ten-

big parties to refer to anu they have been somewhat uisperseu 

throughout all the parties from the ~.C.I. to the ~.s.I. to 

the Christian Democrats. These forces are no>r trying. to ret~ct, 

It is in this way that for the first time since the war, 

the foreign policy anu Italian security uiscussion is once again 

moving tmmrus the trauitioanl lines of Italian political his-
-~::::-:_-~=-:------=---=-----oc=o·_,_--,-::- :o-~..-,-::-~,_-,-,; ~--~~---

tory >rhich have been rather left li>n the periphery in the last 
rift 

thirty years, Once the 1948-49 aiHdsa between pro-Rmericans 

anu pro-Soviets has been filleu in, at least in tllu>r ;y principle, 

with the conclusion that Italy should stay in the zone of West-

ern influence, the olu contrt~s~(>rhich hau alreaoy set Giolitti 

~·~ 
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ano Crispi against each other at the en~ of the nineteenth 

centurw anu the beginning of the twentieth anu later provi-

~eo a bone of contention between the uemocratic parties ano 

the Fascist regime) between ct pro-European line ctno one. 

which was "Me~iterranean" . (which <>t that ime was colonictl 

an~ now haS taken on c• Tnird world and pro-,-,rab St<>nce.) 

This line c<>n <>lso oe seen, as will be shewn below, in 

the consi~erations anu 'proposals which have oeeu j:lUt forward 

·by the left when it comes to ~ea ling with ~efence policies, 
(Qn defence 

Unfortunaillely, the f<>ct ~ :t:!==t that this ~iscussionl has . 
problems 

. ·been carried on in a way which was generic anu ideol·ogical 

has meant that the debate has been lacking ~n information 

and thus has allowed the grossest absur~ities an~ grcttuitous 

statements to run riot. This ooes not mean th<>t the Left is 

trying to overturn Italy's security policy with more subtle 

weapons by starting a slow anu gra~ual move towar~s neutrctlity. ; . 
Rather, it means that the Left still has not got a real anu 

serious military and defence policy. 

Given these premisses, what is the Italian Left's security 

policy? 

We have alrea~y talkeo <>bout the choices which have been 

maoe of a"general"nature (giving up the i~ea of leaving N,A;T,O, 

N.ki.T,Q; seen as an "organisation which is for ~efence anu which 

is to be geographically limited"; remaining within N.A,T,Q, in 

orde)fmaintain the equilibrium and to parsue d~tente), But 

these choices and their justifications tell us. very little 

about the genuine proposals of the Left as far as the security· 

policy is concerned. They are the introduction, not the devel-

opment. 

' 
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As we have already seen, the Italian Left has not been 

very origi.n<11 within the field of the wider choices and gene-

ral policy when it comes to defence, Fil·st the Socialists (in. 

1960) and t)1en the Comr:llmists (in .197!;.) have both accepf;ed. the 

·fact that Italy shculcl stay i.n the 1\tlantic Alliance ar:o K.A.T.O, 

They bwe l.octh of them emphasised the defensive role of the 

The point about the gc:ographic:c:.J. limits is r:robably the 

most conf'"""d of the two. It n.eans to point lmt 

a) the fact that although these parties are prepared to take 

take part in the Alliance they do not wish to c,ommit them-

the world; and 

b) i.n particular, and as a deduction ..from their utterances, 

we can see that they \{ant to preserve a freedom of choice 

with regard to what happens in the Middle East and. Nor~ ~~ 

Africa. 

'I'his second position is not only held by the COimnunists; 

rath<Or, it is co:rrmon to the whole of the Italian political 

line-up (as, by the way, it is in France and Spain). It is 

pai:tly a derivation of the "'?acifist" tradition which is al-· 

so present in the Catholic sector of the Ifalian political 

classo In traditional terms, the portion of Italian politi-

· cal groupings which was most favourable to Israel, hns bccen 

the secular-Liber8.l-Socialist line-up (in 1967, the Social-

ist Party· sti.ll supporteli the Israeli govennment policy, 

while the Communists had a number of reservations; they 

defend8d the survival. of the state of Israel but supported 

many of the Arab and Palestinian demands) o Tne situation 

changed over the period betw;een 1967 and 1973; there wafl a 

growing amount of criticism of the continued Israeli occu-
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pation of the territory lfhich had been taken in the Six Day 

War. 'I'his tendency reached its peak during the war of 1973, -when the majority of Italian political groupings both in and 

<---~··· --· ·--~ .. 
out of government; (Christian Democrats, P,S,I., P,C,I.) worked 
---~·-·· 1 • --

out a common position lfhich "as against the use of Italian 
.c: ... 
territory as a base for the American airlift. This agreement 

"as also against the use of American and allied ateeks supplies 

in the "ar in the Middle East. 

-The fact remains that the non-territorial "aters · of the. 

·Mediterranean are an integral part of_ the area covered by the 
.-~- -~ -~··-·-

Atlantic Treaty and that the VI Fleet "as used in this conflict -- '-~~~~~·-·· ----

(it even came to·a nuclear alert on 24th. October 1973). This 

fleet is covered by the allied agreeptents and has ahrays moved 

"ithin an area covered by the treety, It is therefore clear 

that if it had been attacked it 1mUld have been able to 

The Italian ne,spapers did not explain any of this; they pre-

fered to keep up the fiction of a "functional" division ("hich 

does not exist in the treaty) by. "hich, in some "ay or other, 

the Sixth Fleet Has outside the Alliance "hen it "as dealing 

with a crisis in the Middle East and its operations did · ·,. 

not involve the All:Lance. 

'I'his is an important margin of ambiguity, "hich the foro. 

mula of "geographical limits" of the treaty does not resolve. 

The position which has been taken over the allied and 

American bases in Italy is less ambiguous though. In this case 

· · it has been clearly stated on more than ono occas:i.on that 

t.h<ore i>' the int<ention to maintain the . agreemant without any 

modifications. Every nmr ani again there is e morce critical· 

utterance i.n thee Italian prsss which puts forl{ard the hypo-· 
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thesis that there should be gn,atcr control over the "nuclear 

components" on the bases. But in none of' these cases has the 

point been taken up. officially by any of the maJor parties. 

However, tliis would seem to be an opportune moment to brief'-

ly describe the problem of' contrcl. 

a) ProbJ..ms. of' politict.~l control (double key, planning, etc.) 

The agreements which ueal with the positioning of' Amer-

ican nuclear warheads in Italy (whether they are to go to 

11merican or Italian vehicles) are kept secret even from Par-

liament. This produces a certain confusion in the hmguage 

used cmd a very definite uncertainty on the actual .meaning 

of' these agreements and uncertainty on the gue;rantees vhich 

h~ve Uecn ~i ven L.u "C[lC l Go.ii~n gu·ve.dunent as to the limits 

·or the use , not so much of' the Double Key Warheads (which 

in any case shg_ula. be useu on Italian vehicles) 'as v1ith uar'"·_. 

head5 '.·rhich are stuckp:Lleu in Italy for use on American ve-

hicles. This concerns both Theatre Nuclear He a pons which are 

' 
carried. on aircraft and missiles and Strategic Nuclear Wea-

pons .which are used on submarines 1-1hich use Italian ports 

(among whici:J there is a base which is specifically desig-

nated for nuclear submarines; the port has been constructed 

on the island of Maddalena near Sardinia), Neither the Ital-

ian nor the American governmDnts have ever given precise de-

·tails about this problem except for very general statements 

that the Theatre Nuclear 1-ieapons would be used accflrding to 

the planning criteria established in common Hith the other 

allies in the Nuclear Planning Group in N,A,T.O. and SacEur. 

The're are further doubts about the 9.uali ty of the nuclear 

weapons and their quantity. The latter point is secret, even 

, 
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though journalistic sources (which have had no official con" 

firmation) su~st that the number of nuclear warheads present 

in Italy is between 600 and 1000 depending on <~hich estimate 

is taf;en (the most rel±able talks of 700)o The former problein '

(the quality of the weapons) is better known but there is an 

ambiguous note when it comes to the so-called nuclear mines o 

For a long time official sources tfiat stated that .there were 

no nuclear mines "prepositioned" in Italy, even thoJlgh rumours 

suggested the contraryo Recently, in 1978, the Minister of 

Defence replied to a Parliamentary question by Communist and 

Socialist deputies on the subject; he made the distinction· 

between,nuclear mine warheads which are in fact present in 

Italy accorc1ing to the stetement and the pr·eposltioh:lng of 

mines o According to the Minister, there is no preposi tioning, 
~- \r--..e \p"'>.;:t-.0,,~ ~~ 

or rather there )!e only :Ml tee Jl.sec. uaiee have already bu:l'l 

~ to take nuclear mines which are normally stockpiled 
\ 

in deposits like other nuclea:::- war)jead.s o 

In any case all these problems have never taken top pri-

ority in political discussion and although they are brought 

up every now and again (often after pressure from pacifist 

or civil rights movements) they have never been given par-

ticular emphasis by the party presso 

b) Ecological and environment uoblems 

rrb.e rlebatP '.-rhich has taken place on ecologic, land envi-

ronment problems caused by the various military installations 

has not been bery different. In these cases, it has usually· 

'been· the PoSGio (tog~ther with the small but 'active Radical 

Party - a pacifist and civil rights group) to bring up the 

most pressing problemso This was the case with the radio-
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active pollution of the waters around the island of Maddalena 

(which was slightly higher than normal after the installation 

of the American base) and with the security arrangements of ' 

the big manoevres poligon used by ·the Italians and the allies 

at Perdasdefogu (which is also in Sardinia) where a series of 

accidents has produced dangerous precedents and finally there 
(~ky · iS. 

is the question oi-.,military ke.&: ;<('which . particularly 

serious in the North Eastern region of Italy (Friuli Venezia 

Giulia) • In these :cases the Communists have taken the line 

that the debate should be restricted to the regional level; 

in this way they have tried to stop the, problem becoming a 

national question with the .obvious ensuing political conse-

quences. 

What is more interesting when takd:ng a general view of 

the situation is the discussion over t)1e d.ifferent strategic 

options which are open to Italian defence. In this field, there 

are also consideralhle ambiguities and debate has been limited 

to generic suggestions without going seriou.sly into depth. It 

worthwhile to give a br·i<'!f review of the situation • 

pptions always ~;~bt ~k %rtc~~a~!Jb 
. is however 

These 

T 
o.ee;ft:Jv'!],b)J'ej!;l:.lll''"'Cl:"'-I aly should stay in N~A.T,O, Though every now and 

~ 

again there is emphasis on a certain margin of "autonomy" for 

the Italian choices. Among the main spokesmen for this point 

of view ·a:se the Communist; (and member of the secretariat) 

Senator Pecchioli, the independent who was elected with Cam-· 

munist support, Senator Pasti (who is 'also an ex-air marshall 

and second in command of N.A.T,O, in Europe for nuclear ques" 

tions) and Soci"llist deputy Accame (1</ho is an ex-navy officer 

and was chairman of the Chamber of Deputies Committee on De~ 

• 
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fence from 1976 to 1978 and who is now the Socie.list Party 

Defence spokesman while the chairmanship of the Committee 

has gone to, 'another Socialist, Vittorelli). 

None of these people have committed either the P,S.I, or 

the P,C.I. in the defence of their positions so they can there-

fore be considered at most as an indication of opinions which . 
two 

exist in the parties. 

In various way·s these members of Parliament have criti-

cised the present direction of the Italian defence policy as 

too heavily based on .the North Eastern sector (the border with 

Austria and Yugoslavia). In particular, Accame and Pasti have 

also criticised the apparently "offensive" tendency in our 

armaments business (the new Tornado fighter bomber, the new 

helicopter carrier which has been laid down in the Na-vy yards 

etc.) 

The two politicians seem to be generally in favour of 

territorial defence together with a lesser offensive compo

nent. ~sti, for example, has proposed aircraft· with a short-

er range and less sophisticated technology; Accame has propo-

sed a reduction in the number of large naval.units and the 

greater use of an integrated system of mines in the Mediter

ranean in order to limit the movement of the two superpowers; 

fleets. 

In particular, Accame has developed his own theory of 

the territorial de~nce of Italy. It is based on a functional 

division of the a!d forces 0which has beEn partly taken from 

the French model and partly from the more recent theories used 

by the: Austrian military and the Yugoslav defence ) with one 

element vhich is mobile and for attack and mainly made up of 

professionals and another component consisting of conscripts 
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who would be armed to effect a widespread resistence through-

out the whole territory (9). 

These ideas are more or less in agreement with the Social-

ists' political proposals (10) which tend to 

to the new V'Bl,J:e o;f; agreements like Helsinki 

give more w7:ght 
-~.,-8_..;~ 
as@fi~ as th~ 

traditional Alliances are concerned •. These agreements stand 

for ar ''dynamicfrvolution within the blocs" and the beginning 

of a process which will stop "the reduction of forces in the 

heart bf Europe producing an increase of military pressure on 

Europe's Southern flank." Measures of the twe that Accame .· ··· 

proposes tend to reduce the role played by the superpowers 

as well as the tension 'on the frontier with ,YUgoslavia in 

such a way as to allow a "s~trical lightening" of the .East~ 

West military pressure. 

The Yugoslave question, as a general rule, is the one 

which crops up ··inost, There is however, in :this case an ob-

vious uncertainty in the language used; On the one hand we 

have the proposals of "lightening", but on the other emphasis 

is placed very heavily on the importance of keeping up sup-

port for the defence of Yugoslav independence ana for that 

reason maintaining quite a substantial military force on her 

border which no longer has an offensive function but rather 

one of defence and guarantee, 

The uncertainty which is present in thres problem can be 

(90 See for example Avanti, 14th, August 1978 

(10) Expressed for example in the proposals of the 40th. Cong~· 
ress (March 1976) Documento di lavoro D and repeated at . 
the 41st. Congress (1978); 
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seen in a recent t.rticle in Unita (11) which was critical of 

Accame 1 s propo·sals. It is claimed that such proposals 

- presuppose an increase in the defence budget and 

- introduce the idea of a professional army through the 

back door. 

It is also stated that: "it is true that the new model 

would clear the North East, but in order to do it, simple 
which 

statements are not enough. The recent treaty of Osimo has 

put an end to tbe frontier question between Italy and Yugo-

slavia once and for.all·and the developments in the Middle 

East and the Mediterranean basin emphasise the necessity. that 

·Italy and hc:r Western Em:-opean all:ies should once again have 

a"Mediterranean sensitivity"; .. however, this type of' geo
~ 

strategical modifications have not yet happened and there 

is still a lot of work to be done before they come to posi-

ti ve fruition in Italy and .the Atlantic Alliance. vie certain-

ly cannot take it for granted. that A<:!came 1 s proposed reform 

would prevent the use of the atomic bomb in case of war, es-

pecially if we bear in mind the hypothesis· of Italian invol-

vement in a general type of conflict" • 

The Communist stance is, as we can see, much more c:au-

tious. It is above all worried that Italy should not isolate 

itself from the gen~ral picture of the Alliance (and above 

all from lie stern Europe) • 

An exception to this maimly moderate point of view taken 

by the P,C.I. was seen when the problem of the neutron bomb 

(11) A. BARACETTI "Un no fermo all 1 es~rcito di mestiere" 
_,.e.- Unita , 12th. May 1978. 



came to be discussed (enhanced radiation Nuclear Harhead), 

The attack started with an article by Senator La Valle (Cath

olic independent,. elected in the Communsit list) in Unit~ (12), 

but it immediately became heavily charged with propaganda, n· 

was particularly linked to the Soviet initiative in August 

1977 which tried to persuade the Communist Parties to sign 

a common declaration condemning the new weapon. In this case 

the.P,C.I. signed the ·document 1?hich didn't even receive the 

approval of the Rpumanians and the Yugoslavs. 

There were also signs of uncertainty in this case. In 

particular Unita gave space to an article of mine which was 

strongly critical of Senator La Valla and the Communist posi-

tion (13 ), 

A number of leading Communists agreed in private that 

it would be a good idea not to limit the discussion to the 

simple propaganda line that it had taken (lt,). However the 

substance of this case seemed to show a link-uP. ~etwenn the 
,, fn:t.Ufu " 

old Communist tradition and the Catholic '1.tW;'IA;!JI.W,\ tradition. 

This prevented emy :rsa:J. BJ3eee fel' a serious analysis and 

merely left epnsi<',erable space for propaganda, 

In the same period .there were other Communist he si tat ions 

to pe noticed (for example, their pro-§oviet attitude on the 

Ethiopian problem which was later corrected and became more 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Unita 1977 

un:Lta 1977 

This can also be deduced from a number of articles in 
Unita, see for example Calamandrei in Unita 1977 
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ba~This made us think that there had been a partila 

return to the traditional line by the P.c.r. and that the-· 

critical evolution had stopped. 

We cannot say that further developments have· produced 

more evidence in this direction; On the contrary, the res-

ponsible attitude taken by the p,c,r, in the government cri-

sis at the beginning of 1978 and the. strong support ~iven by 

the party to the government in its anti-terrorism activity 

combined with the attempt to start a more profound discus-

sion of strategic themes leaa-(15) lead us to believe that 

the policy of critical rethinking is being consolidated, 1 

It is however true that this change has still not. been 

made explicit and that the Italian Communist Party's atti-

tude towards the U.S.S;R; has still to be clarified, This 

has also been pointed out by the Communist spokesman for 

Roreign affairs, the deputy Segre (16). . . ______-

The policy of the Left is much more seeaPe su~ itself 

when it comes to dealing with social, budgetiug..and.-i-n<l.us;\;;r.;L-a;L-

problems which are linked with defE;l:)ce •• -Thus for example, the 

P,C.I. has launched a clear-cut policy which has the party 

interested not only in the soldiers and non-commissioned 

officers but also the officers as well. And although it 

has declared itself contrary to enrolloing military per-

sonnel in the syndacates (its position is different when 

it .comes to dealing with the police which it considers a 

(15) See for example the artiCles by G.L,DEVGrO in Hinascita 

(16) See Unita 1978 for the summary of his speech to 
the Central Committee of the p,c,r, 

, 
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civil and not a military body) it supports the idea of 

nominating "representatives" and also the creation of a 

structure ·i,n which social and economic problems can be 

discussed within the military environment. 

The. positions taken with regard to the production of 

. armaments are equally often linked to economic or social 

considerations (like maintaining a given level of employ

ment) .rather than being given a military evaluation. Thus 

for example the P.C.I. has given the financial go-ahead to· 

MECA-Torna~o programme (although it has criticised the ·air-

craft) giving as its reasons the defence of employment. The 

same attitude justifies slight enthusiasm which there is to ~eriously 

criticise the·sale of arms abroad. In this case there are re-

actions in the press in obviously scandalous ·cases (for ex

ample the very considerable sales to South Afric~. This not-. 

withstanding, only Accame has sponsored a bill which would 

place the Italian arms trade under a more rigorous parliamen~ 

tary superli!'ision, and up till no1' the bill has made no pro-

gress. 

On a more general polit!.cal level, we 
(however 
mUstlpoint out a 

gradual change in the eommunist attitude towards ammaments 

production; this change can be seen mainly in the European 
the Italian Communists 

Parliament. In this l{ay, we see ~ on 16th, June 1978 .during 

the discussion the Klepsch Report (17) making a very clear· 

(17) "Paper presented by the Political Commission ss tae Euro
pean cooperaUon in the armament supply sector" by Egon 

'i Klepsch, 8/5/78, doe. 83/78. 
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distinction between their position and that of French Social-

ist~ 1 Communists and Gaullists who had all voted (with dif

ferent motivations) against the measure; they also distin-

guished themselves from the Dutch Socialist Dankert Hho had 

sho>Tn some reservations. On behalf of all the Italian Commu-

nists, Spinelli gave the follo>Ting reasons for their positive 

vote: 

a) it is important to open our market to acquire goods·from 

the European armament production given the constderable 

and important role that this sector has in the Italian 

and European economy;. 

b) such an objective does not. contrast either Hith detente 

or disarmament; 

c) Europe must reduce its dependence on the United States as 

much as possible and at the same time it must stimulate its 

o>Tn industries; the relationship Hith the U,S,A, must be 

one of equality among allies, 

Up to the present moment this is the most complete for-

mulation that the P.c.r. has >rorked out in this subject, It 

is important to emphasise that this position was taken in pub-

lie disagreement Hith the P,C,F, and European Socialists, 

So He can see that the Italian Left is still looking for 

its o>Tn defence and security policy. Its influence is limited 

for the moment by the political uncertainty of the direction 

it is taking and the slight understanding Hhich there is for 
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specific secvrity and defence problems. However, its ability 

to influence in a concrete way the choices to be made by the 
also 

Italian government is limited and this limitation is likely 

to remain in the future, 

The most popplar channel which the Left has for increas-

ing its influence is usual-1"'-that_of Parliamentary_c_<:mtroL 

But it is a fact that in Italy such aontrol is limited both 

de facto and de jure. As a matter of fact, twenty years of 

Cold War have encouraged a separation between government ac-

tivity in this field and PArliamentary control; it was held 

that the Parliamentarians were not "trustworthy" enough to 

be let into important military secrets, This has encouraged 

the separation of the decision mak~ng process in the defence 

field from the normal Parliamentary process, The situation is 

now beginning to change (unde:r the influence of the big scan-

dals which have broken over aircraft orders and because of 

the change in climate of the Cold War within the .country). 

However the Italian constitution itself has the psssi-

bility of keeping defence and national security decision 

making separate from·normal government activity (and there

fore Parl~entary control). The constitution allows for a 

Supreme Defence Council (which was constituted with a 1950 

law) which is 

public tnd in 

ought to work 

directly dependen~ on the President of the Re-
~ 

this way escapes Parliamentary controy which. 

out the more general lines of defence policy, 

This Council (which is made up of some ministers, the chiefs· 

of General Staff, and whoever else the eaie:? head of state 

wants) has already deliberated on a number of important 'ques-

tions (like for example the agreements on nuclear defence, 
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the restructuring of the armed forces etc.) some of which 

were not strictly within their c~mpetence. (it seems, apparent-

ly, that at one tline the council discussed normative, financial 

and budgetary question). The main feature of the Council is 

its secrecy and its lack of responsibility to Parliament. 

All this allows us to perceive the possibility af a compro-

mise between the Left getting closer to government an~~ 

management of the more delicate problems of national security; 

in this way the immediate impact of direct Communist Partrecip-

ation in these decisions.would be avoided (as would their in-

volvement in particularly delicate information), 

At the same time the participation of some ministers 

(and of t~,s~~~ ~inister) in this 

with the ~~chairmanship of 

institution together 

the Head of State ought 

to guarantee a certain coordination between that body and 

the internal political picture. 
' 

FRANC3ffoi f 

The French Left has different traditions and behaves dif-

ferently to the Italian Left. Above all the premises are dif-

ferent: 

a) France has the heritage of having been a great power and 

nowadays still claims the right to play a front line inter-

national role. Furthermore, it has its own independent nu-

<Clear weapoms (which brings about a lively discussion with-

in the country on the nuclear choices); 

b) ~e French Left has a long tradition of being involved in 

the deciding over the important issues which the country 

has to face and this includes matters relating to defence 

,, 
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and national security (the last example was the long per-

i iod of colonial wars and in particular the war in Algeria). 

From these facts we can see that the French Left feels 

that it must have an established national security policy, on 
---,~~--,-- r - - ...,__,"'---=--

the one hand, and on the other, that such a policy very often 

takes. on the tone and colouring of French nationali.sm. 

There is also the inheritance on the left of the great 

bourgeois revolutionary tradition which is exemplified by 

figures like Jaures or in episodes like the Popular Front 
that 

in the Thirties; it is from this tradition the French Left 

has baken taeits attachment to institutions like conscrip-

tion, and institutionalised notions like the country in arms, 

the citizen-soldier and other rhetorical images. France's 

love of her"Armee" is nowadays perhaps on the wane but how-

ever much of it that remains, it remains just as much on the 

left as on the right of the political line-up. 

On top of all this we have the superimposition of the 

Gaullist experience, It brought about profound ·changes in the 

French parliamentary political climate since it put an end to 

for a long time, a series 9f centre, centre-right and centre-

left governments which had been governing France in a more 

or less similar way to the Italina ones ( wita-tae-exee~tiea 

allowing for the fact that there was never a Catholic party 

w~th the relative majority. De Gaulle brought together a big 

"national" (and nationalistic) force and the only opposition 

wlhich Has left, with the exception of a right wing which had 

been discredited by the Algerian adventure, was the Left, But 

the left wing could not remain unmoved.in front of' the new 

lease of life which the French nationalistic tradHion had 
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taken on and so it taakassumed some of its characteristics, 

· Today, now that the Gaullist experience seems. to be sub-

siding, we can see how there is a potential return to the pol-

itico-'parliamentary equilibria of the past; we. are moving tn
and all1.ances 

wards a reconstructiol) of· thL<;.<~JJtr.e~w:ltl:l_oscillatisr;. to left 

and right. N°twithstanding this tendency and especially in 

the field of defence and national security, the Gaullist ex-

perience is still fundamental and influences the french Left's 

whole policy. 

France's exit from N.A.T.O, in 1966 and the decision to 

keep up and develop an independent strike force (with new 

strategic systems, the S,L,B.M~ and tactical one~, the Flu

ton) constitute a watershed between the Ehench Left and the 

left wing in the non-nuclear countries of the Alliance even 

when a left wing party had taken up a critical positions • 
. ~ ,, v.Jh'/t . 

se-while i11 ;.;c.c .;'talian case the ver·y fact of accepting 
' ' 

the Alliance ·and N,A,T,O. are an obvious sign that the left 

had "changed sides" and had come closer to the Tesponsibili-

·ty of governmcmt, in the French case we cannot mal<e this de-

ducti on. 

In the Italian case (and the Spanish one) apart frpm the 

"choice of sides" there is also the very useful item of the 

"European'' choice (the integration into Eurppe ), So far, this 

has been shewn to be the principal motive of the Left's inte-

gration into a Western outlook, This does not work in the 

French case : 

a) the Frnnch left has a long history of national policy 

which gives an a priori legitmmacy to its ambitions on 

government without the absolute necessity (which 

is i~s--i:.:n:.:.:,t;_h""e..:..o_t ... h:.e.:r.:.;:.t'"w:,o_.:c;_o""u;.;n;.;t;.;r..;i..;e;.;s.;.;);.;..,...z; for an 

there 

inter-
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eatnational legitimacy.;. 

b) in Italia nad Spain, the "centre" whic·h is in government 

is.European as. well as being Atlantic and this constitutes 

a futthar stimulus for the Left to be converted to Euro-

peanism; in France the"European" centre has, on the con-

trary been pushed out of the government or has been heavi-

ly conditioned by nationalistic forces whch are substanst-

antially anti-European; thus there is no internal motiva-

tion which pushes ~he French Left in this direction; 

c) the ¥European way" is seen in France in the first place 

as a growing process of integration with \ie.s_t_()§rmany and 

this produces problems for the Laft (as well as for the 

nationalistic elements); 

d) the iddependent uevelopment o.f the French L-eft with res-

pect to the international "mod.els" (Soviet colllll1unism and 

European soci.aldernocracy )·has always taken the air of a 
French r- -. _.---

defence of sovereignty and natioaal peculiarity with res-

pect to the rest of Europe, 

We can therefore see how the French Left is more avail-

able than the Spanish or Italian Left to discuss military and 

national security problems in detail. But this does not mean 

that there are fewer ambiguities and problems. On the contrary 

the ideological elements and those which can be taken a prio1·i 

often become more important in this case as well; they tend 

to shift the debate onto security with an haterodox meaning.· 

The alliance of the Socialist and Communist left and the 

fact that they have prepared ahe "programme commun" have part-

ly aggravated the· tendency to discuss these problems in an 

) 
I 

< '-
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c:LO.eological (or "in terms of principle") mode. The gradual 

changing of the balance of power between ·the Socialists and 

Communists in favour of the Socialists has pushed the P.C,F. 

into accentuating its ideological characteristics so that it 

can regain its politico-cultural identity and compete with 

the Socialist Party for the leadership of the .left, Among 

the Socialists themselves, the left-wing group (C,E,R.ES,) 

has also accentuated itsm own ideological self-identifica-

tion against the pragmatism of the majority of the party 
the 

and through a fear that a possible spell in government would 

make the Socialist forget any.ideological ell.al"aetel"isatiea 

and anti-socialdemocratic characterisation. 

All this has therefore produced an ambivalent situation; 
\ 

on the one hand we ha'(e the French left which is the most in-

terested as for detail and competence in problems of defence 

a~d_internat~onal security,·But on the other hand, and esp:c; 

i~lly recently, the whole g~bat~_has~een-~nc~~~~ingly_cen~ 

tred on ideolo~ical_t!Jemes and has gone futher and fur~~~r ~ -~ 

away from an examination of concrete problems. -·---- ) 

This, by the way, has also happened in the government 

majority. In contrast to the "ev91utionary empiricism• of 

Giscard d 'Estaing which is open (as 1ms ll!e Gaulle as well) 

to collaboration with N.A.T,o,, there is a growing "ideolo-

giaal" opposition coming from the political groups which are 

more soaked in chauvinism. 

France has a serious problem of redefining her defence 

and national security twel3lelll policy, She hae consistently 
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refused to integrate her defence with the European defences 

(in 1954 when she refused to ratify the instituting treaty 

for the E.:El'.C. and in 1966, when de Gaulle took France out 

of N.A.T.O.), but she has not maintained sufficient milita-

ry power to independently guarantee the country's security. 

The "force de frappe" was modified in order to adapt~ 
~ 

to.a flexible strategy when it became clear that a ~ta~ and 

"tous azimuts" strategy risked leaving the country complete-

ly isolated from its allies and risked aggravating the secu-

tity problems. But the French tactical weapons which had been 

planr.ed to fulfill a new concept of "flexibility" continue 

to pose insoluble definition problems (when should they be 

used? And above all, where? In West Germany, on the borders 

with France, or on French territory or on the Eastern con-

fines of the N.A.T,o, area?), The very strategic nexibility 

is anythi·ng but assured; among .other things, the ·French "triaent" 

aE!" (bombers, I.R.B.M. and s.L.B.M.) has in practice lost 

one of .its prongs; the bombers are at best only usealhle on 

tactical missions (this is more and more being admitted even 

by government sources). The .trident is now in danger of los-

ing: a second of its prongs if the French I.R.B.M. 's are going 

to stay as they are today vulnerable and inaccurate. On the 

other hand invulnerable systems involve expehses which are 
if 

anything but negligible ( '\'<i.\ nu?:').ile . .solutiona. are ·chosen, · 

like. the American ones, then there will also be very serious 

ecological problems). So the French deterrent runs the risk 

of eeiag putting its whole future just into S.L.B.M.'s and 

its ·tactical component (this is a choice which the British· 

took a long time ago but makes considerable reductions in 
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the independence of' the national deterrent) • With this type · 

of' weaponry it is not really possible to elaborate. a credi-

ble and flexible strategy unless it is integrated with the 

United' States • 

. The concept itself' of a French national defence has been 

shewn to be too restricted also from an operative point of 

view. But from the moment in which.Giscard and General M2ry 

(Chief of General Staff) began to re-elaborate it·and extend 

it to the point of covering the security of the allies (and 

in particular West Germany), the limits· of a purely national 

deterrent and .defence strategy came even more boldly to light 

and the operative justifications for refusing the integration 

of the French forces into N.A.T,O. were seriously weakened. 
l~ 

0 the other hand, up till now, the French government 
n 

has met all the necessary conditions for once again_ghangi~g_ 

the basic direction of the Er.e.nch_defe.nce-!policy_b.ut_i:Lhas_ 

then not decided to change it. So the policy continues but 

it has lost its basic justification •• It becomes· clear how 

this offers plenty of space for polemics and recriminations; 

and it is clear why the "force de frappe" problem has eme?.·ged 

out of the blue as one of the principal bones of contention 

between the French Socialists and Communist in 1977-78. -
What sort of conceptions of defence does the French Left 

have? They cover a wide span of opinions and there are big 

differences between them, Thus we note that the Communist 
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Jean Marrane states (18) that France must have "a national 

defence which efficiently insures the country against any 

aggressor from whichever side he might come". And he polemi-

cises fiercly, to this end, against the gradual abbandoning 

of the term "national defence" and against the defini ttbnn of 

France as an "autonomous" power instead of an "independent" 

one. So in his op'inion there is only one single "sanctuary"; 

the national territory; and moreover it is necessary to be 

careful about everything which seems to offer a "droit de 

regard" to the German Fe-deral Republic on French defence po-

licy. 'll!o this end he says: "the nuclear weapon cannot be corn-

pared with any other"; it is the ideal .weapon for national 

independence and because of this it is essential aet-te-aP 

to maintain ito 1ater on. we wjJJ see in d:eLail exac'El;? ''heu'-' 

,it sll:eultl: b"e, Analogous concepts and ideas have been expressed 

by the Communist deputy Jean Kanapa in his report called: "Aa 

defense nationale, action pour 1 1 independence, la paix''; he 

insists on·mainyaining the "tous azimuts" strategy and on a 

partial return· to the total strategy (giving up the "counter-

force" strategy), 

This does not mean giving up the Atlantic Alliance but 

that notwithsaanding, the French Left has a more negative 

attitude ofi this point than the Italian Left. lfuile the lat-

~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ter accepts N.A.T.O, although it emphasises a number oi' limi-

tations (defensive, geographically "limited") and it confines 

itself to hoping that detente will make it possible that the 

blocs will be "surpassed", the French Socialist and Communists 

write in their J2E_Ogramme coniun that: "Le gouvernement (de la 

(18) J,MARRANE L'Armee de la France democratique, Editions 
sociales, Paris 1977. 
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I 
gauche favorisera toutes les mesures qui permettrons d'atten-

dre par eta pes cet objectif (la dissolution simultamfe :tte 

l'Alliance .Atlantique et du Traite de Varsovie), ce qui 

implique l 'affaiblissement progressif et simultane des 

alliances politico-militaires existantes, pout aboutir 

~ leur complete disparition" • We can add that the implication · 

of this is that France, if it were to follmv such a pro-

gramme ought to-be systematically against any form of re-

inforcement or reform of the Alliance, even if is should 

be undertaken in order to encourage the international equi-

librium, 

Within the framework of the programme comun, as it was 

originally 

the blocs" 

concei vetil; the objective 

fr--h'tr 
seems to take p'i'ecedence 

of the "dissolution of 

over the objective of 

maintaining the equilibrium, It is a dreff'erence of not mini-

mal importance, 

The Socialist position is hazier and more confused;· 

it demonstrates above all the large number of opinions wh~ch 

there are within the party. In the beginning, the Socialist 

PAtty was an anti-nuclear party and all things considered it 

was pro the Atlantic Alliance, However, after de Gaulle left 

N.A,T,o, the Socialist Party certainly did not propose a re·-

entry of France into the Treaty Organisation; it rather re-

stricted itself to continuing to pro)loGe a compJ.ete renun-

ciation of nuclear weapons, During the recent Socialist cor. 

vent:: cm on defeuc:e in ~Tannar;y 1978, a minority amendment 

once again showed. the Socialist Party's •traditional" way 

of re<"tsoninc; we are dealing wlth the amendernent by Eesson; 

Ey'raud, Gau, Josselin and others (mainly from e. CbriE>t:i.an-
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progrC>ssive backro'Jnd and ex··P.s,u,) according to which 

France ought to jJUrnediately giVE' u.p ii;r; Kirage bombers, 

its I.R.B.H. missiles and its PJ.uton tactical weapons and 

'just k'eep its S,L,B.~~. 's, For i.ts real defence and for -the 

strategic flexibility, F'rance ought to have relied on the 

Atlantic Alli Ahce lfhose threat, lvi th reagrd to the Soviet 

Unj.cn "is infi.nitely more dissuasive than a purely I':c·cnch 

one" e 

But today that propcsitibon is generalJ.y speaking un-

popular and this clears UpE the limits of the French Social-

ists' present Atlanticism. 

The majority position is that much mon; composite and 

ambiguous, It was formed by a number of members of the maj-

ority who were in favour of maintaining and developing nu-

- clear weapons (Cot, Hernu, POntillon, Martinet etc.) to-

gether.with those members of the left of the party (c,E,R,E.S,) 
t 

who were also in :ttavour· of nucleE.r l·ieapons (Cb.evenement, Hot-

chan e etc.), They were mediated by a Hi tterand who kept very 

acct.· .. :cn·i·.Ely out of the fray with respect to the anti-nuclear 

'lobby (those who have already been menti.oned. plus B£regovoy, 

'I'addei etc.) and with respect to those who doubted the poli-

tie:al 1-risdomK of the pro-nuclear lobby, like for example Ro- · 

card,· 

At the national convention thi.s majority which h~d be~·~ ~ 
(/~u ?~ 

gathered together after a fashion, passed a motion of whi.ch tl- . 

the mrd.n point~ are : 

a) the continuing political objective of the renunciation of 

the French nur;lear weapon; 

b) to seek for total world disarmament through suitably 

convened conference"; 
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c) in the mRantime, the operative maintainance of the autono-

mous French nuclear system; 

d) the llleferment ·of the final decision to the Freneh people, 

the decision to be taken in e. referendum. 
t.JOX: L J .. plicit -. 

In order to qualify this not very well coordinated group 

of stemcnts, the ci.ecision was taken to not only re'jcct the 

amendment which we have quoted above but also to reject ~ 

rgJy'rYon sf an amendmrnnt put forvard by C;E;R,E,S, which had 

asked for a _renunci.ation of the Pluton missile? and a second 

C ,E .R,E ,s; amenc.rnent vhich asked that France "should not let 

itself be gragged along the road ;1hich HOUld lead to the har-

monisation of her own strategy with that of the United States" • 

Mi tteilind. ftJ.l'tB<el' cleared. up his point of view even fur·£ 

ther when he criticised. both those who put all their trust 

in nuclear weapons and. those who want to give them up im-

mediate ly thus risking the destruction of the present French 

defence system. Fie declared himself willing to collaborate 

Hith the United States not only on disannament but also on 

nuclear non-proliferation and he made the following elegant· ) 
f!A·ft~ 

distinction, even if it is not very explicit, when he ~ave 

the assurance that France would. be "une allch!'e loyale" but 

would not be "une alliee integree". Tne same Mitterfnd wrote 

(19) that "a policy of alliances is today a necessary cond.i-

tion but aet-a-s~ffieieta-eae is no longer a sufficient con-

di tion to safeguard our national independence" • On one side 

this statement serves as a justification of such alliances 

(19) in Le Monde l~th. December 1977, 
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but on the other it serves the purpose of a proposal for 

France 1 s "own role" in a disa~·mament policy through l<hich 

it might reach security. Such a disarmament policy should 

not of course see France taking the course '?f once again 

lining itself up with the countries whmch have already been 

moving dm.'!l that road for some time (according to the Social-

ist leader that would be the eqlilivalent of submitting oneself 

to the "condom:lniwn des superpuissances •). Instead Franc;e · 

shoUld try an orl.ginal method which he then gives some in-

d~cat~o~ ~bout (the main characteristic should be abova all 

an ac_lembrac:tngness both as far as the negotiators are con-

cerneo. and as far as the subjects which the negotiators are 

to deal <lith.) 

The h1o most striking chera.cteristics of this pro-

gramme are : -r1' ---L 

I -A-<Vr/ 
a) 

seemed to b~ implicit in the old 
~. 
l;e the conviction that. disarmament can create a se·~uri ty 

proposals and Giscard ddEstaing 1s as far as the a French 

role in the disarmament strategl>! is concerned. In both 

cases the common <lorry seems to be that of putting an 

end to F'rance 1 s isolation, of avoiding a direct bilat-

eral agreement between the United States and the Soviet 

Union and above all of avei<H.!lg-preventing the Europeans 

from becoming the"object" of the negotlilE\tinns. On the con-

trary both the leaders seek to use the atomic trwnp which 

France has in order to shuffle the card once again so that 

I 
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even if nothing else happens the "nuclear" countries are re-

inserted in a negotiation which takes place on an equal foot-

ing. 

This position attempts to reconciliate "interdepen-

dence and decisional autonomy by using a series of specific 

.k compromises (like the ones which were proposed when talking 

· ., '4...,/'. about disarmament. All things considered, we have here a 

~~ . · . "conditioned" participation in We.stern cooperat~.· on. Pu~t . 

together, this represents: . fi/1 . 
- progress with respect to explicit Gaullism ; 
't~ .-\-Ow o.uL, CQ.__ rlld.AD D 1 1.dl.t.lt 

- a cautious-o~ centre-left ~~ also 

OM-
'bak;i;J1(!j -&n national securityj 

but nontheless it is a position which is backward and 

not very useful as far as European cooperation in de-
w\~ ~ ~v-<\'-..e-v- ~) . . . 

fence is concerned ( tlli>c e!aelBi<ft~disarmament <e&-ecpt; ~ \r~ / 
~t- . 
~even if the French proposals are open to ~ 
ation;1 they presuppose giving up or stalemating the neg-

o otiations which are goii1g on at the momemetn and so are 

not likely to mal<e the Germans very happy); 

- maintaining the ambiguity which theJCe is at present :Ln 

the French nuclear strategy (including .the Plutons). 

l,e.. . 
If progress is to made in integrating France into the 

rest of Europe, it has .got to lle empirical and it muBt not 

seem to be a challenge to the. sacred principle of national 

in~ependence. In this way, interdependence has been recog-

nised and the road is open but it is more of an alley than 

a motorway 
.. 
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'l'he French policy cannot of course be reduced to its 

simple nuclear aspect, On the contrary, :j.f we want to be re-

alistic, ;;e have to admit that although the nuclear facet 

is the one which gets the most attentimn and to a greater 

extent has to have political positions takBn about it, the 

remainder which includes the conventional weapons policy, 

the production and t:cade in armame!ltsand the presence of 

the Third World, is much less obvious but much more import-

ant in its practical consequences, 

From this point of ·view there are also considerable am-

biguities and differences. Thus, for example, in the report 

which we have already quoted,~nepa (P.C.F,) suggests stren-

gltlhening conventional weapons and maintaining conscription 

(although he does include substantial improvements in the 

economic conditions of. the conscripts), Jean Marrane holds 

the same position in the book which ws have quoted ancl he 

specifies· his dislike of the European "standardisation" mea-

sures, While we are on this subject, it is curious to note 

that his argument is diametriaally opposed. to that presented 

by Spinelli on behalf of the Italian Communist Party aib the 

European Parliament; Spinelli consideis European stanclardis-

ation as the key to a gre>ilter Europee.n independence from the 

United States while Marrane sees in it the intention of an· 

American ''mainmise'' on European induntryo Marro.ne also re-

interprets the the French government policy (wllich is no longer in 

favour of standardjsation but prefers the "interoperability"· 

of European weapons); he presents :t:,t not as a picture of 

France once again coming closer to her European allies (which 

has been the normal way of interpreting the policy which has 

had Frnnce participating in the Indepemilent Euxopaen Programme 
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Group and discussing interoperabHi ty) but as a r<rencb 

,c ountermano,vre to block tbe English and American (and 
' 

German) ini t;i.ati ve. Tie bas also declared himself against 

tbe "armee de metier" and in favour of consciption and 

also (like tbe Italians) against having tbe sydacates in 

tbe armed forces; be prefers to hope in tbe formation of 

ad boc committees. 

rbe Socialists are also in favour of maintaining con-

script ion. Thus, .for example Jean l-1arceau (20) complains 

about a system of tmjust exemptions and dis)Jensations wbicb 

make military·· service into something which is· no longer ega-

litarian and obligatory. He looks for the means of achieving 

"une veritable defenese" which in his opinion "passe par 

1 1 union profonde du peuple et de son armee". In oo1der to 

arrive at this point he wants an osmosis between military 

and civil societies; this he wants to do by reducing mili-

tary service to just six months (according to what <Tas wri.t-

ten in the old ~ogramme comun. 

In some ways, these Socialist worries seem to come close 

to the problems which have been discussed by.miJ.itary sociolo-

gists (like for example, Morris Janowi tz), when they try to 

build a new soldier "model", which is better adapted to the 

dissuasion policies rather than the old pdriod of the "war-

ring war", However, in contrast to Janowitz's elaboration 

or the figure of the "constabulary soldier", the Sociaildst· 

(20) J .HARCEAU in Le Monde, 8th. and 9th. December 1977 
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model seems to be concentrated on the. organisation of a· 

"force regionale de defense" which must ee linkeEl-Hf>·witll. 

. a number of forces vhich arc capable of a "defense en pro-

fondeur" with forces ;rhich are more able to deal ;rith civil 

defence and defence of the territory. 'i.'hese would lll~ depend 

not on the Ministry of Defence, in Marceau's scheme, but on 

the "de'partment ministeriel responsablc des collectiyj.te lo-

cales" (this also implies a reform of the traditional system 

of prefects in France). 

The proposals put for;rard by Jacques Huntzinger (21), 

another Socialist, are slightly different; he is more '"or-

ried about: 

- restructuring the system of coordination ;rhich exists 

bet;reen the Ministries of Defence and Foreign Affairs; 

· - stregthening the present tendency of a weakening of the 

Defence Minister's field of responsibility in favour of 

the Prime Minister and the Head of State; 

- attempting to give a greater depth and bureaucratic 

coherence to government action through a reform of 

the interministerial coordination systems and the in-

stitution of a ne;r secretariat and coordination study 

and planning centres (military and civil) 

- making as "demtbcratic" as possible the decision making 

system ;rith r2spect to the use of nuclear ;reapons. 

Taken as a ;rhole, Huntzinger seems to be more vorried 

about Francds. general policy and about her coherencco (;rith · 

rcospect to bureaucratic obstruction) than about problems of 

(21) J ,rrUNTZINGER L' organisati.on de la Poli tique ctran
gc':ce et de la defense, ·duplicated, ·1978 
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mixing civil and military apparatuses; these last are some-

;r]lat confused and are discussed in the Programme comun and 

other elements in the Eecialist Party Defence Committee. 

When it comes to arms sales, though, the stances taken 

-QY. the Socialists and the Communists are decidely contradic-· 

tory. As it happens the P.C.F.,at the same time as it criti-

cises the sale of arms to some of thactionary countries, 

hopes thst there ><ill be development in thli:s sector as a 

guarantee of French independence and her init:Lative in the 

Third World (it is only worried about changing customers), 
although 

On the other hancl Mitterancl (22) remembers that the Pro-

gramme comun merely had planned for "la cessation lie toute 

vente cl'armes et materiel de guerre aux gouverooents coloni-

alistes, racistes ou fascistss" (which is the position which 
also 

had been accepted by± the P .c .F.) and although he emphasise cl 

the economic importance of a· sector <rhich employs 275,000 

workers in France, he is nonetheless· worried about gi vlng . 

positive inclications. Thus for example, he talks about the 

necessity of in:iustry redeploying "ses exportations par des 

contrats :le cooperation avec les pays europeens" (and this 

is· the opposite of <rhat the Commu,nists suggested and is more 

advanced than the present French policy); he also proposes 

a "controle public" which would take the form of "information 

obligatoire des commissions de defense competentes de l'As-

semblee et du Senat sur toute signature de contrats de vente 

d'armes" (a similar proposal has been put forward in Italy by 

(22) Le Mon:ie, 15th. December 1977. 
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the Socialist Accame) • 

We must finally note that the Socialist and c·ommu 

different, I'r was clear that Giscard d 'Estaing wanted to use 

the .little intervention force Which \·TaS left to him, in a po-

litical waw from the moment he offered B'rance as a mediator 

in the :Lebanese civil war, Furthermore, France is still in-

volved in Africa as the guarantor of security in what was 

French Somaliland, in defence of the present regime in Chad 

and with military advisers spread out a little b~t through 

the wole of ex-French Africa. But even though French inter-

vention in Zaire in May 1978 <ras justified on humanitarian 

grou;1ds, it took place· j.n a country which had never had any 

links with France; it could not therefore be justHied on 

historical or tra~itional grounds. 

In his opposition to this operation, Mi tterand (23) em-

phasised "the political uncertainty" vrhic h surrounded the· 

whole operation: "Mais surtout contre qui defend.ons nous 

ceux que nous soutenons? Au Tchad combattons nous le Tou-

bous? ... En fait si un pays est en cause c'est la Libye, 

Mais alors il faut le proclamer bien fort ,,, d'un cote ce 

pays est considere comme un agent de Moscou, de 1 1 autre on 

nous invite a autoriser l'approbation d 1accords conclus avec 

lui ••· au Zaire qui combattons nous? ••• La France cherche-

t-elle a s 'opposer aux ambitions sovietiqu'Cs?" 

As we can·see, MLtterand is critical above all because 

• the political picture does not come out clearly and nor are 

(23) Debate in the Assemblee, 8th. June 1978 
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the limits of connnittment well defined. But he is very care

ful not to follow the easier and simpler road tal<en by Marchais 

who after he had exclaimed .to the govermrnent: "vous renouez 

avec 1 'hypocrisie colonialiste" and "poli tique de la cannon

iere", accuses the "politique de redeploiement mlLl tinational 

du grand capital francais" and finally gets to the political 

point when he states: "Vous gachez le possibilites d 'une co

operation avec l'Algerie. Vous intervenez militairement pour 

maintenir au pouvoir des hommes discredites et contestes ~ 

des mouvements populaires". In his opinion, France.was play

ing.the role of the gendarme of Africa for N.A.T.O. Mitterand 

was much more vague about this statement; he left it as one 

hypothesis among many. 

lllhat conclusions can we come to from the contradic-

tory positions·which we have briefly <'\Wlmlarlsed? Perhaps 

the French l.eft would not have been very united if it hacl 

managed to win the elections and go into government • We have 

already pointed out on a number of occasions how !Id tterand 1 s 

positions seemed' to have been reconcilable with Giscard's. 

While ~larchais 1 positions are generally closer to the nation

alist right and the @aullists (at' least as far as internation

al politics is concerned); for example, not only Marchais but 

also the Gaullist Sanguinetti complained about the African 

policy saying that it could. seriously damaged France's re

lationships with certain African countries. But this pian 

is insufficietn. 

The reality of the situation is that French political 

groups from left to right, to a greater or lesser extent seem 

to be fascinated by the same mirage of power ("autonomous" ' 
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or"independent" according to the speaker's modesty which ex-. 

ists in France. This fascination ;ri th nationalism seems to 

increase in importance in the game played over alliances 

(given tha~ the Repbblicains Independents depend on the 
(l~__,<f' 

Gaullists' vote and the Sodalists are trying to get Social-

~support), but it cannot be solely attributed to the most 

nationalistic elements. 

The fact. is that there does not seem to be an alter-
international 

native position for France as far as the left is concerned. 

Everyone seems to be convinced of the necessity and of the 

usefulness of keeping their country outside tfie close inte-

grat:.on, be it Atlantic or European. The recent "independent" 

evolution of the P,C .F, ;rith respect to the Soviet Union has 

added a new element to the discussion of national independence. 

But it has not led to the search for a ne;r international con-

text to put Fra,nce f,pto and which would be an alternative 
. ~cr..·~. 

to the 'l'lociall"S"t" con text. · 

. )\<-l~ Takch as a whole and especially if we look at the pro-

(/;' :---v'-~ lem in terms of security the French Left cannot be said to . 

VG_y/ be f'ully with the "Euro" terms, whether we talk about Euro-

d
{!;Jvl" r ,at . socialillli!l Oi' Euro-comrmimism. On the contrary, the French 

.... /)Z,l/' ..., 
. , -------

[)11 ~ft is firmly anchored in Franee and it leaves the whole 

burden and the prospect of European integration to the forces 

in the centre of the political spectrum. 
r 

From this point of view, France's strategic position 

and her defence strategy seem after qJ_l_to-be~based_on_a _____ ~· 

rather large and general consensus. Even though each party 

has diffe~ent criticisms or preferences, taken together they 

seem to agrere on the "eccentricity" of France's position. 

So much so that even Giscard' s modest European or Western 
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initiatives are unanimously criticised from both left and 

right because they seem to risk bringing ·about a "change" 

in F'rance's inter:national position, 

The reason why the French Left is so worried about a 

possible change remains a mystery, for two reasons: 

a) because the prcesent French defence policy and strategy 

is in any case coming to a number of "structural" knots 

(if nothing is considered, there is the budget which 

everyone considerS"'f unanimously, as being either"too 

heavy" or insufficient to guarantee that policy!); 

b) because in giving this support, the Left gains no real 

advantage (unless· we want to consider the possibility · 

underneath it all, the various parties of the Left are 

trying each in their own way to make alliances with the 

government.; but if that is true, then the gambit does 
. 

not seem to have succeeded so far), 

Up till now, it is the Socialist Party it seems to be 

the most aware of this situation. It. is also the party which 

has paid most attention and reflected most on defence pro-

lems. It has even reached the point of trying to formulate 

a picture of an "alt~rrnative poli.cy", But the small moment 

of. the reform which has peen put forward is such that the 

initiatives taken by the President of the Republic seem 

to have largely taken the wind out of the sails of the •al-

tennative" thanks to a munber of initiatives of a similar 

type which have been already taken, 

Is all this reassuring for the Wes.t? Plus ea change, 

plus c 'est la meme chose,, (in Italy <le \Wulrl call it the 

"Leopard policy"); but vhat it is today, certainly is not 
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enough to guart~ntee N,A,'l',O,, or to allow a more integrated 

development of European defence, Nor is it a sufficient 

guarantee :i.n the case of political upsP.ts in Southern Eu

rope; this l"rance (or the l<'rance of the Left) cannot reprE;

sent a stability pole and it certainly cannot have ambitions 

of substituting the United States or even West Germany i.n 

this role, It is possible that it will not add its insta

bility to the instabiHty elsewhere but even that type of 

development is based more on the contingent characteristics 

of the present political instant than on structural motives, 

SPAIN (an outline ) 

The Spanish Left has only recently become legal once a

gain. In the past it had been linked to alliances and pro

grammes which,turned out later to have little value, It is 

enough to consider the rapid evolution of the SpaEish Com

munist Pllrty which went fron its alignment with Mosco>r to 

i.ts drastic attitude taken against Eastern socialism and 

Leninism; without doubt the P ,c .E, is toc'lay the j!lerty which 

is Jllest furthest along the road to reform. The Socialists 

themselves have undergone a rapid evolution themselves; 

first they were divide d. into lots of. subgrotcps, Under Pranco 1 s 

regime these groups <rere characterised the utterances of 

some leader or other' about whom the real electoral weight 

· was unk11own. Among them, for example, Enrique T:Lerno Gal van 

was _first a European and then became more ann_ mere marb~d as 

em anti-llmedcan; when it came to the elections he took· a· 

small fraction of the poll (about 3%) and later moved into 
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Gonzalez' t)ie much more fortunate P,S,OE. which is moderate and pro-

West. 

The SpllnLsh Left also carries with it t:.1e Heiggt of its 

country's history. Thus for example it feels the colonial 

cornmi ttments which Spain still J'eeps up, Ho.rever, the in

dependence which has been guaranteed to the ex-Spanish Sahara 

has for the most part taken the sting out of the Elpold:mics 

and has reduced Spain's African committment. It is certainly 

true that the "Plazas de Soberania" are still around (the two 

ports of Ceuta and Melilli Hhich are in Naroccan territory), 

·bun also in this case the pr.evalent outlool' seems to be that 

of a bilateral Spanish-11oroccan agreement which will give saek 

the tw·o cities back to Rabat 1 s sovereignty. 

The problem of Gibraltar and that of the American bases 

on Spanish territory is stlil.ll probably the biggest bone of 

contention between Spain and the West, But .here too, the 

differences betwen centre ana. left do not seem to be very 

important, As a matter of fact all the Spanish parties claim 

the sovereignty over the Rock of Gibraltar (but they do not 

seem to be inclined to bring on an international crises in 

·order to get it), • As far as .the American· bases ·are concer

ned, they do not seem to be in any great danger, The (Jentre 

·would like to bring Spain into N.A,T,O, by 1979 (whj.ch is 

the dat when the Spanish Americ3.n treaty has to be renego

tiated), and they would like to consider those bases within 

tB.e N.A.T,o,•s muJ.tinat:Lonal arrangements, The Commtmists, 

·on the other hand would. liJr.e to avoid joining N,A,T.O, (they 

are against the hegemony of the two blues over the European 

system and they are reasonably in favour of freezing the 

situation. That would mean proroging the treaty with the 
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the United States (although,. in principle they keep up their 

·opposition to foreign bases on Spani.sh s~il); The Sodalists 

who by no1< 'have 300/o ·of the poll, seem to be also :i:R-f'ave<n' 

against joinini'; N.A;T.O. although they have she1m themselves 

. 1'avourable to a possible "Europenn ag1·eemcnt" for uef'ence and 

security, with Western Europe (and in line with tll.e Spains 

immenenL entry into the Common Ma:~ket); 

Taken as a whole, the Spanish left seems to lJe quite 

clos<e to the Fre!Jcll~i:g:f"j~_as~_:r1lr~as_ti1EJ...O.nPDSj_;ti.Qn-to ... the 

Americans is concerned and closer to the Italian Le:£t ... 'lll;::.. 

far as the pros);lecj;aof~Eurppecm int~[S_r,atioQ. is eoncern~<.ft• 

- It goes further 11hen it talks explicitly aoout an intc,grt<ted 

European army (vrhich the Italians prefer to relegat to the 

distant futur·e or to forge L about completely), 

This could influence the attitude of the Spanish govern

ment.as far as N.iRT;O is concernect; it is in its interests: ~wt 

to come up against the boc:ialists in too forcefula: a manner 

and is equally interested in .playln g hose i.n Madrid in 1980 

to the nevr round of ·the _c.;:;~C~E. Fo.r thls reason, it D1ight 

be pushed into look:Lng for n "s8.:i:-gea<"r':±s one off solution 

for the N;A.T;O. ·agreement whmch would be halfway between 

complete adhesion ani refusal of integration. 

There is however the old problem of American nuclear 

warheads in Spain. iiccorciing to the latest Spanish-1-1meri'can 

agreement, the warheads ou<§gt to be w:Lthdrmm by 1919· It 

is likely that thi.s deadline will be llJet, also because of t.he 

gradual change in the technical characteristic8 of the J;mel'

·ic:em· strategic deterrent. Bu.t the problem could be posed once 
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again in a more complicated fashion if it happened that there 

was a political evolution·in Italy which forced the American 
... 

government to withdraw warhead <lhich it nov1 keeps in Italy • 

But it is very unlj.kely that in such circumstances, Spaj.n 

could allov1 itself to take the wcoapons without creai~ing ser8 

ioas internal political problems. 

The problteJiJ of. the relationship between the politic:llQ_ F~t.~ 

and armed forces in SpahJ is much more complex, In thh:' case 

the :B'ranco heritage and the possibility;of using the mHitary 

for internal politicalende j_fi the Left's biggest 1wrry; the 

tragic experience of the civil war has certainly not been for-

got ten. However, up till now, this does not seem to have per
push 

suadecl the Left to :toboy for a. GUbstantia.l change or a dtiffe-

rent type of institutional control oirer. the Armerl Forces. 

·It rather seems .. that the Left is trying to dilw!le any such 

risk by linking Spanish defence as much a.s possible to that
in 

of democratic Eu.rope and by sho<ring itself faVO'l:t of any pss-

sible form of integration between the Spanish and European 
~,j_,. 

forces. This <rould certainly Spa:i.nss in:J.ependrmcc from Europe 

(emcl from the Hest) but on the other hancl it could g:.wr:mtee 

the political neutrality of the Spanish military in internal 

poli tica.J. questions. · 

. CONCLUSION 

'I'bsi shott analysis of the left wing positions <Tith res-

pect t.o de:t"eench and security proplems seems to.confirm a 
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number of points : 

a) the policies taker. by tk: Left in the three col\ntries is 

heayily influenced by the hi:;:~grial characteristics of the 

countries themselves, This o.Cten brings about and uccent-

uation of a different "perceptie>n of threat " to the tradit-

ional N.A,T.o. l'lnd Atlantic Alliance one; 'l'his is not pe-

culiar to the Left as it-is also present to a certain ex-

tent in the· CentrP. ·3nd the Eight o 

b) !·!at. one left-wing party in these three countries sed.ous-

ly wants to rock the boat. In diffeltent way and with dif-

ferent formulae they all seem to be rather in favour of 

maintaining the stauB _q}Jo ._ 

c f the main road to integration for the Left in the West, 

and this_~~s-~~-~pplies t_o tl.le f_i·<o~d __ of_ na~~~!l.':!: security 
.. ·~~-----

seems to be _..not_s__o _J~uch the AtlantJ.s. J}Hiapcc: (even though ,.,..-£1'-"'J 
in practice nobody fights it) as the European COJJll11Uni ty_ and ~/::; " £!!{-, 1 J ~ ( · ~ '\ · -r~ '"p'oW -~ c~ /1 s, "(?::- ) 

the prospect of European integration.. ·· "( e/<--fr-et~ 1·• 111 
,..,..a I 

d) the real threat to the prospect of integration does not 
~-

come ;from forces which are tied to the Soviet UnCL<2J229...... 

much as nationiltlistic forces in the most traditigl;)al seen-

se se of the word. The latter are also willing to come to 
- --\ 

compr.omises l<hich are acceptable to the u,s,A,, the Alli-

ance and even lif.A.T.,O,; but they tntend to go ahead only 

insofar as these compromises are temporary and tactical • 

They therefore operate effectively against the prospect 

of Hester integration. 

e) None of the left-wing part1es i.n thE s'"_ CQUn"I:.JZ.ies seems 
"-o..,......-- - . ·-. ~-·-- --

to have a clear picture which is complete and not contra-· 



dictory picture of the security poU.cy and conrrrd ttments 

of its country, let alone the future prospects. 

f) None of these .parties has ~10rked out a contingency plan 
--:,==-..:...;_...;:.:..;._c:..;.c_ - . -~· -~· - - .... ---- ----~ 

to dc=al \·r!.tll a serious rnili tary type of crisis in_advance; 

they all prefer to hope that such an event will not happen. 

Hmrcver, this does not mean in any way that they Will rea 

act negatively if the sitty.ation should present itself. As 

a general rule all the parties have a strong tradition of 

fighting for naUonal independence; it :Ls therefore lilrely 

that in the case of a direct attack on their country (and 

probably an attack on the other European countries) they 

would react positively gathering in around N,A,T.O. 'o'hat 

i-s more difficult to predict is how they would react in 

the face of an .indirect crisis which might come from a 

more ambiguous route or from outside allied territory. 

In these cases the position taken by the other European 

countries would probably be detennining as. 1;ell as what 

the Centre would do, This was the case in the Middle East 

crisis in 1973; the Left kept up a critical attutude to-

wards Israel (and as a consequence also towards the Unit-

ed States) 1;hich was. not substantially different from 

-their governments'. 

The attitude taken by the Left with respect to defence 

. and security problems seems to be strongly influenced by what 

happens else\ihere, be it an initi.ati ve started by the govern-

ment or by the allies. ~'here is no reason to believe that this 

is an attitude wlhich wi.ll be easliy changed. 

If this is true, then the greater part oi' the problem, 
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as far as Spain, France emd Italy are concerned, consists 

in 1wrking out, right noli, lfi th the present goverwnents 

\?hat t,he degree and type of integration that these coun-

tries Bhould have in the Alliance, and N,A,T,O. or in the 

Conmon Market; 
also 

We are dealing <rith a problem >·rhich is important the 

Ame:dcan policy itself. T'nere are strong nationalistic forces 

·lfithin all of these countries lfhrch at any given l!lOmcnt can 

seem to be more of less in favour of :1.mproving the relation-

ship lfitL the United States; for tactical reaeons. At times 
security 

of crisis and if there is not an integrated system lfhich 

works,· them the nationalistic forces can seem to be the les-

ser evilo This· is especially true if such forcer-l seem to 

be anti~communist or anti-Soviet. 

'l'his type --of policy he.s its lfeak point, hmrever, in i td 

fragility and in the rapidity with which it can disintegrate. 

'[1:Je nationalistic evolution iri Italy, France and.Spain cannot 

but accentuate the centrifugal peculiarities of these three 

countries with respect to the West (and accentuate the dif-

ferences in the perception of threat which· we mention at the 

bP. ginning of the article ) , The samce typce of evolution for the 

Left, if it. became depri vec'l of its European reference could 

not but send it once again in t]le direction of formulae \·Thich 

would be pacifist, neutralist, Third Worldist or even tend 

once again to lJ.nk up with the Eastcern bloc. Since H is by 

now clear that the Left i .. s going to play run important role 

i.r! ·the future of these countries, it is alro clear what the 

interests nre in avoiding such a turn of events. 
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On the other hancl, the development of the "European 

outlook is not only. linked to tl,e good will and the coop

eration of 'the other partners (and in the first place the 

Federal German Republic) but also in a gradual change in 

the relationship betwen EuropH anil the United States with-

in the Alliance; 

Wil can therefore postulate the case where there· IV'ill be 

a conflict bet;reen the prospect of greater stability in the 

long term and the ilefence of particular interests in the 

shotrt term" It is from the solution of such aconflic<ll that uA£t U~ 
the ';ype of influence that the Sochlisy and Communir;t left . 

will have, in the final analysis, over the future of security 

in this part of Europe. 

'· 
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I n"Lroduct ton 

F~cing the pote~tially historic elections of March 1978, the 

F;~C::nch "Union of th;c Le:ft" coalition dlvided radically a.zair.st. i"t.sclf. 

lJecu:..:~;o of this, b.lthoug:1 other l'actors had so:r.e influe::ce .:1s r:ell, 

the Left lost. ~ecause of the quite extraordinary ~ature of the 

al.l~.an".,:;,e, furthermore, the int.el'!l.:Ll cr::..sis whici1 usually follows defeat 

is also extraor-dinary. 

?vr six years, since the !:;ccialist ;.<2..rty (PS) a::.d the Cc:r.munist 

party (PCF) signed.'· a joint gove:::-runcntal prog.r:aJn in 1972, I<'rer1ch poll tics 

,/ ... -.}"·~'...~ 
•~··' \ ... <r+. J.oir.i~ated by tho Po:.:>:siLilit.y that the united Left ;;:ight win a 

t:~tior:.:.:.l clectior1 ari.d try to alte:- basic government policy/ ~ven the 

very ~t::..~ucturc of French economy and society. After i·:.J.rch 19'?0, ho'"'·~ver, 

ar,d Gespitc· p.rvtestatlon~ of fl~"ie:lit.y i:.o "Left-r.:in.s; unity" '"'·hich its 

his:-oLl.c lcn.C.ers are obliGed political.ly to sounJ., t:1c observer of 

~~-rcr:ch politics has legit.ima-:.c cr:,.:~_E.;o to que~tion ;..rh ether t:·1c "Union 

of -::.~:2 Left" is any longer a l'ecocnizablc object of ~r;alysls. 

i~c~dL1e; to;.;ard the c1ectio;.~; in 19??-78 tr.e F:.::cr.ch Left fc..iled to 

its C.o:::i·nant.. problem, an o.mbivaJ.cr.ce J.'uout t.:..king po:,·c:::- and aboL.t 

r:ot. onJy t.hc Left alJ.1 ar~cc .., ... , 

.r.u.rtics -it also divided. eilch _;.:..:.:.rty within itscl::::~. ~.2o a ~urprisir.t; extet.t, 

l 
I 
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I 
! 
t 

I 
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1L:a::1.ng J.uto.r L~I:J.onu (Ci·'lJl' o.nd CG'l') - ended up also struck by 

this s.chizoph.:·e:nia reca1·dinc ho.......- t:1c Left 5hould govern anci even 

r;hetner it should so\re:rr. a.t al} . 

. The I<'rer:ch Left is a mythic l;ca::.t. Since the Great Revolutior~ of 

.l.'/~~9, it has l~ise~ ree;uJ.lJ.rly out of t-.:bat right-Kins ~riters in France 

.. ~ ;.:::c;:. ::a'/C caJ.led Jc u1v::; :-eel .. It.s pu~posc is to p::-omise or to 

,.;...,b1 i•::·er"ch. society .,..·lth G:C8ater social justice and a ::.-adical 

rc·;.,i.j.strib:;.t:!.on of wealth. As in other ~uropean ca:untries, :t::L:.<:Zx:b::,.::tr:;: 

Y.~q: ·,.;f~ereo.s Cente:= .a[.d r.ight-·;::l.ng duct:::-ines generally hc::.ve called. for 

c;rc~rtcr li bel~ty ,· the iJeoJ.oe;ili.s of the Left have demw.ndecl t.:c1un.lity (as 

!:;OCial justice) anC. f:.:-ate~~ni ty (in the fo1~m of r-ro:r}:i~~s class solidarity 

b::co;.o(; -the bo~.d of .ger.eral social cohesion). At thE: same tii.:e there have 

. . . '~-. ' au:.:-,orl ... arl.an extre~es of Lo· ... h Eight anC Lef4-wir:~ doctrines, based on 

doctrines of soci(ll conflict h[.i.d1 obliged tfw cv::clusion tr.at the &ood 

svcl cty could be ac!lj:evcd only thr:OU(/• ~::: rcpres~io~-•. 

repu . .:.;lic.?.n c..r:d. der.:ocratJc pri.rr:<.J..:!..'.J' school sys:.em, the Drcyi'-..is affair, 

for;•::..~l S8p;:_.J..r.:.:ttion of ChLu:ch and State ln l91J), :...>vci.::.lis;:-,, in one for;n 

or ar.utho::, has beer. the do::~ina.J;t I.Jcft-'-.,..,.inb doctr:ir.c.. It s8crr.ed for 

liut t:.c anar·cho-sy;;d.icalism 
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wl1ich in 1905 unified the Gue~di~t, Jau~c.sian and other socialist 

curn~:: \.s into a single 

at. t:·;c r:at.lonal ·level. 

1Au:t.y, "Llwn:·af:~er fo\::uscd i,cft-·.;ln{~ pol:l.tic::; 
?...,..,.<.,{. 

'l'he Sl<'IU':.; ~Jo;d nar:.cc.: Ha~ obviously prc::}_)arC::d 

UJ' tiie weakness of .i•'re:·1c~l laWr L<n.J.on~ historlcalJ.y - both ir~ the 

.ser::se of ar.archo-syndi.calism '.s decline and. the re la tl vely lot\ level 

of unionizn.tion and rcpr:e~entativ2r.es~~ of l•'rench unions gene.:-3-lly. 

'l':-1e SFIO, along with nt:arly 2-ll ot.her ~urope2.n .soc.1.al:_sts :-novements 

in the Second Interr.atio:nal, cnte:::ed a profound c:risis at the ti:r:e of 

~!orld \·iar One, both_ over the is3t.:e of ;:hethor or r.ot to "participate 
,..., / .li ~--..-!..f. ' .:~ '~:~/'.r-~ 

"OV' r~·ne"'J." (~--·-,,• .;·,., ...... -t~ ..... o·n e. ._:: ,l.UI •• I., . t:<ITO J • ._,._.._..._; .io.U..I- ....... U in c.. Gourt;eois dead even today, OEc 

1.ntcrnationa.lis~;~" should. p:.:·cvz:.il ovo-;: "bourgeois rkl.tl.or.alis:n", _·..;hether, 

ima&;cry of the time, F'r~nch should kill Germ:::.:: workers 

.:l:.J 2. whole to r,1ake the prolct.:lri;;.n ~revolution })n:Jictc-d by i·:.:...!:.'X ar.d othe:r:!3.. 

i'o.r ;·,i.i 1 f a centt:ry lJrcviou=sly. 

i•.0 :;.. result of the irnbrlcatcd dis2o.:ppoir.tmcnts of the C:r-t:at i·!a::: 

c:.r.G tb8 le.ss-th;;.n-crcat peace, th& Bcl:::;i;eviks, victo:r.·ious ir. ~~ussia, 

already stror.gly associJ..tc'i with anti -ea. pi t.:l.lis;;; and a~ti -lmp;:;rial isrr., the 

a ·Co:c.l:.ldablt) ch.J.J.l.cne;e to Lhe dor;Ji na.nL :.:;vciali!.;"'.:. p.·:;.::::-ty, tl:e ~o·,..; ''revislo:.ist" 

-. 
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1 and ot.her writers have elsewhere at,a.lyzed the history of ::>oc1alist -

Communist rivalry on the French Left since 1920, noting the conjunctural 

ambivalence and ambiguities, anU. stressing the fundamental enduring 

differences. 1 Here, one need only say that the periods of Left-wing 

alliar.ce (Popular Front ,19J4-J8; in "tripartism" with the 'Christian 

Democr;ltic ~\RP, 1944-47; in the "Union of the Left" since 1972, with 

the small t'.ovement of Left-wing Radicals (MRG) ) , as well as the periods 

of host1lit.y (the 1920s; during the Hitler-Stalin pact, 1939-41; during ' 

the Cold liar; off and on durlnc; the "Union of the Left") have been conditioned I 
more by the basic characteristics of each party than by circumstances. 

In a word, one understands more about French Left-wing politics if one 

begins with the basic differences between Western Suropean socialism 

ar,d communism than if one masters the hl.stoire evenementielle of the 

20th century. This fact gl>lm:nf:cxxJu:~.xnli implies a second: that lllrut 

the central issues dividing· French socialism against itself in 1977-78, aside 

from matters of detail, are still the same disagreementswhich arose 

from the PCF' s "bolshevization" in the 1920s and the crystallization 

of 3~>JXiKX Stalinism in the l9JOs. 

. t,' c.:;;. -
Ho~<ever, this fs not to ~ that the PS and PCF in 1978 both 

won victories of a sort in remaining true to hlu'l:b:X:l:'JOXJKooxn.od:xoo;x 

themselves. On the contrary, the fact that the French Left's central 

divisivns have seemed indestructible seems to me - in a way analyzed in 

detail below - a considerable success of the Communl.sts and a regrettable 

failure of the Socialists. 2 .The Communist party, largely ,through 

that persistence which is one of its admirable 'lualities, has been 
oblige 

able to/e<J<kl< the French Left-~<ing mass "audience" (and thus the Socialist 

party as an "actor:·) to speak a voca lJularly and to use a sym oolism 

derived from l')th cnntury pelltical n.ythology, an anachronistic Narxist 

maximalism which servas the l'CF' in its struggle J,;~ ae;ainst overwhelming 
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uJd!:., atlll which prcvcnL~ Lht.:/.:.;uc1n.l1ul. 1~\.rty f:com "be.\ n~ it~c) f", or 

rather :'becoming itself:" 'l'hc Communist party i::<xX~" is France's 

a.rchtypical "industrial p:irty"; the :ii""i new Socialist party is, or 

could becolilc, the first "post-industrlal party" in France (and, counting 

only large or mass parties, perhaps anywhere), J 
t..~ 

In another sense, j.J.:X:<OJl the Communist success in 1977-78 in maintaining 
political conflict also 

iaxz~x~ the old terms of/~~lixiOI:<xdis~ourse is/the sign of its own 

greater defeat. This is because the Communist party, to the extent 

it remains in its traditional limitations, is fated to wither as its 

historic social bases are transformed by macro-social and economic 

processes. The Socialist party, to the extent it destroys the Communist 

monopoly of setting political discourse on the Left, can "become itself," 

i.e. can rally the social bases and pursue the policies to which it 

aspires, occupying a l<>rc;e ana no>~ only partially-filled space which 

oplnlon polls detect consistent] y in French political consciousness. The 

French Left is indee.d, as a Communist slogan h<>s it, a place where "unity . . . 

is a struggle.~~ In this Gtruggle one is incli·ned to believe that; unless 

the :PCF makes definitive and radical a tendency to adapt to modern 

We;t European society which has been heretofore quite ambivalent and 

w i tilout deep anough roo l.s, the Communis:t party ln the long run can only 

lose. The Soclalist party, on the other hand, can win, particularly 

if if: is a blc to change tbe tei"IiiS J.n which the strug~le is rousht 

more to its favor. One basic PS ch~racteristic has been the necessity of 

speaking ~ Communist-derived language from one sid.c of its mouth - i.e. 

to challenge the PCF as the dominant industrial party - and a new 

socialist language - a<ltor;e:;tionnalre, ecologist, decentralist, womens' 

an<.l minority group rights, ect. - from the othcor. Given the unusual 
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cer~alf\ :.;mallCL' polH1c:.l _p(J.rl.le::; or t;r'.Jups in the outer corona of 

the. Left (moderate and far left groups; new "single-issue" opposition 

organizations). ~econd, we will make an evaluation of the post-March 

] 9?8 situation in the snn:>" of the question posed al.lovo: Does the 

"French Left" still. exist'/ 

French Socialbm and the New PS 

F'rancois Mitterrand remarked in summer 1977 that the new Socialist 

party's problem was that "it is obliged to do everything at once." ~;ore 

precisely, the PS problem was the necessity of attemnting everything 

at once: Resolving its own internal disagreements over policy and 

finding a leadership capable of winnin~ national elections; controlling 

the Communist party both in terms of r~licy and of political strategy 

and tuctics; maintaining a px""l;;i"=~'~x program of radical reforms while 

winning the sympathy o·r at least the neutrality of the rest of France 

and of France's Western allies, whether "social democratic" (e.g. the 

SPD 
L~s~ 
andJ:!;~d• >:o''"'""Y) or "capitalist" (the United States); and, finally, 

preparing a team of capable people to govern the country through what 

would in any case present itself as a crisis situation. We can leave 

a det:,iled analysis of this extraordinary "pro\Jlem" for later. Now let 

us say only the following by way of introduction: Given the Socialist 

JUl'Ly defeaj; in harch lY'/U, on8 method of stating its failure is to say 

it ;:as unable preci~cly to achieve evcrythins at once, and the analytical .. 
ta::;k_ is then to dissect the bundle of partial successes and failures, 

in order to see how, al toscther, they added up to defeat . 
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l'.istoL·ically the :.ioclallst party i'n. France, a.s noted a tove, was 

c.JJ.J_' 
imtt;,;1 lintil 1969 ..,.. the sno. / 

Under its two long-time leaders Leon 

lllum (1919 - 1940) and Guy ~lollet (1946 - 1969) the SFIO could have 

become a permanent a doml.nant party in French politics, like the Labour 

party or the SPD. Between the wars it governed only once, nedeviled 

in part by the Left-wing mystiQue agi.linst cabinet participation, which 

i.lllowed the Communist party successfully to wield its preventive 

accusation of "class coll<tbo~·ation" ><henever the social democratic 

SFIO leaders seemed intercste<l in going to govermr.ent with "bourgeois". 

parties. The Popular Front was a Socialist-led Left-wing coalition in 

which the two other main partners .were the newly strengthened PCF (until 

19J5-J6 the PCF had remained a small marginal party~ following a 

rapid decline 1920-24) and the Radical party ( a remnant of the 19th 

century battle for laicism, whose leaders played a pivotal role in Third 

Hepublic coalitions much b"yond what ;;as,merited by the organization 

itself, and whose legacy prov.ided the r:.ovement of Left-wing Radicals 

for the "Union of the Left" in 1972). The Popular Front, despite several 

major social reforms, failed in its central task of halting the movement 
4 

toward a li'ranco-German war. 
-_./. 

.4AA" )".;--
any ~±€ ev8nt or element. 

Its failure, naturally, is not imputable to 

~.·..-. 
But one can aiPgl-, ottt. several ~1\.ei.iLion 

here, both becauee of their importance in the Popular Front's travail and. 

more .importantly because they "'"'" constitute an example of how certain 

funda;ncntal Socialist - Co:rimunist characteristic.s have guaranteed 

'porslstently the French Left's i;npotcnce \Jeyond any joint policies at 

a g:l vcn moment. 

_, 
For one thin~ the Socialist leadership under Leor. lllwn was, as 

usual, deeply split within itsulf. And whilt in routine times can \Je a 
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frul.tCul pluralism became .In a time of c'rls.\s a JYlralydng inability 

to asr~e, hence to act. Divided ove'i how far and how rapidly to extend 

domestic economic "eform, and,mo~·e im-peratively, over how to react to 

the related problems of German militarism and the Spanish Civil War, the 

SFIO leaders failed to act tosether, let alone to control the divisions 

in the larger Popular Front coalition or in the French situation as a . 
whole. The dominant french social classes and their political represen-

tativ~s were of course dead-set against,and at a certain level even 

scandalized1 by this first "socialist" French government. It is hardly 

necessary to add that. ,imx other 1-/estern governments were not enthusiastic 

either. Finally, the Communists, who could have done at least somethin_g 

to give the Popular Front a better chance, were obliged, in the nature of 

their fundamental attachments, to weaken the Popular Front r·rom the inside: 

first of all to promote the double-game of Soviet foreign policy (toward 

the Third Relch, ;,;. the Spanish Civil Vlar and 1-/estern Europe in general) 

and secondly to preserve the :PCF's credibility as a radical "vanguard" 

ore;anization vis-a-vis the SFIO (by agitating for more :i:extreme doa1estic 
,' 

reforms from a government it claimed to support, wherever such action 

seemed· not likely to threaten the, more important, interests of the 

international com~unist movement). 

In the Tripartite period at the ·end of WWII the same cs::;cntial 

Soc}alist and Comnn.lnist tc:1dcncies produced essentially the same results .. 

, ..... , ·e; ;~- The political cor,juncture, to be sure, x= had been radically 

ba::;ic; change in the structure of French and l!:uropean political life, 

f 
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.Jut in France, as in Europe as a whole, .'.~he compcti tion of several 

politic-al (lr:>nd. d.esigns (Gaullism, Christian Dcr.;ocra.cy, the idea of 

a French Labour party without th8 Com;nunist~n ord.er to marginalize 

tiwm, tbe i<i.:r.l<xi'o:xxJ< con L~·ary l<.ica for a rcunificd Socialist-Communist 

party) worked to destroy all of them. Soon General de Caul le retired 

to Cvlo!r. Dcy -lcs-deux· l!:ellse:.:.. l"J."t:nch C:lu·istian Democracy (the r:RP) 

rather quickly lost its popular enthusiasm and began a rapid decline 

into obscurity in the ?'ifth Rep<.<blic. Socialist and Communists in 

1945 - 47 renew~d their historic oc±xi disagreements over differing 

socialist visions and, ~~~x hence, international aligw~ents. In short, 

the political system of the Fourth !lopublic quickly came to work much 

tk like the Third llepu blic 's,. even if some of the central actors were 

nett, or had neH faces. Yet the Fourth -Republic, as many historians 

h<:tve Hri tten, might well l:avc survived perhaps permanently were it not 

4/-~ 
for the .hd·r.i.'"~ 1•"Jti cr:i~cs of de-co]onization,;u:;r.l which elicited General 

de Caulle's successful estaulishmcnt of the Fifth Republic in 1958.5 

Furthermore, d~rlng the lt'ourth Ht:!public 's renewal of "musical chairs" 

~jovcrnm<:nt at the top, French social structure and the French economy 

had begun - despite or in part also facilitated by this - deep changes 

and· rr.oderniza tions outside the narrow spotlight of politics as nsual. 

:io~<<:ver this r..ay be, the poli tico.l costs of decolonization weakened 

tlw C:ocl.alist po.rty more them any of the other major parties which had 

do;ninatcd the Fourth Republic political game. The Communists in particular 

were r:>thcr successful in perpetuatinG the myLh of their pur" anti

colonialism, 
6 

a bit of suuterfugc rcn<lrred easier by the fact that the 

SFIO openly fell away from its own anti-colonialist tu<. tradition, as 

ln 1911-1- it had for[jotten its anti-militarism and working-class 

intetr.ationalism. 7 The SFIO le<:.d.er, Guy hollet, had taken over the 

t 
! 
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p;u~Cy lcad<'n-.h.lp ln J9h'i- /1!) from Lc·on Dlum, on the: l.a.sis of a (short-lived) I' 

. /~.(.~f-t1r. ·· 
renewal ofjraJ.lcal comm:\ t:ncnts. However, by the last years of the l'ourth I 
Hcpuolic, the form~r ln:;c.\tutcur· frou: the Pa::;-de-Calais had added a turnarou-,[ 

on Algerian policy to his generally non-radical dome::;tic politics in the "f 
poGt-war decade. Durln& the "hcpubllcan Yront." eovcrnment he led in ~ 

1956 - 57 (a Canter-Left coaUtion wHhout the CmrJaunist party, inevitable ' 

/ 
during the Cold War), Mol let achieved a reputation as a staunch Ale;erie 

franr,aise advocate.
8 

The SFIO was thus largely a spent force by the tL'ne the Yifth Republic 

I 
l 

was established out of the crisi::; of military colonial revolt in Algiers. , 

The Socialists had failed persistently to overcome their historic ambivalence·~ 
about government and about its purposes - XkxxXRifrNX~xxx~<~xxx~~ haunted ; 

! 
by an authentic desire fOl' socialism in turn terrified by the possibility f. 

that the Bolshevik traGedy was the only possible revolution. The 

Socialists were ambivalent also about international politics, where the 

coal of socialism and the Si"'O's pacifist and anti-coloniall:st traditions 

prevented any but the most 2mbiguous accomodatior. with its choice of 

the 1-iest over the Soviet Sastfwhcn finally, in 1946- 48 a choice 

was imposed on a party othen:ise bettGr suited to indecision. Furthermore, 

the SFlO's strong l;x.i~ secularism (r•iollet's pre-political career as an 

:lf,stitnt~r: was symbolic: the :iFIO not for nothing was reputed to be 

a party Of school teachers and university professors) rebuffed the 

Christian progressi vc JLeft-r;inr~ pulJlic left floating by the i-iHP 's 

faiJ.ure. Thi::.; was pottJnt.ial support which might have slowed, if 

no more, the SFIO' s decline in the 1960s, or at least given it greater 

curre:1cy wi.th which to bo.r1;ain other political parties during its 

' ' . 
tr.r;~.versee du desert. 

I 
I 
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· In any case, a complex d(,vclopncmt,. l>roueht these same Christian 

progre::;si ves in the middle 1970s as a significant element in the new 

Socialist party's success. The Christian rally came to a considerable 
9 

' ' extent from the la bor movement, from the Confedera tlon cloG"'Jl!:Xtiirp«<x 

franfalse de;uocratiguc dtl travail (Cl''Dl'), which in 1964 split as a 

, "' majority faction from the parent Confederation frnnc<1.isc dea travailleurs 

chr~tiens (CFTC), adding a Marxist radical program in 1970 to its 

traditional Christian ::;ocial rcfonnism. This "marxization" of the 

now Socialist-leaning CFDI' was one delayed effect, and not the 'least 

important in the long run, of the "events of May" 1968, 

The mixing of strong lay and religious traditions in the new PS 

was in its very nature incomplete and a further source o{ internal 
f/.< 

tension. ifonethelesS..(CFm'-PS connection in particular has given 

the Socialist party a measure of lnfluer.ce in the organized working 

class, levera~:~e essential.if the PS is successfulli to challenge eommunist 

party ideological ar.d organizational hegemony on the Left. The CFDI' 

turn to l'•arxism thus both he:..ped and hindered th<i- PS: On the one hand 

it auther.ticated the Socialists' radical credentials and provided a 

militant base in the worl<place, while on the other har.d it prevented 

the PS from developing poll tlcally a::; freely as it might otherwise have 

done. In particular it obliged the PS to talk a socialist language 

closer to that of the Communists, adding to :kb!x a blanket anti-capital ism 

whi.ch implied that social progress could come only in the form of a "rupture" 

wl.th the established order. 

-"(J..J.....( 
A French leader once asserted that the ~ event of 20th century 

Left-wl.ng politics was the Communist seizure of the key labor union, the 

CGT, in 1945 - 4·6,
10 

lt :i::x maY well be true that the source of Communist· 
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pc~r::;l:.:;~~ncu ln l•'ru.ncc :;.;_i nee J '-/~'/ Jiau lic,~n not so much the J:Aarty itself 

as .the. union, which, because it is an efficient organization which gets 

.results ~hat p80ple can measure, produces excellent Communist militants, 

, spreads Communist doctrines and maintains broad Communist influence in 

' the major xui:;d: productive and social mobilizing sectors of the society. 

The c~r is a force which obliges French governments continuously to accord 

the Communist point of view a day-to~day importance beyond any other 

opposition organization, par~icularly given the large public sector of 

the economy whose employees are organized first of all by the C~. Thus, 

the recent Socialist party penetration of the labor movement through the 

CFDT, whatever its. insufficiencies and its inconveniences, gives the 

non-Communist Left some chance to counter the core of Communist strensth 

at the·base level. 

Important as this r"cent labor J:Jovemcnt support may eventually be, 

however, th" Socialist party which. was recreated in 1969-71 from the 

SFIO first constructed· upon. other pillars. 

The first, an "anti-pillar," was the fact of a political space 

left vacant, an opportunity. Gaullism, even during the reign of 

·the General himself, had NRZ~K changed from a very ~xm~~+~K~ broad 

and i'ntcr-class - in short, amorphous - movement of national union 

to save the Republic and French Destiny, into. a much more narrowly
socio-economic 

J.--,s,od("oudxx conservatizm ami poli ticccl nationalism. Whatever de Gaulle 's 

intentions of promoting a society based on "participation" and a 

'f!!AJ. "t.hlrd way'.', neither ccq>lt.<.lli:.;t nor socialist, he n.::vor "(lliud. force 

sufficient to render his initiatives more than interesting doctrine. 

One can ara;ue, of course, tha·~ pressinG national and international 

·. 

1 
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interest:; (cmllng the hope·] o:;u Algerian w;1r rapidly, creating the right 

kind of European community) obliged a regrettable choice in priorities. 

Nonetheless the narrow Gaullist-lcd victory in l.he 1967 elections and 

the :;octal cxpl6s1on in spr1ne; 196!3 were evidence that a massive current 

in french opinion wanted "change," nhatever that might mean in terms of 

actua} policies. 

Despite their unprecedented scope, the "events of May" seemed finally 

a demand for reform rather than revolution. Although the revolutionary 

Far Left endured a spectacular and extremely short-lived popularity at 

this time, and although as a consequence of Nay 196!3 a certain number of 

young activists joined the Communists because they now seemed the only 

"serious" radical force,' the otherwise perplexing demo biliza tiolb. after 

such such a dramatic departure indicates more a traditiona-l French-style 
. ,....(;.,(,.·._ 

incitation to quick..(action (sudden, incoherent and surprising to even 

thoce who participate, as Tocqueville noted more than a century ago) rather 

than a demand that heads roll. 

The new Socialist party emerged ambiguously at its 1971 Epinay 
' 

Congress with a radical o:ao:±~dci:xt doctrine (inspired at once by the 

traditional and the innovative aspects of ~Jay 1968) and a leader, Franfois 

Mitterrand, whose past was many things but not that. Its swift political 

ascent - from 10-l5!i of the electorate ln 1969 to 25-30/a of the opinion 

poll:\ ln 1977, and 23i~·.of the actual vote in 19'1B - was due in considel.'able 

measure to this very imprecision of image or of intent. 
even 

Leav lng aside/the· Christian proere::;sive Cl"!Jf and PSU elements which 
remaining 

·' r;;llied the PS in 1974, not all of the/Socialist electoral renaissance 

derived noC<H>sarily :from i.hc (.;ommunist or l•'!l.r Loft cloctora.ten. To the 
many 

contrary, /xtai~t of the new l'S voters in the 1970s came from a variety of 

constituencies seeking a reformist, modernizing Left-wing party, in the 



• 
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!o'rcnch corrt.ext. mcanins a parLy that woul~i· 1) create GOIOO plausible 
'• 

alternative to the tirdd Gaullist majorities, and 2) would produce 

·n 
reform.policics based on new "post-industrial" clienteles and interests, 

At the same time, the fact that the new PS was built structurally out 

of the old SFIO permi ttHd it to retain two other reformist clienteles .,.· 

which the Holl.f'tiste leadership had not yet frittered away: on the one •· 
hand the historic anti-Communist Socialists, who still r~sonated with 

the raP,ical phrase-mongerinG which marked each SFIO congress until the 

end, and on the other hand, 'more importantly for the strength of the 

new organization, the traditional SFIO clientele of local government 

power holders, built up over a half-century (particularly strong in 

the North) and impregnable even to Communist militancy, 

These were the new PS's reformist, or at least moderate constituencies. 

On the party's left-wing, the renaissance came from a young, hard-core 

·socialist base which had earlier been either Communist or Far Left 

(Trotskist or ~'rench Maoist), and which had drifted twoard the· Socialist 

party renewal because both th" PCF and the extremist "groupuscules" seemed 

to them to have demonstrated their limitations in ~iay 1968. The most 

important elements of this group;. organized· into the "Center for Socialist 

Study and He;;earch" (C!!:RES). 

The CEHES quickly became a separate organization in the party and its 

leaders had a crucial radicalizing policy influence just as the PS leadership 

fixed its program in 1971-72 and· signed the "Common Program" with the 

Communl:;ts in· June 1972. The key er~R;;:s ·capacities were two: an 

.organizational militancy which the new party needed badly, and an 

ideolog'lcal or doctrinal fluency which the party leadership accepted 

(wisely or not), giving the PS a quick appeal to the post-1968 young 

·. 
', ,:,, 
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gcn,:rat.lons •. l:t•:nc:s 's or;;atll<\atlonal and ideo] ogl.cal predilections .. 

•, 

were once called "proto-Communist" by Franpois Nitterrand, . Indeed 
:;everal 

the CEHES has maintained/m~x~ Communist-style conceptions learned 

· , when many of its key leaders were in the PC~' or on the Leninist Far Left; 

\ 

\ 

. , 

The PS commitment to a "rupture with capitalism", in particular, has been 

a matter of CERES persistence. Yet it is important to note that CERES,· 
•· 

which has controlled about 1/5 to 1/4 of the party organization, ~as 

much less resonance electorally, and so is much more important within 

the party.(because its skills and its ¥ery presence serve quit~ clear 

political interests, including· a refusal 'to be intimidated by the Communists, 

'something the older SFIO people could not often muster) than in public 

o·pinion. 

The CEHBS pictures itself as the "hinge" which can tie together 

"social~ democracy" (the PS tradition) and"Stalinism"(the PCF 

tradition). 'l'his revised vanguardist notion is based on the strategy 

of radicalizing the PS economic program and assisting in the de-Stalinization . 

·.of Communist politics. Thus :0 or the a£RES ~ the PS and the PCF are 

vi tal to :kb!:arix its own "new" socialism, and, as J acques · Julliard says, 

CERES has had more faith in the "Union of the Left" than in the PS itself. 

(It is riot surprisints~~e~eninist-infl uencedCE!lliS people alzoald 

despise "social democracy" above all else, both despite and because of 
· close 

their own/relation to it). The failure of the Left in 1978 and the 

breakdown of PS-PCF alliance at a deep level makes it,difficult to 

lma&ine what the CERES will do now, out in retrn;;p<Jct one is ast.Lonished 

' at how much effect, especiall'y ideologically, it had during the "Union 
, .with however much reluctance, 

of the.Left" 1972-77. Indeed for five years the CBIU!:S served/as a 

cover for Franyo1s N1tterrand's left flank. It even caused problems 

for the Communists 1with its own rather successful radical discourse; 

'· ~:. ,. 0 ~.,. • ., ,-
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ln,('{lnguard 

1 nflucn.Ced Socialist party o bllsed the Communi~ts to debate vansuardist 

pretensions in the public arena - Could the PS be a vanguard party also? 

Had 1 t r"placcd t.hc l'L:l•' oven':' - whereas for half a contury the Communists 

had been able more or less to it;nore challenges to its claim to be the 

only_.autbentic revolutionary socialist party in France, 12 

Finally, and most importantly in the sense of being the necessary 

catal.rst in. joining the above alements together in the new PS, the 

Socialists~ found a leader of stature. Franpois Mitterrand, who 

~-..,-.;,f!.aa,gd'-'b"'een serl ously compr<?!.•J:;;cd in his various manifestations as a Fourth 

\ 

Republic ministrab1~, emerged from. the 1971 Epinay Congress and in the 

following three years of consolidation as the "Great l•'ederator" of the 

party, lJ To be sure, the "Union of the Left" - basically any alliance 

putting together the Socialist and L:o~r.munist parties - was a project 

not mniquc to ~ii ttcrrand. 14But it seems clear that no other leader 

possessed the "personal equation," to use de Gaulle's evocative lansuage, 

neces:oary to .brine; off such a complcx,ilUllt ambiguous and audacious 

undertaking. 

In the 1965 preside~tial e~ections Franpois Mitterrand, as a joint 

Left-wing candidate1 and with help' from center candidates, unexpectedly 

oblie;ed General de Gaullc into a run-off ballot. He was not even then 

. a ""'"[;er of the SFlO an•i had not yet embraced a sociallst doctrine. In 
(+'-tl-- .... -t .. 1t~-f) 

1971;, now both a _tocialist ~and leader of the PS, he was again the joint 

LcH-wlng .candidate. liy le m; than 1 per cent he lost the presidency, 

whlch Val6ry Giscard d •;,:stnl n~ took with the avow<Oid intention of shifting 

the g~verning majority's base and of brinS:rl6 the ~ocialists to government 

sooner or later. !o'lnally, ln 19'16-7'/, in local elections, the PS under 
sur-

f'iitterrand 's leadership/passed the Communist party electorate !Sor the 

:first time since the 1930s, ,J,....:t 1-& "i• - 1-1"/o. 

xh _ 14 nu: zm. JXJlt&ta: 14!4. ~-P 44M4!l#ik4 i#KJ @Jili,i#JXIU:t; d4J QJJ J) 1. l.L. JJH _;;:;;h J .t 
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l·n 1Y77;ruowcver, the ::>ocialist' pa.rty ~urge and r'ranrois 

l':ittel•rand's..(projcct were both deflatcd,sapped from within by a bitter 

struggle with the Communist party in the alliance1and from without by a 

crucial (if finally not ~o large) defection in l~pular support, some of 

it no doubt the traditional last-minute flight from the Left, but some 

cau~ed also by what this internecine struggle revealed about the nature 

of the alliance. In the logic of circumstances as they seemed in early 

1977 ·(Left-wing dynamism, Western economic problems and their consequences 

in }<'ranee - heavy uroemployment, inflation and stagnation of production and 

private investment) the "Union of the Left"'seemed hardly capable of 

losing the 1978 elections. The·· key clement in producing this difficult 

to achieve result was precisely that element over which Mitterrand 

himself (the degree of personal authority in PS strategy 1971-77 was 
. ..,..... 

overwhelming) had th~ least control, or1at le~st the most difficult 

to forsee: the Communist leadership's capacity to make a radical 

choice against the Socialists, and hence against a Left-wing. .. 
victory itselL Nost' observers agree, although we do not know 

for certain because we cannot penetrate Communist secrecy, that while 

the PCV leadership could not entirely have excluded the possibility of 

victory in March 1978, even rit;ht up to the first ballot, they chose 

sometime in the previous half year to try to prevent it. An explanation 

of Uw rea::;ons for such n. radical· choice will lead us, eventually back 

to n. restatement of the essential characteristics of French communism 

hltitorically, and of the f(;J<''s failure to push suffic-iently quickly 

or profoundly its evolution away from this past, before it was faced 

with a moment of truth,. . .r 

' 
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The' French Communist Party ,, 
L'ike the Socialist party, the French Communist party for the 

.past decade has acted out of a fundamental ambivalence, conflicting 

conceptions of what the party should be,~xoc what the party should 

seek to accomplish, and how the two are related. Using ideological / 

shorthand one can say the !'Cl;' in the 1970s oscillated between its 

traditional Leninism-Stalinism and its recent. tendencies toward 

On the one hand the d;!!Pinant mode of PCF psychology and action 

traditionally has been what r· am calling here Leninism-Stalinism. l'lriefly, 

by this I mean the PCF was "bolshevized" in 'the 1920s, therein adopting 

a Leninist conception and organization of the communist party as the 

"vanguard of the working class." The I ori l'ist PC~' was "Stalinized" 
. . ~i-r,J. --' ~J.. :ti .( . 
even as it was being ~·--al id!tl>t>d in the decade after bolshevization 

. ~ . " 
began in 1924, JH'.t ~~Soviet politics itself. Other West European Communist 

~>rties accepted Leninism-Stalinism in theory but for various reasons 

. worked out organizational patternsin practice much more adapted to Western 

European society. The PCi", on th,e other hand, even after it grew from 

a small party of a few tens of thousands,in the 1920s, to a party of 

200-300,000 in the 1930s, maintained two key elements of the Leninist 

doctrine which many other vlestern CPs chose to avoid or to ignore, 

The first was a dot;matic proletarianism, or ouvrierlsme. This 

docttine of hero-worship of the workinr; class (or. at least of its 
. ,.:L~ ·. 

image) produced result::;·, and 
4
eci bed the ncwly-arri ved 

,-.cu-(,_..,.·v.il., . · or anarchl.st 
Co •. n:unist ·party in l•'ranc"..(all the more in that Gocialist/ouvrierisme 

id ea liz.ed 

was by the 1920s already a l<'rench Left'-wlng tradition of more or less 

half a century. 
~ . 

'l'he PCr'' s ouvricrisme, inside the party, was a kind 

of terrorism about mombvrs' ~;ocfal origins, which privileged real Ol.' 

pretended workers once they got into the struggle for advancement in 

•.•. ' '> •' 
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,, 
the leanership or in the ~·rty bureaucraay: A natural corollary was 

inti~•idation of the poor bourgeois or intellectual who joined up 

on the honest desire precisely to "betray" his class. The second 

Leninist recommendation which saturated French Corr:munist psychology 

was a preference for a small, selective and highly disciplined party 

appar':l.tus as opposed to a larger, more open and less tightly-directed 

organization. ~ixs This policy of close supervision, or encadrement, 

of the entire party truly was meant at first to produce the Leninist 

ideal of a party as "organizational weapon," an apparatus which could be 

quickly mobilized as a striking force, hitting at a specified target, with 

a certain intent, and so on. 

-In addition, finally, to the ouvrieriste and cncadrement mentalities 

which d.clminated French bd:x dommunimoi historically, a third element in the 
"\_ L 

PCF tradition was not so much Leninist as Stalinist: "unconditional loyalty" 
,l 

to the Soviet Union, which, vis-a-vis the /lest, meant. in practice mainly 
'. l • l.l \.) .. • .. • 

acting as an ann of Soviet foreign policy J!-k[,.,. tl..- p.o.)..·"j ~ f. ~G 
This tripartite PCF traditio!! was consolidated at the end of 

\o!orld War II, when· the Great Power alliance disagr;regated and Europe 

was divided at the Iron Curtain, suffering the unavoidable consequences 

of Liberal - Communist Cold \-far and great power confrontation. The French 

Com•;,unlst movement at this t.illlc moved into a poll tical ghetto for 15 

years,' "drawlns up the wagons in a circle", so to speak, to form a 

rather impermeable "countc:r-socict.y" whose purpose was to propagandize 

Soviet foreign policy (e. g • .the "Peace Kovement," the "Stockholm petition" 

against nuclear weapons, etc.) and otherwise to nourish itself fx~ solely 

within its own passion, while waitinG for the Soviet system, as Khrushchev 
. 1!( t.> 

bou.st.cd, to"provo its superiority to capitalism." 

' '.-~.- .' .:~~h 
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,. 
During the 15 yoars followlng Stalin's death in 1953, nonetheles:;, 

the. French Communist party began to produce - however sporadically and 

however much slower than other West ~uropean CPs, especially the Italian 

Communist party (l:'Cl) - internal prcs:;url!s toward vrosion of this by now 

much compromised tradition. Partly as a result of the de-Stalinization 

coni.Toversy joined throughout the international communist movement, and 

partly as a result of domestic political considerations, the French 

Communists began to preach a less dog~oatic socialist doctrine, based 

on a somewhat enlarged leeitimation of social diversity (i.e. a slight 

· weak<>ning of ouvri~rismc) and less political· determinism (not only did 

the USSR not overtake American productivity in the short run, it began 

to be permitted to doubt whether, again as Khrushchev had said, the 

grandchildren of the Kenncdy e;eneration would indeed live under a red 

flag). Following the Soviet-led invasion of Czechoslovakia xxkiri; in 1968, 

whlch shocked the non.-:-rulinc:; Cl's profoundly, French Communist innovations 

moved toward the taking of decision-making autonomy from traditional 

Sovi"t control of FCF strategy. \In late 1975. the PCf liWitched sides 

against the Soviets in preparations for the 1976 international communist 

l<:a.st Berlin conference: The point of no return on the question of 

party autonomy was crossed apparently in this episode, 

The PC!•' critique of its traditional doctrine and power relationships 

was r;ot simply negative, hm10ver. It also involved movinG toward some 

coherent strategy for what the communist parties eenerally had come to 

call a "peaceful tra.nsl tion to ::;ocial ism," a plan for superseding 
. . . 4/-l..c.... 

capitalism and installine; socialism >~hich did not presuppose a violent 
(W'I-t-.......-u;-""1 .. 

revolution or, as one later ,was told, a~'dictatorship of the proletariat." 
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111 .short, a:; part oJ" l.hc tendency l.v·movc away from its solid 

Stalinlqt tradition, the r'rcnch Comrr.unlst party had to develop a coherent 

conc:rf,tion of itself as a party of government, i.e. party which might - --
reasonably expect to take power elcctorally and to use this legitimately 

won power thereafter· to force a "transition to socialism." The explanation' 

of tb~ PCl''' s obst.inate and finally successful at tempts from the early 

1960s forward to draw the Socialists into a goverrunental program alliance -

ix despite the possibility of creating a potential rival - lies here: In order 

to play its vanguard role the new PCF doctrine set the necessity of using 

a series of electoral allianccSin which it was not likely,at first anyway, 

··to be the preponderant force (the "great schism" of political loyalties 
to have condemned 

in io:uropc seemed/~~~.x~~x!!KJJ!l'! the PCr' to permanently secondary responsibilities 

in the national government, if at all) in order to manipulate its own -tJ;_.;/;. 

political supremacy and,finally, to realize its grand vision of a new 

society. Therefore, in the "peaceful transition to socialism" doctrine the 

prob1 cm of becoming a serious e;overnment party_ aspirant in the Republic was 

merged with the Lcninist idea of the vanguard party. Curiously, it now 

was apparent how different in ceAain ways were Leninism and Stalinism: 

Whereas Leninism was a mode of thought more or less entirely centered 

on th" problem of winnl.ng power (makin& the revolution, moving from 

opposition to goverr.ment), Stalinism, \;ith its primacy of foreign CP 

loyalt,Y to Soviet goals which mi(;ht or might not fit their own, turned 

out to be a monumental conservatism xxxtNiczxx~Q~uli for the non-ruling 

Couuuun.\.st!.> .- a _prc.:fcronc,~ .for rt:n1a.i.nint:; loyal to Stalin and to the USSH, 
pcrnanent 

and. therefore/x~aiY~xgxxx opposition, rather than breaking loose from. 

:l:tu<x)l<~>ti~&lud>rulixixxsxiiiBx :;ov let-style "proletarian internationalism" in 

order really to snck power for thcm,sclves. In th.is sense, the PCF's 
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Lie tenn i nation ln tile l9GU" · ;{nd 1970s to f!.O to government was i tscl f 
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one asp;ct pf dc-Stalinizatlon. This and relatcJ changes in the ouvricriste 

and cncadrement traditions (enlargins the party·, loosening the requirements 

of mcmbcrn, asserting that socialism "in French colors" need not imply the 

disappearance of non-socialist classes, groups and even, to some limited 

rlc(;n:c, political orga:nbations) furthermore turned out to be developnents •. 
in harmony with a more general transformation of several Western European 

(and ~apanese, etc.) communist parties which in the middle 1970s began 

. to be called "Eurocommunism;" a corr.munism which, were the "ideal-type" 

ever to be realized in practice, would be iltlti:III.l'l=rn:;qlUJd:iofldlxx:tx'Xx:st 

"~nfi~x autonomous of Soviet control, non-violent, refonnist in method 

if still radical in intent, and perhaps even.liberal, although the latter 

seems to be the most difficult characteristic for any would-be Eurocommun1st 

~~rty to produce. 

When the ?Cl~ leaders signed the "Common Program" in 1972 with the PS 

and r·;Rc, the Communist party was by far the strongest party, not only 

organizationally but also eh:ctoraily. (Had the new Socialist pa::ty 
temporarily 

not been/so weak, it·is very passible its leaders would not have. considered 

it worthwhile to sign such a program, which limited the PS's choices 

significantly in the following years, just as the Communists had intended). 

In any case, between 1972 and 1976 the Communist electoral superiorly 

w~s ~rased. The ~ocialist party, building on the various elements of 

strength discussed above, became· not only the dominant party electorally 

on· the Left, but, acconlint;· to the results of local elections in 1976 and 

1977, the largest electoral party in r'rance - moreover the only party 
. (flv..~"C ,w_t:.. ·4 ..... ,f f>«d;u·!.., ~~/eA} 

in asCendency in the country ao a whole}, the only party seeming to J 
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operate with a loslc of breaking througt{ the JO.:~ barrier, i.e. of 

becoming a dominant c;overnmcnt pa:r::ty like the SPD or the Labour· 
ifj_.·4t 

party, or even, speakingjin t~rms of coalition formation, like the German or 

Italian Christian Democratic party.~xikR 

The PCF leaders did not accept easily this neH Socialist superiority, 

although even ln 1972 they must have recognized two probabilities about 

the "Union of the Left": that Left-wing gains would go first mainly 

to the Socialists, and the PCF would enter a government as a junior 

~~rtner to the PS, at least electorally and in. terms of parliamentary 

seats. What the PCF leaders· could not accept, however, was the fact that 
even the above-cit 

their party made ~· g~lns ·21 ~ electorally 1972-77 (despite/XkKix~~~~Xx 
open 

concomittant changes to/co-;Jc,:<:xg" the party etc.), while the PS moved 

ahead remarkably. This inter-party rivalry on the Left, furthermore, 

was all the n;ore dangerous and unusual in that the Communist party 

vane;uard prctellcc i"t::;ul f was obvlou:.;ly at stake, as was therefore the entire 

Com:nt;nist mythology· of the "peaceful transition to socialism", once the 

Communist leadership had cffec·~ive_ly launched an attempt: The price of 
I 

possible success is possible failure. (The paradoxical attraction of 

.permanent. opposition. for a vanr;uardist party is thus evident). 

In 1971f-75 the PCF leadership launched a vicious 

Clttack on the Socialis~ Tkl.rty, follo11lng Hitterrand's 

old-style Communist 
/"""" l~. -..t 

nearJvictory for 

the L"'ft (i.e. especially for. the Socialists) in ~;ay and several Communist 

failt:rcs in by-elections in the fall. In 1977-78 tllif it cranked up the 

Lcninlst-Sl.alinist attelck 10achinc acaln, following new Socialist gains 

(and a sit;nificant PCF e,ain in thu 1977 municipal elections, one notes) 
.·~ . 

ar.d Socialist refusal to a~·ce toJCommunist propg~als for up-dati~g the 

1 9'l':. joint procr;~.m for till' l ';l{'tl cloction:;. iJy summer l977 lOin the :rs 
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succc:;;:; and the PCF s~a.c;nation had place<J, the Comlllunist leaders in 

a dilemma which went far be)'Ond inunediate tactical problems: In . ' 
choo::;ing their tactical attitude to01ard the Socialist party at this 

point, the Communists in the natu1·c of circumstance chose also in a 

lar0cr sense between, on the one hand, their still po>~crful tradition -

the doQnatically working-class, orGanizationally-elitist and psychologically-
. their 

Stalinist "vanguard party" - and, on the other hand,/itx tentative new· 

Euroco~munist tendencies -·which, again in their ideal-type version, 

legitimate a str9P:J'y less lllOnopolist pretenae of vanguardism as well 

as permanent social ~nd political pluralism. i6. 
lr, a word, the political risk of choosing the.new over the old, 

the imn.anent over the 'anclcnt l,Cf
1 

was too great for the leadership to 
in the strategy · 

take, at least at this point/and at this stage of the PCF's own internal 

strugc;le. This no doubt was holf the leadership 1 tself conceived the 

alternative. iJut perhaps one should say rather that the x~tocli situation 
, ... ~ •Ct'<A.:fi~ ~fd,..(._~ 

>~as;. ellibo:e l.:cb»l>at.,..:~;K<~: and that it was the leadershl.p itself which 

was not JC«X psychologically ·p:.:eparcd to follo1~ throuc;h on its own 

strategy, which KDliixl<;x would have meant, again to use shorthand, 

·choosing I>urocommunism over Leninism-Stalinism. f~ The two ~xiixx 
explanations may even be consequence and cause: During the past 

few years, observers have been much il:terested in the hypothesis 

that the PCF must change drastically ·or face an inevitable "historic 

decline," Its traditional :;ocial bases :bocj,ju< are in some places 

·,d llwrln& awa.v \"Chc PC!" bets :l:.xxo!iiXOJXJ<.ilJC 'combined a "modernist" working 

class with a "traditionalist" dispri vileged clientele~ 'fr.e industrial 

, <IOl'klnt,;' cla:>s is J.ecllnl 1ig as a .!.'('latlvc pcrcentase of the I!IU:k.tlQ\XX 

. force, as in other post·industrlal social str~.~ct.urcs, and the rele.t1 vely 

---., ..•.. ' .-.1'·.::. 
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unmo<lcrnizcd sector::; of :;oclcty arc declining as a whole. The PCF ,. 

can continue to count on a strong skilled working class and functionary 

sec~or: but~ must replace and even expand on its losses.'. The 

Communists muiit change appeals ( i. e, themselves) in order successfully 

to compete for neor political clienteles, which in any case will not 

J.o_ok like the traditional industrial working class proletariat at the 

center of harx's calculation of the likelihood of socialism. In 1977-78 

. J.L<.A '<V--
the leadership seemed to ~--le"~"-&e that its best alternative was to 

·conserve the party's established position, rather than to try to 

better it, which could be accomplished only by risking it, and then 

not ~XKK for sure. The way to do this, so their reasoning seemed to 

f>O, was to diminish the potential Socialist party gains, by destroying 

Left-wing unity and by" attacking the PS's credibility -at once to 

zcarc off moderate voters ~>ho counted on a strong PS to control the 

PC!', and to hive off radical voters who saw the Communist party as 

a guarantee of Socialist radical intentions and who therefo~·e accepted 

the Communist accusation that the Socialists, as always, had "turr,ed to 

the right" at the cl.·ucial momenti Otherwise, so the Communist reasoning 

must have concluded, a tremendous PS cictory in 1978 could have lost 

forcvur the contest for dom.i.nanc.o on the Left, 1<ith all the"socialist" and 
have found 

The PCF' would/f.XXti itself in a permanent 

, 

"vanguardlst"~ included. 

minority position, from which it would not likely kiXXJ<klcx have been able 

to escape the "historic decline" prediction. 

Ultimately, however, even the st:ccc::;s in holding down PS gains 

in 1Y78 - and thus preserving at least temporarily a certain equilibrium 

on thc.-Lc'rt - may 'have onl.v delayed ru,thcr than avol.dcd the FCF 's 
JH-L.-1-- (1-. 

relative weakening, It. ie unjustified as yet to'•&~ ftWJ empirical 

ver.iflcatiol'l. of the "withering away" of French communism, but in any 

,. 
.,.,. -- ,p..,. 
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casC' it Gecms cl car that the l'Gf•"::; radical choic•• ln 1977-78 has .. 
'• 

destroyed for several years at least any possibility of (lOVerrunent 

participation, and perhaps then only if Its leaden.hip has changed. 

(It i::; unlikely the FCF, after all it has done in the past 15 years, 

could accept one or a few portfolios in a goverrunent over which it had 
no...r even 

r.o control; and it is/more unlikely that any goverr.in& coalition, with 
. 

or without the Socialists, could have even the minimum confidence 

in Communist loyalty neces::;ary to govern with this group of leaders . 

as a 1nore or less full parLner). 

Further speculation is beyond my intent.· What is l.mportant here, 

in conclusion, is to recoe;nize that in choosing cor,tinued opposition 
··-, 

and a renewal of tradl.tiona1 Lcni.nist-Stalinist politics vis-a-vis 

the Socialists, the }'Cl' c.iamac;ed seriously its vanguard party pretence, 

pr:cc.isf~ly 1w throvd.ng into que:~t.iou .lts prr~tc~ns.ion to be a scr.ious 
;.;...L - - -

and lee;i.tir.lilte government party aspirctnt. During the electoral - . -
campaign, and even more :oo since, the Communists have behaved not 

as a potential government pa,:ty but rather as a party of permanent 

opposition -the French Communist version ·of which has been traditionally 

!.5 Stalinist to its marrow. 

A French "apertura a sinistra"? 

. What of the rest of the French political spectrum, as it fits 

with the analysis ju'st done? One is tempted to begin: Le centre ~ J!!2rt; 

~ l!: cent:i:"c! 

The traditional centrists in French politics - the Radical party, 
.J, 11 e ~'p-t•cP'i'.,_ 

i~oc Christi~n progressives, and a motley of liberals, republicansiand 

"dcmoer~ts for pro(ircs::;" - h~vc. been unable in the past decade to escape 

the 1ogic of clecto:ral bl-polari~ation. The l·iovement of Left-wing Radicals, 

.. 

'""""-._ ~, ,,, ,,._,,_ ,~ ~_,. ~,_.,~~- ..._ \_,4£'R}§A4,.,, :., 
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wh l.ch· ::;l gued on con trr: ""\.11re with \.he }'S and I'C:i~ in the 1972 Common 
,. 

}'rogrm.m and in the "Union of the Left" ge·nerally, waited all of about 

one hour afte~· the polls closed the evening of the second ballot in 1978 

.before diving into what American journalists unfa.ilingly call an 

'ae;oni>:ing reappraisal.' Ji'or all in·tents and pu:c·poses the liilG failed 
tHl 

utterly to make a go of itsJdccision to join the socialist Left, and 

wheth'er it now remains in the !.eft, joins the l'S outright, splits, or 

rejoins its parent Hadical party in Ciscard' s new \1nl on for French 

Democracy (UD?) is not of great consequence politically, although as 
. I 

(1(.) 
small electoral weight.( could be crucial in the "Union of the Left", its 

given certain circumstances. 

The major question on the other hand is whether President Giscard 

d 'j,;staing will be able to "govern France in the ccnter", as he has put 

it. 'R!<ix Politically, this would mean three :llliilg things: that Gisca.rd 

~nove succeQsful~y away fL·u:tl t:1~ ~d.ullists (R?H) to some extent, escaping 

the tactical empri.se of fo.cn.er Prime r:, inister J acqucs Chirac; that Ciscard 

strike a bargain with thtl old center remnants still outside the UDF; and, 

mo:;t imporantly, that he :oakc so~;e connection with the Socialist party, 

or pcrhap:3 even only some parts of it, should the PS not hold together. 

Thl.s project - which might, with only some imprecision, be called 

a French apertur~ ·.'!; sini.~'l;_~ - rc:nains of course hypothetical at this 

point.. No one pretend~ to l~nOo'i what forn a Giscari.l - Gaullist sepa.ra.tion 

;r.lcht 'take, let alone a "new centcr" with the Socialists (who are likely 

to keep talkinr; "Union of the Left" ur.til the 1981 presidential 

elections perml t some more exact reckonings to be taken~. Glscard 

seems :o be correct, juds;lnr; by variOllS opinion polls, that the French 

people would now support a modcra.te oh;.no;e-oricnted new cente~ Ol: 

C<mtcr-lcft political orlt•ntat i.on, and that. the political bi-polarization -
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"t ) cas·L in it::; cxtrc1a i.::;;n - 111 re fleet:.; ,).'rench :;oc l.uty. Y c t it will 

not be a. simple matter to achieve a c;o·;crnment "in the image of the nation." 

Too much anti-capitalist and anti-l-icstern politics have had their effect. 

i\nd the radical bi-polarizatl.on, in its early sta(le:; as much the result 

of institutions (e.g. the electoral law) as of ideologies, was exacerbated 

thereafter li;x as much by the c;overnins majority's shortsightednoss and .. 
cupidity as by either a Left-wine; "totalitarian temptation" or somo 

illusory socialist fraternity. 

Conclusion: The Et.1rnal Ret·urn or a New Bcp;inning? 

·In the middle l9?0s the requisites existed for an attempt at a 

"transition to soc.lalism" in France. These were: a potentially majority 

alliance of Socialists and Communists, a program agr·~ement to launch 

massive changes in economy and society (especially nationalization of 

credit and industry1and wholesale redirection of pubj_ic and private 

investment), and a public prepared either to support or to endure 

the experience. However shot thro11gh Hith iqternal l.ncohercnce, however 

ambie;uous the public support, and however cautionary the ::;olo precedent 

(the Allende tragedy in Chile), the French Left in 19?8 raised the 

·possibility of an historic moment, >thether 1me liked it or not: if not 

necessarily of a "transU;lon to socialism" that at least certainly 

some l'eap into the hit;hly unpredictable.· 

liowcv.,r. the Left failed. It neither won the ~iarch 1978 elections 

nor, therefore, began whatever it might have begun as _a goverrunent 

coalition. horeover the source of the Left's defeat ·.;as as much if not 

more its own doing (the l't;!o"s doing in particular) as any resilience of 

lhe old r.1ajorl ty or the liasan.ls of ::;oc lal an•l economic: conditions. In a word, 
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the french Left, just wilcn it might have;, won the chance to realize its 

old so~ialist dream, subverted itself. But the Lo3ft has subverted itself 

repeatedly for half a century. \{as. this simply the "eternal return"? 

Today, despite the ne<~ defeat, doe~ the old mentality still prevail? 

Is it still, after a simple acc1dent de parcours, the "old" parties 

and the "old" alignments? •· 
It seems to me, although the Left-wing leaders have not yet (and 

~~~~~~x~xt~ could not have) given up publicly the old idea and the old 

phrases of Left-wing unity, that something fundamentally ~erious happened 

in 1977-78 because of the Communist choices. At l•3ast a generation of 

Socialist and Communist leaders havil been marked deeply by the failure 

to play out the ... rupture <~ith capitalism" logic in 1978 .. The "Union of 

the Left", the idea of a Socialist-Communist alliance for a "transition 

to socialism," may il!J<Xil< never again be so·convincing as it was in the 
y..tf..... 

middle 1970s, ,~;for "the l<;;cders or for the long-suffering and eternally 
anti-capitalist 

disappointed/x=kx:~11.:1tl:J<iixt rank-and-file. In the short term, in any 
· _,;.. M 1 o c...n...t.. i!.-

case, the observer rtH;cl'';G t:1at the "Union of the·Left" seems no longer 

an identifiable subject of analyrlis. 

This political failure of anti-capitalist politics has broader 

:camificatl.ons as well. herging with the recent nuw Left-wing criticism 

of Stalinism, of Leninism and even of the Harxist base itself, it 

reinforces tendencies wo'l.kcning the lllyth of the worl:ing class 

and of its supposed destJ.ny to take power in society to create 

""'me~hin<> cal.led "soclnLi:>m." ln short, the 1973 Left-wing failure 

could conceivaoly foreshadow the supersedence of French Left-wing 

inJust:rlal (class ;;-~ruc;e;lo, an~l-Cil,pHallst) politics as a whole, which 

must either succeed or die (contrary to Xarx's opinion thlllse are not 

inev-itably the same) at some point in time • 
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Today one can only forecas'" the al,tcrnatives. It is impossible 
\, 

to judge with any rigor theil· probability of reali:latiort. 

The "Union of the Left" ,IK"Jc.: despite everything pointed to above, may 

indeed be resurrected. Jt would no doubt require new leaders in one or 

·ooth parties and even then the possible circumstanc:es are difficult to 

envisage (£vcn the 1981 presidential elections, fox· which the PS and PCF 
,· 

have already promised separate candidates, may not, despite its majority 

bi-p~larization logic, produce a new "Union of the Left"~ 1'-e. election 

of 1969 did not, for example).· In any case, a new Socialist-Communist 

alliance would be unlikely to produce the kind of detailed radical 

program which the Communists continue to proclaim a sine gua .!!21l 
'· 

of Left-wing credibility but which the Socialists increasingly prfoceive 

as a recipe for disaster by contract. It is only a seeming paradox 

to say that this kind of "Union of the Left" - the <)ld formula -

is precisely the logic of-the recidivist Communist c:hoice in 1977-78. 
choose not 

That is, the PCF leaders may /x;.:xx>:lrn:.:;oa; to take the risks of winning. 

even ~i-tl:!_ such an ~lliancc ai.d such a program (this was their choice 

indeed) but certainly, so long a~ they remain with the traditional 
1'--.t...;.t!u. ~~ .... -f) wv...-.WI:;~ .r~ ~..t.; .... -+· d .. -.r.-t-, ~) 

·, 'logic).. they have no chance of zolnc; to government oc.tside of -some 

\ 

clearly Left-wing coalltlo11. 

The Socialists, on the contrary, have been and remain handicapped 

by th,e old logic, an lron collar which become:; intolerable. to the extent 

the PS is -once again equal or stronger electorally than the PCF. The 
in a machine whlch 

"old" PCl•'/can be geared only to the "old" Left-wing industria,l politics 

.dr·i vc-shaft - the_ Communist vancuard role doctrine, the myth of a unique 

working class destiny, and their combination in the .seductive imagery of 

,the "Left". and its "strugalo for soclnUsm." ·Indeed, to the extent one 
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CJ.n sJ.y that class conflict J.nd the are.'.'ments about. "capitalism" and 

"so·ciaUsm" have been the characteristic politics of Western European 

society in the century of industrialization and·of the Commu~ Manifesto, 

it become::; clear :k."< in wh::t~ scn:::;c ,in !•'ranee) the Communi::;t party has 
typical 

been, par E_Xcellcnce, thc/induG~rial party or, l'ather, the party of 

lndu<>trial politics. i'ho PCi' 's ·major clientele·- salaried workers, 

whether industrial or bureaucratic, private sector or public sector -

was the "new class" produced by industrialization. The Communist party's 

major issue or nroblcmat:i.quq_ has been precisely the double perspective 

of salaried workers in indu.-trial society: .on the one hand the defense 

of acquired interests difficultly achieved, and on the other hand the 

enticing vision of a society in which .the basic social tendences of 

~uropean industrialism itself ·(class conflict, 

of economic and social democratization) are no longer the locus of 

political.fonflict. 

In short, the PC!<' choice in 1977-78 was literally recidivist. Fear 

of risking a painfully-acquired a'nd maintained capital incited the 

inner directorate to choose ae;;ln the party's traditional identity 

as the arch typical' if no·~ necessarily 

industrial party (the Conununists would 

the most morally praiseworthy . 
0""' of/..:, , ~ 

prefer to call themsclvesi~he 

~x~i:l(pi~xx highest form of a:1ti. -capl talist political develo:F-11ent). To 

be '·"re, the Communi:ots n'al_izc,d in the 1960:::; and 70:::; gradually that they 

had to adapt the party if in thc lone term it "as to lJrospcr :l;pKx~xxxx 

xiP\FiJC .:1.1u.l even G1mply Lo ~·:.;ChJW an hl:.;tor:lc Jcc11uo. 1<3' .Uut, for l.'Casons 

I h<1.vc sketched in above an<l am:clyzcd elsewhere in· detail, they did not 

major PS-l'CF confrontation 

"U nlon of the Left" alliance, 

---- ... , 
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t.h8 l,c·::"!.":tonc of Com1~urd.~-.t ::;tralct;y, progrcs:.;cd .in tbc::;e years only because 
•' 

the Soclalist party progres<ocu. Tho Co;;:munist strategy was working, but 
therefore, 

for th" Socialists. 1 n l ~'17-'18, :ldoc:·qc/the PCF leaders w0re faced with 

the choice of pursuing their "new l.ndustrial party" or "Eurocommunist" 

identity to the end - thouc;h under conditions less favorable than they 

b.-,d expected, but still acceJrLable in a purely rational calculation - or of 

going back to the "old industrial party" logic of permanent Stalinist 

anti~capitalist opposition. One is tempted to believe the PCF leadership 

finally could not endu~·e the risk of radical inr.ovatlon under less than 

idcnl circumstances:~ 'l'hu:; the tradi tio.nal PCF, i<:xxxt~<c<:-1 ir. practice 

basically a defensively-oriented, pro-Soviet party of permanent 

opposition (what l have elseHhere called its roles of "tribune" and 
.... ;x.. ~;...J.t. ~ 

"countcr-society")1 rationa1,cd anu maintained 'bj A vang~arc1 party rt;etoric, 

r.1ay no longer suffice onto itself: ;re };.";:< To the exter.t it remains locked 

into a policy of conserving its traditional identity and (hence) social 

bases above all else., it >1ill rerr.ain both in opposition and in danger of 

seeing its electoral stagnatio~, :l;;a:rudiJI: become, a perhaps slow but certain 

decline. t 

The Socialist party, however, has been since the Popular Front 

both despite and because of the SFIO-l'S chanc;eover in 1969-71, it remains 

so today, in the sense that >!bile its top leadership and central e;oal 

has Uccn defined ~~)';li:.:t:~y in ter111$ of winnit~c; political power lttther 

~ 
thn.r~ ln terms of somc!soclaJ or cC0:10mjc FX®()Xaot vision, the Socialist 

~+/~ 
party since Bpinay has;.al:;o acted out a certain ambivalence about 

t)Qwcr amJ. ll.s ur.cz. i'ut.. Hll('t."t.:a::. the l'CF' amb.l.va]cnGe xx~ c<;mcerned 

. matter of two different lo.;ics 
1
both of which led to &overnmcnt. 

" 

I 
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On the one hand the l'5had to be created in part as an attempt to 

realize the traditional prophecy of the French Left: 1. e. to lead the 

working -class to socialism. In a word, France being what it is, the PS 

had to base its strategy one-half on a challenge to the PCF's role as the 

dominant protagonist of industrial or anti-capitalist politics. However 

the Communist party could hardly be attacked successfully by battling 
-~ 
it).on _its O>m terrain;~ The image of a "red bastion" (i.e. the 

analysis of the "counter-society") is not inaccurate. In addition, f~, 

the Socia.list party had to grow also Xru<:JCX"- on other, non-Communist 

·social bases, in order to become the dominant party which Franyois 

Nitterrand's strategy and goals implied. Thus a serious strategy for 

victory: (this, after all, was l-11 tterrand' s _ess~ntial. contribution to 

the renewal of French socj_a}isrn) :cequired that the new PS take the 

f<=x;o.:ud; strug::;lc with the Communists onto a ne>r champ de bataille, 

which l am calling the t~rrain of post-industrial politics. 

Th8 PCF, because of its commitment to the working class myth and 
r~-~ - . 

to a ee::e'&'·.in couccption of social~ist economy (even, heretofore, in its -.-- .-"""-">. 
Eurocommunist _..-;:·•c' 6) can only be essentially an industrial party. 

The Communi::;{ .:i.mbivale'nce about power - the "old" and the "new" logics, 

rC::fusing power and scckinc; poi-:cr, Stalinism and Eurocommunism - can be 

resumed basically as two, 1---artially-overlapping conceptions of being 

an industrial party. The Soeiall.st party ambivalence on the other hand is 
(and, tZut first of all, the necessity) 

the attempt/to be s\mu1taneousl...J:. an industrial party and a post-indust:l:ial 

pa.rty, The r;ew Socialist party in France is thus of_ interest quite 

be:1ond bhe io'r,mch contcxL: · Obllc;cd to clm)lG~e th0 PCI•''s h<~,lf-century 
:·· 

ho1 d on the comma.ndin~; Loft pOili tion in l•'rench indu~,;t.ria.l politics, the 

-' r···r 'ii1 
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,. 
}'S - at least because of the loe;ic of seeking power by gaining votes, :kfx 

although to son1e extent also because of Xl!l::r.O<XXixg come more noble end -

had at the same time to b0come the first. clear example of a major 

post-industrial party . 

.Let us define a post-industrial party by several criteria. First 

is that it not be a clasn rarty, or at least a class party of the 

industrial type, which is to say based on a single class XXX&XXXXXX 

ID:iX (the working class) or on a heterogeneous group of class and 

ntrata relationship5 which add up in popular opinion to a single 

class (the liourgeoisie). The temptation is inuuediate thereupon 

to identify a post-industrial party in this zense as no more than 

a special type of cross-class "catch-all" or "popular" party. But it 
•• u..fd.. - .JJ- .., 

is nei thcr - or rather not only,. a cross-class). ag~'Tega tor of sundry in-

te:::e::;ts and opinions., nor a broad-based yet nonetheless basically 

1 owcr class, or "popul;:u·" party, Hachor a post-industrial party 

pays ~~rticular attention and has ~~rticular appeal to what are 

termed post-industrial social catecories. lfere we need simply list· 

21 the key ones: the new scientific, technical and intellectual 

Gtrata in the tertiary ::.~ector; the groHing stratum of salaried 

midd.le and upper manacumcnt workers; politicized ethnic and race 

c-..!! 
minority, = cerea in other special interest groups (e. g. women 

organ'lzin{5 corporately to c;ain specific womeno'· rights in divorce, 
.. 

child-bearing, job rcmuneratior., etc.) and, finally,' .but not least 

important, young people, especially new voters 18-21 and university 

. 22 
,students. lt l.s -not the place here to present a detailed empirical 

analysis of the extent to which the post-1')71 French Socialist party 

f'&r'k+' ·? * 
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.tc; lused on post-i:ldush·ial. social ta~es' and ixb.x~<;.;:k:<· political 
23 

interc:;;ts. In any case, nrorcovcr, we would find the data indicating 

considerable evidence which does not fit the hypothesis, e.g. a strong 

working cla:;s vote (about one-third of the PS total, in absolute numbers 

not far,from the l'CF total). The analysis of the PS made here, of course, 

is n.ot limited to saying it is a post-industrial party: On the contrary, 

lty argument is complex, .b.J.scd partly on :kkK evidence that the PS 

electbrate demonstrates precisely the dual industrial/post-industrial 

. 24 
locic of the Socialist rer.cwal as a whole. 

One finds a x:xx similar ambivalence in Socialist party doctrine, 

an industrial politics in1ae;ery of "class front" alliance (not very 

convincinc; bec:1usc of th<' b.-.sic PS ambivalence on pt:<O(XXDd)C this 

very' point), combined with a post-industrial auto<:;estion version of 

socialism which never quite evades giving the impression that tix 

the main obstacle to its realization is not the bourgeoisie but rather 

centralized state po1;er. Thls duality in Socialist party doctrine 

has been located in ar.oth,~r way '.Jy .:acqucs .Julliard: Because of '.llx.oc popular 
noH deux 

success of the Gocial.l~ ~ut9_Cestio~'2~ theme, there are/r.h::xx d.t::>cours · 

cic 1a cla~sc 2.!:!.~:;:.£ +n Franco, two languages and imageries·of 

2' Horking class politics. ~ Julliard could have added that one of these 

languages - tloat of industrial politics - is £.Q:~ to the Socialists 

and C..:·-.,;mmuni. sts, and lG thl~ ground of t.hclr strut;e;lc for similar or 

even the same social,. political ar.d ldcclo~ical territory, the historic 

l . . I l' I • I' 2("1 
-L~/_'l'l L0ry uJ L '"' •1\•;;c,; J,u. L.. 'l'h~~ o.thcr l.:tn~,;-tta:$l.:', hOI·wvcr, j s proper to 

lhc Socialist party. 27 lt is or eour:;c not yet clear whether the 
~<.Ill 

~oclali:;ts/~::Kx succeed ln lmposl.nG their post-indu::;trial and auto{:)cstion 

politic:; on a Left-will(:; p1:blle ::;o long in the thrall of the PCF' s version 

.. 
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of socialism: the final l<url<in(l clacs stru
1

i;G;le and victory in industrial 
·,,·o 

poll tics. 'v For- t.ho moment one can ca.y however that the idea of a 

~i-~J~i:.0r:E. autoc;rest:i Q.lC!lairc h:J.s had cuch a wide appeal in France because, 

ao -..:e noH sec, it is both .. indutitria1" and ''post-industrial": The idea 

is a brl.c:igc 11hich links the traditio:1al .::enterplece of French Left-wing 

industrlal politics, the goal of socialism, with devolution of national 
~._,.._~'"' corporate 

state ,('1U~hor1. ty (to lo"cal gov:rnment, .to/w::cn~O.X.Xi::!f groups, to minorities 
- ) """"'-~· .,;.t;.,. ~ --1 ~. ~. __, ~~ --'1.1,' ..... )J -

in certain cases/\ the basi_c category of post-industrial political demands. 

~uto "'q_st :i.~ without sCrcialism, understood in the traditional sense of 

collectl_vization of the means of production and distribution. Thus the 

ground _is _prepared for so:r.c i:x:kxxr.< potential future consensus about at least 

the questions in Frnnd1 poll tical 1 ife, if not about the answers. 

i"in<clly, then, even if i.he Soci<clist party fails ultimately to 

cmc.::se a.s a dominant p..l.r"Ly 1Jy fully ''beco1ning 1 tself," its interest 

for observers of political li.fe in advanced industrial societies is 

radi.cal. It is, potentially1 and alr;eady partly in reality, a new 

type of ,arty with a nel< political proc;ram, an agenda of issues iR which attract'' 
~o:<ixodc 

the innovative clement3 of cx.i.sting soclal democratlc ~XJtii~+;(M:S;:xiD;Xxx 
r:xxiizX+X~fx~:u;:~"'i«.A:+ 

~xoctKxxixX!-t~x;x~~~xx.i;;::kx!(~rl!A:{x.xll~{x~::a:Xi~~xx..'ci.x~fxiX..."tx~~xxii:X3.:xUxxxxxx:x: 

p:-1rties, rr.od.erniSt "ea tch -all" p"lrt ics ar~.d also the most advanced elerr.ents 

of l!.urocomrr,unl s;a. Thus, do,;pi te its fall uro xxxi!;il(Si+ in 1977-78, the 

r:rcnch ;:)oc;iu.li::">t party has bl.a~0d a trail,· and its potential atocvism should 

not be Uiscountcd. 

Tho 1.:ommuniut a.Od Soc.i~d .l.~t p:J.rLlc;;:; in 19?8 thus k~:I.:X rernnin both 

am'ulvalent in their natures. llut the Socialist party ambivalence is at 

once more intere::>ting intellectually and. more promising socially. Beyond 



..... 11 
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' 
>:llut<>vcr leadership chan~"s may occur, -t;:lC Socia1lst future will be indicated 

~±xatd;~r.ot by the party's po:p'-llar appeal. Its dual social base can lead 

t.hat of the Cl!:iiE:S-influellccd i.ndu:.;trial party loc;lc still .dominated· 

by the Communist party, or that of the auto>'estion 'l::l!lg:i::ll: post-industrl:al 
. ' ~ G-<.:to-

p..!irt.'; logic which. ultim.at.c1y p.:,.· ·· .~.llu Q~l:'tlle /t::It3) of the key problem 

of the new politics: the increasin~ relative autonomy of the state 

fx~~x~i~~z vis-a-vis clasG conflict and corporate power, and the 

resulting danger to ;Liberal. regimes of contemporary Leviathan, 

· .. , 
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l. 0ee Tiersky, Kriegel, Verdier, Fauvet ·(with Duhamel), Walter, etc. 

2. The Soclallst rxu·ty ..;i•'JO i,;; ha:; hcen known as the P0 since it 
was recre<•tcd on a ne-.1 b.."lsis 1969-?l. Alain Savary was a transition 
]<;'lder 1969-71, and at the Bpinay party congress in 1971 Fran~ois 
~.i tterrand became the leader. 

J. l t is not to reveal any secret to say the term "post-industrial" 
l s like a bullfie;hter' s cape. I do not mean it in the polemical or 
ideological sense of arguin15 SOJGe kind of a sequence of "ir.dustrial 
society - post-industrial society" which rnir;ht be opposed to a theory 
of a "ea pi tal ism - social is1a .. cequence. (!~or does any ser lous writer 
as far as I kno;.r). 1 mean it in an ·analytical sense, to refer to 
a transformation of soci.al structure in advanced industrialism; thus 
"post-industrial. soclcty" i~; a m ~snomer as far as I am concerned. 
"Post-industrialism" is a concept to refer to new or emerging social 
c;l tegories, which ho.ve J'<lld:xi..:xxxird;<&:r.:«XX:< characteristics and interests 
tendinr, to create political issue:.; decisively different from the 
typical politics of industrial social bases, i.e. class politics. 
(::;cc i3ell, ;;,:"&: lnt;lchart, etc,) A society can \Je }:;Q:I<J:< characterized 
therefore by both capital ism and post-industrialism (or, socialicrn 
and po::;t.-ind.u~;t.r.ta11.:;;m), .jur.;-t. .:ts :k}:.t'txt-:.xi:x capita11.sm and socialism 
m.1.y a.l::;o be two· :form::-; of imlustrlal i-~Jng or industrial society. To be 
frank, aside from clarity «bout '1:t.!~ the reason for this explanation 
is ';imply to try to rx;oxix;xxxb,J;xxxiooo:ol::<x:ibcO>iK forc::;tall my l'.arxist 
.!'ricr.d::; :fL·om t!1e ea:..>.Y t,.and. false) accusatlon that my intent is to 
'defc:r.d post-industrial society against socialism. ' i'iy position is 
not political, and at the· level of theory it is neither "for" 
post-inductrlal isrn nol·"~,c;ains·t" soclallsm. · They are~ both· interesting idea,; 

;,..<...J.. 
4, It lilas beeu characteri:;tlc of Jcrench ·politics for nearly two centuries 

that in crisis situations of a cc·ct.aln dimensior• the powers that be 
cnll on an ~-.!.52.!~~ de r:.~co~rs (or, in this casc,a radical change in 
governint; «~;;dd::J:i,·l.:< alliance, ·a coa] it ion de recours) to resolve 
a mess he (or tf{.'i) did not make, in ;xchange-for the possibility 
(immediately narrow"d once the cricis in past) of implementing a new 
policy. l::xaraple:o are i(apolcon, Clemenceau, Blum and the Popular Front, 
General de Caulle (i!oulanger Has a not-so-near miss), Despite the 
\-lcstern economic recccsion in the 1970s, the "Union of the Left" was 
nOt like the Popular Front in this regard. It was never :perceived as 
a recourse in crisis (although the Communists tried to make it seem so) .• 

5· ~-Jec .Der.nard llr·own, l•'cl\lvct, otc. 

6. 

?. :;c:c'Simmom;, Combln, etc. The Ghristian Democr.il.tic r;l'i}' was less 
dar~anged bY the colon.ial i,~G\!e t.han by its own internal incohel·ence 
and by compatitlon fl'OIIl tit!) \;a11ll 1 :>ts 1lurln~ the latters' porlod of 
radical o pposltion, 1 ~If'/ - 53, aml later from "surge" movements like 
Fou,jadism, all of Jorhi.ch chal] cnged the J•iP.P for the clerical conservative, 
progr.ossi ve and .nationall st social bases • 

. ' 
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tL t•'.t.'<·l.n~ols hlL"terrand 1 aL. this tiwe :1. ·;-:'wn-Sociallst ;nln.~st~ 
who at one nolnt w.::u:; ~.lnistcr of the Interior, also achieved 
·a :('t]put.atio;l as a hardl"inc r:upportcr of the attempt to maintain 
Jo'n>nch colonic::;. '!'he pulillc memory ofth.ls position has been one 
li1uit on hi::; popularity within the Left in the past decade. 

';). ln p.J.rtlcular after Uw !~:;~~ ~ socialls~ (October 1.974), which· 
cJ.rou1;ht not only union :ou;:>port but. alzo the C<mtral leaders of the 
l: nificd Soclalist )"art; (PC>U), including l•ll chd Ho card, to the PS. 
JCc the prOCL~edi n~s of this convention in a volume with the .came 
~.:.itlc (Pa:cis, 1975). 

10. This completed a stratec;y first ber,un durinG the Popular Front, 
when the largely Socialist-oriented trade unionists agreed to 
.reunify their union, tile CCT, with the small ;x:x PCF'-contYollorl 
CGl'li, v:b·ich h2.d Gplit off 15 years before to joj.n the rrofintern. 
Mo a rccul t of the Cornnnmj st J r.terr,o.l takeover h1 1945-46 the 
:-3ocialist ·un:i.oni.::.t.s split to forrr. the .. n:inority CGT-F'o~~ _Q.uvri~.E£ 
(lmown c;encrally aG FO) ·in 1\,il<·?. FO, o. prodt:ct of the Cold l{ar, 
w:J.S fj_ n:..tl~Ccd a.s ·~1c noH Jut or< by J.argely by Amcrj can sources I just as 
the .Co~r.mur.ists r~urc financed b~' the ::lovicts. Altogether, French 
J.omcGtic politics pro,·ldcd a mirror image of international politics.' 

11. l:1.s!1ort this mcv.nt a party that cot.:ld occupy the empty political 
space created by Gaulll.:;m '::; ::;ocial constriction and by the FCF' s 
failure either to ,.;:in luck the traditional:i .. ct voters it had lost 
to Caullism in 19513 or :iucces:ofully to soliclt (0.s the Italian 
CornmuniGts were doin:.J the modernist intc:r.csts ir. society. 

In the 1960s so1r.n of the new ~o~;t.:..indu.strial groups i:1-ad been 
ort;o..ni:L;cd into "cluL:.:>" .i.n r~h.'lch the top leadership was e;cncrally 
ri:<:~de up· of professionals, journa.J. :i.sts and medium and high-ranl--;:ine; 
ci vi 1 servants. So1uc of the isstH.:~.s ra.i sed were, for exaa1ple, the 
t.>tatc/clt.izcn and ;.;;L:·J.te/.::;ocicty ~clat.:tons, 1 ocal t;ovcrrunent powers and 
f) nar:cc, reform of· t.l;c bureaucracy. The Clu'o des .~ acob.i.Ps was a g~~~ 
:i:athe.r successful rcprcser.tativc of the type. ::ioto:-The ir.terested 
r·eador can consult i.t.,; publications: e.~:,. L 'ctat et le citoyen (Paris, 

) , . ctc. 

12. The k~:y.:xxrq::x~~xv:1~xx:x:-:; ucual kill ine line for the Communists was to 
n.oto that 1 soclo.l dc11:ocracy has r:cvc"r made a revolution. ' 

I1110tt~or benef:i.clary of the CBHlO.:S-FS success in this regard Has the 
!··ar Left. which appear:..-; to have &. stable electorate now of more or 
·:.•css J per cent (in E?J and acaln in l9?il) Hl:i eh the Communist party 
no lor.cor controls. or has c;rcn.t hopes of eo-opting. 

1 J. ;:,i Lt:.crr:uHi pl.ayr.1l 3. Cl'llcla1 pc··e::;.on.l.l role r;lt.h enormous talent and 
.:;;ubt.lc"Ly. liut 1.)1\L~ ;ut!:...d~ ad\i L.llaL Ll1L~ undel·]y1nc; ll(,lSl::> of federation -
r:ht~t held toc;cther the tli vt;;rsc r.ocia11.st currents ·against each other 
.1.nd often .:-1l no ae;d n:..-;t hit terra_nd 1 s +t{XXZX.."<i overwhelming persor.al 
;w·Lhorlty - wa::; Llw Jnc;LiLutlon of a 'llr~ctly-clccteu president and 
the logic of political-electoral bl.-pola.rhation l.t set in place. 

li~rc ·1 am Ln.1ldnc: of' I!OB-C0tnllHlll.i~.,L }uftl.~L~. The PCF had been 
a .. Cownor:. rror;ram .. ,.;ith the Socialists since the early 1960s. 
it, c;iven the fundaruc:nt:.l anti-Communism of the electorate and 
::iociallst.s as well, Has a la.re-e. Communl5t succes5·. 

after 
Achieving 
of the 
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011 Lhc t.rad.itjon of Oi\VJ.'.'Il!r'.;:_;;;;c, cncadrelncnt and ;.;ovlet loyalism, 
sec ·my chapt.cr ln i-\u~lO.il:--l~o-i~es-(eLi:)~~;rocoH•ir,uni:::.m and Detente 
\:fortl·:cominc:;). On th~ "cou·ntcr-:.:;oclc'ty .. s;CAn-ni8-Kricgel, Le~ co:nrnuniS"tt?.: 
f'r;·llkatr. (Pitris, l.~J~'O, 2nd eci.) and my ~XKXNixit't.« analysis in French 
cc):r:;;;-U";;"i;:n, 1 ~J?.iJ- _.1._'2'£'2 (:;,,w Yo.t·l<, 1 ')'(4), On the "Peace ~:ovemenVo and 
tti.o}:CF as-anann of-Soviet forei(ln policy in general during this period, 
:;cc h::u:-shall Shulm;1n, ~t_<~l.\:;'s for_c)(;n folicv 1\ea'lprai~ed (New York, 1969; 
"-nd 'l'lersl<y, op. eH. 

16. !le re .i.s not the place Lo <iLscuss the J. ssuc of whether the Italian and 
~3}Yi.ld .sh E\lrocommunj ::.•1:. not .ton of 11 hee;c:r.ony" is or could become an authentic 
:;:il:cral conception of plur~lism. 

17. Jn the chapter in Tokcs, op. cit,, I have called the autonomous,:loxk 
J<l;il:.i strictly nationalist in certain matters and Stalinist in others, 
1-CF' a "gaullocomrnuni:.:;m." It iz an evocati vc tcrrn, but to add it to 
an alrcaciy considcrll.ble conccptu:J.l lo;:.d would be abusive. 

10. ,\s the l tallan Co:nmnn.iSt lcadt~rs :ceco,3"nlzcd ever: cD.rlier. The i<6!X 
French Communist reactior. ho~<evcr, unlike that of the I'CI, came too 
late to produce even motlost immediate reeul ts (Paradoxically, the 
Socialist J'<>.rty ;:o11ld have beef\ pc:rhaps better served if the PCF had 
proGressed somewhat al:;o 1972-76. This is one justification for the 
PS leadership's othon;i::;e puzzling generous attitude toward the PCF in 
the 1977 ,11unicipal elections. PCl' electoral gains at this point would 
ho.ve also, no doubt', reinforced the Eurocommunist tendencies in '.k>:.IX 
rax:kyxi:Jo1 what I have clG~;whcre analyzed as choice between Eurocommunism 
and Caullocommunl.s~;;. .3ee tr.e source cited in note 17. 

l'). For a deta.iled analys)s.of this period see my "F'rench Communism in 
1976," Problems of _g_o~;n~nic:.:n_ (.: anua.ry-Fe'oruary 1976), and the 
cha pte:cs in the fi oover J.nsti tution' s Ycarbool< QD_ International 
Corr.m::'[li st Affairs for 19''6 and 1977. 

20. J,!ciJ. r~.cinncs has rl,·~,ht.ly rcl!larked that one of the characteristics of 
He stern European Commur.l;;;t leaders has been the tendency, perhaps 
derived from the the:;is of "historical inevj_tabili ty," to underestimate 
tht.! oppucition they faCt) ln the lon{~ run. 'l'ho other possibility, of 
course, is that the in Lcrpr.;.·tation is too e:enerous, and that the· 
Hest European Communj.sts never ceally believed they would corr.e to 
poHer or t~avc up this belief early on - v:hich would t;o some !ii:::s; way to 
explain the strenGth of St.alinizm in 1~eln.ttor. to Leninism in a given 
party. Leninism, a true rcvolutlor.ary mentality, is precisely a mode 
,)f_ thoue;ht ancl,ctct.~on for r0dica.l inno"vation in less than ideal 
cJrcumstances (i.e. Jn;.tkinG a revolution). 

;~1. !,'or ~un:rr.ar.i.c.s of a wa0s of l i tt."·ra tu re, a1~d for their own imFQrtant 
~o::tr.\l'llLlon::~_, :JCt.~ Lkl"l (op. clt.) anJ ·ln~:;lchA..rt (ol)• cit.). 

· Z?.. it is too neatly in nccorci ;;J_th my argument here, but nonetheless 
not ontircjy unlmpor\.ant cvl.dencc therefore, that after the 1978 
elections tho two 1najor I'~ "currents" (the "m2.jo,:-ity" around ~\ittcrrand 
and the "minority" 1:-ascd on the Ci;;l\ES) were joined by two fledgling 
tJ,c-;v;:poxXXXQA~~~ix~};~x;);~t:\H~ r,;l"O\ip~.;: a "womcns t current", led by a 
}:~x ?.:; mayor e1 acted in 1 ~T? anu new to pol it Los, and a "young 
'peoples• current". The point is not, moreover, that the PS has 
nccessa.r.i.ly more women or more ~·ouns people than other parties. 

.Hn.thcr it is that tile l<J addrc2ses the political concerns of these 
::;roups directly and ~ries to ~~{.X: ag1~regatc them into a p.::1rty orr;a
:1ization (which di::::tl.nc;u.t::;hcG post-industrial p.:1.rty politics from the 
":.:i.n[_;J.c-issue" groPpint; or lts app<:1rcnt F':cc:r:ch C(iuivaler.'t in the 1960s, 
ti1c political cJ.ull), 
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2J. I 3hall take up this quc3tion a~ part of a work in progress on 
?>«'b:.±b>;;:x theories of politics in advanced industrial societies. 

24. FJ us other character) .st.ic:.>: e.&· the desire of a significant 
:occtor of French op.i.ltion :for a n;oc.lcrate oj"Jpos1.tion and a change 
.tn ~;overn:r.er.t coalit:\on:; (In 1977 approxirr.atcly 1/5 of the PS 
electorate had voted for Giscard d 'l·:sto.inff at the cO<ti.>;:i:XP.XX 

second ballot in 1'1?1+. See the ·xx:d:<':<:i:oo:;o;!i data and analysis 
·by Roland Cayrol ar.J J eromc ,; affre in Le r:.onde, March 22, 1977, p. 10. 

25. See his excellent essay, Cont_r.e }a poli ti.gue EE2f£ssionnelle (Paris: 
Scuil, 1977). 

26. ::5uon o.ftc:r slGnir.e th..:: "Coif:rton. l::rog.ram" in 1972, Franco is M 1 tterrand 
a!lnol!nced at a .mcetlnc; of the Socialist 'International that one of his 
~o:1.ls Has that the PS shOlild take J million vOters frow the PC?( which 
had al.lout 5 million at the time). 

27. The COJtlritttnists - aG r.art of their attempt to 1notle:r.nize and also 
pa:r:tly as tradl tior,LJ.~ ideological warfare - have adOpted some of 
the }\S lanr;uat;o. ln particular they have attempted to eo-opt the 
t~utog.£~t~I.! concept, Hhich tG one si,sn of its importa!'"lce. To the 
cztent t;,e Comm:Jnists can destroy the orie;in::Llity of PS discourse the:r 
a veld fiGhtin(j the Socialist party on un.famil iar terrair1, therein 
:oaintaj.nine; the induc;Lri:tl politl.cs primacy Hhich is, as we have 
zccn, at once their immcdi.:.d,c strcn~th o.rtd their ultimate weakness. 

28. The French version of the International does indeed begin: "C 'est 
la luttc finale ... "! 

( 
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Heinz ·.i.'inunerrau.r;n 

Theses on the Subject 

Dcmocrattc Socialists, Eurocorlmunists and the West 

I. Factors ·Of chani:;e 

1. Since the end of the 50s, a number of different factors 

have been instrumental in the increasing re-integration of the 

"Eurocommunists" into national political life: Thus, in the 

wake of the crisis befalling world Communism, the 11 Eurocommu- · 

nists"·were able to disentangle themselves to a greater or 

lesser extent from Moscow's political-ideological embrace and 

to develop their own conceptions of Socialism. Furthermore, 

the policy of d~tente went a long way towards scaling down 

domestic political polarization and rehabilitating the Euro

communist parties as national forces in the eyes of broad sec

tions of the population. 

2. During the same period, the Socialists of Southern Europe 

likewise went through a period of radical change. 'rhe econo

mic and social crises in their respective countries allowed 

them to come forward with calls for drastic structural reforms 

involving far-reaching rights of worker participation - whether 

in the. form of more pronounced economic programmint.> for society 

as a whole (PSI, PSOE) or in the form of the expansion of the 

nationalized sector of the economy (PSF). The Social Democrats 

in Northern and Central Europe, too, j.ntend to pay more atten

tion than they have done in the past to'aue;menting political 

into social democracy. 

3. Parallel to all this, new challenees and opportunities had 

arisen for the Left in Western Europe. Thus, for example, 

the multinational corporations had cained an organisational 

lead, and not only over the labour movement as organtsed in 

the trades unions and political parties. Rather, they were 

also in a position of strength in their dealings with indivi

dual states - by virtue of their ability to exercise consid

erable influence on the economic and social policies of those 

states by transferring production, re-directinr, flows of cap

ital etc. as part of their own investment policy. 

1,. In the meant:lme, the union::; of Western Europe (includine; 

the Communist-Socialist CGIL) have joined together in the 

E'l'UC with the aim of formulating the labour force's demands 

of the multinational corporations and also of the national 

governments and of the orcans of the EEC. Furthurmnr8, the 

QUESTA PUBBl!CAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
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forthcomin~ dirrct clectionn to the European Parliament have 

given at ieast the democratic-socialist left new incentives 

to closer co-operation at the party-political level. In the 

opini.on of a major section of the parties of the left, the 

EEC could, if its institutions were given wider powers and 

greater democratic legitimation, also serve as a means of 

coming to grips with existing economic and social disparities 

by applying greater influence and stricter control. 

II. From Confrontation to Dialotjue: The Pattern of 

Relations within the West Euronean Left 

5, Here there are definitely points of contact between the 

conceptions of the Social Democrats/Socialists (or the "demo

cratic socialists") on the one hand and the Eurocommunists 

on the other. But, amongst other factors, their different 

historical backgrounds and national traditions make any attempt 

at reconciliation a contradictory and multi-level process, 

In any case, it is important. to distinguish between three 

dimensions in which the mutual relations of the West European 

Left are carried on: relations between the Communists, rela

tions between the Social Democrats/Socialists, and relations 

between the two groups (or between parts ther,eof). 

6, As far .as the West European Communists are concerned, the 

differences between them have become so pronounced with the 

passage of time that the similarities do not go beyond extremely 

vaguely v;,prded general declarations nuch as were last formu

lated at their Brussels Conference of January/February 1974. 

Of course, a number of common viewpoints did emerge at the 

bilateral meetings of the PCI/PCE (July 1975) and the PCI/PCF 

(November 1975) and at the March 1977 Eurocommunist Summit 

Conference in Madrid, Thus it was agreed that political demo

cracy is to be attributed fundamental importance to the Social

ist society, too, and the necessity of the complete independence 

of each and every·communist Party was also emphasized, 

In central questions, however, such as those of relations with 

the bourgeois state and its institutions, of the strategy to 

be used in changing society, of policy towards the alliances 

and of attitudes towards the El,C, NA'l'O and the USA, the vari

ous conceptions were so divergent that the Italian and Spanish 
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Communists appeared to be nearer to the Latin-European Social

ists in·many respects than to the French Communists (or, of 

course, to the other Vlest European Communist Parties loyal to 

hoscow). 

?. In the case of the West European Socialists, too, it appeared 

in the mid-70s as if they were drifting apart into a welfare

state orientated, moderate Social Democracy in Northern Europe 

and a Socialist group whose objectives were radical structural 

changes in the NeditGrranean area. However, important special 

interests on the part of the individual parties and the assimi

lating effects proceeding from the European elections prevailed 

upon the parties to accept the principle of "unity in diversi.ty" 

as their politico-organisational pri_nciple and as the e;oal 

of international ·Democratic Socialism. 

8. The most intensive endeavours to develop better relations 

with the Social Democrats of Northern Europe were undertaken 

by the CPI. These efforts are to be regarded to quite a con

siderable extent as a deliberate attempt on the part of a 

·Party to court the confidence of parties on whose solidarity 

or benevolent neutrality, or those of the governments which 

they lead or influence, the CPI may very soon have to depend 

if - as it hopes - it continues to make progress towards as

suming government responsibility. Similar considerations, 

indeed, have induced the Latin-European Socialists likewise 

to seek rapport with the West German SPD. 

9. Beside~ the Mediterranean Socialists, a number of Northern 

European Social Democratic Parties have now established for-

n!tl.l relations with the CPI. 'l'his does not imply, however, 

that they are aiming for trans-national alliances or parlia

mentary associations (in the directly elected European Parlia

ment) with Eurocommunists. In the substance of the matter, 

th~ir relations, like those of the SPD, hardly amount to more 

than informatory contacts; and insofar as there are any farther

reaching forms of ae;reemcnt at national level (France, Spain, 

Italy), the relati.onship is rather one of "loyal competition 

in pluralism" or even one of i.nherent conflict in which one 

of the aims of the Socialists is to accelerate the transition 

of the Eurocommunists and, for the rest, to change the balance 

of power amonr; the parties of the Left in their own favour. 



The French Socialists in particular, and, recently, the Italtak. ~ Sr" ... ·"J, 

-'·•H• Socialists, too, have stressed this aljain and again. 

Without doubt, there persist reservations in principle with 

respect to the Eurocommunists. On the one hand, their insis

tence on the principle of "democratic centralism" for the 

formulation of the communal will w~thin the Party gives cause 

for misgivinc;s - a principle which it js difficult to recon

cile with the acceptance of pluralism and of political demo

cracy for State and Society, On the other hand it is the 

Eurocommunists' still extremely 13e±-f· .. eo..v.~ous attitude towards 

the Soviet Union and their support of Soviet foreign policy 

which keeps the scepsis of the democratic socialists alive, 

IT I. Stances by the Left Wing Parties on \'lest Euronc: 

· Converp;enr:es and Divert~ences 

10, In any attempt to appraipe the chanc;e of direction of 

Eurocommunist Parties towards Europe and possible trends of 

convergence towards the democratic socialists, it is of sup

reme importance to determine how they rate political demo

cracy and the gradual approach as a means of changing society. 

For the democratic socialists have always defended political 

democracy as an indispensible element of their conception of 

Socialism and are of the opinion that the chane;es which are 

necessary with a view to increasing economic democracy can 

only be brought about step by step and not by a radical breal< 

with the capitalist system, 

11, In bath these points there are prbnounced differences 

between the French Communists on the one hand and the Italian 

and Spanish Communists on the other, With its retreat into 

its politico-ideological· 'bunker" ( Al thusser) which became 

evident in 1977/78 in its polemics .against the Socialists, 

the CPF isolated itself, for all practical purposes, within 

the left wing of Western Europe and once more assumed. traits, 

at both national and international level, of an "anti-society" 

which had been considered to have been for the most part 

superceded, As long as it maintains its present strategy of 

consummating an irreversible breal< with the existing system 

and of assuming the leading role in this process, the CPF ·can 

be disrer;arded as far as a common approach towards a democratic

socialist Western Europe is concerned, The Italiari Communists 
(and, to a certain degree, the Spanish Communists, too), on 
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the other hand, have, as CPI executive Napolj.tano emphasized, 

in the meantime uneo.uivocally opted for a "choice of camp 

(scelta di campo) in favour of Western-style democracy" by 

advocating "the continued development and the preservation 

of the li.beral and democratic traditions of the Old Continent" 

- traditions "which may be counted among the best that Europe 

has brought forth". 

12. A similar constellation is emerging with respect to the 

problem of integration in the EEC. The CPF refuses to co-op

erate in any further integration, as it regards the E~G as a 

capitalist bloc under the domination of Washington and Bonn 

which affords the formations of the labour movement no chance 

of a.gradual Socialist transformation. The Italian and also 

the Spanish Communists, on the other hand, are converging on 

the positions of the democratic socialists·in that they are 

of the opinion that a democratic-socialist society can only 

be realized in a Western European con text and that the Western 

Europeans can only rise to the new economic and political 

challenges at all by acting in unison and takine; as their ob

jective the extension of the economic and monetary union to 

. a political union with supra-national institutions and juris

diction. There are also convergences with respect to a funda

mental rejection of economic autarchy and to willingness to 

join forces to master the present crise~ and to elaborating 

an EEC solidarity programme for Southern Europe. 

13. As far as security policy is concerned, the PGF appears 

to envisage for France. a concept which bears a certain resem

blance to the Yugoslav prototype: a neutralist policy designed 

to give a government of the Left the opportunity of building 

up Socialism unhampered by external influences and of playing 

an active and independent role between East and West. This 

position is shared neither by the democratic socialists nor 

by the Italian and Spanish Communists. However, there are 

significant differences, occasioned by their respective specific 

situations, which go dght through both groups. While the 

Northern European social democrats generally advocate closer 

security policy links with the USA and NATO, the Left in Spain 

and, similarly, the PSI and PSF are more in favour of a more 

pronounced identity for Europe in this field, too. In the 
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case of the C0 I, it would appear that the Party's security 

policy commitment to the West does not yet necessarily subscribe to any 

hard military policy options at all.. At any rate, security 

policy is one of the fields which pose the e;reatest problems 

with respect to con'fere;ence amon(';st the Left Vling of i'lestern 

Europe. 

14. The future course of events in Yugoslavia is likely to be 

of key importance to the attitude of the Eurocommunists towards 

Europe ond its non-Communist Loft. Indeed, stronger prnsAure 

from Moscow on the Yugoslavs, not to mention any Soviet inter

vention, could give ri~e to a situation in which the Sura

communist Parties would be driven even closer towards the 

side of the West, and here towards that of the democratic 

socialists. The .PCI, in particular, which looks upon the non

aligned status of Belgrade as being of vital importance to 

Italy's national interests and upon the autonomous line fol

lowed by the League of Communists of Yugoslavia as being the 

mainstay of its own independent course, may be expected in 

such a case to seek more ac'tive involvement in NATO and to 

orientate itself even more obviously towards the parties of 

the SI. This might also apply to the CPE. 

IV. Prospects 

15. It is quite conceivable that in a long-term process -

admittedly, one of a conflictive nature and characterised by 

setbacks - the common interests of the the Western European 

Left may become more pronounced in line with increasing F.uro

·pean unity. However, this would hardly come about within the 

perspective of Europe as a "Third Force" standine; between the 

Superpowers, as was the ~oal primarily of democratic social

ists in the years immediately after the war. Security prob

lems and shared basic values indicate that, from the point 

of view of most of the relevant Parties of the T"eft, ·the Euro

pean Community can only develop its own identity in close co

O'[ler::ttion wt th ann 1 of course 1 as 8n equnl partner to the USA. 

16. Furthermore, a trans-national co-operation between the 

pnrties of the Left in Western Europe would probably not c.re

ate compact fronts of mutually antagonistic bourgeois· parties 

on the one side and Soctalist-Eurocommunist '[larties on the 

other, but rather give rise to multifarious lateral connections 
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·between the various groups. For neither the democratic social-. 

ists nor the Italian and Spanish Eurocommunists not even the 

influential sections of the christian-democratic and liberal 

orientated trans-national formations are interested in con

frontation. In the long term, it is much more likely that 

configurations will arise in which parties of various ideo

philosophical and political outlooks will converge to deal 

with certain specific problems. One possible such configura

tion could have the democratic socialists as its core and 

embrace, on the one hand, the Italian (and later·also the 

Spanish) Communists and, on the other, those bourgeois parties 

which, be it for christian-socialist or socialist-liberal 

motives, work towards step-by-step economic and social reforms 

for the benefit of.the working population. 
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· THE TIES THAT BIND: 
WEST EUROPE.\N COMNUNISM AND THE COMMUNIST STATES OF EAST EUROPE 

Relations bet.v1een the major West European Communist parties and the 

Soviet-oriented regimes of East Europe began to acquire during the 1970s 

some of the characteristics of the historic relationship between Social 

Democracy and Leninism. The schism within the European Marxist movement 

some five decades earlier had been a rupture between ideological brothers 

"whose shared vision of a future socialistic society was flawed by bitter 

controversy over the means to that end. For the Leninists of the the Third 

Communist International the Social Democrats' commitment to democratic methods 

in the quest for social change spelled treason: their reformism would only 

shore up the capitalist order by dulling the revolutionary impulses of the 

toiling masses. For the Social Democrats· the Leninists' use of dictatorial 

methods to preserve their power likewise spelled treason: party-controlled 

industrialization and social development could never alone provide the bases 

for the liberation of human potential envisioned by Karl Marx. 

Some of these same themes lie at the heart of the controversies that 

have wracked the European Communist movement over the past decade. However, 

historical analogies are never exact. And in this case there is one overarching 

difference. The protagonists in the contemporary intra-Communist debate appear 

to have no intention of repeating the organizational rupture of 1920. 

The Soviet leaders and their loyalist allies disparage "Eurocommunism" 

with remarkably little restraint. The June 1977 attack on Spanish CP leader 

Santiago Carrillo in the Moscow journal New ~ received front-page coverage 

in the Western press. The CPSU's polemics against the Italian Communist 

leadership are more subtle yet no less barbed. Nevertheless, the Soviet leaders 

r 
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went to great lengths to paper over those differences in time for the sixtieth 

anniversary ·of the Great October Revolution in Novet.1ber 1977. Russian emissaries 

conferred with Carrillo in Nadrid, assuring him of equal time to present his 

views along with other West European representatives at the Noscow festivities. 

At the end of October the editor-in-chief of Pravda published a lengthy feature 

lauding the achievements of the Spanish CP and quoting Carrillo as saying that 

the upcoming anniversary of the October Revolution was "a holiday for all us 

Communists of Spain." 1-lhen Carrillo was actually prevented from speaking in the 

Great Hall of the Kremlin on November 2, the Soviet leadership pleaded innocence 

(Carrillo, they claimed, had arrived too late for his speech to be translated 

into the seventeen languages required for the occasion)·and proceeded to shower 

their attention upon PCI General Secretary Enrico Berlinguer. Despite the influx 

of guests from some 100-odd countries, Brezhnev, _Politburo me1aber Nikhail Suslov. a 

Boris Ponomarev, the CPSU Secretary in charge of relations with non-ruling CPS, 

managed to find time the very next day to meet with Berlinguer for fifty 

minutes "in an atmosphere of cordiality and friendsJ:!ip" according to the 

official comminique'. Given the close personal and political ties between the 

Spanish and Italian CP leaders as well as Berlinguer's blunt reaffirmation of 

the PCI's independent posture in his speech to the Kremlin gathering, the 

respectful treatment accorded to him can be interpreted as an attempt by the 

Soviets to minimize the negative impression conveyed by their sleight to Carrillo. 

They evidently wanted to underscore their contention ·that the clash with the 

Spaniard was due to technical circumstances (or Personal obstreperousness on 

Carrillo's part) rather than political differences. 

Just as the CPSU leadership strived for a public image of pan-European 

Communist harmony, so too the Eurocommunist triad of major non-ruljing parties 

rejected the idea of a break with Noscow. Upon his return to Nadrid on 

I 
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November 4, 1977 Carrillo declared that the Spanish Communists didn't want, 

nor did the Moscow incident represent, a rupture with the USSR, a theme which 

he repeated a week later at a jdnt press conference in Rome with Berlinguer. 

As for the PCI, Berlinguer and other leaders had said much the same thing any 

number of times, particularly at moments of high tension with the CPSU. Two 

such cases had already occurred during 1977, first in February after the 

Italian CP's immediate and outspoken defense of the Czechoslovak "Charter 77" 

movement, and then in July, after the PCI's vigorous and carefully reasoned 

rebuttal of the New Times attack on Carrillo, both in the party press and 

during top-level talks in Hoscow. As will be discussed la.ter, friction between 

the French Communist Party and the Soviets developed at a different tempo and 

along different lines than in the case of the PCE and PCI. The quality of 

personal links at the leadership levels varied accordingly. The .French repre

sentatives at the Octcb·er Revolution celebration did not become involved in the 

Carrillo flap. But by the same token, PCF leader Georges Harchais chose not 

even to attend the celebration. Nevertheless, the head of the French delegation, 

Paul Laurent, declared in the Kremlin that despite the divergences between his 

party and Hoscow "fraternal ties have always existed and continue to exist 

between the CPSU and the PCF." 

This almost defiant commitment to unity seems ironical when vie~<ed against 

the backdrop of deepening controversies that have enveloped the international 

Communist movement since the 1960s. But the paradox does not end there. The 

Soviet leaders, intent on securing public manifestations of ongoing Communist 

cohesion have repeatedly given in to the demands of the more autonomist Communist 

parties of West and East Europe. The independent-minded \-lest European CPs have) 

in turn, responded with ever more trenchant criticism of Soviet-style socialism 

their avowals of enduring fra terna 1 unity notwithstanding. In short, as 

.. 
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will be elaborated b<Olow, the "correlatio::J. of force~' within the pan-European 

Communist movement is shifting in favor o:!: what I shall call the loyal 

' opposition, whose political center of gra:Jity lies among the more innovative 

Hest European parties and their aut01.1ist Romanian and Yugoslav allies but 

whose influence may gradually be penetrating sectors of the Soviet-style 

regimes as well, 

Echoes of 1920: Strate~y and Organization in the Pan-European Communist Novement 

Divergent perceptions of party interest have always existed between Noscow 

and one or another non-ruling Communist party of Europe (and elsewhere), even 

during the Stalin era albeit only in latent form, But since the mid-1950s 

and even more so since the Harsaw l'act invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, 

differences have become explicit on questions ranging from the organizational 

structure of the international Communist movement to the strategy of revolution 

and vision of socialism appropriate to the countries of developed capitalism, 

i.e., West Europe. The controversies are often couched in cumbersome and esoteric 

jargon, Yet the issues in dispute boil down to those that divided the protagonistc 

of the.-Second and Third Internationals some sixty-odd years ago: indivi~ual party 

autonomy versus a centralized international organization; democratic versus dicta

torial socialism; a legal electoral revolution versus a minority power grab by 

manipulation and intimidation if not outrigh[ a~u1ed,. force. 

Lenin's answer to Social Democratic inaisi:ence on party autonomy_w§:!s the creat 

of the Third Communist International as a world revolutionary party organized accm 

ing to the_ same principle as the Bolshevik Party; demo~ratic centralism, or the 

absolute subordination of minorities to the wajority will expressed at internationc 

conclaves, In fact the non-ruling CPs, financially and psychologically- dependent 

on Noscow, were quickly-subordinated to the Soviet minority within the Comintern 

bureaucracy. But beginning with the post··Stalin 
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era Khrushchev and his successors, assured of solid majority. support from the 

clandestine, inconsequential, and dependent CPs that predominate within the 

international Communist movement as a whole, sought to contain the movement's 

centrifugal tendencies by permitting wider latitude to the practical implement-

ation of Lenin's theory of democratic centralism. This attempt at centralism 

via majority rule foundered inter alia on the oppostition of the Maoists at the 

1960 world Comnunist conference, the-abstention of the PCI on major portions of 

the final document of the 1969 world Communist conference, and the emergence of 

a pan-European coalition of autonomist CPs during the preparations for the 1976 

Berlin conference of European Communist and workers! parties. lihat all opponents 

to the Soviet organizational policy held in comnon was their insistence on con
; 

sensus rather than majority rule as the only viable basis for a joint international 

Comnunist line. Here i.lt: may be useful to note that in the contemporary European 

Communist lexicon the Soviet-supported centralist approach to inter-CP ties falls 

under the rubric of "proletarian internationalism," a slogan which the autonomist 

CPs have recently discarded in favor of "intarnaHonalist solidarity." 

The Communist parties comprising the autonomist coalition vary widely among 

themselves on strategic questions. The Romanians are among the most orthodox 

when it comes to matters pertaining to domestic political and economic central-

ization. The Yugoslavs are orthodox on the issue of exclusive Comnunist political 

hegemony yet innovative in their policies of economic decentralization and inter-' 

national non-alignment. Most pertinent to this discussion, however, are the 

Italian and Spanish Con~1unist conceptions of socialism. For they have set forth 

a vision of socialist pluralism and regionalism the very articulation of which 

is tantamount to a direct challenge to the domestic-legitimacy of the single-

party Soviet-oriented Comnunist systems of East Europe. 

m 
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For ·both Latin European parties the Soviet-led invasion of Czechoslovkia 

in August 1968 acted as a catalyst in the evolution of their strategic think

ing. The PCI bad a tradition of theoretical innovation and political assertive

ness vis-~-vis Hoscow dating back to the mid-1920s. Not surprisingly, there

fore, it joined its impassioned defense of the Dubcek .reform movement with 

the postulation of a democratic and pluralist alternative to Soviet-style 

socialism. At the party's Twelfth Congress in February 1969 Luigi Longo, 

then PCI General Secretary, gave his official blessing to the notion of a 

socialist society in which ''a plurality of parties and social organizations" 

would be "engaged in a free and democratic dialectic of contrasting positions, 

something qualitatively different from the experiences known till now," Such 

a conception of socialist pluralism was antithetical to the CPSU's "general laws 

for the construction of socialism," foremost among which were the leading role 

of the Communist party and the obligatory inculcation of Harxism-Leninism. 

These "general lm<s," first set forth by Hikhail Suslov in December 1956 in 

the aftermath of the Hungarian Revolution, have ever since been tauted by CPSU 

ideologues as binding on all CPs -- whatever their geographical locale or prox

imity to power. Yet at the June 1969 world CP conference in Hoscow Berlinguer, 

soon to become Longo's successor as PCI head, tweaked the ears of the Russian 

bear from the podium of the Kremlin by flatly denying the existence of any such 

"general laws." ·At the same· time he reiterated the PCI"s support for "a plural

istic and democratic political system" under socialism. Over the years the 

concept of socialist pluralism adumbrated in the wake of the Czechoslovak crisis 

was gradually broadened to include the notions of civil rights, competitive 

elections, and the secular, or non-ideological, state generally associated with 

the Eurocommunist vision of socialism today. 
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Under the guidance of Santiago Carrillo the Spanish Corrnnunist Party 

replicated the PCI' s programmatic surport fnr a :?luralist model of socialism. 

Hut the Spanish party promoted more forcefully the idea of socialist regional-

ism, that is, an entente of developed socialist states in West Europe distinct 

and independent from the Soviet bloc of East Europa. The ·concept ()f a regional 

mutuality of interests among geographically and developmentally similar parties 

was not of course ne~< to the Communist movement. It was popularized under the 

rubric of "polycentrism," the term coined by P3lmiro Togliatti in his celebrated 

Nuovi argomenti interview of June 1956, and concretized by the Chinese Corrnnunists 

in their jockeying for support ~<ithin the international Communist movement, esp

ecially prior to the Cultural Revolutiorr. Still, it was the PCE leaders who 

conveyed the impression that regionalism denoted a united socialist West Europe 

rather than merely a congruence of stra·tegic views on socialist revolution and 

construction. The reasons for their insistence on this point are still conjectural 

In the early 1970s spokesmen su~h as PCE ideologist Manuel Azca"rate charged the 

CPSU >~ith sacrificing revoluticnary:·change in West Europe to the interests of 

the Soviet state and the preservation of the pan-European status quo. They 

thereby provided a theoretical rationale for according primacy to regional 

solidarity among the West European CPs. But the intensity of their commitment 

probably stemmed from outrage at the CPSU's barely concealed efforts to unseat 

the PCE's autonomist leadership in the 1969-1972 period combined with lingering 

resentment at Stalin's withdrawal of meaningful material support from the 

Spanish Republican forces from mid-1~37 onward (as he edged toward the non

aggression pact with Hitler). 

The CPSU took a differentiated approach to the deviationist postures of the 

Spanish and Italian CPs, betraying as it were a cautious respect for the political 
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clout of the PCI. As noted above, Hoscow actually gave its tacit backing to 

dissident groups Hithin the leading organs of the PCE, factions that were 

later discredited and expelled by the Carrillo leadership. With regard to the 

PCI, however, the Soviets displayed their displeasure largely through esoteric 

polemics against socialist pluralism, at times equating its supporters with 

imperialist agents and at other times merely deriding the misguided views of 

certain fraternal comrades in the.;West. This two-pronged tack was especially 

apparent in a series of articles published in the CPSU agitprop bi-weekly, 

Partiinaia :ihizn,. in early 1974. In the late February issue an unsigned corn-

/ 
mentary lambasted Azcarate for his views on socialist regionalism and its cor-

ollary of Soviet support for the European status quo. The very next issue 

carried an article by the prominent Soviet ideologue Alexander Sobolev (depart~ 

ment head at the prestigious Institute of Marxism-Leninism and editor-in-chief 

of the journal published by the CPSU's Institute of the International Workers' 

Hovement) denouncing unnamed advocates of socialist pluralism. In a sense 

Noscow's June 1977 NeH Times denunciation of Carrillo's 11 Eurocommunism11 and 

the State employed the same approach. Carrillo was the explicit target but he 

was castigated among other things for supporting the strengthening of NATO, a 

charge that could just as easily (if no more accurately) have been leveled against 

the PCI. 

The question of how the PCI and PCE hop!' to alter the status quo in favor 

of their vision of socialist pluralism and regionalism would require an in-depth 

analysis of their respective domestic strategies: as such it can on~y be 

touched upon here. Suffice it to say that Khrushchev' s endorsement at the 20th 

CPSU Congress of the possibility of a peaceful parliamentary transition to social-

ism in the capitalist \Vest was taken to heart by the Italian, Spanish, and French 

••·-- -·•·•··~--- .. ~-·····-~,- .,.---.-··- ·•·~···m-••······ .,~·'.-·--~· ·-~~-··•-.,.,,...,..,._.,,. • ---·•·:·~· • • ''''"0" '7"_,__ • • •• ··-~ •••• 
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CPs - all their national peculiarities and nuances notwithstanding. It is 

the CPSU l"aders that have evinced misgivings over the implications of Khrushchev's 

initial:ive. Soviet l:heorists cannot even seem to agree on whether ·a peaceful 

revolution in the Hest may be brought about by an "arithmetic" majority or a 

"political" majority, i.e., 51% of the electorate or a minority of poliLical 

activisl:s infiltrating and manipulating the levers of state power in the 

interests of the working-class majority. At issue here is the time-worn 

question of revolution by ballots or the Leninist vanguard that one would have 

thought was resolved at the 20th CPStr Congress. 

The orthodox conception of revolutionary change was infused with new vitality 

by the violent overthrow of Allende's Unidad Popular government in Chile and the 

nearly victorious seizure of power by Cunhal's Portuguese Communist Party (PCP). 

After 1973 the sectarian pr.oponents of revolution by a "po.litical" majority· once 

again figured prominently in the pages of Pravda and the more specialized CPSU 

political journals. And even those Soviet publicists who continued to stress 

the potential for a majoritarian electoral revolution in the West were con-

strained by the formulation of "general laws of socialist revolution" that began 

to appear in the Soviet press in the mid-l970s. First called for by Sobolev 

in early 1975 (the protracted negotiations for the Berlin conference of European 

CPs were just getting under way), a leading exponent of this new variant on the· 

"general laws" of socialism turned out to be Konstantin Zarodov, renowned for 

his August 1975 Pravda commentary disdaining proponents of an '~rithmetic''majori-

tarian revolution (read PCI and PCF) and hailing the virtues of revolution by 

. the "political majority" (read PCP). Two years later, again in a major Pravda 

feature, Zarodov spelled out as "general laws of socialist revolution'' directives 

that were almost indistinguishable from the CPSU's much vaunted "general laws of 

socialist construction." The leading role of the Communist party and the trans-

J 
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formation of the economic base of society llere inelu~table preconditions for 

success.. The only guideline peculiar to the revOlutionary process as such was 

the requirement that Communists be prepared to utilize all methods of struggle. 

And that was hardly noveL What 1oas signiiicant in the Soviet postulation was 

that even a ballot-box revolution by an arithmetic majority must be led by 

the CP vanguard. In the eyes ::>f Hoscmo' s men'.! sectarian spokesmen the new 

alliance strategies of the West European CPs (union de la gauche,compromesso 

storico)_ were little more than tactical embellishments on the familiar theme of 

orthodox frontism. Once again the legacy of the Third International out

weighed the pressures for aggiornament£ in the relations between Hoscow and the 

West European CPs. 

David and Goliath: West European Communism at Odds with Soviet Policy and IdeolOf\\ 

From the fcunding of the Soviet state the CPSU's approach to Hest European 

Communism has been eoharacterized by ambivalence and ·instrumentalism, In the 

early days the creation of the European CPs and their adherence to the Comintern 

held out the promise of ideologic&l vindication for both_ the Bolsheviks' seizure 

of power and their rapid advance toward theoretical monism and single-party rule. 

At the same time, as left-wing radicalism receded during the 1920's,the revolu

tionary impulses that had fueled the :6ormation of the world Communist movement 

became an encu'"brance and an embarrassment to the foreign policy interests of 

11 socialism in one country."· Stalin's conversion of the Comintern into an instru

ment of Soviet raison d' <ftat temporarily papered over but in no sense eliminated 

this historic tension between the CPSU's foreign policy and ideological interests. 

Indeed, in the 1970s the contradiction between the two dimensions of Soviet 

international relations became as intense ir, the European arena as it had been 

in Asia during the 1960s. 
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The 1976 Berlin conference of European Communist and Horkers' parties may 

be best understood as the direct, even inevitable, outgrowth of the Soviet Union's 

obsessive push for the Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe. If in Moscow's eyes the· Helsinki agreement Has designed to secure the 

status quo in East Europe, the Berlin conference was intended to reassure the 

1-/estern CPs and the Horld Communist movement as a whole that the CPSU opposed 

the status quo in Hest Europe, Detente and class struggle were to be viewed 

as compatible, at least in theory. Hhat no one anticipated Hhen the Soviet Union 

·began to mobilize the European Communist movement in support of a pan-European 

collective security conference was that the Helsinki negotiations would develop 

in tandem with economic crisis in the Hest and political radicalization in Latin 

Europe. Discussions of revolutionary change thus moved from the abstract to the 

concrete. The Latin European CPs and their autonomist allies cooperated with the 

Soviet Union on Helsinki. But the price they exacted on the road to Berlin 

turned out to be an ideological can of worms for Moscow. 

The precursor of the Berlin conclave was the April 1967 conference of 

European CPs held in Karlovy Vary, Czechoslovakia. At. first glance Nos cow 

appeared once again to be successfully mobilizing the Communist movement behind 

a key Soviet foreign policy objective: the legitimation of the postwar division 

of Europe. The final document appealed for a "system of European collective secud 

that would acknowledge and guarantee the "existing situation" on the continent 

with regard to the two Germanies and the postwar territorial arrangements in 

Central Europe. Yet its tone was virulently anti-American and anti-llonn, 

decrying Hest German revanchist: militarism and German-American collusion. 

On the one hand, this militant anti-Hesternism precluded the participation 

at Karlovy Vary. of both Romania and Yugoslavia, the latter because of its 

policy of non-alignment and the former because of its normalization of relations 
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with llorm some three months earlier. On the other haad, it also obscured the 

more concrete policy proposals that he!p to explain the pro-Soviet stance of 

an already disparate group of CPs: the withdrawal of all foreign troops and 

bases, the dissolutior, of both military blocs, recognition of the value of. 

11 neutrality 11 if not non-alignment, and intcrnationnl treaties banning inter 

alia the use of fore<= and the proliferation of n·Jclear weapons. On balance, 

the Karlovy Vary document served the vital interests of both the Soviet bloc 

parties and the Hest European Communists. The c:oncurrence in the Soviet initia-

tive by the already autonomist Italian party is further explicable in light of 

the then "existing situation 11 in Vietnam as well as the trends toward innovation 

in East Europe - Hungarian domestic relaxation, Romanian foreign policy 

deviations, incipient Czechoslovak ferment. 

Sou:e five years later the- relationship betveen the superpm<ers had been 

altered beyond recognition. But so too had inter-CP relations within the 

European Comrr.unist movement. The shori.ng up of the Soviet hold over East 

Euro~e through the occupation of Czechoslovakia and suppression of the Dubcek re-

fonncrs·- in addition to the Soviet miiitary build-up in general- enabled 
' 

Hoscow to proceed with cie'tente. Nixon and Brezhnev initialed SALT I in May 1972. 

The 35-nation Helsinki consultations began the following November. But as we 

have seen, the Soviet march into Prague also placed in question the ideological 

legitinacy of the Sovi-et system among important sectors of the European Corn-

rnunist movement, impelling at least the PCI and PC~ to devise alternatives to 

the CPSU' s "general laws" of socialism. And Moscow's preoccupation with East-

Hest d/!tente at a time of deepening economic crisis in the Hest raised further 

doubts concerning the CPSU's ideological integrity. 

Signs abounded of a growing cleavage between Soviet raison d' .ftat and the 

Latin European CPs' commitment to domestic social change. The Spanish party's 

allegations regarding the CPSU's preference for the pan-European status quo at 

the expense of revolutionary advance in the Hest, first voiced at the PCE'-s 

' 
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Eighth Congt·css in 1972, were articulated mo·st forcefully at a Central 

Committee plenum in September 1973. That same month PCI chief Berlinguer 

postulated the. strategy of the historic compromise, justifying it as a 

means of avoiding the political and social polarization that had led to 

counterrevolution in Chile. Initially viewed as a cautious retreat from 

the Communist-supported new left radicalism of the late 1960s, the historic 

compromise represented in fact a forward strategy in the Italian context. 

The Berlinguer leadership sought quite literally to insert the PCI into the 

political status quo, thereby enabling it gradually to alter the Italian 

socio-economic order. With the overwhelming defeat of the Italian Christian 

Democrats in the divorce referendum of May 1974 and the onset of severe 

s tagfla ti.on soon thereafter, PGI media and leadership pronouncements began 

to exude confidence in the imminence of radical change. A similar situation 

prevailed in France. The March 1973 elections to the National Assembly 

sig11alcd a rci:,Jrr, to the leftward .momentum that had become apparent during 

the 1967 parliamentary elections (only to be quelled temporarily by the 

conservative backlash to the May 1968 upheaval). Francois Mitterrand's 
? 

tally of 49.2% of the votes cast in the Presidential election of May 1974 

added to the sense of impending ·political change. The French Communists, 

exhilerated by the prospect of breaking out of their prolonged political 

isolation, scheduled an extraordinary party congress for October 1974 to plot 

out the steps that would presumably carry the union de la gauche to victory 

in the 1978 parliamentary contest if not sooner. 

The political thrust of these separate initiatives was compounded by the 

January 1974. Brussels conference of West European CPs, convened to devise 

joint measu-res to resolve the mounting economic crisis in a socialist direction. 

The CPSU 1 s reaction to this regional gathering ~<as symptomatic of its attitude 

--- · -··-·--·-- --------rr --~---------···----~--- · 
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toward Hest European radicalization in general: minimal antl distorted 

coverage in the Savi.::.l: press. Signifi~antly, Problems of Peace and Socialism 
' 

edited by Konstantin Zarodov, di.d not see fit to publish the final Brussels 

communique' - in contrast to the promiuence it gene:cally gave to international 

Communist documents. 'In fact the Brussels conference may well have been 

intended as a warning to Hosco·" that continued disregard for Hest European 

Communist concerns Hould further undermine r.ot only the CPSU' s ideo logical 

authority but the very unity of the pan-Earopean Communist movement. 

The upshot was Soviet acquiescence in the proposal for a second pan-

European Communist conference, first suggested by the PCI in early 1973, 

after the inception of the Helsinki talks. CPSU spokesmen made clear that 

such a· gathering would be but the prelude to another world conference of CPs, 

as was the case with Karlovy Vary in relation to the 1969 Moscow conference. 

Unlike Karlovy Vary, however, ideological questions were to dominate the 

protracted negotiations for the Eerlin Communist summit. At issue was not 

the Soviet Union's foreign poU.cy of de'tente - with which all European CPs 

were in basic agt:eement - but the. insistence on the part of the Hest 

European parties that detente be coupled with moves toward altering the 

status quo. Berlin was to be their reposte to Helsinki. The Soviet Union 

could have no quarrel with the idea of social change as such. It was the 

content of that change that mattered. The crux of the contention between 

Hoscm; and the Latin European CPs since 1968 had been their divergent visions 

of socialism and strategies of revolution. Not surprisingly, therefore, this 

was also to be the case during the lengthy preparations for the Berlin confer-

ence. As we shall see, )'lhat was to be so striking about the final Berlin 

document was that it insisted on changing the \Vest European status quo in a 

socialist direction without in any Hay prescribing the political parameters 

of socialism. 
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But before analyzing the results of the Berlin conference, some dis-

cussion of the inception and key turning points in its protracted preparations 
' 

is in order. 

From the onset of the preparatory talks, the Soviet leadership was ambiv-

alent and everi defensive. It has been suggested that the CPSU endorsed the 

pan-European conference project in order to thwart the move toward Hest 

European regionalism and reassert Soviet influence over the non-ruling CPs. 

Yet prominent CPSU leaders, including Brezhnev himself, never ceased voicing 

·their preference for world Communist conclaves, and at the Budapest preparatory 

meeting in December 1974 Ponomarev warned of the dangers of "Eurocenti:ism." 

Soviet misgivings could only have been exacerbated by the decision reached at 

the initial Harsaw consultative meeting in October ·1974 to operate according 

to the procedural rule of consensus in .all matters affecting the Berlin con-

ference preparations. The Helsinki talks were conducted according to the 

consensus principle, partially at Yugoslav and Romanian insistence. And 

these two Communist party-states also refused to participate in the Berlin 

summit on any other basis. It is not inconceivable that both autonomist CP 

regimes backed Moscow during the final Helsinki deliberations as part of a 

tacit quid pro quo on this procedural issue. Nevertheless, the men in Hoscow 

surely understood that decision-making by consensus would preclude the impos.i-

tion of CPSU views, even with majority support, on any conference document 

agreed upon at Be~lin. 

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the Soviet leaders were not 

only ambivalent toward the pan-European Communist summit but also defensive 

regarding the charges, explicit or otherwise, that their foreign policy was 

detrimental to the cause of revolution in the capitalist world. Ponomarev 

almost admitted as much in his speech to the October 1974 1-/arsaw meeting ,;hen 

•":··· ...•.. .,.. ..... ·- -· -- ...... ___ , ___ ....,,,.,~----. --· . ------····. ···---------- ... -~--- ---- -~ ... -._ .. ------------....... ,,. .... . 
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he explained that the paramount importance of ending the Cold War had perhaps 

led the CPSU to underestimate the extent and import of I,Jestern. radicalization 

during the 1960s. But Soviet defensiveness also took on a self-righteous and 

even admonitory tone: to wit, social radicalism .£!!E) economic crisis might well 

provoke a Fascist reaction, as in the 1930s. Hence the continuing importance 

of the SALT and Helsinki negotiations. 

During 1971• the Soviet position was probably complicated by differences 

of opinion within the leadership itself over the proper pace and mode ·of 

revolutionary change in the West. Such differences could be discerned among 

the establishment intellectuals writing in the Soviet equivalent of think-

tank journals. And the appearance of divergent viewpoints at that level pre-

supposedr' either uncertainty or controversy in the upper echelons of the CPSU. 

The cleavages ran along. two planes: cautious reformism versus militant activism; 

and electoral majoritarianism versus orthodox political manipulation by a 

Leninist vanguard. As noted earlier, the latter dichotomy can still be seen 

in the Soviet press. However, the question of revolutionary tempo was re-

solved in a conservative direction by the winter of 1975. The CPSU could 

obviously not opt for the status quo, confronted as it was by the growing 

militancy of the West European CPs. Its solution to the dilemma of revolu-

tion versus d6tente was to endorse the strategy of a democratic transitional 

stage bet1,•een capitalism and socialism, a formulation that was flexible enough 

to embrace the French, Italian, and even for a time the Portuguese Communist 

policies while at the same time cautioning against destabilizing revolutionary 

adventurism. 

Both the Soviet conservatives and radical activists may well have supported 

the initiative for the Berlin conference, the former viewing it as a mechanism 

for restraining the i'estern CPs and the latter as a means of ,goading them on. 

I 
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llut it \,ras Boon to become evident that the cautious conservatives had won the 

day in Hoscow. The radical viewpoint no longer found an outlet in Soviet 

public affairs journals, while ths. CPSU displayed reticence toward the Portuguese 

crisis and preoccupation >~ith nonnal state-to-state relations with Western 

pm,'ers even after the signing of the Helsinki agreement in August 1975. This 

posture soon drove the French Communist leadership to level against Moscow 

the same charges voiced by the Spanish party in the early 1970s: Soviet raison 

d'e'tat inclined the CPSU toward acquiescence in the status quo rather than 

support for class struggle in the West. 

This·:brings us back to the original linkage postulated between the 

Helsinki consultations and the pan-European CP summit. By endorsing the 

latter Moscow hoped to avert criticism from within the Communist movement over 

the fornwr. The role of the Spanish, Italian, and French CPs in the Berlin 

conference preparations provides circums tantia 1 suppo.rt for this supposition. 

On the eve of the October 1974 Warsaw consultative meeting that laid the 

initial groundwork for the protracted Berlin negotiations, a fonnal CPSU-PCE 

communique' was signed in Moscow the gist of which was that steps toward 

de'tente should in no way impede social transfonnation in the. West. The CPSU 

also agreed to refrain from interference in internal Spanish party affairs. 

The first such top-level meeting to be held since 1970, the Spanish delegation 

included ~lanuel Azca'rate, the individual so recently singled out for censure 

in the Soviet journal Partiinaia zhizn because of his allegations of Soviet 

support for the status quo. His presence in the Soviet capital implied that 

the CPSU leaders had signaled their willingness to reach an accommodation with 

the more alienated members of the West European Communist movement. 

The PCI, as official cosponsor with the Polish party of the Berlin summit 

and early supporter of the conference project, doubtless played a part 
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in the CPSU-PCE: rapprochement, The Italian Communi&ts had backed the Spanisl• 

party in its post-1968 clash Hith 11oscoH, regular.ly p•Jblishing PCE statements 

- including those of Azca'rate - in the PCI press. The Italians had at the 

same time maintained correct if not cordial ties with the CPSU, notHithstand

ing the esoteric PCI-CPSU polemics over socialist pluralism. Such concilia

tory bebavior was aa integral part of the Italian party's tradition. As early 

as the mid-1920s Antcnio Gramsci and Palmiro Togliatti, the intellectual pro

genitors of the contemporary Italian Connnunis t leadership, had opposed Stalin 1 s 

mounting recourse to purge of dissidents on the left and right. Eventually 

charged by Stalin himself with indulging in the "opportunism of con~iliation," 

the PCI leadership opted for surrender to MoscoH rather than exclusion from 

the Connnunist movement. But with the passing of the Soviet Union's sway over 

the international Communist movement, Togliatti re«sserted his preference 

for reasoned discourse over polemical confrontation in inter-CP relations. 

This approach was nowhere mot·e apparent than in the PCI' s consistent opposi

tion to }!os cow's poUcy of collective mobilization against the Chinese Commun

ists during the escalation of the Sino-Soviet dispute in the early and mid-

1960s. It was appropriate, then, that the Italian party should play the role 

of mediator in the clash that developed between the Soviet bloc loyalists and 

West European dissident CPs in the mid-1970s. This was even more the case 

since, as noted earlier, the historic compromise represented something of a 

paradox, i.e., a forward strategy within the context of the Italian political 

status quo. Not only procedurally but strategically the PCI bridijed the chasm 

between the defiant Spaniards and restive French, on the one hand, and the 

conservative Soviets on the other. 

With the PCE-CPSU rappr9chement of mid-October 1974 and ensuing multi

lateral agreement on the consensus rule at the Warsm• consultative meeting, a 
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tenuous compromise was reached that permitted the beginning of the twenty-month 

long bargaining that led to the Berlin conference in late .June 1976. The 

tortuous intricacies of the sixteen-odd meetings of drafting groups, editorial 

commissions, and intervening bilateral consultations required to achieve 

consensus on a :Cinal conference document have been masterfully recounted by 

Kevin Devlin. Hhat is important to underscore here is the impact on that 

process wrought by the French Connnunist volte-face of mid-1975. In November 1975 

the PCF publicly aligned itself with the PCI and the PCE on questions of 

revolutionary strategy, thereby giving rise to the tripartite entente that 

was soon to receive the label of Eurocommunism. But at the root of the.· 

burgeoning PCF-CPSU controversy lay the question of revolutionary tempo: 

namely, the degree to which Nos cow's cordial relationship with the French 

government ran counter to the interests of French Communism. 

PCF-CPSU tension over the nature of Franco-Soviet inter-state relations 

had probably been simmering for some time. Moscow's eagerness to pander to 

/ 

the pm.,ers-that-be in the Elysee was evident ever since De Gaulle' s rupture· 

with NATO in the mid-1960s. But only in the 1970s, under the twin prods of 

economic crisis and leftist electoral gains, did tue contradiction between 

Soviet raison dIet at and PCF militancy come to the surface. For despite the 

radicalization of French politics, Noscow did not alter its line. During .the 

PCF's Extraordinary Twenty-first Congress in October 1974, convened to mobilize 

the French left for further advances, Pravda \·Taxed enthusiastic over the 

fiftieth anniversary of Franco-Soviet diplomatic relations. 1-/hile devoting 

due attention to the PCF congress, the CPSU daily compressed Marchais's 

critique of President Giscard d'Estaing's pro-NATO foreign policy into one 

terse sentence. ·By the same token, Pravda's coverage of Brozhnev's trip to 

Paris the follo;ling December for the annual Franco-Soviet summit was extensive 

I 
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and glm<ing. Then in Hncch 1975, on the heels of the conservative victory 

over the radical militants l·>ithin the CPSU, French Premier Jacques Chirac 

Has Harmly received in Hoscm<. 

A clear signal of French Communist displeasure at this attitude of 

business as usual came in mid-Hay 1975 ~;hen the PCF issued a statement 

asserting that the crux of the dispute in the snarled Berlin talks lay 

bet~;een those ~<ho favored de'tente .£\!!!! revolutionary struggle and those ~;ho 

would "go easy on imperialism, for the sake of diplomatic considerations or 

domestic opport_unities." This ~;as clearly a double-edged attack: first on 

the CPSU for its preoccupation with Helsinki and de'tente at a time of 

heightened revolutionary tensions in Portugal; and secondly on the PCI·for 

its late 1974 shift to qualified support of NATO as well as its ambivalence 

to~;ard Portuguese developments. While the PCF was outspoken in its support 

of the Portuguese CP' s orthodox Leninist conduct·, the Soviet leadership 

assumed a public posture of relative detachment until the conclusion of 

the Helsinki conference and - not less importantly - the ~;aning of the 

PCP's domestic political clout. All the while the PCE and PCI were of course 

openly critical of Portuguese Communist sectarian activism. 

Giscard's visit to Hoscow October 13-18, 1975, marked the decisive turning 

point in PCF-CPSU relations. By way of backdrop, one of the Berlin conference 

working groups had just concluded a meeting on October 9-10. On October 10 

the PCF Politburo drafted a communique' announcing its resolute opposition to 

the political status quo,· defined as Giscard's pro-Atlantic orientation as 

well as his domestic conservatism. The statement also chided Hoscow for nob 

repudiating Western press reports of an appeal the previous Harch by Premier 

Chirac to llrezhnev to help restrain the PCF' s militancy. 
. , 

Although the commun1que 

was dated October 10, it ~;as not published in L1 Humanite' until October 13, 

. ·r-:-
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the day of Giscard 1 s arrival' in Moscm~. The very same issue of the PCF 

daily carried an interview Hith Jean Kanapa, the PCF 1 s international 

affairs spokesman, on the recent meeting of the Berlin conference editorial 

group. \·Jhile conceding that any document emanating from the projected CP 

summit chould focus on questions relating to d6'tente, Kanapa stipulated 

that this in no ,,-ay precluded the PCF frotn pursuing "our revolutionary 

struggle in France for the burning needs of the Harking people, against 

·the Giscarclian poHer of the monopolies, for democracy and socialism." He 

was, in short, -saying yes to detente but no to the status quo back home. 

It would appear that both the Politburo communique' and Kanapa interview 

Here timed to coincide Hith Giscard 1 s visit to Moscow, thereby throwing 

do;m the gauntlet to the CPSU. On October 15, Pravda carried an abridged 

version of the communique, omitting the personal attacks on Giscard and 

Brezhnev. That same day Brezhnev unexpectedly cancelled a scheduled meeting 

with Giscard, to the consternation 6£ •·Wes tern newsmen who assumed (once 
' 

again) that the general secretary was on his death bed. As Brezhnev reappeared 

in sound health the very next day, it seems more than probable that on 

October 15 he was simply back at the CPSU Secretariat trying to cope with 

this latest challenge to Soviet authority. 

The PCF 1 s attempt to arouse Moscow to a more militant ideological 

stance was to no avail. The Brezhnev-Giscard talks ended with their usual 

fanfare and the signing of a series of Franco-Soviet technical agreements. 

On October 25 L 1 l!umanite' resumed the offensive Hith an article condemning 

Soviet imprisonment of dissident mathematician Leonid Pliushch in a mental 

institution. Pravda replied the next day with a long unsigned commentary 

hailing Franco-Sovict state relations. Then came the electrifying PC!'-PCI 

declaration of common strategic principles. Its publication on November 18 

J 
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coincided ~>ith yet another in the ongoing series of Berli.n preparatory 

meetings, this one notable for the unexpected intransieence displayed 

by a CPSU delegation that included among its members Konstantin Zarodov. 

The denouement in PCF-CPSU relation§ came during the Soviet party's 

llienty-fifth Congress when Brezhnev, in spite of the earlier PCF protests, 

not ·only declared that Franco-Soviet state relations and views on a number 

of foreign policy questions had grmm closer, but also claimed that 

"this has met with widespread support from the French people and the 

majority of political parties in France." Marchais, who had made a point 

of not attending the CPSU congress, quickly informed the world that the PCF 

was not one of those parties! On February 26, the day after Brezhnev's 

report appeared in Pravda, T}Humanite' retorted with verbatim excerpts from 

the PCF leader's scorching attack on Giscard's foreign policy at the Tl<enty-

second PCF Congress held earlier that same month. 

The winter and spring of 1976 were marked by escalating polemics between 

the CPSU, on the one hand, and the PCI and PCF on the other. (Presumably the 

PCE was preoccupied with the evolving post-Franco political scene in Spain.) 

It seemed as though the PCF' s shift to the side of the autonomists in the 

pre-Berlin bareaining had triggered one final round of public polemics and 

posturir>g. The Soviets insisted on the primae}' of inter-CP unity, on 

"proletarian internationalism 11 in their tenninology, and stipulated as a 

major criterion of proletarian internationalism the avoidance of anti-Soviet 

criticism on the part of fraternal CPs. The French rejoined that proletarian 

internationalism entailed reciprocity, ~<hile the Italians called for an 

entirely new form of internationalism, one that embraced solidarity among 

Communist, Socialist, and Catholic workers as well as the. peoples struggling 

for liberation in the Third World. The PCF meanwhile stepped up its criticism 

I· 
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of Soviet repression of domestic dissidents while the PCI characteristically 

accentuated the positive., insisting that Soviet economic and social develop

ment had reached the point where the free confrontation of dissenting ideas 

was not only inevitable hut would be beneficial. The mutual sparring became 

quite nasty, with Suslov in mid-.Harch equatir.g "regional 11 or "nationaln 

versions of Harxism with opportunism, for which leading l'CF and PCI spokesmen 

rebuked him by name in their party dailies. Heanwhile on each side of the 

polemical barricades, lesser party personali~ics were subjected to more 

invidious accusations. 

The truth of the matter, however, was that the fate of the Berlin 

conference already lay in the hands of the autonomists. Should the CPSU 

not concede to their demands, the conference would simply not take place. 

Should the conferenc<= not take place, Ho scow \W'Jld have to shoulder the 

blame. Once the traditionally pro-Soviet PCF had thrm-m in its lot with 

the rebellious Spaniards a,1d maverick Itali.ans, the CPSU would have diffi

culty persuading even the loyali.st Cl's that the twenty months of negotiations 

had foundered on the objections of a small band of recalcitrant dissidents. 

And the CPSU had too much at stake ideologically to risk either the onus 

for or the fact of a breakdown in [he conference talks. Not only would 

the mounting charges that the Soviet Union was a status quo oriented super

power be bolstered; bot the CPSU's domestic legitimacy as the purported van

guard of the world Communist movement would be further undermined. 

The European Communist conference finally t<>ak pl<ice in East Berlin on 

June 29-30, 1976. With the proceedings open to the pc;blic, Western news 

media focused on the unpr~cedented diversity of views expressed in the speeches 

of the 29 participating CP leaders, including Harshal Tito - present at an 

international Communist meeting for the first time since the Soviet- Yugoslav 
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break of 191>8, Neither the pro-Soviet loyalists nor the 'East European 

autonomists and Hest European. pluralists broke substantially ·new grouncl 

in the presentation of their respective party positions, But the articula

tion at a common forum of the ,.,idely disparate visions of socialism and norms 

of interparty relations tha·t had evolved during the preceding half decade was 

a momentous development in tl1e annals of the Communist movement. 

Equally significant was the content of the Berlin conference document 

that finally emerged with the consent, however reluctant, of all participants, 

The Berlin declaration elaborated upon the foreign policy proposals of the 

1967 Karlovy Vary statement (those that had not yet been achieved) Hhile 

eschewing its fulminations against U.S. aggressiveness and West German 

militarism, Under these circumstances such suggestions as the dissolution of

the t"•o military blocs and the withdrawal of all foreign troops and bases 

acquired n new connotation, i.e., superpower eo-responsibility for their 

creation in the first place as well as their removal. (\vas this the result 

of the CPSU's support for detente or the ever more pronounced PCI and PCE, 

as well as Romanian and Yugoslav,evan•handed approach to Hoscow and Hashing

ton?) In contrast to the Karlovy Vary statement, moreover, the Berlin 

document stressed not the need to guarantee the pan-European territorial 

status quo, which presumably had been achieved at Helsinki, but the need to 

alter the West European political and social status quo in favor of socialism, 

And it did so without prescribing in any "ay the manner in which such change 

should be effected, Gone were the Soviet dictums on "general laws" and "pro

letarian internationalism" that had featured so prominently in the concluding 

statement of the 1969 world conference of Communist and workers' parties. In 

their place were the autonomist formulations regarding "different paths" to 

socialism, "internationalist solidarity 11 among CPs and all other forces working 
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for social progress, the legitimacy of "non-alignment," and _acknowledgement 

that criticism of Co1nmunis1n was not tantamount to anti-Communisln. Perhaps 

most portentous was the injunction to observe in practice the Helsinki principles 

of "respect for the rights of man and fundamental liberties, including the 

liberty of thought, conscience, religion or creed •.• ", In the interna tiona 1 

Communist context the autonomist coalition had succeeded in putting together 

a genuinely revolutionary document. Fortunately for Moscow, the contents of 

' the final Berlin statement were merely prescriptive rather than binding upon 

the conference participants. 

The CPSU's first reaction to the proceedings and outcome of the Berlin 

conference was defensive and internally oriented. Readers of Pravda would 

not have suspected the range of views espoused by the European CP·s. The most 

controversial portions of the Carrillo, Berlinguer, and Marchais speeches were 

s.fJ.nply deleted from the Pravda summaries. For example, Carrillo drew an analogy 

between the Communist movement and early Christianity, only to proclaim that 

"we are beginning to lose th·' characteristics of a church," including what 

he called the mysticism of predesti,·,.-:tion, Berlinguer emphasized the importance 

of regional CP ties, "on the Hest ·pean level" as well as "on the all-European 

level," alluding favorably to the concept of Eurocommunism. Narchais stressed 

the depth of the capitalist crisis yet debunked the notion that the imperialists 

could resolve it by recourse to war or Fascism, thus rebutting a standard 

Soviet argument against undue revolutionary militancy in the Hest. Indeed, he 

insisted that the PCF would not permit steps in behalf of peaceful coexistence 

to inhibit in any ;my its struggle for socialism. All these themes· were 

expunged from the CPSU daily, as were all critical innuendoes against the 

socialist systems in East Europe. In the same vein, statements made in support 

of socialist plu.:alisrn by the FCE and the suddenly rather eloquent PCF leader 
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MRrchais were also omitted. Curiously, Berlinguer's advocacy of libertarian 

socialism appeared intact, perhaps because he had s~id mu~h the same thing at 

. the 25th CPSU Congress the previous March. But the Soviet overseers of 

ideological probity evidently had no intention of informing the Soviet 

public that the French and Spanish CPs had joinF!d forces with the PCI on 

this question. Distortion by censorship was compounded by outright falsification: 

Pravda 1 s editorial corrnnentaties on the Berlin summit repeatedly lauded it as a 

victory for "proletarian internationalism, 11 the ''general laws, l' and the growing 

unity of the internatior.al Communist movewent. 

Then in the autumn of 1976 the CPSU shifted from the defensive to the 

offensive, initiating a campaign against Eurocommunism tba t resembled in 

manner and substance the post-1968 campaign against pluralism. Much as in 

the early 1970s, Soviet criticisms were echoed and often magnified by loyalist 

Cl' spokesmen, ~<ith the Czechs replacing the East Germans as the most vitriolic 

antagonists of the ne~< Eurocommunist deviation. Similarly, the attacks were 

made on t'''O levels: one treason, the other reviSionism. At times the Euro

communists were accused of anti-Sovietism and- collusion with imperialism because 

of their divisive impact on the European Connnunist movement. At other times they 

were merely censured for denying the validity of the C?SU's "general laws," 

or ~idiculed for tauting as theoretical verities propositions that had never been 

tested in practice. Authoritative Soviet cmr.mentators and political media 

(e. g·., Kommunist and Pravd2.) took the latter more moderate tack. The former 

more extreme charges were voiced in lesser Soviet journals of limited domestic 

circulation (e.g., New Times) or by the more sectarian CPSU allies (e.g., the 

Bulgarian CP chief Todor Zhivkov and the prominent Czech leader Vasil Bilak). 

Again, the Soviet leadership proved reluctant to reveal to its own citizens the 

v1idening breach in the purportedly ever more unified movement .. As in the· anti-
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pluralism drive, there was al~o an escalation from generalized polemics to 

attacks on individuals. From late 1976 through the first half of 1977 the 

Soviet loyalists stuck to broad-gauged diatribes. Then in June 1977 Hoscow 

launched the controversial 1\cw ~ attack on Carrillo, castigating him for 

'·Jhat amouated in Soviet eyes to treasonous conduct, i.e., unwitting aid· to 

NATO by way of his support for West European socialist regionalism and 

11 consciou.s anti-Sovietism. 11 ·These themes we~e reiterated to varying degrees 

by the loyalist CPs of East Europe. By autumn 1977 sideswipes against the 

PCI also began to appear in Pravda. In a major feature in the CPSU daily on 

September l, the day before top-level talks between Suslov and PCI 

Secretariat me.mber Gian Carlo Pajetta were to take place, the leader of the 

pro-Hosco<~ Greek CP attacked the "revisionists'" theory of Eurocommunism 

precisely for j_ts denial of "the basic general laws of socialist revolution." 

On October l an unsigned TASS report in Pravda noted with "surprise" the 

participation in anti-Soviet seminars and symposia by members of the PCI, 

''whose leadership has not once denounced the_campaigns against the Soviet 

Union and other socialist countries." In effect Moscow seemed to be stepping 

up its own criticism of the PCI for the twin sins of revisionism and anti-Sovietism 

As we have seen, the Cl'SU managed to put on a facade of harmony for the November 7 

celebration of the October Revolution. But immediately thereafter Soviet polemics 

against Euroconnnunism resumed, while the PCI-PCE entente was further cemented 

during Carrillo's visit to Rome. 

The question that must be addressed is why the CPSU returned to a posture of 

confrontation with the Hest European CPs after Berlin. Tl)e pre-Berlin polemics 

can be interpreted as part of the jockeying for position that accompanied the 

final stages of bargaining ou the conference document. But with the conclusion 

of the sunnnit and the subsequent concealment of the CPSU' s concessions from the 
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Soviet peoplei wi1Dt was ~1ere to be gained from a confrontation that would 

only furtber publicize the cleavages in the European Communist movement? 

Horeover, there may well have been an element of truth in the frequent Soviet-

inspired allegation th2. t 11 Eurocommunism" was an invention of the bou-rgeois 

press. Aside from the purely technical question of the tenn' s origins, the 

Hestern media's concentration ori -the phenomenon of Hest European CP regional 

ties, and their increasin_gly c·ongruent views came at a time when the major 

parties involved were actually focusing their attention more on domestic 

concerns than interparty issues and contacts. They had won a victory for the 

principle of autonomous paths to socialism at Berlin. They now had to vindicate 

their strategic choices on the homefront. The PCI was engaged ·in enhancing its 

quasi-governmental status accruing !;rom the electoral gains of June 1976. 

The PCF was bent upon advancing its position Hithin the union de la gauche 

as well as among French voters in the upcoming municipal elections of March 1977. 

The PCE was preoccupied with obtaining legal status in the kaleidoscopic context 

of post-Franco Spain. Despite these everriding domestic issues 'the Harch 1977 

Hadrid meeting of Carrillo, Berlinguer and Harchais signified that the concept 

of Eurocommunism as an affinity of strategic views was alive and well, a point 

that was to be reaffirmed at the bilateral PCI-PCE summit the following November. 

But the participants refrained from responding collectively to the Soviet 

polemics (just as they refrained from a joint condemnation of Soviet-bloc 

repression). To their sectarian CPcricics they turned, as it were, the other 

cheek; to the rest of the ;10rld they professed once again their commitment to a 

pluralist model of socialist revolution and construction. 

One may, therefore, surmise that a major impetus for the escalating denuncia-

tions of Eurocommunism come from developments within the Soviet bloc itself. 

Dissident activism in support of human rights ''as grouing in Czechoslovakia and 
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Poland, to a lesser degree in the Soviet Union and GDR. The loyalist 

iclcologues evidently sought to discredit one of the W<,llsprings of that 

activism, the Euroconnnunist vision of socialism, by stigmatizing it as 

revisionism if not outright subversion. Yet the CPSU and its allies were 

caught in a bind. They justified their single-party rule at home on the 

basis of their claim to knowledge of universal laws of historical development. 

The public allegiance of the international Communist movement to the Ci'SU' s "gen-

eral laws" provided a major' buttress to that claim. \ Increasingly, hm<ever, 

the CPSU and even more so its loyalist allies were confronted with a systemic 

challenge from the most substantial remaining component of that movement, the 

major non-ruling Hestern CPs. TI1ey could neither break with those parties nor 

condone the pl~ralist alternative to Soviet-style socialism without undermining 

the ideological matrix of their Ol•m domestic pm<er. Thus limited in their 

options, they confined themselves to largely esoteric polemics aimed at party 

cadres at home as much as those in the Hest European CPs. Probably much to 

their chagrin they were discovering that Soviet superpower status was of little 

consequence as the correlation of ideological force and appeal within the pan

European Communist movement be::;an to snift in favor of the Eurocommunists. 

The Loyal Opposition: Constraints and Opportunities 

If the Soviet-bloc parties are bound to the \;est European CPs by the 

exigencies of domes tic poHer and legitimacy, the Hes tern Communists 1 opposition 

to a rupture with Noscmv is rooted as much in i.cleological commitment as in 

political expediency. One must bear in mind that the members of the PCI, PCF, 

and PCE are Communists ~y choice, not circumstance - in contrast to so many 

of their East European comrades. And while the appeals of Communism have changed 

over time, the intern at ion a 1 dimension has remained a constant attribute~ f"rom the 

1930s ihto the 19~0s puLlic CP criticism of "existing socialism" was minimal and 

·--.-.-.[ .. __ , _________ , .. 
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nnd 11 prolet:ar,ian internationalism•' was the accepted standard of interparty 

relations. To judge from the recently available memoirs and correspondence of 

CP members, the contradiction between the promise and practice of socialism in 

the East ,;as either rationalized away as imperialist propaganda or relegated to 

·the inner recesses of the individual Communist 1 s consciousness. More specifically, 

during the later years of the· Comintern era Noscow's role in fostering anti-

Fascist action in the Hest, especially when contrasted with the inaction of 

the Western democracies, blinded many to th~ extent and impo~t of the Stalinist 

purges. During the postwar Cominform era the conservative restoration in France 

and Italy; abetted by cold war polarization, not only dashed the Resistance hopes 

of socio-political renewal but also lent a positive cast to the emerging people-s' 

democracies in East Europe. Even during the Khrushchev era the revelations of 

Stalin's crimes and surge in French, Italian, and Spanish rates of economic 

growth were apparently offset by the disparities in income distribution in the 

Hest combined with the trends toward consumerism and reduced political regimentatio; 

in the East. 

It 1;as the shock of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia that impelled Hest 

European CPs ·to articulate alternative visions of socialism and to launch sys temati< 

critiques of the Soviet model. TI1is process of critical rethinking was further 

galvanized by domestic political calculation as ever wider sectors of the 

Hestern electorates became disenchanted with the political status quo in the face 

of mounting economic crisis. Still, the Hest European CPs rejected the prospect 

held out by some political analysts of electoral gains at the expense of inter-

national Communist ties. As we shall see below, they began instead to acquire 

the characteristics of a loyal opposition within the pan-European Communist 

movemcn t. 

. '-'· , ... x·-·-
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The tenacity of the international component of the \~est European CommuniQts 1 

ideolo~ical posture may be explained in a number of ways. Internationalism is 

of course an integral part of their theoretical heritage. But to state this is 

only to beg the question of why that heritage remains so. compellin.g. Three 

major reasons come to mind, involvingquestions of ideological affinity, historical 

identity, and strategic calculation. First of all, considerable idedlogical 

agreement continues to exist among the \;est and East European CPs regarding the 

.economic structure of a socialist society. PCI leaders· from Berlinguer on down 

repeatedly endorse the "fundamental directions" of Soviet economic policy, 

claiming that it represents the interests of the working class. PCF leader 

Narchais voiced allegiance to the "general law" of" common ownership of the 

principal means of production and exchange" even at the French party's twenty

second congress in February 1976 - notwithstanding the intensifying polemics 

with the CPSU and the party's decision at that same congress to discard the slogan 

of the "dictatorship of the proletariat." PCF conduct since 1976 has certainly 

not belied Harchais 's endorsement of the principle of nationalization. As for 

the Spanish party, in "Eurocommunism" and the State Carrillo deplored not so much 

the economic structure of Soviet society as the absence of democratic control 

over the public sector and within the workshop. 

A second consideration that binds the Hest European CPs to the CPSU is the 

simple fact of their historical identity. A new generation of leaders may be. 

cotning to power. But the men in their fifties were nurtured in their twenties 

on the myth of international solidarity, Soviet ideologica 1 proHess, and the 

historic breakthrough of the Great October Revolution. Horeover, the members of 

the Comintern generation were at one time intimately linked to Hoscow by a web of 

personal and bureaucratic ties. Carrillo remarked revealingly in his speech to 

the Berlin conference, "today we have grown up." But adults rarely disavm; their 
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p<~rents, hm·.7cvcr critical of their upbri!lging they may be in retrospect. 

Finally, it wallld be rather. absurd for the Hest European CPs to break with 

the Soviet Union of the 1970s when the~ failed to do so in the 1930s or late 

1940s. How could their leaderships explain 3uch inconsistency to themselves, 

let alone their followers? 

This brings us to the third question of strategic calculation. A rupture 

with the CPSU on the part of one or another Hestern C!' would be likely to pro-

voke a schism in that p&rty itself, encouraged all the while by Hoscow. .~ 

fissures that developed within the Spanish party as a result of PCE-CPSU ._,,sions 

after 1968 a;::e indicative of the type of disarray that a break 1oith the CPSU 

might precipitate. Such a course of action seems almost unthinkable i.n the 

case of the French and Italian parties. The pro-Soviet members among their 

rank-and•files "'ho C.ock to the Soviet booths at lacal festivals of L'Unit~ and 

L'Humnnite', \>;ha delight in cut-rate excursions to Hoscow and Leningrad, would 

be incensed and be1,•l1dered. The party leaderships would risk not only incal-

culable damage to the internal cohesion of their cadres but the loss of that 

aura of transcenci.ent interna tior.~a lis m that mGs t account for some of their devoted 

following. Internal dissension would, in turn, reduce their electoral appeal. 

There i.s another more speculative yet also more grave aspect to the 

strategic importance of ongoing Hest European Communist ties with No scow, 

namely, their possible linkage to the Soviet Union's policy of d6tente. The 

PCE nnd PCF may have criticized Hoscow for excessive preoccupation l"ith harmon-

ious East-Hest relations. But from the Hestern v2.ntagepoint of 1977-1978, 

such criticism appears somewhat fatuous. Indeed, it seems not inconceivable that 

the CPSU would react to a full-scale tilt to the Hest by, say, the PCI in a 

manner not dissimilar to Hao' s reaction to Khrushchev' s overtures to the West 

in the late 1950s: namely, a hardline militant foreign policy. Since it is 

' 
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under conditions of East-Hest d.;'tente that the \.Jestern CPs have enhanced 

Lhcir domestic stature in recent years, a return to cold wa-r tensions 

would be NoscoH's most deadly riposte to an interparty schism. It may 

be recalled that in the aftermath of the Soviet Ne~< J:imes attack on Carrillo 

high-level talks took place bct~;een the PCI and CPSU. Upon their return to 

Rome, the members of the three-man Italian delegation elaborated in unusual 

detail upon the depth of the differences between the two parties. Yet one 

of them, Emanuele Hacaluso, also pointedly rejected the idea of a PCI 

rupture with Ho scow as inimical to the interests of both the Italian workers' 

movement and 11our country. 11 In the same breath, as it were, he acknowledged 

the Soviet role in creating the preconditions (i.e., detente) for the coop-

eration of all Italian democratic forces. Hacaluso's words can be read as 

support for the hypothesis that the Soviet leaders may have waved over the 

·heads of the PCI (and their Eurocommunist comrades) the damoclean threat of 

renev.,ed eo ld war tens ions. 

W1atever the case, the major Western parties proved intent on maintaining 

correct interparty ties with Hoscow while simultaneously asserting with ever 

greater concreteness their particular views on issues pertaining to the Euro-

pean Communist movement. The PCF confined itself largely to the defense of 

absolute autonomy for all CPs, ruling and non-ruling, in their ideological and 

policy choices. For the PCI and PCE, however, their more insistent advocacy of 

socialism in liberty entailed the spillover effect of harsher criticism of the 

absence of liberty in the socialist systems of East Europe. Both tactical 

expediency and theoretical coherence dictated such a linkage. Since the Italian 

and Spanish Communists argued that a pluralist form of socialism was possible 

and necessary in Hest Europe precisely because of the high level of economic 

dev~lopment in that region, they could scarcely avoid defending similar political 
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principles fot~ the countries of "developed socialism 11 in the Soviet bloc. 

Carrillp Has blunt on the subject, calling for the transformation of the 

USSR into a democratic Horkers' state. True to form, the PCI leaders Here 

more subtle and conciliatory. The most effective contribution the Eu.ro-

comr.JUnists could wake to "the renewal of existing socialist societies, 11 

they claimed, Hould be the completion of the revolutionary process in the 

capitalist metropoles, the achievement of socialist pluralism in their 

mm societies. Thereafter they Hould influence developments in the East 

by force of example, as it ~o~ere. At the September 1977 national £est-

ival of 1 'Unit~, this position was eloquently and forcefully spelled out 

by Secretariat member Paolo Bufali.ni - and echoed by Berlinguer himself 

in his closing speech to the gathering a week later. The CPSU's reaction 

to Carrillo was the New Times polemic. Its reaction to the PCI's conduct 

was to pay scant attention to the l'Unit1 festival in Pravda and to ignore 

Bufalini's spe~ch altogether. 

llo~o~ever, the Eurocommunist leaders did not limit themselves to state-

ments of abstract principle in their efforts to influence the Soviet-style 

systems. They also cultivated close ties with those regimes that shared 

one or another aspect of their programmatic goals while criticizing 

those that did not. This differentiated approach helps to explain the 

autonomist coalition that evolved on the road to the Berlin conference 

betHeen the intGrnally rigid Romanian CP, on the one hand, and the Euro-

communist triad on the othGr. Their mutual intcrGs t in CP indepGndence as 

Hell as their inception of frequent interparty contacts dates back to 1967, 

thG yGar that Romania broke with thG Soviet foreign policy linG by estab-

lishing diplomatic relations with Bonn and maintaining them Hith Israel 

after the June Har. The Hest European CPs' selective treatment of the East 
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European rulinG parties according to the cri~erion of programmatic 

affinity also accounts for the cordial relations between the PCE 

and PCI, on the oae hand, and the League of Cornmunis ts of Yugoslavia 

(LCY) on the othGr. 

Steps to~<ard a PCI-LCY entente ~<ere begu:1 by Togliatti back in 

1956 and resumed rlm·ing the early and mid-1960s, ~<ith the Italian party 

playing a mvderating role in the rentwed Soviet-Yugoslav party clash of 

the late 1950s. In early October 1977 a FCI-LCY communique', published 

after a visit by lleJ:lingue!: to Belgrade, uad.orscored the two parties' 

agreement on the importance o£ the Berlin conference document> the pos-

itive value of 11 non-alignment, ". and the ILeed to respect 11 in practice" 

the principle of autonomy in the face of "negative. tendencies still 

present i.n the international Communist m<JVen:ent" (a slur at the Soviet 

attack on Carrillo). Small wonder that Pravda ignored both the visit 

d l 
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an t1e communique. As for the rationale behind the PCI-LCY entente, 

the Titoist posture on autonomy needs no elaboration. The Yugoslavs also 

endorse socialist pluralism in prir.ciple, ascribing their own insistence 

on exclusive CP contrcl at home to the danger that multi-partyism might 

intersect ~<ith and exacerbate t~e ethnic tensions that plague their land. 

Thus tl1ey are staunch supporters of the West European CPs' pluralist 

orientation, includi11g the bid for closer ties with socialist and demo-

cratic forces in general. lhe LCY outdid even the PCI in its .ardent defense 

of Carrillo and the PCE afcer the Net< Times incident. 

Perhaps the most significant and at the same time sensitive area of 

pan-European Cl' ties involves the PCI's relations with the party leader-

ships of Poland and Hungary. Hith regard to such ties, the PCF is relatively 

detached because of the primacy it accords to autonomy, while the PCE is 
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effectively precluded becnuse of its blatant "anti-Sovi~tism." Hare-

overJ geopolit.ical cortsideLations are conducive to a more West European 

orientation on the part of the Spanish party. By the saine token, geo

politics goes far in explaining the Italian party's preoccupation with 

pan-European as well as West European interparty contacts. But as far 

as the PCI' s relations with Poland and Hungary are concerned, there is 

an additional factor to consider. In both countries the top CP elite 

appears to be divided between an orthodox conservative wing and an innovative 

moderate wing. It may be surmised that the PCI's intensification of multiple

level interparty contacts~with Warsat< and Budapest is designed to enhance 

the political leverage of the more innovative leadership groupings in those 

countries, including GP chiefs Edward Gierek and Janos Kadar. 

The PCI assumed an ambivalent posture tot<ard the crisis that erupted 

in Poland after the June 1976 Horkers' riots sparked by sharp hikes in the 

price of basic food products. On the one hand, the Italian party press 

carried full and apparently objective reports on the riots, the resulting 

arrests, and the subsequent activities of the Polish dissident Workers' 

Defense Committee in support of those arrested. The PCI refrained from 

direct editorial censure of the regime's conduct, all the t<hile intimating 

its disapproval hy juxtaposing the dissidents' allegations of police 

brutality and violations of legality to the official party denials of such 

condttct. On the other hand, the Italians maintained high-level party 

contacts Hith \Jarsaw in 1977 and published authoritative commentaries on 

the Polish scene that coincided with the views of the Polish Communist 

inno·vators on such themes as the need for more decentralized decision

making and consultation with public opinion groups, including non-party 

intellectuals and the Roman Catholic Church. \Jhen the arrested Horkers and 

their allies among the dissident intelligentsin Here finally amnestied and 
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rele£lsed from· prisou) the PCI vmrmly comr.1e.nd.ed t.he regime's conduct, 

singling out Gierek for particular prais". There is no way of gauging 

the extent to which the PCl's attitude may have influenced the course or 

outcome of the PolJ.sh crisis. Nevertheless, its show of support for 

conciliation rather than confrontation on tile i::;;sue of internal dissidence 

\\'as indicative of i.ts overall posture !:o~..:rard developments in the Soviet 

bloc: encouragement to the forces of moderation without undue provocation 

to the more sectarian elements in the party leaderships. 

PCI-Hungarian relations became ever more cordial during 1977 ,. as if 

the Hungarian party leadership had been encouraged by the outcome of the 

Berlin conference to assume a more independent posture on European Com

munist matters. Open political dissidenc.e rlidn' t appear to be a domestic 

issue in Hungary. There were, however, differenc;:es within the party 

leadership regarding economic policy. In the immediate aftermath of the 

Polish food-price riots, l'Unita carried several reports on a some't.J"hat 

similar rise iu Hungarian food prices. Not only d·id the PCI daily com:nent 

favorably on the smo"th manner in which the Budapest regime had implemented 

these unpleasant measures. But in doing so i.t also alluded to an inner 

party controversy over tha size of the peasants' private plots, indicating 

firm PCI agreement with the resolution of that controversy in favor of the 

peasants. 

The Hungarian experiment in market socialism is understandably of 

great interest to the PCI, given its owl'! postulation of a mixed economy in 

a future socialist Italy. This was to be made clear during October 1977 

summit talks between Berlinguer and Kadar which included, according to the 

official communiqu{, a discussion of ''political economy." The meeting 

itself was doubtless facilitated by Kadar' s favor2ble comments on Euro

comrr,unism during visits to Hest Europe (Austria, Italy and Hest Germany) 
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in late 197G end the first half of 1977, precisely at the time of the 

escCJlation in Soviet, Bulgarian, and CzeChoslovak polemics against 

Eurocommunism. Nore importantly, the reports on the bilateral meeting 

as '\·7ell as the contents of the ensuing communique' indi.cated deepening 

amity bet;;een the two parties. And as Berlinguer commented during an 

intcrvieH on Hungarian TV, the positive state of Italian-Hungarian CP 

relations \•WS a good thing not just for their two countries but for the 

international Co!T•nunist movement as a uhole. Evidently the CPSU did not 

view this budding pan-European Communist entente in the same light. In 

a nutshell, Pravda omitted from its report of the official communique' the 

following sensitive points: the discussion of economic questions, the 

call for more frequent exchanges of experiences and ideas between the 

two parties, and the statement that the talks took place "in an atmosphere 

of fraternal cordiality and in a spirit of solidarity and reciprocal 

understanding ... 

\vhile the Eurocotmnunists were friendly with the non-aligned and 

innovative Yugoslavs, cooperative with the independent-minded Romania:1s, 

and outgoingtm;ard the more moderate Soviet-oriented regimes, they were 

openly critical of political repression in the USSR, Czechos lov<tlda, and to 

a lesser extent the GDR. There were, to be sure, gradations in the intensity 

of their positions. As a rule, the PCE's critiques tended to be systemic, 

the PCI's systematic, and the ~CF's selective and fairly .superficial. 

For instance, in "Eurocmmnunism11 and the State and elsmvhere, Carrillo 

questioned Hhether the Soviet system could even be considered socialist, 

given the absence of political liberty. PCI leaders and commentators, on 

the other hand, readily conceded the socialist nature of the USSR's economic 

base wl1ile suggesting, usually iri a friendly manner, the need to democratize 

its political superstructure and rather consistently criticizing domestic 

ea. 
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• Sovic!L regiment.1tion and x·epression.. The french Communists interspersed 

occasional blunt denunciations a·f CPSU violations of democratic principles 

with generally bland and positive coverage of internal Soviet developements 

The three parties' reactiun to the emergence of the 

11 Ch<Irter 77 11 movBment in Czechoslovakia clearly reflected this variegated 

posture. The PCE published the document in its entirety. The PCI press 

merely summarized the document out im:nediately came to the defense of its 

signatories in its eciitorial commentaries and daily coverage> expressing 

outrage at their persecution by the Prague regime, The PCF was relatively 

mild and conspicuously belated in condemning the repressive actions against 

the 11 Charter 77" movement. 

Hhen Carr.illo, Jlerlinguer, and Harchais met in Had rid in ~larch 1977, 

they declined to wake any critical references ta the Soviet bloc systems 

in their joint communiqu{, This may have been partly due to the substantive 

differences in ti10ir. evaluations of those regimes. But it was surely also 

.due to their c0nviction that collective denunciations from the West European 

CPs 1wuld invite collective rebuttals from the East European party-states. 

·Such a cuqfrontation, in turn, would make more difficult the promotion of 

bilateral East-West CP ties on matters of mutual interest. Indeed, collectiv~ 

denunciations could develop a dyna.:1ic of their own, leading to an ot1tright 

schism.. For .all the reasons noted earlier, the Euroconnnunists wished to 

avoid such a denouement. 

From the vantage point of mid-1978 the loyal opposition within the pan-

European Communist movement is heterogeneous in i.ts composition and goals. 

Alone each component has but limited clout, Together, however, they constitute 

a not inconsiderable political force. \olhether pluralist, autonomist, or 

merely innovative by East European standards, they provide one another with 

' 
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' backing and levcr:1ge. vis-j-vis the orthodox conservatives that domin.Jte 

the CPSU and its closest allies. Such support extends also to the 

discredited innovators within these latter countries, including the 

members of the Dubcek reform movement and the Soviet Union's "loyalist" 

dissideiJLS such as Roy Hedvedev. To date this multi-faceted and amorphous 

coalition has been responsible for the final document of the 197.6 Berlin 

conference and certainly·deserves partial credit for the CPSU 1 s vacillation 

toward Carrillo, It may even have contributed to the relative moderation 

of the Polish and Hungarian regimes, There seems no reason not to anti-

cipate from it additional evidence of genuine clout in the future. 
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